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Disclaimer: This report includes future projections for Mazda Motor Corporation 
and its Group companies’ performance based on plans, forecasts, management 
plans, and strategies at the time of publication, in addition to actual past and 
present facts. Such forward-looking statements are predictions based on 
information or assumptions available at the time of edit, and may differ from future 
operational results due to changes in circumstances.

Please share your opinions and comments with us regarding this 
Report as well as Mazda's CSR initiatives.http://mag.mazda.jp/enq/pub/csr/questionnaire_e/

Request for cooperation in answering our questionnaire survey

Approach to Reporting Information
Mazda discloses information in the following formats.
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● PDF/E-book
Covers comprehensive information 
and data on Mazda’s CSR initiatives

In-depth version (176 pages）

● PDF/E-book　● Booklet*
* If any content errors are found after publication, a list of 

errata will be posted on Mazda's Website.

Digest version (Corporate Profile) (24 pages)
Includes information Mazda strongly wishes to communicate to its stakeholders

http://www.mazda.com/csr/
In addition to the contents of the PDF (In-depth 
version), the latest information is posted in a 
timely manner. Information is available in a 
searchable format.

Website

■ This report presents Mazda’s CSR initiatives in the six areas — Customer Satisfaction, 
Environmental Protection, Social Contributions, Respect for People, Compliance and 
Information Disclosure — primarily regarding the targets and results of these initiatives.

■ Aiming to satisfy the needs of readers, Mazda determined the editorial policy and 
content of this report in reference to the third party opinion and stakeholders’ ideas and 
views obtained through the questionnaire survey and engagements with stakeholders.

Editorial Policy

Report Coverage
Organizations Covered
Mazda Motor Corporation, its domestic (Japanese) Group companies, and selected 
overseas Group companies are covered in this report.
Period Covered
The report primarily covers the period from April 2013 through March 2014, 
although some activities after April 2014 are included.
Scope of the Report
Social, environmental, and economic data are included in this report.
* For more details about economic data, see Mazda's website Investor Relations & Annual Report.

Referenced Guidelines
GRI Sustainability Reporting Guidelines Version 3.1
Ministry of the Environment’s Environmental Reporting Guidelines (2012 Edition)
Ministry of the Environment’s Environmental Accounting Guidelines (2005 Edition)
ISO26000
Date of Publication
Japanese version: August 2014 (The previous report was published in August 2013; the next 
report will be published in the summer of 2015).
* The 2014 digest version (PDF / E-book / Booklet) is published in September 2014.

English version: September 2014 (The previous report was published in September 2013; the 
next report will be published in autumn 2015).
* The 2014 digest version (PDF / E-book / Booklet) will be published in October 2014.

http://www.mazda.com/csr/
http://mag.mazda.jp/enq/pub/csr/questionnaire_e/
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Environment Safety

Environment Safety

The Company’s name, “Mazda,” derives from Ahura Mazda, a god of the earliest civilizations in western 
Asia. The Company has interpreted Ahura Mazda, the god of wisdom, intelligence, and harmony, as a 
symbol of the origin of both Eastern and Western civilizations, and also as a symbol of automotive culture. 
It incorporates a desire to achieve world peace and the development of the automobile manufacturing 
industry. It also derives from the name of the Company’s founder, Jujiro Matsuda.

The Origin and Meaning of “Mazda”

New Demio/Mazda2, which shatters 
preconceptions about the compact class, 
is running briskly along fresh green.
This title page represents the image of 
the Mazda Group working together in 
addressing challenges, innovations and 
co-creations to progress and grow in 
harmony with the earth and society.

About the Title Page

With the introduction of Corporate Identity (CI) in 1975, Mazda developed 
its corporate mark as a symbol for Mazda’s communications. It was 
later positioned as an easy-to-read corporate mark, in line with the 
establishment of the brand symbol in 1997 (Established in January 1975).

Mazda Corporate Mark

Mazda’s creativity and innovation continuously delivers fun and exhilarating 
driving experiences to customers who remember the emotion of motion first 
felt as a child.

Mazda Brand Statement, “Zoom-Zoom”

The brand symbol expresses Mazda’s dedication to continuous growth and 
improvement. It is a symbolic development of the Mazda “M,” and shows the 
Company stretching its wings as it soars into the future (Established in June 1997).

Mazda Brand Symbol
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 “Sustainable Zoom-Zoom”
Mazda announced its long-term vision for technology development 
“Sustainable Zoom-Zoom” in March 2007. The basic policy of the vision 
is to “provide all customers who purchase Mazda vehicles with driving 
pleasure as well as outstanding environmental and safety performance.”
This vision commits Mazda to making vehicles that always excite and that 
embody a "Zoom-Zoom" feeling, meaning they look inviting to drive, are 
fun to drive and make you want to drive them again, helping to achieve 
an exciting, sustainable future for vehicles, people, and the Earth.

Company name: Mazda Motor Corporation

Established: January 30, 1920

Head Office: 3-1 Shinchi, Fuchu-cho, Aki-gun, Hiroshima 
730-8670, Japan

Main business 
lines:

Manufacture and sales of passenger cars and 
commercial vehicles

Stock 
information*1:

6,000,000,000 total shares issuable, 
2,999,377,399 total outstanding shares, 
117,187 shareholders

Capital: ¥258,957,096,762

Employees: Non-consolidated
Total: 20,473 

(excludes Mazda employees dispatched to other 
companies and includes employees dispatched 
to Mazda from other companies)

Consolidated
Total: 40,892

Research and 
development 
sites:

Head Office, Mazda R&D Center Yokohama, Mazda, Motor of America 
(USA), Mazda Motor Europe (Germany), China Engineering Support 
Center (China)

Production sites: Japan: Hiroshima Plant (Head Office, Ujina), Hofu Plant (Nishinoura, 
Nakanoseki), Miyoshi Plant
Overseas: China, Thailand, Mexico*2, U.S.*3, Columbia*4, Zimbabwe, 
South Africa, Ecuador, Taiwan*5, Vietnam*5, Malaysia*6, Russia*6

Sales companies: 251 in Japan, 141 outside Japan

Principal 
products:

Four-wheeled vehicles, gasoline reciprocating engines, diesel engines, 
rotary engines, and automatic and manual transmissions for vehicles

Corporate Profile (As of March 31, 2014)

“The Zoom-Zoom tree” embodies the Zoom-Zoom concept and its spread 
throughout society. The tree absorbs the “ONE MAZDA” corporate culture 
as nutrients through firmly planted roots. As it continues to grow, the left  
branch represents the environment, the right branch represents safety, and 
the treetop embodies the Zoom-Zoom concept.

Zoom-Zoom Tree

*1 The total numbers of authorized and outstanding shares are 
1,200,000,000 and 599,875,479, respectively, as a result of stock 
consolidation on August 1, 2014.

*2 Operation launched in January 2014
*3 Production of Mazda6 discontinued in August 2012
*4 Production of Mazda vehicles discontinued at the end of April 2014
*5 Some models are not produced but assembled locally (Not included in 

local production volume figures).
*6 Assembly only (Not disclosed as local production volume).



In FY March 2014, we achieved steady results in 
the introduction of new products, acceleration of 
our Monotsukuri Innovation (see pp.7-10), and the 
establishment of a global production footprint, as 
we pursued the Structural Reform Plan*1 toward 
FY March 2016. We have also been making solid 
progress in promoting global alliances.
In terms of products, we successfully introduced 
the new Axela/Mazda3 into global markets. It is the 
third vehicle (following the CX-5 and the Atenza/
Mazda6) to incorporate SKYACTIV TECHNOLOGY 
(see p.53) and Mazda’s new design theme, “KODO-
Soul of Motion”, both of which enjoy high acclaim 
worldwide.
On the production front, production of the new 
Mazda3 began at our new plant in Mexico in 
January 2014.
Through these efforts, for FY March 2014 the 
Mazda Group posted net sales of ¥2,692.2 billion, 
an increase of ¥487.0 billion year-on-year. The 
Company’s operating income amounted to ¥182.1 
billion, an increase of ¥128.2 billion year-on-
year, with net income reaching ¥135.7 billion, an 
increase of ¥101.4 billion.
Further, we are making progress as scheduled in 
the construction of an engine machining plant in 
Mexico and a new transmission plant in Thailand. In 
Japan, work to increase our production capacity for 
SKYACTIV engines and transmissions is progressing 
as planned.

To fulfill our social responsibilities, it is important 

Committing Sustainable Growth in 
Harmony with the Earth and Society

TOP MESSAGE

*1 The Structural Reform Plan consists of the following four initiatives: 1. Business 
innovation by SKYACTIV TECHNOLOGY; 2. Accelerate further cost improvement 
through Monotsukuri Innovation; 3. Reinforce business in emerging countries and 
establish a global production footprint; and 4. Promote global alliances (see p.156).
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Achieving steady results by pushing 
forward with the Structural Reform Plan

Looking back over the fiscal year ended March 
31, 2014, how was the year for Mazda?Q

Establishing challenging targets and 
implementing the PDCA (Plan-Do-Check-
Act) cycle

What are the main corporate social 
responsibility (CSR) initiatives that Mazda is 
currently working on?

Q



for Mazda to contribute to the development of local 
communities, as well as society in general, while striving 
for sustainable and profitable growth. 
Moreover, regarding non-financial social responsibility 
mainly covered by this report, we consider that our 
Company has a wide range of stakeholders and varying 
challenges to be addressed. Mazda therefore divides its 
CSR initiatives into six areas.*2 In response to the changes 
in the business environment surrounding Mazda, the 
Company has started to review the key areas of its CSR 
initiatives (see p.13). Meanwhile, in view of the seven core 
subjects related with ISO 26000, we have established 
targets by identifying the CSR perspectives inherent in 
the daily work of each employee, with each target item 
extracted from the business operation plans. This report 
presents the FY March 2014 results and evaluation, as well 
as the FY March 2015 targets (see pp.14-15). Also, we have 
been addressing global warming and other environmental 
problems, by setting further detailed annual targets in the 
Mazda Green Plan 2020 (see pp.48-51). Going forward, 
we will remain committed to implementing the PDCA cycle 
to ensure continuous improvement, through establishing 
challenging targets and encouraging each individual 
employee to work toward achieving these goals.

As an automobile manufacturer, we believe that it 
is important for Mazda to contribute to realizing a 
sustainable society, particularly regarding environmental 
and safety performance, through its vehicles and 
technological innovations. In keeping with our long-term 
vision for technology development, called “Sustainable 
Zoom-Zoom” (see p.2), by providing all customers who 
purchase Mazda vehicles with driving pleasure as well 
as outstanding environmental and safety performance, 
we aim to be a brand that garners the ardent support of 
customers around the world.
On the environmental front, Mazda promotes the Building-
Block Strategy (see p.52), which prioritizes improvements in 
base technologies, such as improving the engine’s thermal 
efficiency and reducing the weight of the vehicle body, and 
then gradually adds electric devices. Even in 2020, Mazda 

expects that the majority of vehicles will still be powered 
by the internal combustion engine. Consequently, Mazda 
is first working to achieve comprehensive improvements 
in the base technologies. Through this approach, rather 
than relying heavily on a small proportion of eco-friendly 
models, Mazda will contribute to the reduction of global 
CO2 emissions by delivering vehicles with excellent 
environmental performance at an affordable price to 
customers worldwide, including emerging countries, which 
may lack special infrastructure.
We have already released three models equipped with the 
full range of SKYACTIV TECHNOLOGY, a term which covers 
all Mazda’s innovative next-generation base technologies. 
The new Demio/Mazda2 featuring a newly developed 
small-displacement clean diesel engine will be rolled out 
in global markets starting from Japan in autumn 2014. 
This engine will ensure the new Demio/Mazda2 achieves 
the best test mode fuel economy figures*3 among vehicles 
in Japan powered by an internal combustion engine 
(excluding hybrids and micro-mini vehicles), as well as 
significantly improved day-to-day fuel economy. The 
number of SKYACTIV-equipped models will be further 
increased and we expect that sales of these models will 
account for over 85% of total sales volume by March 31, 
2016, exceeding our initial plan.
In the realm of safety, Mazda’s aim is to achieve a safe and 
accident-free automotive society from the three viewpoints 
of vehicles, people, and roads and infrastructure. 
Specifically, the Company carries out research and 
development into safety technologies based on the Mazda 
Proactive Safety philosophy, which particularly respects 
the driver, and has released vehicles featuring the full 
suite of Mazda’s advanced safety technologies, known as 
“i-ACTIVSENSE” technologies (see p.42).

New Demio/Mazda2 
(launched the market in autumn 2014)

*2 The six areas of Mazda’s CSR initiatives are: Customer Satisfaction; Environmental Protection; 
Social Contributions; Respect for People; Compliance; and Information Disclosure (see p.112).

*3 Under Japan’s JC08 test mode cycle.
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Providing outstanding environmental and safety 
performance emphasized in “Sustainable Zoom-
Zoom”

How does Mazda fulfill its social responsibility in 
manufacturing vehicles, which is the main business 
of the Company?

Q



Since 2002, Mazda has consistently promoted its brand statement “Zoom-Zoom” (see p.2).* In 2007, evolving the statement, the Company 
announced its long-term vision for technology development, “Sustainable Zoom-Zoom” (see p.2).The basic policy of the vision is to “provide 
all customers who purchase Mazda vehicles with driving pleasure, as well as outstanding environmental and safety performance.”
Thus far, Mazda has emphasized “driving pleasure” as its most important brand essence. In 2013, Mazda’s “Brand Philosophy”, which all 
Mazda Group employees should follow, was stipulated. Mazda will promote brand value management in line with this philosophy.

In July 2013, we started discussions to create a corporate culture that 
promotes Mazda Group employees to take pride in the Mazda brand and 
to change their behavior. On the theme of “brand value management,” 
discussions are being held bringing together Mazda executives and 
employees, as well as employees of Mazda Group companies in Japan 
and overseas. They exchange ideas about how they should change their 
own behavior and how to put into practice this management 
philosophy. These discussions are held as part of the Mazda Business 
Leader Development (MBLD) (see p.128), a business leader training 
program unique to Mazda, which has been implemented since 2000. 
We will continue to conduct this activity throughout the Mazda Group in 
FY March 2015.

Brand image exists in the minds of customers. Mazda therefore is not able to control its brand image simply by declaring brand value 
management. The Company fully understands that the only way to enhance brand value is to consider all activities of the Mazda Group from 
the customer’s viewpoint. It is important that Mazda Group employees clarify the brand value and make constant efforts in accordance with 
Mazda’s “Brand Philosophy”. By providing value that exceeds expectations at all touchpoints with 
customers, including quality, products, sales and after-sales service, communication, and people, 
throughout the ownership of their vehicles, Mazda aims to be a brand that enriches customers’ lives and 
that maintains special bonds with its customers.
In pushing forward with the Structural Reform Plan, the Company attaches importance to Mazda’s 
brand value management, and strive to develop a corporate culture that encourages individual 
employees to create innovation, pursue opportunities for co-creation, and take on challenges. Mazda 
will continue to grow as a corporate group that can earn the trust of not only customers, but also of 
suppliers, shareholders and investors, local communities, and all other stakeholders. 
This initiative has just begun. While placing importance on dialogue with a wide range of stakeholders, 
Mazda will strive to enhance its brand value. This report presents part of this initiative under each item.

Promoting Brand Value-Focused Management
— Aiming to Be a Brand Maintaining Special Bonds with Its Customers —

* For the relationship between brand value management and the Structural Reform Plan, please refer to the Annual Report 2014.

Bring joy to our customers through the ownership of their vehicles1.

Provide cars, that are in harmony with the earth and society, to more people2.

3. Embrace challenges and through our ingenuity master the “Doh” (the Japanese concept of “the Way” or “the Path”)

We love cars. We strive to live fruitful lives through cars. In our vision of the future, we see cars, the earth and 

society existing in harmony. We will continue to overcome obstacles with unique and original inspiration.

“Brand Philosophy” 

Growth of
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increasing the number of customers who support Mazda. 
Through these revisions, the Company will steadily advance 
the establishment of a foundation for future development, 
while balancing the increase in sales volume and our brand 
value maintenance and enhancement.
We will remain committed to valuing customer feedback 
and providing Mazda’s unique and attractive products 
that satisfy the needs of our customers, even as they vary 
across more than 120 countries and regions. In this way, 
the Company seeks to achieve its objectives.

I value the word “cooperation.” To ensure the Mazda 
Group’s continuation and growth, it is important that 
all the people involved should work in cooperation with 
each other, sharing the same objectives and processes of 
achieving these objectives. The benefits of cooperation 
are particularly obvious when we take on a new challenge 
and I am certain that the development of SKYACTIV 
TECHNOLOGY and Monotsukuri Innovation are good 
examples of what we can achieve through cooperation. 
By taking advantage of “cooperation” as one of its 
great strengths, the Mazda Group will continue growing 
throughout the entire value chain.
Since our initiatives for brand value management have 
just begun, I know that that Mazda is still a long way 
from its intended vision. Mazda will celebrate the 100th 
anniversary of its founding in 2020, the year the Olympic 
Games are to be held in Tokyo, Japan. I hope that in 
that milestone year, Mazda will be fully recognized as a 
company gaining special favor with and sincere trust of its 
customers and other stakeholders around the world. To 
this end, I will intensify the concerted efforts of all Mazda 
Group companies. We will also be committed to realizing 
sustainable growth, in harmony with the earth and society.

As a company with production sites in Hiroshima and 
Yamaguchi Prefectures, Japan, Mazda believes it has great 
responsibility for regional economy and employment. We 
will continue to sustain an 850,000-unit production level 
in Japan. This is crucial not only for making a continuing 
contribution to the growth of local communities, but 
also for helping the maturation of Japan’s monotsukuri 
(manufacturing) technologies and their application to 
overseas production sites. 
At the same time, in January 2014, production started 
in our new plant in Mexico, as the most important 
manufacturing site for our efforts to establish a global 
production footprint. In Mexico and all other countries 
where the Company conducts corporate activities, Mazda 
will follow the basic approach of growing with local 
communities and thereby fulfilling its social responsibility 
in a broader sense. Our efforts will include environmental 
protection, human resource development that values 
diversity, high quality maintenance, respect for human 
rights, and social contribution to local communities.

Since 2013, Mazda has promoted brand value management 
in earnest. Through this initiative, we aim to be a brand 
that enriches customers’ lives and that maintains special 
bonds with those customers, through various touch 
points. We have stipulated Mazda’s “Brand Philosophy” 
(see p.6), which all Mazda Group employees should follow, 
to clarify Mazda brand value and ensure that all employees 
will make consistent efforts.
In the course of advancing the ongoing Structural 
Reform Plan, we have revised our business indices for 
FY March 2016, in view of our initiatives for brand value 
management. Specifically, target operating profit has 
been upwardly revised to ¥230 billion (increased by ¥80 
billion), while projected global sales volume has been set 
at 1.52 million units (reduced by 180,000 units), with 
the objectives of further strengthening emotional bonds 
between Mazda and individual customers and of steadily 

Masamichi Kogai
Representative Director
President and CEO
Mazda Motor Corporation

■ Website on Top Message to shareholders and investors
 http://www.mazda.com/investors/policy/message.html

Continuing sustainable growth by promoting 
brand value management 

What is your vision for the future of Mazda?Q

Fulfilling our social responsibility throughout the 
entire value chain

What message do you have for your stakeholders?Q

Making continuous contributions in order to 
grow with local communities

Regarding the establishment of a global production 
footprint, on what aspects do you chiefly place an 
emphasis?

Q
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Since 2002, Mazda has consistently promoted its brand statement “Zoom-Zoom” (see p.2).* In 2007, evolving the statement, the Company 
announced its long-term vision for technology development, “Sustainable Zoom-Zoom” (see p.2).The basic policy of the vision is to “provide 
all customers who purchase Mazda vehicles with driving pleasure, as well as outstanding environmental and safety performance.”
Thus far, Mazda has emphasized “driving pleasure” as its most important brand essence. In 2013, Mazda’s “Brand Philosophy”, which all 
Mazda Group employees should follow, was stipulated. Mazda will promote brand value management in line with this philosophy.

In July 2013, we started discussions to create a corporate culture that 
promotes Mazda Group employees to take pride in the Mazda brand and 
to change their behavior. On the theme of “brand value management,” 
discussions are being held bringing together Mazda executives and 
employees, as well as employees of Mazda Group companies in Japan 
and overseas. They exchange ideas about how they should change their 
own behavior and how to put into practice this management 
philosophy. These discussions are held as part of the Mazda Business 
Leader Development (MBLD) (see p.128), a business leader training 
program unique to Mazda, which has been implemented since 2000. 
We will continue to conduct this activity throughout the Mazda Group in 
FY March 2015.

Brand image exists in the minds of customers. Mazda therefore is not able to control its brand image simply by declaring brand value 
management. The Company fully understands that the only way to enhance brand value is to consider all activities of the Mazda Group from 
the customer’s viewpoint. It is important that Mazda Group employees clarify the brand value and make constant efforts in accordance with 
Mazda’s “Brand Philosophy”. By providing value that exceeds expectations at all touchpoints with 
customers, including quality, products, sales and after-sales service, communication, and people, 
throughout the ownership of their vehicles, Mazda aims to be a brand that enriches customers’ lives and 
that maintains special bonds with its customers.
In pushing forward with the Structural Reform Plan, the Company attaches importance to Mazda’s 
brand value management, and strive to develop a corporate culture that encourages individual 
employees to create innovation, pursue opportunities for co-creation, and take on challenges. Mazda 
will continue to grow as a corporate group that can earn the trust of not only customers, but also of 
suppliers, shareholders and investors, local communities, and all other stakeholders. 
This initiative has just begun. While placing importance on dialogue with a wide range of stakeholders, 
Mazda will strive to enhance its brand value. This report presents part of this initiative under each item.

Promoting Brand Value-Focused Management
— Aiming to Be a Brand Maintaining Special Bonds with Its Customers —

* For the relationship between brand value management and the Structural Reform Plan, please refer to the Annual Report 2014.

Bring joy to our customers through the ownership of their vehicles1.

Provide cars, that are in harmony with the earth and society, to more people2.

3. Embrace challenges and through our ingenuity master the “Doh” (the Japanese concept of “the Way” or “the Path”)

We love cars. We strive to live fruitful lives through cars. In our vision of the future, we see cars, the earth and 

society existing in harmony. We will continue to overcome obstacles with unique and original inspiration.
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Monotsukuri Innovation Started in Conjunction with “Sustainable Zoom-Zoom”

What Has Changed through Monotsukuri Innovation?

“The common architecture concept is not just intended to be a means 
of standardization. It is a concept that epitomizes the ideal structure 
that is considered universally optimal, regardless of the time or 
model,” says Kan. He adds “Integrated planning, the common 
architecture concept, and the flexible production concept play 
important roles, not only in achieving the economy of mass produc-
tion, but also in improving product strength, in reducing lead times, 
and even in resource savings.”
For example, regarding vehicle designs, which are a vital part of 
product strength, the Company made efforts to faithfully reproduce 
the design in vehicles to be mass-produced. Previously, after the 
product development division had decided a vehicle design, the 
manufacturing division started to create dies to form the parts. This 
method, however, sometimes failed to perfectly reproduce the 
envisaged design that had been elaborated by the product develop-

Pursuing the Ideal Structure and Processes through Company-Wide Promotion of Mazda 
Unique Integrated Planning

ment division, due to technological constraints. To resolve this 
problem, Mazda introduced integrated planning, which enables the 
product development and manufacturing divisions to act in unison. 
Both parties were brought together to mutually understand what 
each other was attempting to achieve, in a more accurate manner 
and at an earlier stage. Before the design was finalized, form 
simulations were performed, so that the manufacturing division 
could submit proposals regarding the structure to better reproduce 
the design. Such inter-divisional collaboration to faithfully reproduce 
the envisaged design has enabled mass-production models to realize 
a level of “sharpness” comparable to the concept car. Through these 
efforts, the Mazda6 and the new Mazda3 were selected as among the 
top three finalists for the World Car Design of the Year award for two 
consecutive years. This feat is the first of its kind for a Japanese 
vehicle manufacturer. 

■ Best practice: Faithful reproduction of 
    the envisaged design
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Yasuhiro Kan
General Manager 
Body Production 
Engineering Department
Production Engineering 
Division

In 2007, Mazda announced its long-term vision for technology 
development, “Sustainable Zoom-Zoom.” To provide all customers 
with driving pleasure as well as outstanding environmental and safety 
performance, Mazda embarked on a challenge to “develop and 
market vehicles equipped with innovative base technologies that set 
a global benchmark.” Mazda’s annual production capacity is approxi-
mately 1.2 million vehicles. Given its size, Mazda cannot remain 
competitive if the Company acts in the same way as a top manufac-
turer that produces and sells more than 10 million units.

To develop products that exceed customers’ expectations and to 
achieve economies of scale equal to or higher than those of a top 
manufacturer, Mazda realized that it must drastically reform vehicle 
structures, rather than just making “improvements” at a conven-
tional level. At the same time, the Company was determined to 
innovate the way in which vehicles are manufactured. Based on this 
strong determination, all related divisions worked together to launch 
Mazda’s Monotsukuri Innovation.

Conventionally, there has been a trade-off between diversity that 
enhances product competitiveness and commonality that improves 
manufacturing economy of scale. The objective of Monotsukuri 
Innovation is to realize both these conflicting features at a high level. 
Deliberations were held to determine what the Company needed to 
do to achieve the economy of scale as if manufacturing a single 
vehicle model, while developing and producing a variety of different 
products. A breakthrough came when Mazda focused its attention 
on “integrated planning,” the “common architecture”, and the 
“flexible production” concept.

Integrated planning involves close collaboration between the 
product development, manufacturing, and purchasing divisions—as 
well as suppliers. They are brought together to hold discussions 
about forward-looking products and technologies, standing on an 
equal footing and sharing the same sense of values, so as to design 
specific action plans. This approach started with the Company-wide 
efforts to plan for all models, looking at five to ten years in the 
future.
Yasuhiro Kan, General Manager of Body Production Engineering 
Department, Production Engineering Division, says, “Before integrated 

planning was introduced, each model had been developed individually, 
and consensus had been reached after debates between product 
development and manufacturing divisions that had asserted their 
respective perspectives and ideas. However, under the integrated 
planning approach, all those concerned met together to hold 
discussions as to what products 
and technologies Mazda should 
really be aiming to develop from 
a forward-looking perspective. 
They then defined the shape and 
structures that were common to 
these future models as the ‘fixed 
area,’ and the elements that 
should be changed and modified 
according to the product lines 
and models as the ‘variable 
area.’” 
Furthermore, the integrated 
planning approach was taken to 
develop each model. As for the 
fixed area, by adopting the 
common architecture concept 
that improves volume efficiency, 
Mazda achieved the economy of 
scale close to that possible when 

manufacturing a single model. As for the variable area, the Company 
employed the flexible production concept that enabled product 
variations, through technological innovations in the product design 
and structure, as well as in the production processes.

70.3%Material
yield rate:

Global Deployment of Mazda’s Monotsukuri Innovation
— 100% Quality and Value Exceeding Expectations in Each Customer’s “One-and-only” Vehicle —

was only possible with the cooperation of our suppliers.” He 
continues, “Since Mazda has concentrated product development and 
manufacturing functions in Hiroshima Prefecture, we have 
established close communications with local suppliers here. Thus, 
they were willing to share the same objectives with us and work 
closely together in this endeavor. This is the reason why such 
significant results could be achieved.”
Mazda’s Monotsukuri Innovation has earned high acclaim from 
outside the Company, as well. In fact, in September 2013, Mazda’s 
Monotsukuri Innovation received the Minister of Economy, Trade and 
Industry's Award at the 5th Monodzukuri Nippon Grand Award 
ceremony, as a process that has revolutionized manufacturing ideas 
in the automotive industry.

Focal points to achieve breakthrough
● Integrated planning
● Common architecture planning
● Flexible production concept

Support production processes
that create economy of scale

Support competitive large variety production

■ Annual Report 2014 (see p.29)　http://www.mazda.com/investors/library/annual/

Feature Story 2

Company-wide efforts have been made to promote Mazda’s Monotsukuri Innovation, with the aim of developing vehicles equipped with innovative 
base technologies that marvel automobile manufacturers around the world. Monotsukuri Innovation is an approach to reviewing the vehicle-
manufacturing process from scratch. Originating in Japan,  Monotsukuri Innovation has begun to be expanded to overseas production sites, so that
 now automobile manufacturing that enhances the brand value is being deployed on a global basis

Aim to achieve an operational efficiency at the same level as when 
producing a single vehicle model, by overcoming the trade-off between 
two conflicting features while developing and producing various 
products that incorporate technological innovations.
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Monotsukuri Innovation Started in Conjunction with “Sustainable Zoom-Zoom”

What Has Changed through Monotsukuri Innovation?

“The common architecture concept is not just intended to be a means 
of standardization. It is a concept that epitomizes the ideal structure 
that is considered universally optimal, regardless of the time or 
model,” says Kan. He adds “Integrated planning, the common 
architecture concept, and the flexible production concept play 
important roles, not only in achieving the economy of mass produc-
tion, but also in improving product strength, in reducing lead times, 
and even in resource savings.”
For example, regarding vehicle designs, which are a vital part of 
product strength, the Company made efforts to faithfully reproduce 
the design in vehicles to be mass-produced. Previously, after the 
product development division had decided a vehicle design, the 
manufacturing division started to create dies to form the parts. This 
method, however, sometimes failed to perfectly reproduce the 
envisaged design that had been elaborated by the product develop-

Pursuing the Ideal Structure and Processes through Company-Wide Promotion of Mazda 
Unique Integrated Planning

ment division, due to technological constraints. To resolve this 
problem, Mazda introduced integrated planning, which enables the 
product development and manufacturing divisions to act in unison. 
Both parties were brought together to mutually understand what 
each other was attempting to achieve, in a more accurate manner 
and at an earlier stage. Before the design was finalized, form 
simulations were performed, so that the manufacturing division 
could submit proposals regarding the structure to better reproduce 
the design. Such inter-divisional collaboration to faithfully reproduce 
the envisaged design has enabled mass-production models to realize 
a level of “sharpness” comparable to the concept car. Through these 
efforts, the Mazda6 and the new Mazda3 were selected as among the 
top three finalists for the World Car Design of the Year award for two 
consecutive years. This feat is the first of its kind for a Japanese 
vehicle manufacturer. 

■ Best practice: Faithful reproduction of 
    the envisaged design
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Yasuhiro Kan
General Manager 
Body Production 
Engineering Department
Production Engineering 
Division

In 2007, Mazda announced its long-term vision for technology 
development, “Sustainable Zoom-Zoom.” To provide all customers 
with driving pleasure as well as outstanding environmental and safety 
performance, Mazda embarked on a challenge to “develop and 
market vehicles equipped with innovative base technologies that set 
a global benchmark.” Mazda’s annual production capacity is approxi-
mately 1.2 million vehicles. Given its size, Mazda cannot remain 
competitive if the Company acts in the same way as a top manufac-
turer that produces and sells more than 10 million units.

To develop products that exceed customers’ expectations and to 
achieve economies of scale equal to or higher than those of a top 
manufacturer, Mazda realized that it must drastically reform vehicle 
structures, rather than just making “improvements” at a conven-
tional level. At the same time, the Company was determined to 
innovate the way in which vehicles are manufactured. Based on this 
strong determination, all related divisions worked together to launch 
Mazda’s Monotsukuri Innovation.

Conventionally, there has been a trade-off between diversity that 
enhances product competitiveness and commonality that improves 
manufacturing economy of scale. The objective of Monotsukuri 
Innovation is to realize both these conflicting features at a high level. 
Deliberations were held to determine what the Company needed to 
do to achieve the economy of scale as if manufacturing a single 
vehicle model, while developing and producing a variety of different 
products. A breakthrough came when Mazda focused its attention 
on “integrated planning,” the “common architecture”, and the 
“flexible production” concept.

Integrated planning involves close collaboration between the 
product development, manufacturing, and purchasing divisions—as 
well as suppliers. They are brought together to hold discussions 
about forward-looking products and technologies, standing on an 
equal footing and sharing the same sense of values, so as to design 
specific action plans. This approach started with the Company-wide 
efforts to plan for all models, looking at five to ten years in the 
future.
Yasuhiro Kan, General Manager of Body Production Engineering 
Department, Production Engineering Division, says, “Before integrated 

planning was introduced, each model had been developed individually, 
and consensus had been reached after debates between product 
development and manufacturing divisions that had asserted their 
respective perspectives and ideas. However, under the integrated 
planning approach, all those concerned met together to hold 
discussions as to what products 
and technologies Mazda should 
really be aiming to develop from 
a forward-looking perspective. 
They then defined the shape and 
structures that were common to 
these future models as the ‘fixed 
area,’ and the elements that 
should be changed and modified 
according to the product lines 
and models as the ‘variable 
area.’” 
Furthermore, the integrated 
planning approach was taken to 
develop each model. As for the 
fixed area, by adopting the 
common architecture concept 
that improves volume efficiency, 
Mazda achieved the economy of 
scale close to that possible when 

manufacturing a single model. As for the variable area, the Company 
employed the flexible production concept that enabled product 
variations, through technological innovations in the product design 
and structure, as well as in the production processes.

70.3%Material
yield rate:

Global Deployment of Mazda’s Monotsukuri Innovation
— 100% Quality and Value Exceeding Expectations in Each Customer’s “One-and-only” Vehicle —

was only possible with the cooperation of our suppliers.” He 
continues, “Since Mazda has concentrated product development and 
manufacturing functions in Hiroshima Prefecture, we have 
established close communications with local suppliers here. Thus, 
they were willing to share the same objectives with us and work 
closely together in this endeavor. This is the reason why such 
significant results could be achieved.”
Mazda’s Monotsukuri Innovation has earned high acclaim from 
outside the Company, as well. In fact, in September 2013, Mazda’s 
Monotsukuri Innovation received the Minister of Economy, Trade and 
Industry's Award at the 5th Monodzukuri Nippon Grand Award 
ceremony, as a process that has revolutionized manufacturing ideas 
in the automotive industry.

Focal points to achieve breakthrough
● Integrated planning
● Common architecture planning
● Flexible production concept

Support production processes
that create economy of scale

Support competitive large variety production

■ Annual Report 2014 (see p.29)　http://www.mazda.com/investors/library/annual/

Feature Story 2

Company-wide efforts have been made to promote Mazda’s Monotsukuri Innovation, with the aim of developing vehicles equipped with innovative 
base technologies that marvel automobile manufacturers around the world. Monotsukuri Innovation is an approach to reviewing the vehicle-
manufacturing process from scratch. Originating in Japan,  Monotsukuri Innovation has begun to be expanded to overseas production sites, so that
 now automobile manufacturing that enhances the brand value is being deployed on a global basis

Aim to achieve an operational efficiency at the same level as when 
producing a single vehicle model, by overcoming the trade-off between 
two conflicting features while developing and producing various 
products that incorporate technological innovations.
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Further Evolving Monotsukuri Innovation into Production
that Enhances the Brand Value

It is almost eight years since Mazda commenced efforts towards 
Monotsukuri Innovation. Now the Company is striving to further 
evolve Monotsukuri Innovation into production that enhances the 
brand value. 
The brand value that Mazda should deliver from a viewpoint of 
manufacturing is represented by the expression, “100–1=0.” By 
“100–1=0” Mazda means that it will be meaningless if even only one 
out of 100 vehicles is found to be defective, because for an 
individual customer, his/her vehicle is not “one out of 100 vehicles” 
but the only one. This expression summarizes Mazda’s strong desire 
to provide 100% quality for one vehicle for every individual 

customer.
Kan talks about his aspirations, saying, “We are pursuing a kind of 
vehicle production that respects each vehicle as a certain customer’s 
“one-and-only” Mazda. We first aim to achieve the “zero defect” 
target, and then realize the value that exceeds customers’ 
expectations, such as the value comprising the KODO design, 
Jinba-Ittai driving experience*2, and fuel economy. These elements 
embody driving pleasure, which is the hallmark of the Mazda brand.”
Under the motto, “We will never produce a boring vehicle,” Mazda is 
evolving its Monotsukuri Innovation.

In terms of the effective use of resources, the improvement in the 
yield rate*1 of press process can be cited as a best practice. Although 
the improvement limit of material yield was said to be 60%, the 
Company dramatically improved the figure for the CX-5 to 70%. By 
promoting the common use of the shape and structure and designing 
products on the premise of using unused materials, a significant 
improvement was made in the yield rate of press process. At the 
same time, the amount of steel plate used per unit was significantly 
reduced by increasing the number of smaller press parts over 
conventional ones, thereby making it possible to use steel plate with 
a thickness suitable for the strength required. These efforts contrib-
uted to a substantial reduction in the weight of the entire vehicle and 
improved fuel economy. Kan explains, “In the past, in pressing a large 
part, its thickness was adjusted for the section requiring the highest 
strength. However, in the course of discussions with the product 
development division, we found that it would be better to separate 
the single part into several pieces, whose material and thickness 
were then tailored to suit the respective sections, and then assemble 
them into a single unit. This method can lead to weight reduction, 
thereby producing greater overall effects. We will continue working 
closely with the product development division to pursue the ideal 
product structures and production processes, so as to simultane-
ously enhance product value and achieve cost reductions.” 
Kan points out the important role played by suppliers in realizing this 
yield improvement, “Improving the yield rate in our press process 

Single-piece Parts for the CX-5

Contributing to the Growth of Mexican Economy and Regional Revitalization 
by Fostering Human Resources Who Lead the Automotive Industry in Mexico

Based on the concepts behind Mazda’s Monotsukuri Innova-
tion, MMVO has worked hard to create a system capable of 
delivering vehicles of the same high quality as those made in 
Japan, on a global scale. By July 2014, the company had 
dispatched 180 engineers and supervisors to Mazda’s plants 
in Hiroshima and Hofu as part of their training. As a result, I 
believe that MMVO has now established a manufacturing 
system that will lead to the overall enhancement of Mazda’s 
brand value.
MMVO attaches importance to contributing to the regional 
economy and automotive industry, to contributing to 
environmental protection, and to communicating with 
residents of local communities. As part of our efforts to 
contribute to the regional economy and automotive industry, 
we have established a supplier park within the plant premises. 
We have also created more than 6,000 jobs at MMVO and the 
supplier park,* in cooperation with suppliers who have set up 
their facilities there. Moreover, we are working on environ-
mental conservation (see p.110) through protection of 
precious tree species (the mesquite, etc.) as well as soil 
management. We are also active in exchanges with local 
residents, by creating a multi-purpose site and a mini 
museum within the company premises. 

Through the various activities mentioned above, MMVO will 
strive to convey the history and spirit of Mazda’s manufactur-
ing heritage, thereby functioning as the center for communi-
cating our brand essence to people here in Mexico.
Going forward, we will remain committed to developing 
excellent human resources who support and lead the automo-
tive industry in Mexico, as well as contributing to the growth 
of Mexican economy through manufacturing, so as to serve 
as a production site that can grow together with the people of 
the local community.

Osamu Tominaga
Executive Vice President (Operation), MMVO

■ Seeking optimal plate materials and thickness

To deliver Mazda brand value to all customers around the world, it is 
essential to apply Monotsukuri Innovation to global production sites. 
At present, Mazda has its major production facilities in five locations: 
Hiroshima and Hofu in Japan, Thailand, China, and now in Mexico, 
where manufacturing operations started in January 2014.
“Monotsukuri Innovation was born in Hiroshima, where we have 
accumulated technologies over many years. How we should now 
promote the global application of Monotsukuri Innovation—this is a 
major challenge for Mazda,” says Kan. Mazda aims to raise its 
overseas production ratio to 50% in the future, and Kan stresses the 
importance of the global development of Mazda’s Monotsukuri 
Innovation. “It is essential to entrench Monotsukuri Innovation in 
overseas regions in a true sense, rather than just transfer 
technologies and expertise to these regions. To this end, we should 

have local employees and suppliers with whom Mazda has deals for 
the first time understand and empathize with what Mazda aims to 
achieve.”
Mazda’s vision is “Manufacturing for Customer Value.” All 
production sites of the Mazda Group will work as one team to provide 
each and every customer around the world with 100% quality and 
value that exceeds their expectations.

Establishment of a New Plant in Mexico
Serving As a Global Production Site that Has Adopted Monotsukuri Innovation

from
Mexico

100-1=0

50%Overseas Production Rate:

was only possible with the cooperation of our suppliers.” He 
continues, “Since Mazda has concentrated product development and 
manufacturing functions in Hiroshima Prefecture, we have 
established close communications with local suppliers here. Thus, 
they were willing to share the same objectives with us and work 
closely together in this endeavor. This is the reason why such 
significant results could be achieved.”
Mazda’s Monotsukuri Innovation has earned high acclaim from 
outside the Company, as well. In fact, in September 2013, Mazda’s 
Monotsukuri Innovation received the Minister of Economy, Trade and 
Industry's Award at the 5th Monodzukuri Nippon Grand Award 
ceremony, as a process that has revolutionized manufacturing ideas 
in the automotive industry.

Start of production: January 2014
Production capacity: 140,000 units of 
                                       completed vehicles*
Number of employees: Approx. 3,100*
Building area: Approx. 188,000 m2*
Land area: Approx. 2,560,000 m2 (256 ha.)

Outline

* Cluster of suppliers’ production facilities

* Trade name of Mazda Motor Manufacturing de Mexico, S.A. de C.V. and Mazda Motor Operaciones de Mexico, S.A. de C.V. collectively.

Three Missions

Mazda constructed a new plant in Mexico, as a joint venture with Sumitomo Corporation. The plant, named Mazda de 
Mexico Vehicle Operation* (MMVO), is located in Salamanca, in the state of Guanajuato. In January 2014, MMVO started 
production of the new Mazda3. MMVO plays an important role as a strategic site for supplying products to the markets of 
North, Central, and South America, as well as Europe.

■ Contribute to the growth of the automotive industry and the Mexican economy, as well as regional revitalization, as a good corporate citizen.
■ Realize the fruits of our Structural Reform Plan and begin a new chapter in the history of Mazda.
■ Contribute to the preservation of environment by making our SKYACTIV models available to more people around the world.

Mexico

Previous
method

New
method

1

2
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* Data at commencement of production

Optimal material and thickness that realize 
both strength and functionality (corrosion 
prevention, etc.) required for each section 

Toward Realization of Optimal Manufacturing 
Suited to a Global Production Footprint

*1 Percentage of volume of products actually produced, to production volume expected from 

the amount of material used.

*2 Mazda’s-unique driving philosophy, literally, “rider and horse, are one.” Mazda aims to 

create oneness between the car and the driver, just as a horse and rider communicate 

through feeling, thereby realizing the very best driving experience.
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Further Evolving Monotsukuri Innovation into Production
that Enhances the Brand Value

It is almost eight years since Mazda commenced efforts towards 
Monotsukuri Innovation. Now the Company is striving to further 
evolve Monotsukuri Innovation into production that enhances the 
brand value. 
The brand value that Mazda should deliver from a viewpoint of 
manufacturing is represented by the expression, “100–1=0.” By 
“100–1=0” Mazda means that it will be meaningless if even only one 
out of 100 vehicles is found to be defective, because for an 
individual customer, his/her vehicle is not “one out of 100 vehicles” 
but the only one. This expression summarizes Mazda’s strong desire 
to provide 100% quality for one vehicle for every individual 

customer.
Kan talks about his aspirations, saying, “We are pursuing a kind of 
vehicle production that respects each vehicle as a certain customer’s 
“one-and-only” Mazda. We first aim to achieve the “zero defect” 
target, and then realize the value that exceeds customers’ 
expectations, such as the value comprising the KODO design, 
Jinba-Ittai driving experience*2, and fuel economy. These elements 
embody driving pleasure, which is the hallmark of the Mazda brand.”
Under the motto, “We will never produce a boring vehicle,” Mazda is 
evolving its Monotsukuri Innovation.

In terms of the effective use of resources, the improvement in the 
yield rate*1 of press process can be cited as a best practice. Although 
the improvement limit of material yield was said to be 60%, the 
Company dramatically improved the figure for the CX-5 to 70%. By 
promoting the common use of the shape and structure and designing 
products on the premise of using unused materials, a significant 
improvement was made in the yield rate of press process. At the 
same time, the amount of steel plate used per unit was significantly 
reduced by increasing the number of smaller press parts over 
conventional ones, thereby making it possible to use steel plate with 
a thickness suitable for the strength required. These efforts contrib-
uted to a substantial reduction in the weight of the entire vehicle and 
improved fuel economy. Kan explains, “In the past, in pressing a large 
part, its thickness was adjusted for the section requiring the highest 
strength. However, in the course of discussions with the product 
development division, we found that it would be better to separate 
the single part into several pieces, whose material and thickness 
were then tailored to suit the respective sections, and then assemble 
them into a single unit. This method can lead to weight reduction, 
thereby producing greater overall effects. We will continue working 
closely with the product development division to pursue the ideal 
product structures and production processes, so as to simultane-
ously enhance product value and achieve cost reductions.” 
Kan points out the important role played by suppliers in realizing this 
yield improvement, “Improving the yield rate in our press process 

Single-piece Parts for the CX-5

Contributing to the Growth of Mexican Economy and Regional Revitalization 
by Fostering Human Resources Who Lead the Automotive Industry in Mexico

Based on the concepts behind Mazda’s Monotsukuri Innova-
tion, MMVO has worked hard to create a system capable of 
delivering vehicles of the same high quality as those made in 
Japan, on a global scale. By July 2014, the company had 
dispatched 180 engineers and supervisors to Mazda’s plants 
in Hiroshima and Hofu as part of their training. As a result, I 
believe that MMVO has now established a manufacturing 
system that will lead to the overall enhancement of Mazda’s 
brand value.
MMVO attaches importance to contributing to the regional 
economy and automotive industry, to contributing to 
environmental protection, and to communicating with 
residents of local communities. As part of our efforts to 
contribute to the regional economy and automotive industry, 
we have established a supplier park within the plant premises. 
We have also created more than 6,000 jobs at MMVO and the 
supplier park,* in cooperation with suppliers who have set up 
their facilities there. Moreover, we are working on environ-
mental conservation (see p.110) through protection of 
precious tree species (the mesquite, etc.) as well as soil 
management. We are also active in exchanges with local 
residents, by creating a multi-purpose site and a mini 
museum within the company premises. 

Through the various activities mentioned above, MMVO will 
strive to convey the history and spirit of Mazda’s manufactur-
ing heritage, thereby functioning as the center for communi-
cating our brand essence to people here in Mexico.
Going forward, we will remain committed to developing 
excellent human resources who support and lead the automo-
tive industry in Mexico, as well as contributing to the growth 
of Mexican economy through manufacturing, so as to serve 
as a production site that can grow together with the people of 
the local community.

Osamu Tominaga
Executive Vice President (Operation), MMVO

■ Seeking optimal plate materials and thickness

To deliver Mazda brand value to all customers around the world, it is 
essential to apply Monotsukuri Innovation to global production sites. 
At present, Mazda has its major production facilities in five locations: 
Hiroshima and Hofu in Japan, Thailand, China, and now in Mexico, 
where manufacturing operations started in January 2014.
“Monotsukuri Innovation was born in Hiroshima, where we have 
accumulated technologies over many years. How we should now 
promote the global application of Monotsukuri Innovation—this is a 
major challenge for Mazda,” says Kan. Mazda aims to raise its 
overseas production ratio to 50% in the future, and Kan stresses the 
importance of the global development of Mazda’s Monotsukuri 
Innovation. “It is essential to entrench Monotsukuri Innovation in 
overseas regions in a true sense, rather than just transfer 
technologies and expertise to these regions. To this end, we should 

have local employees and suppliers with whom Mazda has deals for 
the first time understand and empathize with what Mazda aims to 
achieve.”
Mazda’s vision is “Manufacturing for Customer Value.” All 
production sites of the Mazda Group will work as one team to provide 
each and every customer around the world with 100% quality and 
value that exceeds their expectations.

Establishment of a New Plant in Mexico
Serving As a Global Production Site that Has Adopted Monotsukuri Innovation

from
Mexico

100-1=0

50%Overseas Production Rate:

was only possible with the cooperation of our suppliers.” He 
continues, “Since Mazda has concentrated product development and 
manufacturing functions in Hiroshima Prefecture, we have 
established close communications with local suppliers here. Thus, 
they were willing to share the same objectives with us and work 
closely together in this endeavor. This is the reason why such 
significant results could be achieved.”
Mazda’s Monotsukuri Innovation has earned high acclaim from 
outside the Company, as well. In fact, in September 2013, Mazda’s 
Monotsukuri Innovation received the Minister of Economy, Trade and 
Industry's Award at the 5th Monodzukuri Nippon Grand Award 
ceremony, as a process that has revolutionized manufacturing ideas 
in the automotive industry.

Start of production: January 2014
Production capacity: 140,000 units of 
                                       completed vehicles*
Number of employees: Approx. 3,100*
Building area: Approx. 188,000 m2*
Land area: Approx. 2,560,000 m2 (256 ha.)

Outline

* Cluster of suppliers’ production facilities

* Trade name of Mazda Motor Manufacturing de Mexico, S.A. de C.V. and Mazda Motor Operaciones de Mexico, S.A. de C.V. collectively.

Three Missions

Mazda constructed a new plant in Mexico, as a joint venture with Sumitomo Corporation. The plant, named Mazda de 
Mexico Vehicle Operation* (MMVO), is located in Salamanca, in the state of Guanajuato. In January 2014, MMVO started 
production of the new Mazda3. MMVO plays an important role as a strategic site for supplying products to the markets of 
North, Central, and South America, as well as Europe.

■ Contribute to the growth of the automotive industry and the Mexican economy, as well as regional revitalization, as a good corporate citizen.
■ Realize the fruits of our Structural Reform Plan and begin a new chapter in the history of Mazda.
■ Contribute to the preservation of environment by making our SKYACTIV models available to more people around the world.
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* Data at commencement of production

Optimal material and thickness that realize 
both strength and functionality (corrosion 
prevention, etc.) required for each section 

Toward Realization of Optimal Manufacturing 
Suited to a Global Production Footprint

*1 Percentage of volume of products actually produced, to production volume expected from 

the amount of material used.

*2 Mazda’s-unique driving philosophy, literally, “rider and horse, are one.” Mazda aims to 

create oneness between the car and the driver, just as a horse and rider communicate 

through feeling, thereby realizing the very best driving experience.
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I am in charge of planning and promoting CSR related events, such as environmental 
protection and social contributions. In December 2013, I joined Eco-Products 2013, one of 
the largest environmental exhibitions in Japan, to explain Mazda’s initiatives at Mazda booth. 
Through this experience, I learned the importance of accurate communication of Mazda’s 
vision and specific activities to visitors in general and acquiring their empathy  for Mazda.
I will continue working together with relevant divisions within the Company and to execute 
events that will lead to enhancing Mazda’s corporate and brand value.

Executing Events that Lead to Corporate and Brand Value 
Enhancement

 Yukiko Kobayashi
CSR & Environment Department
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Mazda CSR Customer Satisfaction
Environmental

Protection
Social Contributions Respect for People Management

■ Basic Approach

Mazda aims to achieve its Corporate Vision through the actions of each individual, based on the 
Mazda Way (see p. 125). While striving to meet the requests and expectations of all of Mazda’s 
stakeholders, each employee pursues CSR initiatives in the course of their daily business 
activities. In this way, Mazda contributes to the development of a sustainable society.

■ Six Areas

Referencing the Charter of Corporate Behavior issued by the Japan Business Federation  
(Nippon Keidanren)*2, etc., Mazda evaluates its CSR initiatives in the six areas of Customer 
Satisfaction, Environmental Protection, Social Contributions, Respect for People,  
Compliance and Information Disclose. a
■   Customer Satisfaction: Offering customers a vehicle ownership experience that exceeds 

their expectations, through every touch point
■ Environmental Protection: Along with being an urgent issue for humanity, this is the  

highest priority issue for automakers
■ Social Contributions: Contributing to local communities as a good corporate citizen
■ Respect for People: The foundation of society, including the human resource  

development that is the foundation of Mazda’s corporate activities
■  Compliance: Observance of laws and regulations as well as initiatives in line with the  

Corporate Ethics Code of Conduct
■ Information Disclosure: Disclosing information in an appropriate and timely manner

12

Mazda CSR
Mazda will grow and develop together with society through the realization of its 
corporate vision. While striving to meet the requests and expectations of all of 
Mazda’s stakeholders, each employee pursues CSR initiatives in the course of 
their daily business activities.

*1 In 1999, Mazda evolved its existing management philosophy into 
its current Corporate Vision. Comprising the three key elements 
of Vision (corporate objectives), Mission (corporate roles and 
responsibilities), and Value (the values Mazda seeks to produce), 
this Corporate Vision defines the goals of the company and its 
employees, their roles and responsibilities, and the sense of values 
the Company embraces in pursuit of its targets.

*2 Mazda actively supports the Charter of Corporate Behavior issued 
by the Japan Business Federation (Nippon Keidanren).

Corporate Vision*1 
Vision

Mission

Value

Corporate objectives
To create new value, excite and delight our customers through the best automotive products and services.

Roles and responsibilities
With passion, pride and speed, we actively communicate with our customers to deliver insightful 
automotive products and services that exceed their expectations.

The values Mazda seeks to produce
We value integrity, customer focus, creativity, and efficient and nimble action, and respect highly motivated 
people and team spirit. We positively support environmental matters, safety, and society. Guided by these 
values, we provide superior rewards to all people associated with Mazda.

Mazda Way

CSR

Business
partners

Mazda
employees

Customers

Shareholders
and investors

Global society
Local communities

Next generation
people

All Mazda stakeholders

Daily business activities

Respect
for People

Compliance

Information
Disclosure

Social
Contributions

Environmental
Protection

Customer
Satisfaction

Customer 
Satisfaction

●  Commitment to customers (quality, products, 
sales, and after-sales service)

●  Safety initiatives, etc.

Environmental 
Protection

●  Energy- and global-warming-related issues
●  Promoting resource recycling
●  Cleaner emissions
●  Environmental management, etc.

Social 
Contributions

●  Raising environmental/safety awareness
●  Fostering next-generation human resources
●  Contributing to local communities as a 

corporate citizen, etc.

Respect for 
People

●  Initiatives with employees
●  Respect for human rights, etc.

Compliance

●  Internal controls
●  Ensuring appropriate transactions
●  Promoting and thoroughly implementing the 

Corporate Ethics Code of Conduct, etc.

Information 
Disclosure

●  Actively disseminating information about CSR 
initiatives in the Mazda Group

●  Engaging stakeholders
●  Disclosing financial statements, etc.

a Six Areas of CSR Operations

For Stakeholder Engagement, 
see pp. 157- 162.
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■ CSR Promotion Organization

Each department carries out its operations based on goals and plans formulated with an  
understanding of the policies and guidelines determined by the CSR Management Strategy 
Committee, which the president chairs, and in cooperation with other Group companies. b
CSR Management Strategy Committee
Deliberate the CSR activities that are expected of Mazda from a global perspective, in  
consideration of changes in social environment

■   The topics discussed by the Committee in FY March 2014 included: establishment of  
CSR targets for FY March 2014 and follow-up of the progress in CSR efforts (see pp. 
14-15), performance evaluation of the mid-term environmental plan (Mazda Green  
Plan) (see pp. 48-51), analysis of the external evaluations of CSR, and raising CSR 
awareness among employees (see p. 16).

Each Department
Set operational targets and plans for the medium and long term, and for each fiscal year, 
and implement these targets and plans
CSR Strategy Core Team
Discuss in advance proposals to be made to the CSR Management Strategy Committee and 
propose guidelines for specific activities based on policies set by the CSR Management  
Strategy Committee

■ Reinforcement of CSR Initiatives Based on ISO26000

Mazda comprehensively reaffirmed its CSR initiatives in accordance with the seven core  
subjects of the ISO26000 social responsibility guidelines, and set up the CSR targets for  
FY March 2014. In establishing these targets, each division envisioned the ideals that  
Mazda aims to achieve in the future, and summarized them. The results for FY March  
2014 and the targets for FY March 2015 were approved by the CSR Management Strategy 
Committee. Mazda will continue to implement the PDCA (plan-do-check-act) process, so as 
to carry out CSR management in line with the global standards.

■ Review of Key Areas of CSR Operations

Based on the GRI Sustainability Reporting Guidelines Version 4 (G4), in FY March 2014 
Mazda initiatived investigation to identify key areas of its CSR operations (materiality of  
CSR issues).
Mazda aims to satisfy to the G4 guidelines in the future by taking into account opinions  
from management and relevant divisions, while reflecting the opinions of customers and  
other various stakeholders as well as experts and specialists. 
Specifically, the Company will identify the key areas of its CSR operations that are  
particularly required by society and where Mazda can contribute to society, and will  
disclose the investigation process leading to the identification.

b Organization

Secretariat
(CSR & Environment

Department)

Mazda Group
companies in Japan

Company Departments and Sections

Mazda Group
companies overseas

Custom
er Satisfaction

Environmental Protection

Social Contributions

Respect for People

Com
pliance

Inform
ation Disclosure

CSR Strategy Core Team
Meeting: Held as required 
Members: Working 
members of primary 
departments involved in 
carrying out CSR initiatives 

CSR Management Strategy Committee
Meetings: Twice annually
Chairperson: Representative Director, President, and CEO
Vice-Chairperson: Executive Officer in charge of CSR and environmental affairs
Members: Members of the Executive Committee

History of the CSR Structure

2004 CSR Committee established
　　　　　● Began company-wide CSR initiatives

2007 CSR Promotion Department established 
as a permanent structure

2008 CSR Committee reorganized as the CSR 
Management Strategy Committee

　　　　　●  Integrated CSR activities and 
management

　　　　　●  Reinforced global perspective

2009 CSR & Environment Department 
established as a permanent structure

　　　　　● Promotes initiatives both globally and 
across departments

　　　　　● Former CSR Promotion Department 
reorganized as a supervising compliance 
body and renamed as the Compliance 
Administration Department

2012
　　　　　● Compliance supervision functions 

transferred to the Office of General & 
Legal Affairs
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■ CSR Targets for FY March 2015

ISO 26000 
core subjects Items

FY March 2014
Self- 

assessment

FY March 2015

Targets Results Targets

6.2 
Organizational 
governance

1 CSR management

①Establish initiative items and targets 
based on issues identified from ISO26000.
②Continue to raise CSR awareness based 
on results of Employee Engagement 
surveys.

①Established CSR targets for FY March 2014, 
disclosed these targets in Mazda Sustainability 
Report 2013, and began implementing the PDCA 
(plan-do-check-act) cycle with relevant divisions 
in the Company.
②Continued raising employees’ CSR awareness 
making use of Employee Engagement surveys 
results, through training by level*1 (24 times) and 
CSR information sharing  (37 times).

○

①Discuss the key areas to conform with the 
G4 Guidelines and prepare for disclosure of 
the discussion process.
②Continue raising CSR awareness based 
on results of Employee Engagement 
surveys.

2 Corporate governance
Maintain and strengthen corporate 
governance framework, including newly 
established companies in emerging markets.

Made preparations for setting up audit 
committees at newly established companies in 
Mexico, Russia and Malaysia.

○
Maintain and operate corporate governance 
framework, including newly established 
companies in emerging markets.

3 Stakeholder engagement Continue and strengthen stakeholder 
engagement.

Executed stakeholder engagement initiatives in 
various forms at scheduled frequency.
(See pp.152-162. of Sustainability Report 2014.)

○ Continue and strengthen stakeholder 
engagement.

4 Risk management
Identify various internal and external risks 
and continue activities to minimize such 
risks.

Identified foreseeable risks and continued 
executing activities to minimize such risks. The 
major activities are below:
・   Formed disaster self-defence-organizations to 

prevent against earthquake and tsunami risks, 
and checked and improved early response.

・   Maintained security services and changed 
the rules more suitable, to cope with risks of 
confidential information leakage.

○
Identify various internal and external risks 
and continue activities to minimize such 
risks.

6.3 
Human rights

1   Respect for human rights

①Continue activities to raise awareness of 
human rights, such as training by level and 
human rights meetings.
②Clarify support for the Universal 
Declaration of Human Rights and the 
International Labour Organization (ILO) 
Declaration on Fundamental Principles and 
Rights at Work.

①Executed the following activities as scheduled, 
to raise awareness of human rights:
Training by level, human rights meetings, 
e-learning for managers to prevent power 
harassment, etc.
②Clarified support for both declarations, in 
Mazda Sustainability Report 2013, etc.
(See p. 137 of Sustainability Report 2014)

○

①Continue activities to raise awareness of 
human rights, such as training by level and 
human rights meetings.
②Continue support for the Universal 
Declaration of Human Rights and the 
International Labour Organization (ILO) 
Declaration on Fundamental Principles and 
Rights at Work.

2   Achieving of diversity

Continue to respect the diversity of 
employees
①Continue and evolve training and 
effective development of top management 
in each region.
②Formulate measures to enhance the 
skills of female employees by supporting 
reinstatement after child- rearing leave 
through training etc, so as to make effective 
development of female employees.
③Maintain and improve the percentage of 
employees with special needs.

①Formulated plans for successor candidates 
for presidents or vice presidents of consolidated 
Group companies, shared the plans among senior 
management, and continued and evolved systematic 
training and development of human resources.
②Completed discussion of measures to support 
female employees who have taken time off to get 
back to work, and established a foundation for 
formulating plans for next fiscal year.
③Improved the percentage of employees with special 
needs through strengthened recruitment efforts, 
however not reaching the legally required level yet.
FY March 2014: 1.98% (improved 0.1 percentage 
point from 1.88% in FY March 2013)

△

Continue to respect the diversity of 
employees.
①Continue and evolve training and 
effective development of top management 
in each region.
②Establish a target for the number of 
female managers and formulate a plan for 
training female managers.
③Achieve the legally required percentage 
of employees with special needs (2.0%) 
and promote employment of intellectually/
mentally-challenged people.

3 Due diligence Start the survey of human rights initiatives 
throughout the supply chain.

Conducted surveys of 500 suppliers in Japan 
and overseas about the system to carry out 
CSR initiatives, including human rights and 
operational status of these initiatives.

○
Figure out the status of human rights 
initiatives throughout the value chain and 
continue surveys of these initiatives.

6.4 
Labour practices

1 Industrial relations
Maintain sound labor relations in each of 
regions, based on the legislation, culture, 
and labor practices in respective countries.

Maintained sound labor relations in each region. ○
Maintain sound labor relations in each 
region, based on the legislation, culture, 
and labor practices in respective countries.

2 Work-life balance
Improve the quality of initiatives through 
reviews of various measures and 
implementation.

Improved quality of work-life balance initiatives 
by taking the following actions:
・   Regarding the planned use of paid leave, all 

employees achieved the target agreed between 
labor and management (all employees should use 
five or more days of paid leave)

・   Joined the Iku-Men Company Alliance (alliance 
of companies supporting men who are actively 
involved in the care of their children), established 
under the initiative of Hiroshima Prefecture, to 
promote men’s participation in child care.

・   Reviewed the rules for the no-overtime day (held 
once a month) for manufacturing employees and 
changed it to set on a day when they work day 
shift rather than night shift from the viewpoint of 
supporting employees’ private activities after work.

○ Improve the quality of various measures for 
further implementation of work-life balance

3   Occupational safety and health

Promote activities based on the Safety and 
Health Management System.
①Continue risk assessment.
②Continue internal audits.
③Maintain the current workplace accident 
occurrence ratio, which is the lowest level in 
Japan.

①Continued risk assessments in each area.
Particularly in the manufacturing areas, risk 
assessment was made for each work process to 
facilitate in-depth risk management.
②Reviewed internal audit items, and strengthened 
items concerning fire and disaster prevention.
③Maintained the workplace accident occurrence 
ratio, which was the lowest level in Japan.
Total frequency rate*2: 0.40 (ranked 4th among 
14 JAMA companies).

○

Promote activities based on the Safety and 
Health Management System.
①Continue risk assessment.
②Review audit items based on the audit 
results in FY March 2014, and update and 
optimize the audit check sheets.
③Maintain the present workplace accident 
occurrence ratio, which is the lowest level in 
Japan.

4 Human resource development
Maintain and improve dissemination of the 
Mazda Way, based on career meetings and 
other opportunities.

Maintained and improved dissemination of the 
Mazda Way, by taking the following actions:
・   Used the Mazda Way Dialogue Guide in each 

step of a career meeting.
・   Distributed the Workplace Communication 

Materials (every other month).
・   Held Mazda Way training by level.
・   Held Mazda Way training for trainees from 

overseas regions.

○

・   Maintain and improve dissemination of 
the Mazda Way, based on career meetings 
and other opportunities.

・   Enhance individual employees’ capabilities 
and their strength as a team, toward 
enhancing brand value.

*1  Training by level for new recruits, mid-career hires, new band 5 (assistant manager level) employees and newly appointed managers.
*2  Accident frequency, measured as the number of casualty figure per million person-hours worked.

(Self-assessment key　○: Accomplished, △: Nearly accomplished, ×: Not accomplished)
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ISO 26000 
core subjects Items

FY March 2014
Self- 

assessment

FY March 2015

Targets Results Targets

6.5 
The environment

1 Energy- and global-warming-
related issues

Mazda Green Plan 2020 (see pp. 48-51)2 Promoting resource recycling

3 Cleaner emissions

4 Environmental management

6.6 
Fair operating 
practices

1 Compliance

①Ensure compliance and improve the 
level of compliance awareness through 
continuous awareness-raising activities.
②Ensure compliance at Mazda Group 
companies by continuous support through 
provision of education materials, timely 
information, etc.

①Executed in-house awareness-raising activities 
as scheduled, including a compliance seminar (once 
a year), training upon hiring (every month), and 
training by level.
②Provided support for five group companies 
through provision of education materials (every 
month), timely information, etc.

○

①Ensure compliance and improve the 
level of compliance awareness through 
continuous awareness-raising activities, 
etc.
②Ensure compliance at Mazda Group 
companies by continuous support through 
provision of education materials, timely 
information, etc.

2 Fair transactions

①Ensure full compliance with Mazda 
Supplier CSR Guidelines and continue 
follow-up.
②Revise the Mazda Supplier CSR 
Guidelines to correspond to conflict 
minerals regulations, and start surveys of 
major purchasers.

①Revised the Mazda Supplier CSR Guidelines 
to clarify Mazda’s vision not to use conflict 
materials, and requested suppliers to comply 
with both existing and revised provisions in the 
Guidelines.
②Conducted surveys of 500 suppliers in Japan 
and overseas about the system to implement 
CSR initiatives and about the operation status of 
these initiatives.

○

①Ensure full compliance with Mazda 
Supplier CSR Guidelines and continue 
follow-up.
②Continue surveys of major purchasers to 
correspond to conflict minerals regulations.

3 Information management

①Ensure information management 
through continuous awareness-raising 
activities.
②Promote and strengthen information 
security measures.

①Continued activities to raise awareness of 
information management at training by level (24 
times).
②Introduced global information exchange/
sharing services with a high-security level, as 
planned.

○

①Ensure information management 
through continuous awareness-raising 
activities.
②Promote and strengthen information 
security measures.

4   Protection of intellectual 
property

Promote activities to protect intellectual 
property.
①Strengthen the management system of 
overall intellectual property.
②Continue awareness-raising activities to 
instill respect for intellectual property law.

①Strengthened rights acquisition activities to 
broadly protect the designs and technologies, 
and held the annual management review 
(Intellectual Property Committee) regarding the 
management status.
②Continued the following awareness-raising 
activities:
　・   Intellectual property rights training by level (17 

times)
　・   Sharing of relevant examples via company-

wide notifications (twice)
　・   Intellectual properties checkup when 

intellectual property-related contracts were 
concluded

○

Promote activities to protect intellectual 
properties
①Continue strengthening the management 
system of overall intellectual properties 
(redevelop the framework for overall 
intellectual property education).
②Continue awareness-raising activities to 
instill respect for intellectual property law.

6.7 
Consumer issues

1 Quality

Products

Develop products that embody the 
following attributes of the Mazda brand, 
in line with the principles of “Sustainable 
Zoom-Zoom.”
・    Driving pleasure as well as outstanding 

environmental and safety performance
・   Jinba-Ittai (oneness between car and 

driver) driving performance that appeals 
to all five senses and increases the driving 
pleasure each time the driver gets behind 
the wheel

・   Insightful, thoroughly thought-out 
functionality

・    An unrivaled design direction full of 
raw energy, honed by the precision of 
Japanese aesthetics

・   Robust reliability and excellent 
craftsmanship

Embodied the attributes of the Mazda brand in 
line with the principles of “Sustainable Zoom-
Zoom” (described in the Targets field) in New 
Axela/Mazda3, and introduced it into the market.

○

Develop next-generation products that 
further evolve the following attributes of 
the Mazda brand, in line with the principles 
of “Sustainable Zoom-Zoom.”
・   Driving pleasure as well as outstanding 

environmental and safety performance
・   Jinba-Ittai (oneness between car and 

driver) driving performance that appeals 
to all five senses and increases the driving 
pleasure each time the driver gets behind 
the wheel

-   Insightful, thoroughly thought-out 
functionality

・   An unrivaled design direction full of 
raw energy, honed by the precision of 
Japanese aesthetics

・   Robust reliability and excellent 
craftsmanship

Sales and services

Sell products and offer services to provide a 
value realizing a circle of smiles for keeping 
on growing through a life with Mazda, 
which makes you feel you always "want to 
continue choosing" Mazda.

Conducted activities to meet the needs and 
expectations of customers, as planned, in the 
sales and services areas (See pp.29-39 of 
Sustainability Report 2014).

○

Sell products and offer services to provide a 
value realizing a circle of smiles for keeping 
on growing through a life with Mazda, 
which makes you feel you always “want to 
continue choosing” Mazda.

2 Safety
Products and raising 
customers’ safety 
awareness

①Expand the introduction of 
i-ACTIVSENSE, which is a series of 
advanced safety technologies, developed 
in line with Mazda Proactive Safety, the 
Company’s safety philosophy.
②Obtain high ratings in new car 
assessment programs (NCAPs) of 
respective countries.

①Introduced i-ACTIVSENSE to the New Axela/
Mazda3.
②Awarded the highest ratings in new car 
assessment programs (NCAPs) of respective 
countries*.
　[J-NCAP 5☆]　　CX-5, Atenza
　[Euro-NCAP 5☆]　Mazda6, New Mazda3
　[US-NCAP 5☆]　CX-5, New Mazda3
　[US-IIHS TSP+]　CX-5, Mazda6, New Mazda3

○

①Expand the introduction of 
i-ACTIVSENSE, which is a series of 
advanced safety technologies, developed 
in line with Mazda Proactive Safety, the 
Company’s safety philosophy.
②Obtain high ratings in new car 
assessment programs (NCAPs) of 
respective countries.

6.8
Community 
involvement and 
development

1 Corporate citizenship activities
Continue to implement programs based on 
each region’s local community contribution 
policy.

Continued or newly launched programs based on 
each region’s local community contribution policy 
(about 420 programs).

○
Implement programs based on each 
region’s local community contribution 
policy.

2 Contribution to the realization 
of a sustainable society

①Continue efforts to resolve social issues 
and proactive disclosure of Mazda’s social 
contribution activities.
②Establish a program effect evaluation 
index.

①Made efforts to resolve social issues through 
social contribution activities. The results of 
these efforts were disclosed in the Sustainability 
Report. Also, in Japan, disclosed the efforts 
through the social contribution activity report 
(published nine times a year), the Letter from 
MAZDA (published four times a year), SNSs (social 
networking services), etc.
②Established a program effect evaluation index 
incorporating both social and corporate (Mazda 
Group) perspectives.

○

①Continue efforts to resolve social issues 
and proactive disclosure of Mazda’s social 
contribution activities.
②Start implementing the PDCA (plan-do-
check-act) cycle based on the program 
effect evaluation index.

* Listed here are model names used in the applicable countries: Atenza/Mazda6, Axela/Mazda3.

Among the seven core subjects of ISO 26000, regarding “The environment,” Mazda has promoted initiatives to address various environmental issues, in accordance with the Mazda 
Green Plan 2020 Mid-Term Environmental Plan, which is already in place.

(Self-assessment key　○: Accomplished, △: Nearly accomplished, ×: Not accomplished)
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■ External Evaluations of CSR (as of March 31, 2014)

Mazda identifies key external ratings and evaluations both from within Japan and  
overseas. By analyzing the results, Mazda evaluates its own initiatives. Mazda continuously 
makes active efforts to disclose information by responding to both domestic and global  
surveys and evaluations, such as those by socially responsible investment (SRI) rating  
organizations.

■   Inclusion in the FTSE4Good Index series c
An SRI index developed by the FTSE Group, a fully-owned subsidiary of the London  
Stock Exchange.

■   Inclusion in the Ethibel EXCELLENCE Investment Register since October 1, 2013. d
Forum ETHIBEL is a Belgium-based non-profit organization that promotes socially  
responsible investment (SRI) and CSR in Europe.

■   Inclusion in the Morningstar Socially Responsible Investment Index e
The first SRI index developed in Japan.

■   In March FY2014, Mazda’s carbon disclosure score was evaluated as “High” in the CDP 
(Carbon Disclosure Project) Japan 500. f
On behalf of 722 investors with assets of US$87 trillion, the CDP organization  
conducts research and discloses information to better understand the risks and  
opportunities posed by climate change (information as of CDP2013 reporting timing).

■ Raising Employee Awareness

Mazda endeavors to deepen awareness and understanding of CSR among all its employees, 
and to promote the undertaking of CSR initiatives in the course of their daily business  
activities.
1. Training by Level hg
The following CSR training programs were implemented in FY March 2014:

■   Lecture-style training (approx. 840 participants) for new recruits, mid-career hires,  
new band 5 (assistant manager level) employees and newly appointed managers

■     Group discussions (approx. 380 participants) for new recruits, new band 5 (assistant 
manager level) employees and newly appointed managers

When asked for their impressions of the training, which was based on group discussions,  
many participants replied with positive responses such as:

“I was able to understand how our daily activities are linked to CSR.”
“I realized that we should disseminate our Company’s good practices in environmental  
protection and social contribution to people inside and outside the Company.”
“I will carry out CSR activities in connection with my main job.”
“I felt that we can find a seed of CSR in our daily operations. I will use this seed  
effectively for brand enfancement.”

Mazda will continue implementing training by level.

2. Raising Awareness in All Departments
■  Distribution to and circulation within all departments of the Mazda Sustainability  
Report
■    Communication about CSR efforts and up-to-date information via the Company  

Intranet and the in-house newsletter My Mazda
■  Holding quality meetings (see p. 22)

Quality meetings provide all employees with regular and continuous opportunities  
to consider quality and heighten their quality awareness to achieve self-motivated  
innovations and dramatic quality improvement, thereby enhancing the quality of  
their actions. The meetings are held four times a year at each workplace, allowing all 
employees to join and express their opinions.

■  Distribution of “Compliance Communications” (see p. 148)
■  President’s Message during Human Rights Week (see p. 138)

3. Confirming the Level of CSR Awareness
As in FY March 2013, Employee Engagement Survey was conducted in FY March 2014 to 
confirm to what extent employees were aware of CSR.*1

To further improve CSR awareness levels, Mazda will continue a range of initiatives.

c

e

d

f

g Training for new band 5 employees

h Results of Group Discussion Surveys in FY March 
2014 (approx. 380 surveyed)

1. Interest in, knowledge about, and understanding of CSR activities

2. Through training, awareness of your efforts to contribute to society

Before
training

After
training

Very high High Low Very low

67.2％67.2％

41.7％41.7％ 41.1％
5.2％

0.5％

7.6％

0.5％

4.9％

62.2％62.2％

12.0％12.0％

24.7％24.7％

32％32％

*1 This question was only included in the survey of Mazda Motor 
Corporation.
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■  Dissemination of CSR Approach and Initiatives to Mazda Group 
Companies and Suppliers in Japan and Overseas

The Mazda Group’s basic approach and initiatives, both in Japan and overseas, are to  
comply with national and regional regulations, including labor laws such as the prohibition 
of child labor and forced labor. The Group is engaged in a wide range of initiatives to this 
end, from practicing compliance to contributing to society, while respecting diverse national 
and regional cultures, international norms such as the Charter of Corporate Behavior  
issued by the Japan Business Federation (Nippon Keidanren), and social perspectives.
Mazda published CSR-related articles in the January, February, and March issues of Gijutsu 
Tsushin (technical notification), a monthly journal for service staff at domestic dealers, to 
disseminate Mazda’s basic CSR approach and initiatives. i
The Company has also promoted CSR initiatives throughout the entire supply chain (see  
p.150) by requesting suppliers to comply with the Mazda Supplier CSR Guidelines and by  
conducting surveys regarding the status of CSR initiatives of each supplier.

■  Distribution and circulation of the Mazda Sustainability Report
■  Announcement of relevant guidelines to all Group companies and suppliers
■  Implementation of a survey regarding the status of CSR initiatives of each supplier

i Gijutsu Tsushin (technical notification)
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I am in charge of product planning at Mazda Motor Poland. I took six months' training from 
January 2014 at Mazda Motor Corporation. The training allowed me to understand more of a “big 
picture” behind business and experience Japanese culture which is underlying Mazda brand 
values.. I was also able to recognize the future direction of Mazda’s product development 
further. Now I am even more confident for carrying　out my work and developing sales and 
marketing strategy in Poland with my experience at Mazda Motor Corporation.

 Rybak Grzegorz
Marketing Department, Mazda Motor Poland Co., Ltd.

I will develop sales and marketing strategy in Europe with my 
experience at Mazda Motor Corporation



We love cars. We strive to live fruitful lives through 
cars. In our vision of the future, we see cars, the 
earth and society existing in harmony. We will  
continue to overcome obstacles with unique and 
original inspiration.
1.   Bring joy to our customers through the ownership 

of their vehicles.
2.   Provide cars, that are in harmony with the earth 

and society, to more people.
3.   Embrace challenges and through our ingenuity 

master the "Doh" (the Japanese concept of "the 
Way" or "the Path".
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■ Providing an Ownership Experience that Exceeds Customer Expectations

Aiming to provide customers with an 
ownership experience that exceeds their 
expectations and makes them feel the brand 
maintaining special bond with them, Mazda 
delivers Mazda’s unique value to customers 
based on its brand philosophy, through 
every touch point with customers, in terms 
of quality, products, sales, and after-sales 
service and human resources. a

■ Quality Policy

Under its quality policy, Mazda further advances the efforts it has made and promotes  
united collaboration among all areas, continuing to enhance Mazda’s unique value. b

■ Approach to Quality Improvement

To deliver customers safety, trust and excitement through automotive lifestyles, Mazda  
makes Group-wide efforts to “establish quality for new products,” “achieve quality that  
exceeds customer expectations,” and “cultivate human resources capable of thinking and  
acting for the happiness of customers.”

■ Mazda Quality Management System (M-QMS)

To make faithful and unceasing efforts and achieve the industry’s top-level quality in products, 
sales and After-Sales services, Mazda has established the Mazda Quality Management System 
(M-QMS) based on ISO 9001,*1 and has applied it to the series of processes from product  
design and development to production, sales and after-sales service.
In FY March 2014, M-QMS was newly adopted at MMVO,*2 a new production site in Mexico, 
where a system to enable local employees to proactively work toward quality improvement  
was established. Mazda will introduce the M-QMS at newly set up overseas production sites 
and regional operation companies, so as to promote the quality improvement of Mazda brand 
vehicles, which are produced and sold worldwide.
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COMMITMENT TO 
CUSTOMERS

Mazda provides an ownership experience that exceeds 
customer expectations through every touch point.

A brand maintaining special bond with its customers

Products Sales / After-sales service

Basic approach

Customers

Human resources

＝ Brand value

a Brand Philosophy

b Spirits of Quality Policy

Quality

Quality Policy
We will do our work faithfully and unceasingly, so that we offer products and 
services that please our customers.

Process-Based
Approach/ System-

Based Approach

Participation
(Everyone,

Self Initiative)

Leadership

Continuous Improvement

Customer First
(Customer-Oriented)

②

①

②

③
Mutually Beneficial

Relationship with Suppliers
(Interdependence)

Fact-Based
Decision-Making

Approach
(Fact-Oriented)

P
D

A
C

① Our wish is to make our customers happy.

We will continue to improve the work systems which our 
predecessors have established.

③ Each one of us will fulfill what we are supposed to do 
(Ensuring implementation of basic actions).

量産準備

1. Establishing quality for 
     new products Customer

Ownership

Considering purchase

PurchaseRecommend to others/
Repurchase intent

2. Achieving quality that exceeds 
     customer expectations

3. Cultivating human resources capable of thinking and acting for the happiness of customers

Sales/after-sales service

Quality improvement

New
customer

Product planning

Development/design

Mass-production
preparation Production Inspection Logistics

*1 International standard for quality maintenance and assurance
*2 Mazda de Mexico Vehicle Operation

**1 International standard for product and after-sales service quality assurance
**2 Auto Alliance International, Inc.
**3 Auto Alliance (Thailand) Co., Ltd.
**4 Changan Mazda Automobile Co., Ltd.
**5 Changan Ford Mazda Engine Co., Ltd.
**6 Mazda Powertrain Manufacturing (Thailand) Co., Ltd.

Acquisition of ISO 9000 series
■ 1994: Acquired ISO 9002**1 (first Japanese 

automaker)
 Apply to: Vehicles produced at Hiroshima Plant and 

Hofu Plant
■ 1996: Acquired ISO 9001
 Apply to: Engineering, product development, 

manufacturing and after-sales service
■ 2001: Expanded the ISO 9001 application range
 Apply to: Accessories, KD, product planning, design, 

AAI**2, AAT**3, specially equipped vehicles (TESMA), 
etc.

■ 2007: Expanded the ISO 9001 application range.
 Apply to: CMA,**4 CFME**5

■ 2015: Expansion of ISO 9001 application range is 
planned.

 Apply to: MMVO, MPMT**6



Quality equivalent
to that in Japan

Mass production

Mass-production prepararion Quality build-up with supplies

Mass-production prepararion Quality build-up with supplies

Hiroshima/
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To satisfy the diverse needs of customers and offer greater trust, joy and excitement, Mazda 
is engaged in establishing a consistent quality level to be assured at all stages from planning/
development to the delivery of products to customers.

■ Establishing Stable Quality

Not only to improve performance and reliability of products but also to improve the quality of 
new technologies including environment-conscious initiatives, all related divisions of Mazda’s  
product development, manufacturing and quality, overseas regions, and suppliers closely 
cooperate in establishing a consistent quality level to be assured in all stages from planning/
development to mass production of product.
Technologies to establish stable quality focus mainly on assurance of functional quality. Their 
aim is to assure functional quality from the comprehensive development of every system and 
part constituting the basic functions of a vehicle to the design of manufacturing processes,  
taking into consideration the quality fl uctuations that may arise in the processes. c
This approach is embodied in all products, including the CX-5 and the new Atenza/Mazda6, 
which are equipped with SKYACTIV TECHNOLOGY.

■ Quality Assurance Framework at Overseas Production Sites

Mazda has established a quality assurance framework to ensure that vehicles produced  
at overseas production sites are delivered to customers, maintaining the same level of  
product quality as that of vehicles produced in Japan.
<Establishing Production/Inspection Processes>
To ensure that an equivalent product quality to that of vehicles produced in Japan is  
maintained, production and inspection processes similar to those in Japan are introduced 
to establish quality, and information on mass-production preparation and the status of  
product quality development are also shared with global production sites. d
<Developing Human Resources>
To develop human resources who will be engaged in production at overseas sites,  
training in Japan and instructions by Japanese staff members overseas are provided to  
facilitate hands-on understanding of the vision and initiatives of Mazda’s monotsukuri, or  
manufacturing technologies. 
<Establishing the Quality of Purchased Goods>
As parts are increasingly procured globally, to improve the quality of purchased goods,  
Mazda globally monitors its suppliers’ quality assurance and technological capabilities on  
an on-site and actual goods basis, according to which it establishes the quality of the goods 
it purchases and improves the technological capabilities of its suppliers. e
These efforts resulted in achieving the high quality of the new Mazda3, whose production 
was started in Mexico in January and in Thailand in February 2014. Mazda will employ  
this initiative of human resources development at production and operation sites to be  
newly established overseas, with the aim of improving the quality of products produced in 
countries/regions worldwide. 

■ Enhancing Quality Assurance after Shipment

To ensure that the high quality at factory shipment is maintained until delivery to  
customers,  a logistics guideline covered from the production plants to dealerships,  
has been established as a common logistics quality assurance standard for both Japan  
and overseas, with the aim of enhancing quality assurance activities for products after  
shipment. Based on this guideline, operations and inspections at distribution centers, ports 
and dealerships are monitored comprehensively, enabling the improvement of tools and  
operation conditions on a global basis.
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1. Establishing Quality for New Products

Product
develop-

ment TsunagariTsunagari
(Linkage)

TsunagariTsunagari
Suppliers

Manufac-
turing

Quality
Function development
Function verification

Function build-up

Consistency

Consistency

● “Consistent” efforts from product development to verification, focusing 
on functional quality

●  Cooperative activities which have a close “Tsunagari (Linkage)” 
among product development, manufacturing and quality related 
divisions, and suppliers

Establishing Quality through Cooperation among 
Product Development, Manufacturing and Quality 
Related Divisions, Overseas Regions and Suppliers

d Establishing production/inspection processes

e Quality build-up with suppliers
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To satisfy customer needs, Mazda makes constant efforts to gather market/quality-related 
information both in Japan and overseas, while sincerely listening to customer voices, and 
to take speedy actions to improve the quality of present and future products.

■ Speedy and Comprehensive Quality Improvement

Based on the four pillars of “enhanced comprehensiveness,” “stable quality improvement,” “early 
identification of problems” and “speedy problem solving,” which were set in accordance  
with the opinions of customers, Mazda makes Group-wide efforts involving the dealerships 
and production sites of each region to ensure speedy quality improvement. f
As part of this initiative, Mazda comprehensively gathers accurate and detailed quality-
related information in real-time from dealerships in Japan and overseas, and consolidates 
such information to quantitatively monitor customer voices, while promoting inter-
divisional collaboration to expedite stable quality improvement. g

■ Responding to Customer’s Complaints and Expectations

It is an important element of quality improvement to respond to customers’ expectations  
and complaints, regarding such matters as what Mazda vehicles should be and in what  
points Mazda vehicles are less user-friendly. By employing evaluations by external survey 
institutions, market surveys and visits to dealerships, Mazda makes visible each expectation 
and complaint of customers, which will be quickly reflected in new model development and 
the quality improvement of mass-production vehicles through united efforts among the  
research & development, manufacturing and quality divisions.
Moreover, to facilitate comfortable use of products and new functions by customers,  
customer opinions are reflected in materials explaining products and new functions,  
through collaboration with the sales and after-sales services divisions.
<Examples of Surveys/Analyses>

■ Gathering customer voices through Mazda-unique market survey
■ Market surveys conducted by third parties
■ Questionnaire surveys Mazda has developed
■ Analysis of customer voices on SNS (social networking services)

■
 
Handling of Prompt Recalls, with Highest Priority on Customer 
Safety and Comfort

Mazda prioritizes quality above all, and the quality of safety features is its highest priority.  
Mazda has set strict safety standards for its vehicle manufacturing to make the customer 
feel safe using Mazda vehicles. The Company also promotes the swift collection of quality  
information and on-site investigations/quality improvement activities in cooperation with 
dealerships both in Japan and overseas.
When a recall case (product returned or sent in for free repairs) arises, Mazda, placing the 
highest priority on customer safety, works together with local dealerships*1 to determine 
the appropriateness of the recall and handling of the case in accordance with the laws and 
regulations of each subject country.
Information on recalls in Japan is immediately disclosed on the Mazda's Website*2. A search 
engine, that enables customers to find whether their vehicle has been recalled, has been added 
to the website to make it user-friendly for customers.
Recall Procedures (Overview)

■  Registration with authorities in each jurisdiction, according to the laws and regulations of 
each country and region

■ Disclosure to customers via direct mail, telephone, and other methods, and explanations 
at dealerships

■ Disclosure of information on recalls on the website (in Japan)
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2. Achieving Quality that Exceeds Customer Expectations
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review

● Comprehend 
all problems

● Visualize 
progress

● Share information 
with relevant

● Examine actual 
products with 
problem

● Check degree 
of deterioration

● Examine vehicle 
with trouble

● Conduct 
simulation test

● Analyze 
vehicle data

Dealerships,
distributors

Suppliers

Global
procurement

Global
production

bases
Development

Quality

After-sales
service

Customers

External
information

Quality
information

in market, etc.
One-time

complete repair

Failure diagnosis

SNS Vehicle information

Real-time sharing of information Expediting quality improvement

Utilization

Analysis

Integrating quality-
related information

*1 Information on local dealerships　http://www.mazda.com/about/d-list/
*2 Information on recalls in Japan　http://www.mazda.co.jp/service/recall/

g Real-time information gathering

http://www.mazda.com/about/d-list/
http://www.mazda.co.jp/service/recall/
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To encourage every employee to think about what they should do to please customers and 
to act accordingly, Group-wide efforts are made to cultivate a customer-oriented corporate 
culture/mind, to implement QC (Quality Control) circle activities, and to offer quality control 
education.
<Major Activities>
Quality Awareness-Raising Activities
Quality meetings are held on a regular basis attended by all employees, to encourage each 
employee to obtain new findings through discussions and to improve quality awareness  
and the quality of actions, with the consequent aim of enhancing the brand value. In FY  
March 2014, a program was implemented in which the best practices at some workplaces, 
committed to sincerely listening and responding to customer expectations and complaints, 
are shared with employees. Each employee reviewed his/her own work attitudes, seriously 
thought about and discussed how they should change their behavior for the happiness of 
customers, and reflected such discussions in their own work. Moreover, all executives and 
employees presented their Innovative Action Declaration for the improvement of the brand 
value, and shared the contents thereof. h
Quality Control Education
For the purpose of developing human resources capable of proactively finding/solving  
problems from a customer viewpoint and working for continuous improvement, quality  
control education is provided for employees of Mazda and its Group companies both in  
Japan and overseas. Group-wide quality education courses are offered for various ability  
levels and management levels. i
Mazda QC Circle Activities
To improve quality at each workplace, QC circle activities are implemented not only inside 
Mazda but also at suppliers, dealerships and overseas production sites. The All Mazda QC 
Circle Competition is held every year at the Mazda Head Office, where achievements in  
quality improvement activities are presented. Members of QC circles of overseas sites such 
as China and Thailand are also invited and advanced to global competitions. In FY March  
2014, the QC circle awarded as an excellent circle at the All Mazda QC Circle Competition 
participated in the All Japan QC Circle Grand Competition for the 16th time — the second 
consecutive year — demonstrating its high reputation outside the Company.  j
“One Mazda Challenge” Project
In October 2013, the One Mazda Challenge was launched, in which about 10 young  
employees from different divisions meet once a week to discuss initiatives to enhance each 
employee’s empathy, attachment and pride regarding the Mazda brand. In FY March 2015, 
in cooperation with engineers with excellent skills, including retired Mazda members,  
a program to restore historic vehicles was launched. The aim of this program is to help  
employees deepen their understanding/empathy of Mazda’s spirits, philosophy and values, 
which should be handed down from the past to the future  through real experiences.
Test-Ride for Employees
To help employees deepen their understanding of the spirits and philosophy that Mazda  
incorporates into its products, Mazda offers a training program focusing on test-rides (Jinba-Ittai 
(oneness between car and driver) Academy) for employees involved in sales activities. (see p. 
30). The scope of the program will be expanded in FY March 2015.
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3. Cultivating Human Resources Capable of Thinking and Acting 
for the Happiness of Customers

j All Mazda QC Circle Competition

h Discussion at workplace

i Group-wide Quality Education Courses

Course Objective

1 Quality program for 
freshmen

To understand the basic concepts 
(customer-oriented attitudes, 
continuous improvement efforts) 
necessary to do their assigned jobs

2 Problem-solving story 
course

To understand the concept, processes 
and basic techniques of problem-
solving

3 Quality management 
elementary course

To understand the concepts, 
processes, and basic techniques of 
problem-solving, and apply them 
to dailyoperations, so as to obtain 
practical quality improvement abilities

4 Quality management 
intermediate course

To understand the concept, processes 
and specialized techniques of problem-
solving, and apply them to daily 
operations, so as to obtain practical 
quality improvement abilities

5
Quality Improvement 
Seminar for Assistant 
Managers

To understand and implement the 
approach to realizing the ideal.
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Mazda’s quality improvement efforts have received high praise worldwide
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4. Results of Quality Improvement Initiatives

FY March 2015 Interim Results (April, 2014 - June, 2014)

Brand Country Name of the Study Segment Rankings Name of Company

MX-5
(Roadster)

US 2014 Initial Quality Study (IQS)＊5 Compact Sporty Car Highest J.D. Power

Mazda2
 (Demio)

US 2014 Initial Quality Study (IQS) Small Car Highest J.D. Power

Mazda5
(Premacy)

US 2014 Initial Quality Study (IQS)
Compact Multi-Purpose 
Vehicle

2nd J.D. Power

Mazda6 US
2014 Automotive Performance  
Execution And Layout（ (APEAL)＊6 Mid-Size Car Highest J.D. Power

* Details of the studies for other countries by J.D. Power and J.D. Power Asia Pacific are available at the J.D. Power global website (http://www.jdpower.com/).

FY March 2014 Results (April, 2013 - March, 2014)

Brand Country Name of the Study Segment Rankings Name of Company

MX-5
(Roadster)

US 2013 Initial Quality Study (IQS)＊1 Compact Sporty Car Highest J.D. Power

Mazda2
 (Demio)

US 2013 Initial Quality Study (IQS) Sub Compact Car Highest J.D. Power

Mazda5
(Premacy)

US 2013 Initial Quality Study (IQS)
Compact Multi-Purpose 
Vehicle

2nd J.D. Power

Mazda5 Japan 2013 Initial Quality Study (IQS)＊2 Mini Van 2nd J.D. Power Asia Pacific

Mazda3
(Axela)

Thailand 2013 Initial Quality Study (IQS)＊3 Mid-size Highest J.D. Power Asia Pacific

Germany
2013 Vehicle Ownership Satisfaction 
Study (VOSS)＊4 Compact Car 2nd J.D. Power

* Details of the studies for other countries by J.D. Power and J.D. Power Asia Pacific are available at the J.D. Power global website (http://www.jdpower.com/).

*1 J.D. Power 2013 US Initial Quality StudySM(IQS) is based on responses from more than 
83,000 purchasers and lessees of new cars.  The study was fielded between February and 
May 2013.

*2 J.D Power Asia Pacific   2013 Japan Initial Quality StudySM(IQS) is based on responses 
from more than 11,000 purchasers  of new cars.  The study was fielded in May 2013.

*3 J.D Power Asia Pacific  2013 Thailand Initial Quality StudySM(IQS) is based on responses 
from more than 5,000 purchasers  of new cars.  The study was fielded between April and 
August 2013.

*4 J.D. Power 2013 Germany Vehicle ownership Satisfaction StudySM (VOSS) is based 
on responses from more than 17,000 vehicle owners whose vehicles were originally 
registered new between January 2010 and December 2011. The study was fi elded from 
January to March 2013.

*5 J.D. Power 2014 US Initial Quality StudySM(IQS) is based on responses from more than 
86,000 purchasers and lessees of new cars.  The study was fielded between February and 
May 2014.

*6  J.D. Power 2014 US Automotive Performance Execution And LayoutSM（APEAL) is based 
on responses from more than 86,000 purchasers and lessees of new cars.  The study was 
fielded between February and May 2014.

http://www.jdpower.com/
http://www.jdpower.com/


Analyzing operation of the gas 
pedal, brakes and steering wheel in 
real time and displaying evaluations 
in three colors.
･Green: Soft driving
･Blue: Smooth driving
･White: Rough driving

* Displays may vary depending on the car model 
and grade.

i-Series lineup (as of the March 31, 2014)
● Vehicles with a lift-up passenger seat: Vehicles with 

a powered lift-up passenger seat that elevates and 
rotates (Biante, Premacy)

● Vehicles with a lift-up second-row passenger seat: 
Vehicle with a second-row passenger seat on the left 
side that elevates and rotates (MPV, Biante)

● Auto-step vehicles: Vehicle enabling easy entry and 
exit from the rear (MPV, Biante)

● Wheelchair-ramp-equipped vehicle: Vehicle with a 
ramp that enables people in a wheelchair to get in 
and out while remaining in a wheelchair (Flair Wagon)

Premacy with a lift-up 
passenger seat
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■ Approach to Developing Products

Mazda develops products that embody the attributes of its Zoom-Zoom brand statement  
(see p.2). In line with the principles of “Sustainable Zoom-Zoom” (see p.2), the Company  
is developing SKYACTIV TECHNOLOGY (see p.53), which provides all customers who  
purchase Mazda vehicles with driving pleasure as well as outstanding environmental and  
safety performance. SKYACTIV TECHNOLOGY was introduced to the market starting in  
2011.
Product development is carried out in cooperation with the sales and after-sales service  
areas indicated below.

■   To reflect customer’s input about products, obtained in the sales area, in subsequent 
product development

■   To improve quality by swiftly dealing with the problems and giving feedback to product 
development with the help of after-sales service area

■ Advancing Intelligent-Drive Master (i-DM) (in Japan)

The Intelligent-Drive Master (i-DM), Mazda’s unique driver support system that supports  
safe, fuel-efficient, and fun driving for both a driver and passengers, was introduced  
in Japan, equipped for seven models, with Demio (Mazda2 overseas), Axela (Mazda3 
overseas), CX-5, Atenza (Mazda6 overseas), Premacy (Mazda5 overseas), Biante, and new 
Axela.
For the new Axela, the system was modified to enable drivers to view detailed driving  
information on the center display.  a
The i-DM is highly evaluated for its function of supporting drivers in learning smooth  
driving to prevent children from car sickness, and has won the 8th Kids Design Award “Prime 
Minister’s Prize.” (see p. 45)

■ 
  MAZDA CONNECT: Allowing Drivers to Enjoy Network Connection 
While Driving

As smartphones and tablets spread rapidly, there is a growing need for the transmission  
and sharing of information using the always-operational Internet and social media. Facing 
such social trends, Mazda developed the “MAZDA CONNECT*1,” a system to enable drivers 
to enjoy network connections based on a new Human-Machine Interface (HMI) (see p.41), 
placing the highest priority on driving safety. This system makes its debut with the new 
Axela/Mazda3. b
This system offers hands-free phone talking, Internet radio, and real-time traffic  
information services, with text-to-speech reading functions for e-mail, Facebook and  
Twitter. To enhance safety performance, at the same time, basic elements such as the  
driving position and visibility were also improved.

■ Developing Vehicles for People with Special Needs (in Japan)

In 1995, Mazda became the first Japanese automaker to launch a vehicle for people with 
special needs. It was developed with top priority placed on “ease of use and comfort for  
both care givers and receivers.” The company has expanded the lineup to the i-Series. c
The wheelchair-ramp-equipped Flair Wagon is particularly appreciated by customers for  
its user-friendly features, such as its wide and comfortable cabin, single-board slope, and 
easily retractable second seat.
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Products

Developing Vehicles for People with Special Needs
User-friendliness for Both Care-givers and Care-receivers

Mazda E&T develops and manufactures specially equipped 
vehicles, including welfare vehicles. I am in charge of 
the development of the wheelchair-ramp-equipped 
Flair Wagon, considering easy operation procedure and 
achieving a floor slope angle of 4°, which facilitates 
a natural sitting posture. I always try to make welfare 
vehicles that are easy for both care givers and receivers 
to use. I will continue to work in cooperation with Mazda’s 
marketing related departments to provide vehicles that 
satisfy the needs of customers at reasonable prices.

Makoto Murata
Manager, Program Promotion Group, Product & Business 
Planning Department, Mazda Engineering & Technology Co., Ltd.

 VOICE

a

c

b MAZDA CONNECT: Simple and user-friendly 
displays/operation

*1 The name MAZDA CONNECT is used in Japan, USA, Canada and Mexico. 
In other markets, the system is referred to as MZD Connect.
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■ Responding to the Diverse Customer Needs

At its R&D centers in Japan, North America, Europe and China, Mazda gathers information 
about markets and customers around the globe. Through local testing, Mazda develops  
products and provides services to suit its customers’ wide-ranging needs.
Examples of Commercial Applications during FY March 2014

Research and Planning Conducted from a Female Perspective
To respond to the increasingly diverse needs of female drivers, a team composed of female 
members from various departments both in Japan and overseas conducts research on the 
vehicles which are convenient for themselves to use from female viewpoint.

■ Visual IT Presentation (VIP) Tools to Explain Product Features 
through Video and Computer Graphics (in Japan)

Mazda has introduced Visual IT Presentation (VIP) computer software, which is used at  
dealerships in Japan to provide customers with easily understandable explanations of  
products’ features and functions. The VIP tool uses video and animated computer graphics 
to clarify driving performance, safety performance, and other characteristics that are often 
difficult to explain adequately solely through oral communication in the showroom, and has 
received good reputation from customers.
Since the introduction in Japan in October 2005, as of March 31, 2014 it has been  
introduced in 753 shops of 59 dealerships in Japan (including 14 Mazda Autozam shops). 
It is available for the entire lineup of passenger vehicles, and is updated for new models as 
needed. e

■ Customizing Mazda Vehicles to Meet Specific Customer Needs (in Japan)

Believing that the development of vehicles serving people with specific needs is essential  
to a more open and accessible automotive society, Mazda produces a wide range of vehicle 
types, as described below.

■   Passenger vehicles: Mazda has developed special accessory parts in response to the  
diverse, highly personalized needs and preferences of customers. These accessories  
are released at the same time as every new model is introduced.

■   Commercial and specially equipped vehicles: To respond to the diversifying needs of  
modern businesses, Mazda’s vehicle mass-production technology is applied to produce 
the TESMA line of high-quality specially equipped vehicles. The Company also adapts 
the Bongo Van and Titan Truck for use as dry van trucks, refrigerator and freezer  
trucks, etc.

■   Instructional vehicles: Mazda offers Axela (Mazda3 overseas) instructional vehicles  
equipped with various unique features. As the first car that trainees drive in their life, 
it can help them to feel driving pleasure and to acquire correct driving techniques. In 
June 2014, cumulative production of the Axela instructional vehicles, from the first to 
the third (current) models, reached 10,000 units (achieved in around 10 years since  
the start of production in May 2004). f
Axela instructional vehicles are appreciated for their high maneuverability for their size 
and suitability for driving training by driving school instructors.

In FY March 2014, Mazda participated in Tokyo Auto Salon 2014 (January 2014) and  
presented its various customized models, to communicate the spirit of Mazda brand with  
wide variety of Mazda vehicles.
Examples of commercial application of the needs found at past Tokyo Auto Salons.

■   Aero-parts with higher integration with the body design

New Axela (Mazda3 overseas) with storage spaces developed through thorough research 
on actual usage
■   Storage spaces with appropriate capacity for small items that would be used frequently 

in every zone of the driver side, front passenger side, rear seat, ceiling, door trim, etc.,  
are set at positions that enable users to take items in and out easily with minimum visual 
distraction. d d

e

f

Storage spaces of the Axela 20s

VIP (CX-5)

Ceremony to celebrate the production of 
10,000 Axela instructional vehicles
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■ Information Service and Purchasing Support for Customers 
through Websites

Through the Mazda’s Website, Mazda provides information and purchasing support for  
customers.
Purchasing support functions (in Japan)

■   Enabling customers to make appointments for visits and consultations at Mazda  
dealerships

■   Dealer search service that helps customers to find the nearest Mazda dealership
■   The “simple estimate” service, which enables customers to create estimates easily at 

the time of purchase
■   Enabling customers to request detailed estimates

Mazda Japan Official Facebook Page
In FY March 2012, Mazda opened an official Facebook page to facilitate communication  
with customers. As of March 31, 2014, Mazda has received about 140,000 “Likes” (number 
of fans) on its Japanese page and about 10,000 on its English page.
For access from smartphones
To allow access to information from smartphones, Mazda offers contents and applications 
for smartphones.

■   Mazda official smartphone website set up (in Japan)
The website offers contents providing information on all Mazda vehicles, including  
models with SKYACTIV TECHNOLOGY installed with enhanced tools for estimation,  
searches for test-drive vehicles and dealerships, etc., which are necessary for  
prospective purchasers.

■   Smartphone apps
The smartphone apps below are available at the download site.
・ CAPTURE FOR DRIVERS, a camera app that helps shoot cars in a cool way (Japanese 

version introduced in December 2012 and English version in July 2013)
 This app adopts various functions pleasing to car lovers, including the Angle Guide 

function*1 supervised by Mazda’s chief designer, which helps shoot cars beautifully, and the 
After Effect function, which enables image editing. g

 The app is planned to have more enhanced functions, including a tutorial function.
・ SHAKIN’ RACER, a racing game app that presents the “Zoom-Zoom” pleasure of driving 

(Japanese version introduced in October 2013)
 A racing game in which users can experience the joy of driving by just shaking their 

smartphone. Data obtained in actual vehicle development, such as engine characteristics 
and sound, are employed. h

・ MOTIONIST, app to pursue the quality of motion (Japanese version introduced in November 
2013)

 Based on the Mazda-unique methodology of pursuing higher motion quality, this app 
monitors the user’s motion in the three modes of “Walk,” “Run,” and “Drive.” It evaluates 
balance, stability of body axis, dynamism, and other motion quality features during driving, 
as well as walking and running, and provides advice with its coaching function. i

The Web Tuning Factory: Customize a Car to Your Specifications (in Japan)
The Mazda's website features a Web Tuning Factory site, which enables customers to  
specify whatever combination of options they may desire for a vehicle and purchase it  
online. As of March 2014, 28 models were available in the Japanese market, including  
special editions and micro-minis. j

g

h

j

i

CAPTURE FOR DRIVERS

SHAKIN’ RACER

Web Tuning Factory
http://www.w-tune.com/

MOTIONIST

*1 Adopted for 3 models: new Atenza, CX-5 and new Axela (as of March 
2014)

http://www.w-tune.com/
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■ Supporting Overseas Motorsports

Mazda vehicles are frequently used among motorsports enthusiasts aroud the world over, and 
Mazda is delighted to support motor sports events according to the needs and tastes of each 
region. Through partnerships with overseas operations in the United States, Europe, Australia, 
and Thailand, Mazda supports an assortment of programs aimed at enabling customers to 
participate in the exciting world of motorsports.
Recently, regulations to ensure environmental-consciousness have been strengthened for 
motor sport activities.*1

The GRAND-AM Series’ GX class, which started in January 2013 in the US, is a new category in 
which only vehicles adopting environmentally conscious technologies are allowed to participate. 
Mazda takes on this class with its SKYACTIV-D clean diesel engine, which offers both improved 
fuel efficiency and high power; it won eight races during the year, successfully becoming the 
Manufacturers’ Champion. By participating in this race, Mazda aims to demonstrate its clean 
diesel engine’s excellent driving and environmental performance to customers in the US, as the 
company plans to launch the Mazda6 (Japanese name: Atenza) with SKYACTIV-D in the US.

■ Zoom-Zoom Customer Magazine

In October 2007 Mazda launched the customer magazine Zoom-Zoom, and is regularly  
distributing it to customers in about 60 countries. The magazine shares driving pleasure  
that Mazda vehicles bring and explores the exciting lifestyles of Mazda vehicle users. The 
magazine is packed with information based on a variety of themes in order to build stronger 
emotional bonds between Mazda and its customers. In 2011 and 2012, the magazine won 
the Best Automotive Title award at the APA International Content Marketing Awards in the  
UK. k  

■ Basic Approach to Product Information, Display, and Advertising

Aiming to become a “brand” maintaining special bonds with its customers, Mazda promotes 
advertising activities. For product information and display, Mazda not only complies strictly 
with each law and regulation of each country/region, but also places strong emphasis on  
safety, human rights, environmental issues, and ethical standards, giving careful attention 
to information display and expression appropriate for a company that manufactures and  
sells automobiles. Moreover, Mazda conducts studies on advertising on a periodic basis so 
as to check whether information provided to customers is correct and understandable.

27

TOPICS   Brand Promotion through Motor Sports in Thailand

Mazda Sales (Thailand) has participated in motor sport events with Mazda2 produced in 
Thailand since May 2013. With its light body and high basic performance such as 
handling, Mazda2 has constantly won high ranks, including first place. Mazda is promoting 
its brand spirit, including the driving 
feel and design of Mazda2 through 
motor sports. After the race season, 
the company held test-ride events for 
Mazda fans, with the aim of 
promoting the Mazda brand and 
building bond with fans.

*1 In F-1, Rally Championship, etc., the requirement for 1600 cc turbo 
engines and other regulations to promote small engine displacement are 
increasingly being set.

k Customer magazine Zoom-Zoom  
(2014 spring issue)
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■ Mazda’s New Design Theme “KODO – Soul of Motion”

In September 2010, Mazda announced its new design theme, “KODO – Soul of  
Motion.” Mazda has explored various forms that depict “motion,” constantly offering 
designs that make people excited about driving. In its work to further evolve these  
designs, Mazda has focused on the strength, beauty and tension found in the  
instantaneous movement seen in animals. And this motion, which stirs the emotions 
of those who see it, was named “KODO – Soul of Motion” as the new design theme  
for Mazda vehicles. Following the CX-5 and the Atenza/Mazda6, the “KODO” design  
was adopted for the new Axela/Mazda3, which was launched globally starting in the 
autumn of 2013, and has gained a high reputation worldwide (see p.163). l

l New Axela/Mazda3

*1 See Annual Report 2014 (see p.12).
 http://www.mazda.com/investors/library/annual/

http://www.mazda.com/investors/library/annual/
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Customers (Japan) Customers (overseas)

Mazda overseas
dealerships

Mazda dealerships
in Japan

Production Related
Division

Technology Related
Division

Deployment Deployment Deployment

Mazda

Customer Relations
Related Division

Mazda Call Center

Customer Service
Related Division

Quality Assurance
Related Division

Liaison

Mazda Call Center
To listen to inquiries and opinions, and consult 
with customers within Japan via toll-free phone 
calls

Mazda Official Website
To listen to inquiries and opinions, and consult 
with customers within Japan via the Internet

● Request for 
documents 877
2％

● Complaints 6,072
10％

● Other 282

●Questions
52,389

88％

Total
59,620

96.1% achieved
(0.9% down from previous year)

96.1% achieved
(0.9% down from previous year)

91.6% achieved
(2.4% down from previous year)

91.6% achieved
(2.4% down from previous year)

FY March 2014 Breakdown of Mazda Call Center
Customer Responses by Type (April 2013-March 2014)

Targets and Results for FY March 2014

● Toll-free number 
connection rate

 Target: 95%

● Rate of response 
to customers 
within 10 days

 Target:90%
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■ Basic Approach

Mazda cooperates with Mazda Group companies, dealers and distributors both in Japan 
and overseas to raise the level of customer satisfaction (CS) and fulfill its role as a company 
customers can continue to rely on*1. The Company grasps the needs of each country and region 
promptly and accurately based on customer feedback, and develops products and services 
tailored to each market. In addition, the Company strives to raise CS further through awards 
programs, training programs, and opportunities to share best practices.

■ Mazda Call Center

Believing that listening closely to customers’ voices is the foundation for developing better  
products, Mazda has opened two channels for communication with customers: the Mazda Call 
Center and the Mazda Official Website in Japan. Mazda not only responds to inquiries, opinions 
and requests from customers honestly, accurately and quickly, but also promotes information 
sharing among relevant divisions to reflect customer voices in product development, sales and 
customer service.*2 a
<Examples of Customer Feedback Reflected>

■   In response to a customer’s remark, “I don’t know what to do when I lock the key inside 
with the rear gate of the wagon half-open,” it was decided to add an easy-to-understand 
explanation to the users’ manual.

■ Creating a Shop Environment Comfortable for Customers

Dealerships both in Japan and overseas are working to create a comfortable shop environment 
for customers.
Shop Cleanliness Activities (Japan)
Efforts are made to create a shop that makes cars look attractive to customers from the three 
viewpoints below.

1 Product layout that encourages customers to comfortably see, touch, and feel the 
attractive features of each product

2 Easily understandable display of customer’s desired information
3 Comfortable shop environment featuring a sense of hospitality

Creating Open Shop Atmosphere (United States)
To create a more open environment, the show rooms for new models and the waiting room 
have been combined. Also, each shop has a space for kids to offer customers with children a 
comfortable time.

■  Questionnaires Given to Customers at Dealerships in Japan and 
Overseas

To establish the Mazda brand through communication with customers, Mazda conducts and 
uses questionnaire surveys of customers in cooperation with dealerships. In Japan, using an 
online questionnaire survey on Mazda shops, Mazda analyzes each customer opinion and 
reflects the results in operational improvements. United States, questionnaires are distributed 
to customers who visit dealerships for purchase, maintenance or repair, and efforts are made 
to improve or enhance operations based on the opinions obtained.

Sales

* 1 Annual Report 2014 (see p.13)
 http://www.mazda.com/investors/library/annual/
*2 Inquiries, opinions and consultation of overseas customers are accepted 

at distributers and dealerships in each market area. The contacts of each 
market area and FAQ are available on the Mazda website.

 Market information http://www.mazda.com/about/d-list/ 
FAQ （http://www.mazda.com/inquiry/

a Customer Service Framework

http://www.mazda.com/investors/library/annual/
http://www.mazda.com/about/d-list/
http://www.mazda.com/inquiry/
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■ Deploying the Mazda Sales Approach (in Japan)

The Mazda Sales Approach refers to an initiative to reform sales activities from the viewpoint 
of becoming a company that customer can continue to rely on, with the aim of establishing the 
Mazda brand. Under the basic principle of placing customers in the center, Mazda is trying to 
establish a relationship of trust with customers by proposing appropriate lifestyles for them 
instead of just selling vehicles. All the Mazda Group employees involved in sales in Japan 
are striving through teamwork to develop human resources and improve their own skills as 
professionals of vehicle itself or customer services. While the Mazda Sales Approach initiatives 
were initially implemented within each shop, today, both dealerships and Mazda Motor 
Corporation are working together to execute the initiative and reflect it in their sales measures 
and activities.
This initiative was initially introduced at 84 shops of 10 dealerships in 2010, and has been 
implemented at 589 shops of 22 dealerships as of March 2014.
Activity examples

■ Co-creation activity, in which the product development, manufacturing and sales divisions cooperate 
in promoting sales activities to communicate the spirit of the manufacturer to customers

■   Jinba-Ittai (oneness between car and driver) Academy, a training program in which employees 
engaging in sales test-drive Mazda vehicles, to enable them to communicate the driving 
pleasure to customers

■   Special websites and books created to communicate the intent of the maker (product development, 
manufacturing) to customers. (For new Axela (Mazda3 overseas), etc.).

■ Communication with Dealerships in Japan

Mazda works to provide all its dealerships in Japan with information on mid- and long-term 
strategies, products, and services in a timely manner, and also makes proactive efforts to 
collect information from them. To cultivate relationships of trust, the Company strives to 
deepen communication among dealerships, and between dealerships and Mazda, via the Mazda 
Dealership Association*2 and Mazda Autozam Dealership Association.

TOPICS   Jinba-Ittai Academy
To develop human resources that can communicate driving pleasure to customers, the 
Jinba-Ittai (rider and horse, are one) Academy training program was launched in FY March 
2014. During the 3-day*1 program, which is held 
mainly at the Mine Proving Ground (Yamaguchi 
Prefecture), trainees test-ride the vehicles of Mazda 
and competitors while receiving instructions by 
instructors with professional knowledge about 
driving. In FY March 2014, about 90% of the 
employees of Mazda’s Domestic Business Division 
participated in this program. In FY March 2015, 
the program is scheduled to be deployed to the 
employees of dealerships in Japan.

Mazda Sales Approach
“Creating a Shop Filled with the Smiles 
of Customers”

To make our customer service satisfying for customers, 
I place high priority on cooperation among all staff 
members and encourage them to exchange opinions 
on good practices of communicating with customers 
regardless of the specialized roles of sales and service. I 
feel our efforts are increasingly accepted by customers; 
I heard the other day a customer comment that our 
shop has a welcoming atmosphere. We will make 
continuous efforts to create a shop filled with the smiles 
of our customers.

Shingo Sasaki
Manager, New Model Sales Section
Ichikawa Shop, Chiba Mazda Co., Ltd.

 VOICE

*1 The program also has a 2-day course.
*2 It consists of 63 companies including 49 sales companies from Mazda-

and Mazda Enfini-channels, parts companies, logistics companies, Mazda 
Chuhan Co., Ltd., SMM Auto Finance, Inc., Mazda Auto Leasing Co., Ltd., 
etc. Through specialized committees, they have close communications 
about various themes.

Communication Opportunities with Dealerships in Japan

Participants Frequency Objective/Contents

Conferences for dealership 
representatives

Representatives of dealerships and Mazda 
directors

Twice a 
year To communicate Mazda policies

Mazda Dealership 
Association in Japan
Executive board of directors 
meeting

Executive board members and others 
from Mazda Dealership Association in 
Japan (with Mazda representatives also 
attending twice yearly)

Four times 
a year Information concerning product 

development, service and parts requests, 
quality concerns, and other topics is 
exchanged and discussed.Mazda Dealership 

Association in Japan 
Specialized committees

Committee members from Mazda 
Dealership Association in Japan and 
Mazda representatives

As needed

Conferences for division 
and department heads of 
dealerships

Representatives from each region and 
Mazda As needed

Meetings regularly convened for relevant 
departments of dealerships to exchange 
information and opinions on specific topics 
including new models, used models, after-
sales service, insurance, etc.

Board meetings for Mazda 
Autozam Dealership 
Association in Japan

Board members from Mazda Autozam 
Dealership Association in Japan

Four times 
a year

Discussion of marketing plans and 
provision of opportunities for training 
and professional development, as well as 
exchange of information and opinions on 
topics such as requests related to Mazda 
Autozam after-sales services and parts, 
and quality concerns

Mazda Autozam Dealership 
Association in Japan 
Specialized committees

Committee members from Mazda 
Autozam Dealership Association in Japan 
and representation of Mazda Autozam

Four times 
a year
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■ Sharing and Recognition of Best Practices at Dealerships in Japan

Customer Satisfaction (CS) Initiatives Presentation Meetings
CS Initiatives Presentation Meetings are held annually, hosted by Mazda Dealership Association 
in each region to share examples of best practices from dealerships and shops, in order to 
boost the level of customer-satisfaction efforts throughout the Mazda Group within Japan. For 
FY March 2014, 55 shops of 37 dealerships took part in these meetings held in eight regions in 
November.
Staff Awards
To encourage staff self-improvement, meetings are held on a periodic basis to award sales and 
service staff members according to their degrees of achievement of targets, improvement of  
technical skills, and contribution to improved vehicle quality. Besides individuals, shops that  
have achieved their targets as a result of their customer-oriented activities, demonstrating 
excellent teamwork, are also awarded. The awarding ceremony for FY March 2014 was held in 
Hiroshima, where the Mazda Head Office is located, with the aim of further strengthening of  
the unity between the maker and the dealerships in working from a customer viewpoint (with 
approx. 750 people invited).
At the ceremony, besides the presentation of awards, a speech was given by product 
development representatives and a tour of the Hiroshima Plant was arranged, enabling the 
staff of dealerships and shops and the product development/manufacturing representatives of 
the maker to share Mazda’s spirit of manufacturing.
Walk-Around Contest
The Walk-Around Contest, a competition of customer-service role-playing, is held with the aim 
of encouraging sales staff to acquire product knowledge and improve their customer service 
skills. In the 17th competition held in FY March 2014, representatives from 56 shops of 36 
dealerships participated in the regional competitions, and nine shops of nine dealerships joined 
the final national competition. The competition for role-playing of used-car sales was newly 
held separately. In FY March 2015, the national competition for used-car sales is scheduled to 
be held concurrently with the competition. b

■ Training of Sales Staff Dealing with Newly Launched Models (in Japan)

To enable all sales staff to provide customers with the correct and detailed information they 
need at the launch of a new model, advance training is offered throughout Japan.
In FY March 2014, in line with the launch of the new Axela (Mazda3 overseas), training was 
provided at seven locations nationwide with around 1,700 participants. In addition to test-
driving the gasoline model, participants test-drove Mazda’s first hybrid model and experienced 
acceleration/deceleration on a circuit simulating town roads, requiring repeated turns.  
Moreover, all the participants deepened their understanding of the Mazda HMI (Human Machine 
Interface) concept and the new MAZDA CONNECT*1 system (see p.24). c

*1 The name MAZDA CONNECT is used in Japan, USA, Canada and Mexico. 
In other markets, the system is referred to as MZD Connect.

b The 17th Walk-Around Contest national 
competition

c Training for sales staff
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■ Initiatives for CS Improvement at Overseas Group Companies/
Distributors (Overseas)

The following initiatives are promoted to improve customer satisfaction at overseas Group 
companies/distributors.
<Examples of Initiatives in FY March 2014>
Asia, Oceania, Africa, the Middle East, the Caribbean, Central, South America, etc.
Distributors are awarded/accredited for the points below, to encourage their efforts to improve 
customer satisfaction.

■    Remarkable contribution to sales of Mazda vehicles (in terms of sales volume, share, etc.)
■    Comprehensive capacity including growth potential of the after-sales service, parts  

business and response to quality issues
■    Achieving first place in a CS survey for the sales and service segment
■    Excellent achievements in CRM*1 or marketing activities

China
■   At Mazda (China) training centers (Beijing, Shanghai, Shenzhen), dealership presidents 

and sales managers underwent training in basic CS promotion activities and improvement 
methods.

■   To increase test-drive opportunities and promote product understanding through test-
drives, personnel dedicated to taking charge of test-drives were appointed for each 
dealership. Training is provided by inviting as trainers the dedicated test-drive personnel of 
dealerships that have achieved excellent results.

United States
■   Since “boosting customer satisfaction and strengthening owner loyalty” was made the 

top priority at the US dealers association in 2010, distributors and dealers have jointly  
strengthened continuous efforts in these areas.

■ Communication Opportunities with Overseas Group Companies 
and Distributors

Mazda holds the following communication meetings on a periodic basis, to encourage Mazda 
Group-wide efforts to improve customer satisfaction.

*1 CRM: Customer Relationship Management
*2 Areas except North America, Europe, China, Taiwan and Japan

Participants Frequency Objective/Contents

Product Launch Events

Representatives from major 
overseas bases of operation, 
such as the United States, 
Europe, China and Australia

Irregular To share information and exchange opinions 
on global launch of products

Global Brand Forum

Representatives from major 
overseas bases of operation, 
such as the United States, 
Europe, China, Australia and 
Japan

3 times 
a year

Representatives of major regions meet 
to build common understanding and 
consensus on brand strategies, and share 
initiatives. In FY March 2014, a total of 150 
representatives participated.

Regional Brand Forum United States, Europe, China, 
ASEAN, Japan

3 to 4 
times a 

year

Discussions are held and opinions are 
exchanged for each region to determine 
practical actions for implementing the brand 
strategies. In FY March 2014, a total of 500 
representatives participated.

4A*2 Distributors 
Meeting

Representatives from 
Southeast Asia, Central and 
South America, Middle East, 
and Africa regions

Annually

Discussions covering a wide range of topics 
including business, marketing, product 
launches, etc. In FY March 2014, the event 
was held in October, with approx. 120 
participants.

Major Communication Opportunities with Overseas Group Companies and Distributors
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■ Strengthening Communications through Introduction of New 
Products and Technologies (Overseas)

To enable overseas sales staff to communicate to the customers not only the functions of  
products but also the Mazda philosophy embedded in the products and technologies, Mazda 
has strengthened communications between the Head Office and distributors.
Since the launch of Mazda6 in the 2012, in addition to the members from Mazda’s overseas 
sales division, the program manager and the engineers in charge joined in providing the 
product training. Direct communication between the engineers and local distributors/dealers 
enabled them to share deep understanding of the product development philosophy and the 
high product performance embedded in Mazda vehicles.
Starting from the Mazda3, as for the training of Mazda’s connectivity technology “MAZDA 
CONNECT*1” (see p.24), a cross-divisional approach by sales and service related divisions is  
taken to achieve a better automotive lifestyle for customers.
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*1 The name MAZDA CONNECT is used in Japan, USA, Canada and Mexico. 
In other markets, the system is referred to as MZD Connect.
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Ideal State of After-Sales Service
Mazda envisions the ideal state of after-sales service as illustrated in the following figure,  
aiming to provide the best possible package. 

We love Mazda vehicles, and will continue to develop our expertise and technologies to the 
level that we can touch each customers heart, as professionals, in all our after-sales services.
Our greatest pleasure is to see our customers smile. To realize this, we will consider and act 
on our own initiative.

To value bonds with customers and to assuredly support their automotive lifestyles, Mazda 
promotes initiatives to enhance communications with its customers, for example, by  
providing information to encourage their first visit to dealerships.
At each Mazda shop and dealership, service staff who have abundant knowledge and high-
level techniques serve customers’ automotive lifestyles. They provide reliable and optimal 
services tailored to the usage and condition of each vehicle, and make useful suggestions 
that can be offered only by professional staff who are well-versed in how to get the most 
enjoyment out of driving Mazda vehicles. These service staff members continue their  
efforts to give customers a warm sense of hospitality so as to make them feel comfortable 
during their visit to the dealers and want to come again.

■ Contact with Customers: CRM (Customer Relationship Management) (in Japan)

To ensure that customers lead safe and comfortable automotive lifestyles, each shop  
maintains regular contact with customers (through telephone calls, visits, direct mail, etc.).

■   Inquiries about a vehicle’s operating condition
■   Information on vehicle’s health checkups (reliable contact regarding mandatory vehicle 

inspections, maintenance, MSC*1)
■   Requests for customers who purchase service-related products (“Pack de Mente,”  

Mazda Extended Protection Plan, etc.) to ensure they bring vehicles in for  
maintenance ba  

■   Providing/gathering appropriate information on after-sales service
■   Information made available via the after-sales service information website c
■   Establishment of a special hotline to link with dealerships so as to respond promptly to 

technical inquiries

After-Sales Service

V. Development & Launch of Value-Added Accessories

"Realization of Safe, Secure and Comfortable Ownership Experiences
& Realization of Services That are Selected by Customers for Life"

I. Realization of Dealer Operation 
    for First Service Visit/
   Continuous Service Visits

III. Dealer Service Staff
      Skill Enhancement

 IV. Reliable /
       Efficient Parts &
       Accessories
       Supply

II. Technical
     Service Quality
     Improvement

Best Hospitality Impressive
Space/Time

Concierge for
Customers’ Automotive

Lifestyles

Customer
Relationship
Area

Dealer
Support Area

I. Realization of Dealer Operation for First Service Visit/Continuous Service Visits

*1 Mazda Safety Check: In addition to legally mandated annual inspections, 
these checks are performed every six months to ensure safe and 
comfortable vehicle operation.

A package plan covering half-yearly checkups, maintenance, 
and mandatory vehicle inspections, to support customers’  
safe and comfortable automotive lifestyles. Under this 
plan, genuine Mazda parts are used so that high-quality 
maintenance is assured. Problems can be prevented, which 
helps reduce maintenance costs.

While regular warranty expires in 3 years (up to 60,000 
km), Mazda’s Extended Protection Plan allows customers to 
extend the warranty period up to 5 years (up to 100,000 
km). During the extended warranty period, free repair is 
available at all Mazda dealerships in Japan.

a

c

b

“Pack de Mente” logo mark

After-sales service information website (Jananes only)
http://www.mazda.co.jp/service/

“Mazda Extended Protection Plan” logo mark

http://www.mazda.co.jp/service/
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■ Mazda Service and Operations Reform Program (in Japan)

The Mazda Service Operations Reform Program was launched in Japan in April 2010 and is 
now in effect at approximately 90% of dealerships. d
This program aims to provide customers with excellent service through the following four 
approaches:

■   Shorter maintenance wait times
■   Satisfactory explanations and advice from professional maintenance staff
■   Hospitality provided by all dealership staff
■   Optimal maintenance tailored to vehicles’ usage status

Mazda, together with dealerships, periodically checks the implementation status of the  
program using relevant indexes such as in-store operation surveys and CS*1 questionnaires.

■ Safe and Secure Automotive Lifestyle Suggestions (in Japan)

Each shop provides customers with appropriate suggestions regarding replacement parts, 
accessories, services, and other automotive matters in accordance with the period of  
vehicle ownership.
<Example suggestions>
・Providing maintenance suggestions based on each customer’s data on consumable parts 
replacement history and driving tendencies (distance traveled, period of time)

■ DPI*2 Strategic Program (Overseas)

DPI Strategic Program (in-store training) features activities that may contribute to  
customer satisfaction, with the aim of promoting dealership staff’s implementation of  
activities in their daily operations through role-playing and other methods. e
<Example activities>

■   Proposing recommended maintenance packages that can satisfy customers
■   Greetings that ensure customers’ trust
■   Finding ways to shorten maintenance wait times
■   Appropriate notification of periodic inspections
■   Contacting customers on a regular basis

Strengthening Support for Dealers through Distributors
Through its overseas distributors Mazda promotes the DPI Strategic Program and strongly 
supports local dealers in providing services for the safety and comfort of all customers.
Improving Service Skills of All Dealerships
To provide customers with the highest-quality services throughout the vehicle’s lifespan,  
Mazda has established the Mazda Dealer Service Process Standard consisting of 16 key  
processes, and promotes dissemination of the standard to its dealerships worldwide. f

Daily efforts are made to improve maintenance skills to meet the trust and expectations of 
customers.

■ Developing Maintenance- and Repair-Friendly Vehicles

To improve and keep its high maintenance quality based on feedback from customers both 
in Japan and overseas, Mazda develops vehicles designed to ensure friendliness regarding 
regular inspection/maintenance and ease of replacement of consumable parts that require 
frequent replacement. g
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II. Technical Service Quality Improvement

*1 CS: Customer satisfaction
*2 DPI: Dealer Process Improvement

d

e

f

g

Service and operations introductory training for 
dealerships in Japan

In-store training at Mazda Taiwan

Mazda Dealer Service Process Standard 16 key 
processes

Example of reducing the number of parts requiring 
detachment in the replacement of an audio or 
navigation unit, from seven to two, as in models after 
the CX5, thereby achieving improved work efficiency
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■ Providing Tools/Service Manuals for One-Stop Repair

Deploying Service Diagnostic Devices
Mazda has deployed the Mazda Modular Diagnostic System (M-MDS), a unique service  
diagnostic device, to almost all Mazda dealerships in Japan and overseas. This system 
enables service staff to perform efficient diagnoses of primary electronic control systems. 
It is also compatible with the complex, sophisticated electronic control systems used in  
many of Mazda’s present models.
Distribution of Service Manuals
Since April 2005, Mazda has been distributing its service manuals in digital format as “Mazda 
Electronic Service Information” (MESI), so that the information needed for maintenance  
can be accessed quickly and accurately. With the aim of promptly providing real-time  
information, manuals are distributed in Japan, Europe, Asia, the Middle East and Central  
and South America via the Internet (As of March 31, 2012)*1.
In line with the market launch of SKYACTIV TECHNOLOGY-equipped models, constant  
efforts are made in cooperation with the product development related divisions and  
dealerships to make the service manuals reader-friendly.
Distribution of Specialized Tools
To ensure a constant high quality of maintenance/repair of Mazda vehicles by dealers in  
Japan and overseas, Mazda develops special tools for various purposes, dedicated to Mazda 
vehicles. The Company also provides dealers with detailed information on the purposes and 
usage of the dedicated tools, with the aim of ensuring that Mazda dealers can offer high  
maintenance quality for customers.
Provision of Electronic Parts Catalogue
Mazda has placed service parts data in the Electronic Parts Catalogue (EPC), which is  
published on the web. This online catalogue has increased the speed of information  
updating and made it easier to import local data, enabling efficient parts searches and  
order placement. In FY March 2014, Mazda introduced the Global Electronic Parts  
Catalogue 3 (GEPC3), which is also available in Australia and North America. h

To acquire the advanced knowledge/maintenance skills necessary to respond to customer 
trust in maintenance quality, and to provide customers with honest, faithful advice for their 
automotive lifestyles, training is offered for both service trainers and service staff. The  
Company also hosts service skills competitions both in Japan and overseas.

■ Training Program for Service Trainers (in Japan)

Training programs are provided for service trainers, who are in charge of cultivating  
service staff at dealerships. i

III. Dealer Service Staff Skill Enhancement

*1 For the US, other system is used

h

i

Search display of the electronic parts catalogue

Training for Service Trainers in Japan (Instructor 
Development System)

Training Participants in FY March 2014

Technical training 24

Business training 23
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■ Training for Service Staff (in Japan)

Mazda has its unique training and qualification systems and provides the below training  
programs for its dealership service staff in Japan (engineers, advisors). Mazda also  
promotes cultivation of higher class qualification holders and their deployment to each  
shop. j

■   Technical training program for engineers to improve technical service skills
■   Business training program for advisors to improve customer service performance and 

management skills
<FY March 2014 Results>

■   Rate of deployment of engineers with Class A*1 qualification (highest-class qualification 
for engineers) to each shop in Japan: 80%

■   Rate of advisors with Class B*1 or higher qualification: 80%
<Mazda Training Centers in Japan>
Mazda operates training centers in Hiroshima and Kanagawa Prefectures. At these two 
centers, the “blended training” style is adopted, which requires trainees to receive preparatory 
lessons through e-learning before group training, so that more hours can be spent training on 
actual vehicles and equipment. Through role-playing and group practice, trainees also learn 
professional customer service skills. At Mazda Training Center Taibi in Hiroshima Prefecture, 16 
instructors belonging to Japan Automobile Service Promotion Association also learned about 
new technologies in FY March 2014. This training center aims beyond the Mazda Group to help 
spread excellent vehicle maintenance techniques. k

■ Service Skills Competitions (in Japan)

Mazda All-Japan Service Skills Competitions
Since 1963, as an opportunity for staff members to compete in various skill categories,  
the Company has hosted annual Mazda All-Japan Service Skills Competitions for dealership 
service staff in Japan. Professionals with a high level of customer service skills and  
maintenance engineering have been cultivated through these competitions. Marking its  
47th year in FY March 2013, the Mazda All-Japan Service Skills Competition is one of the 
oldest competitions of this kind hosted by Japanese automobile manufacturers. The next  
Mazda All-Japan Service Skills Competition is scheduled to be held in FY March 2015. l

Mazda Service Skills Youth Competition
The 4th Mazda Service Skills Youth Competition, established in FY March 2011 targeting  
new staff members (working for three years or less), was held.  m

■ Training Program for Service Trainers (Overseas)

Mazda operates training centers in America (North America, and Central and South America), 
Germany (Europe), China, Thailand (Southeast Asia), and Dubai (Middle East), with programs 
conducted for trainers at dealers in these regions. n

*1 Consisting of Class A (highest class), Class B (middle class), Class C 
(elementary class), and nonqualified.

k

l

m

n

Mazda Training Center Taibi

Mazda All-Japan Service Skills Competition 2012

Mazda Service Skills Youth Competition 2013

Training for Overseas Service Trainers
(Held at the Mazda Training Center Taibi in Japan or 
Mazda overseas distributors)

j Training for Service Staff in Japan

Training
Participants 
in FY March 

2014
Contents

Technical 
Training

Standard 
Training

Approx. 
1,200

Training program to cultivate 
diagnostic skills, etc. tailored to 
each individual’s existing skills 
and experience

New 
Model 
Training

Approx. 173 Training program to acquire skills 
related to new model vehicles

Business 
Training

Standard 
Training Approx. 250

Training program to instill the 
customer service skills and 
management skills needed for 
boosting customer satisfaction, 
increasing profitability, and 
bolstering productivity

Training for dealership trainers Participants in FY March 2014

Technical 
Training

New Model 
Training 89

Business Training 13

Mazda All-Japan Service Skills Competition 2012 /
Mazda Autozam All-Japan Service Skills Competition 2012
Schedule: regional/branch competition: June-Aug.; national competition: Oct.
Teams participating in national competition: 24 teams
Events: paper test, skills test

Mazda Service Skills Youth Competition 2013
Schedule: 1st preliminary competition: May; 2nd preliminary competition: June; final  
completion: September
Participants: 591 in 1st preliminary competition, 135 in 2nd preliminary competition, 
18 in final competition
Events: paper test (preliminary), skills test (final)
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TOPICS   ＜Middle East and ASEAN> Mazda Service Skills (MazTech) 
Competition Held

The Mazda Service Skills (MazTech) Competition in the Middle East region was held in Qatar 
in September 2013, and the same competition was held in the ASEAN region in Thailand in 
February 2014. Each of the two events was attended by participants from six countries.
The competition aims to encourage staff members to improve their technical skills and 
customer service performance, and to raise the motivation of service staff and inspire 
dealers to promote human resources development, by having staff members compete in the 
skills acquired through their daily operations and training.
Participating countries have introduced the Mazda engineer qualification system, which 
encourages engineers in these countries to continue their diligent efforts to improve their 
maintenance skills. At these competitions, engineers enthusiastically competed each other in 
a number of exciting matches, fully exhibiting the results of their daily efforts.

<Competition in the Middle East region> Engineers participating 
in the finals and others involved in the competition

<Competition in the ASEAN region> Engineers 
participating in the finals and others involved in the 
competition

To avoid making customers wait for maintenance service, timely delivery of necessary parts 
is important. To this end, Mazda is reorganizing its networks on a global scale to promote the 
speedy delivery of parts from parts manufacturers to dealerships for maintenance.

■ Examples of Reorganization of Parts Supply Networks (in Japan)
■   Nighttime wide-area delivery enabled by integration of parts inventory centers
Nighttime wide-area delivery was enabled by the integration of parts inventory centers into three 
depots (Chiba, Nagoya, Hiroshima).*1 Most parts can be delivered to each shop before the start of 
the work on the next day of the parts ordering day. o
■   Efficient Order-receiving through Integration of Call Centers
Inquiry centers for customers were integrated into four call centers (Tokyo, Nagoya, Osaka, 
Fukuoka)*2 to enable efficient order-receiving operations and swift, accurate parts supply.
■   364-day Operation
The number of operating days per year is 364 (closed only on New Year’s Day), so that inquiries 
from customers can be responded to at any time.

IV. Reliable/Efficient Parts & Accessories Supply

90

95

100
（%）

FY March 2014

96.0

1Q

96.2

2Q

95.6

3Q

96.0

4Q

96.1

o Rate of Prompt Delivery from Parts Suppliers to 
Dealerships

 *1 The parts inventory centers of Mazda Parts Co., Ltd., which deals with 
most parts supplied in Japan. Operations started in 2011 in Chiba and 
Nagoya, and in 2012 in Hiroshima.

*2 Integrated into four centers in 2010, where order-receiving operations 
have started.
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■ Efforts to Improve Delivery by Suppliers

To facilitate a more resilient supply of parts with reliability that satisfies customers, Mazda 
is working with suppliers to boost production efficiency, strengthen the overall system, and 
resolve production and delivery issues. In FY March 2014, suppliers met deadlines 98% 
of the time (±0% from FY March 2013 and up 0.7% from FY March 2012). As a result, the 
allocation rate from Mazda to parts suppliers can be maintained at a high level. p
<Holding Delivery Improvement Meetings>
To achieve targets, meetings to discuss improvement activities are held continuously in  
cooperation with suppliers. Also, a system to enhance procurement capabilities has been  
introduced, taking into consideration the suppliers’ production capacity and production  
efficiency, which has reduced the lead time (delivery within five days of receiving orders), 
helping to improve the rate of delivery dates being met.

Mazda tries to provide appropriate accessories in a timely manner, responding flexibly to  
market needs. The Company promotes the planning/development of items that can make  
customers’ automotive lifestyles more attractive, comfortable, convenient and satisfying.

■ Planning, Development, and Introduction of Attractive 
Accessorie that Match Detailed Customer Needs (in Japan)

■   Providing accessory packages that give a broader scope to the vehicle concept
<Product examples>

・Axela (Mazda3 overseas) MazdaSpeed Exterior Package q
・Flower.Style for Mazda Flair/Flairwagon (specifically designed for female drivers) r

■   Providing accessories that enhance the vehicle’s design and functionality and make  
customers feel the attributes of Mazda Brand Statement, “Zoom-Zoom” (see p. 2).

<Product examples>
・ Signature wing illumination, LED fog lamp and emblem illumination s

■ Provision of Accessories Useful Not Only for New Vehicle Purchasers 
But Also for Users of Already-Purchased Vehicles (in Japan)

■   Offering products that address environmental problems and that make customers feel 
more comfortable throughout the vehicle’s lifespan

<Product example>
・    High-performance air conditioning filter capable of filtering PM 2.5 t

V. Development & Launch of Value-Added Accessories

q

r

s

p

Axela (Mazda3) MazdaSpeed Exterior Package

Flower.Style for Mazda Flair/Flairwagon

(Left) Signature wing illumination
           LED fog lamp 
(Right) Emblem illumination

Rate of Prompt Allocation from Mazda to Parts Suppliers

t High-performance air conditioning filter capable of 
filtering PM 2.5
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■ Basic Approach to Safety

Aiming to achieve a safe and accident-free automotive society from the three viewpoints of 
vehicles, people, roads and infrastructure, Mazda is promoting safety initiatives. a

In March 2007, Mazda announced its long-term vision for technology development: “Sustainable 
Zoom-Zoom.” The basic policy of the vision is to “provide all customers who purchase  
Mazda vehicles with driving pleasure as well as outstanding environmental and safety  
performance.” In the safety aspect, Mazda promotes initiatives under the philosophy below.
In FY March 2014, Mazda’s safety performance of the vehicles earned the highest rating  
globally. (see p.163) b

■   Mazda Proactive Safety: Mazda’s Safety Philosophy

■ Technologies that Satisfy both Safety and “Driving Pleasure”

To help promote safe driving with a comfortable field of vision and operation while driving, 
the CX-5, the Atenza/Mazda6, and the new Axela/Mazda3 are equipped with the functions 
and features below. These features will be introduced in upcoming new models.

Safety Initiatives
Mazda aims to achieve a safe and accident-free automotive 
society from the three viewpoints of vehicles, people, and 
roads and infrastructure.

40

Initiatives in Vehicles

*1 Japan New Car Assessment Program: Vehicle collision safety performance 
evaluations conducted by the National Agency of Automotive Safety and 
Victims' Aid. 
The highest possible safety rating: ：Five Star Award

*2 ：National Highway Traffic Safety Administration's 5-Star Safety Ratings 
program. 
The highest possible safety rating: ：5-Star

*3 Insurance Institute for Highway Safety: Collision safety performance 
evaluations by an independent, nonprofit organization funded by auto 
insurers. 
The highest possible safety rating: ：Top Safety Pick + (Plus)

*4 European New Car Assessment Programme: An independent agency 
comprised of the transport authorities of European countries, etc. It has 
awarded automotive crash safety ratings since 1997. 
The highest possible safety rating：: 5-Star

Mazda's safety philosophy, which guides the research and development of safety 
technologies, is based on understanding, respecting and trusting the driver.

To drive safely it is essential to recognize potential hazards, exercise good judgment and 
operate the vehicle in an appropriate fashion. Mazda aims to support these essential  
functions so that drivers can drive safely and with peace of mind, despite changing 
driving conditions.
Since drivers are human beings, and human beings are fallible, Mazda offers a range of
technologies which help to prevent or reduce the damage resulting from an accident.

a Three Viewpoints of Safety Initiatives

Developing and 
commercializing 
safe vehicles

Participating in efforts 
to improve traffic 
environments

Vehicles

Roads and
infrastructure

People

Educating 
people about 
safety

b Safety performance evaluations

CX-5 Atenza/
Mazda6

New Axela/
Mazda3

Japan JNCAP*1

Five-Star Award
FY March 

2013
FY March 

2014
−

(Not evaluated)

US

US NCAP*2

5-Star
2015

model year
2015

model year
2015

model year

IIHS*3

Top Safety Pick+ 2014 2014 2014

Europe Euro NCAP*4

5-Star 2012 2013 2013

(As of July 31, 2014)
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Ideal Driving Position
As for the layout of major driving operation devices, including the pedals and the steering 
wheel, which are interface between man and vehicle, are located in an ideal driving position 
for a driver with easy to operate and not be tired. The driving position is designed based  
on  the theory of the “comfortable joint-link angle,” the joint angle at which the driver of 
any physical type can exert strength quickly and properly. One such example is New Demio/ 
Mazda2 equipped with a telescopic steering wheel as standard equipment, which is a rare 
case in the segment of compact car.  c

Excellent visibility
Mazda considers it important to secure a good visibility that enables the driver to quickly 
recognize his/her surroundings, such as road environment, other vehicles, obstacles, and 
pedestrians including children and take proper action. The A-pillar was placed about 100 
mm backward from its position in the previous model to expand the visible angle from the 
front seat by 1.8 degrees to both the right and the left. Moreover, to expand the vision  
through the door mirror so as to improve the visibility of pedestrians and obstacles, door 
mirrors are installed on the outer door board in a lower position. Visibility for children is  
specially cared (see p. 45). d
New-generation HMI (Human Machine Interface)*2

The thorough human-oriented cockpit design enables the driver to concentrate during  
driving, thereby minimizing three factors that cause careless driving: inattentive looking,  
inattentive thinking, operation in an unstable position.
HMI concept “Heads-Up Cockpit”
The Heads-Up Cockpit adopted for the new Axela/Mazda3 and subsequent models is  
designed to ensure that various information communication functions are used safely and 
comfortably.
Aiming at helping the driver concentrate on driving safely in a correct posture while dealing 
with many kinds of information, this HMI concept has achieved minimum visual distraction 
and posture change.
・ Simple cockpit with information sorted and placed in different zones
・ A 7-inch center display installed on the dashboard, enabling the driver to view it without 

lowering his/her eyes (①)
・ Commander control pursuing operation that does not require a visible check of the driver’s 

hand movements (②)
・  Active driving display to present vehicle speed, navigation route and other information as 

an image in front of the meter hood (③) e
・ A voice-recognition system to control the functions by voice is also available.

*1 A mechanism to move the steering wheel back and forth
*2 HMI: Human Machine Interface, referring collectively to the equipment and 

mechanisms to facilitate transmission of various information between the 
driver and the vehicle

TOPICS   Industry-academia collaboration pursuing the “comfortable joint-
link angle,” to create vehicles that are comfortable and do not tire 
the driver during driving

To offer a safe and comfortable driving environment, Mazda focuses on an ergonomics-based 
approach.
In determining the “comfortable joint-link angle” common to many drivers, Mazda developed a 
special driving tester simulating an actual vehicle, with which the myoelectric measurement data 
of many human bodies of different height and build were accumulated to develop the concept 
of comfortable driving postures and operation devices. The analysis of enormous amounts of 
data has led based on joint research with Human Motion Analysis of Hiroshima University. This 
concept is reflected in the CX-5 launched in 2012 and subsequent Mazda models. 

c Image of comfortable joint-link angle

e Heads-Up Cockpit

d Visible angle expanded by moving A-pillar backward

A-pillar

Comfort and convenience-
related information Driving-related information

A Vehicle

Comparison of door mirror positions

Previous Mazda3

New Mazda3
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■ Advanced Safety Technologies, “i-ACTIVSENSE”

Mazda's i-ACTIVSENSE is an umbrella term covering a series of advanced safety technologies, 
developed in line with Mazda Proactive Safety. They includes active safety technologies that  
support safe driving by helping the driver to recognize potential hazards, and pre-crash safety 
technologies which help to avert collisions or reduce their severity in situations where they 
cannot be avoided.
i-ACTIVSENSE technologies

■ Driving Support
Mazda Radar Cruise Control (MRCC)
Judges the relative speed and distance to the car ahead, and works within a set speed range 
to maintain a safe following distance, thus alleviating some of the burden on the driver when 
driving on highways f

■ Hazard Recognition Support
Forward Obstruction Warning (FOW)
Detects vehicles in front and alerts the driver to an approaching risk of collision early enough 
for the driver to brake or take evasive action g
Lane Departure Warning System (LDWS)
Detects lane markings on the road surface and warns drivers of imminent unintentional lane 
departures
Rear Vehicle Monitoring (RVM)
Detects cars in the blind spot on either side or approaching from behind and alerts the driver to 
potential risks when changing lanes h
High-Beam Control System (HBC)
Detects oncoming traffic and vehicles in front and automatically switches headlights between 
high and low beam, improving visibility at night and aiding hazard avoidance  i
Adaptive Front-lighting System (AFS)
Supports safe driving at night by turning the headlights based on the degree of steering input 
and vehicle speed to maximize illumination and visibility at curves and intersections j

■ Collision Avoidance /Damage Reduction Support
Smart Brake Support (SBS)
Helps reduce the severity of a collision by automatically applying the brakes when a risk of  
frontal collision is detected while driving at speeds of 15km/h or more
Smart City Brake Support (SCBS)
Automatically stops or reduces the speed of the car when there is a risk of collision with the 
vehicle in front while travelling at speeds of between 4 and 30 km/h in order to help the driver 
to avoid or reduce the severity of a crash
Acceleration Control for Automatic Transmission
Avoids sudden acceleration by curbing engine power output and alerts the driver if the 
accelerator pedal is pressed excessively while there is an obstacle in front of the car k

f MRCC activation image

Milliwave radar (76GHz)
MRCC/FOW/SBS

Camera (visible wavelength)
LDWS/HBC

Quasi-milliwave radar (24GHz)
RVM

Near-infrared laser
SCBS/Acceleration
Control for AT

h

i

j

RVM effects image

HBC effects image

AFS effects image

g FOW and SBS activation image

k Acceleration Control for AT activation image

Advanced safety technology “i-ACTIVSENSE” reference website

　● http://www.mazda.com/technology/safety/i-activsense/

Approaching front vehicle

Acceleration control for AT activation image SCBS/Acceleration control for AT activation sensor

Detects acceleration error/obstacles → Controls engine output

Without control

With control
Caution!

You are pressing the 
accelerator pedal.

Alert

Automatic brakeFurther approaching 
front vehicle

Approaching vehicle 
detection area

Approaching vehicle 
detection area

Detection range:  
approx. 50 m

http://www.mazda.com/technology/safety/i-activsense/
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■ Technologies to Mitigate Injuries in an Accident

Passive safety technologies help mitigate injuries to the driver and passengers if an  
accident should occur. Mazda does not simply comply with the laws of each country and  
region and NCAP test, but also conducts tests*1 for various types of potential collisions  
that might occur on the road, and has made steady progress in developing passive  
technologies to better protect passengers and drivers. Major passive safety technologies  
are as follows:
SKYACTIV-BODY ：
Multi-load Path Structure and Bumper Beams with Ultra-High Tensile Steel Inside
Mazda has developed SKYACTIV-BODY, a new-generation body structure with lightness  
and high rigidity, by revisiting the basic principles and reviewing every element of the  
structure, production method and materials. Multi-load path structure improves crash  
safety performance and absorbs the load at the time of a crash by dispersing it in multiple 
directions. Naturally, the multi-load path structure is adopted for lateral collisions and rear 
collisions as well to function in the same way, thus greatly improving safety performance. 
Moreover, the front and rear bumper beams adopt 1,800 MPa ultra-high tensile steel with 
the world's highest level of rigidity among mass production vehicles to realize lightness and 
excellent crash safety performance. l
Cross-Shaped Front Frame for Efficient Energy Absorption
The multi-load path approach was also adopted for individual parts. We focused on directing 
the crash energy mainly along the ridge lines of the parts, molding the front tip of the front 
frame into a cross shape. In a conventional square section, there are four ridge lines, but  
when a cross is created there are twelve ridge lines, and the shock is dispersed more widely. 
By doing so, the energy is then absorbed more efficiently, the space in the engine room is  
more effectively used, and there is also greater freedom in exterior design.  m
Pedestrian protection:
Impact-absorption bonnet and bumpers
Mazda uses various methods to reduce injury to pedestrians in the event of a collision.  
The Impact Absorption Bonnet mitigates the impact to a pedestrian's head in a pedestrian  
accident. Active Bonnet is designed to mitigate shock to the head in the event the vehicle  
collides with a pedestrian. Designed to activate with a defined speed range, the system 
causes the rear end of the bonnet to pop up when an impact exceeding a certain threshold 
is detected, creating a shock-absorbing space between the bonnet and the engine. Energy 
absorption materials are used in the front part of the vehicle which hits pedestrians' knee to 
mitigate the severity of pedestrian's knee injuries. Also, stiffening reinforcement is placed at 
the bottom of the bumper to better prevent pedestrian's leg from going under the vehicle. In 
anticipation of an accident, the shape of bonnet is carefully designed to reduce the damage 
to the pedestrians' knees, which are an important part of the body for walking. n
Active Bonnet
The MX-5/Roadster updated in July 2012 features an Active Bonnet (pedestrian protection 
system) which raises the rear end of the bonnet in the event of an accident to reduce  
impact to the head. At certain vehicle speeds, when sensors detect an impact exceeding a 
defined level, the rear end of the bonnet is raised.
This creates a space between the bonnet and the engine which acts to absorb the energy 
of impact and reduces the severity of head injuries in collisions involving pedestrians while 
keeping the bonnet low as benefits the sports car design. o

l SKYACTIV-BODY (the new Mazda6)

m Cross shape-molded front frame

n Impact-Absorbing Hood and Bumpers

o Active Bonnet

*1 Crash safety performance test, rollover test, roof strength test, etc. P. 44

Website on Technologies to Mitigate Injuries in an Accident

　● http://www.mazda.com/technology/safety/passive_safety/

Impact-absorbing structure

Impact-absorbing space

http://www.mazda.com/technology/safety/passive_safety/
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Mazda endeavors to raise safety awareness among adults and children alike through safety-
related exhibitions at the Mazda Museum in the Hiroshima Head Office, the “Kids’ Quiz on 
Traffic Safety” website for children, and other projects. p
In FY March 2014, Mazda held various events to promote understanding of Mazda’s safety 
technologies, including the event at the Mazda R&D Center Yokohama(MRY), titled “Sustainable 
‘Zoom-Zoom’ Forum 2014 — Satisfying both driving pleasure and outstanding environmental and 
safety performance” in March 2014(see p.158). q
In May 2013, Mazda also participated in an event*1 concerning safety held in Tokyo and  
Hiroshima by the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism and the National 
Agency for Automotive Safety and Victims’ Aid, to exhibit vehicles used for collision tests 
and explain vehicle safety performance for the drivers visiting the event.

■ Initiatives toward Realizing a Safe Automotive Society with ITS (in Japan)

Intelligent transport systems (ITS) use telecommunications technology to bring together  
vehicles, people, and the traffic environment. ITS has potential to ease traffic congestion  
and to reduce the number of accidents throughout Japan. As an automotive maker, Mazda 
actively participates in Japan’s ITS projects in cooperation with the national government  
and local government bodies as well as related companies and the community in order to 
achieve a safe automotive society for everyone. 
In September 2013, demonstration tests of the Atenza (Mazda6 overseas) ASV*1-5  
equipped with the advanced safety drive assist system on public roads, an industry-
academia-government project, was launched.
In October, the vehicle participated in the 20th ITS World Conference Tokyo 2013,*2 
and its driving performance was also demonstrated in Hiroshima as a post-Conference 
event. r

*1 ASV: Advanced Safety Vehicle
*2 Hosted by The Japan Organizing Committee of ITS World Congress Tokyo 

2013, Tokyo Metropolitan Government 

p Mazda Kids’ Quiz on Traffic Safety website for children
http：//www.mazda.com/jp/about/kids/safetyquiz/
* Japanese only

q Sustainable ‘Zoom-Zoom’ Forum 2014

Initiatives with People

Initiatives in Roads and Infrastructure

Project Description Organizer

Smart Way
Research and preparation of next-generation road systems using ITS 
technology, linking people, vehicles, and roads by means of information, 
mainly for expressways and toll roads

Road Bureau, Ministry 
of Land, Infrastructure, 
Transport and Tourism

DSSS (Driving Safety 
Support Systems)

Research and development of driving safety support systems utilizing 
road-vehicle communication, in which signals are transmitted between 
vehicles and the road infrastructure, as well as systems to enable smooth 
traffic flow

National Police Agency, 
UTMS*

ASV (Advanced 
Safety Vehicle)

Research and development of driving safety support systems utilizing 
inter-vehicle communication, in which signals are transmitted between 
vehicles

Road Bureau, Ministry 
of Land, Infrastructure, 
Transport and Tourism

ITS Promotion Council

Promoting verification of road-vehicle/inter-vehicle systems and 
development/ dissemination of driving safety support systems to solve 
problems in practical applications of driving safety support systems, in 
cooperation with relevant government authorities and industries

Cabinet Secretariat

* Universal Traffic Management Society of Japan

ITS Projects Mazda Participates

TOPICS   The world’s first demonstration test in Hiroshima, where trams are 
deeply rooted

On October 20 and 21, as the event following the ITS World Conference Tokyo 2013, 
demonstration tests of an advanced safety support system based on tram-to-vehicle  
communication was held in Hiroshima for the first time in the world.
The main purpose of the tests was to verify the effects of the system to prevent  
collisions and support safe and smooth driving by establishing communication between 
the tram and the Atenza ASV-5 equipped with an autonomous in-car sensor.
Mazda promotes joint studies among industry, academia and the government to  
develop a safe traffic structure in which the two forms of transportation can co-exist, 
making good use of their own advantages, with the aim of achieving safe collaboration 
between trams and vehicles.

r ITS Demonstration Tests on Public Roads in 
Hiroshima Region

GPS positioning

・Pedestrian-vehicle communication
・Pedestrian position (latitude, longitude)
・Traveling direction

700 MHz band vehicle-to-vehicle 
communication
・Vehicle type
・Position (latitude, longitude)
・Traveling direction
・Information such as speed, and brake and 

winker operationSmartphone Internet

Atenza

GPS positioning

GPS positioning

Peripheral vehicle Tram

GPS positioning

http://www.mazda.com/jp/about/kids/safetyquiz/
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■ Mazda’s Safety Initiatives and Primary Safety Technologies

Category

Accident reduction Injury reduction

Accident prevention only for certain models only
(Active Safety technology)

Mitigation of risk/damage from the 
accident

(Pre-Crash Safety technology)

Minimizing injuries in accidents
(Passive Safety technology)

Vehicles

Alerts drivers to potential danger
■   Monitoring systems for vehicles approaching from behind 

on either side: Blind Spot Monitoring (BSM)/Rear Vehicle 
Monitoring (RVM) system

■ Rear Cross-Traffic Alert (RCTA)
■ Emergency Signal System (ESS)
■ Lane Departure Warning System (LDWS)
■ Front Obstruction Warning (FOW)

Supports to avoid danger
■ Brake assist and EBS
■ 4-wheel antilock braking system (4W-ABS)
■ Dynamic Stability Control (DSC)
■ Brake Override System (BOS)

Provides driving support
■ Parking assist system
■ Intelligent Drive Master (i-DM)

Supports both safety and ‘Driving Pleasure’
■ SKYACTIV-CHASSIS: A newly developed front strut and rear 

multi-link suspension system; a lightweight cross member 
with high rigidity

■ Inter-car distance control feature: Mazda Radar Cruise Control 
System

■ Adaptive Front Lighting System (AFS)
■ High Beam Control (HBC)
■ Power windows with injury prevention function
■ Water-repellent window glass
■ Improved front field vision
■ Organ-style accelerator pedal

Minimizes damage in an accident
■ Smart Brake Support (SBS)
■   Smart City Brake Support (SCBS)
■ Acceleration Control for AT

Helps to protect drivers/passengers in accidents
■ SKYACTIV-BODY

Straightened basic frame and continuous framework, 
multi-load path structure, front frame molded into a 
cross shape, ultra-high-tensile steel bumper frame

■ Curtain and front airbags
■ Soft interior to absorb impacts
■ Seats designed to reduce impacts to the neck / rear 
seats that resist against luggage flying forward
■ Pre-tensioners and load-limiter seatbelts
■ Collapsible brake pedal
■ ISO-FIX-compliant child seat

Anchoring point
■ Impact-absorbing steering column

Minimizes damage in an accident with pedestrians
■ Impact-absorbing bumpers
■ Impact-absorbing hood
■ Active hood

People
Safety education

■ Safety-related exhibitions at the Mazda Museum　■ Traffic safety awareness quiz website for children　
■ Presentation of safety technologies at various events

Roads and 
infrastructure

Initiatives for a safe society

■ Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS)    ■ Smart Traffic Flow Control    ■ ITS Spot services
■ ASV-5    ■ Road-vehicle communication ITS (DSRC)    ■ World’s first demonstration tests for the tram-to-vehicle communication ASV in Hiroshima

For more details, visit Mazda Global Website:
　● SAFETY TECHNOLOGY: http://www.mazda.com/technology/safety/　

TOPICS   Child Safety- & Security- Conscious Automotive Technologies Win 
Prime Minister’s Award at 8th Kids Design Awards*1

“Mazda Technology for Kids” won the highest-ranking award (Prime Minister Award) at the 
8th Kids Design Awards. It is the first time the 
award has been given for automotive technologies. 
The award recognized four technologies adopted in 
Mazda’s new-generation products, including CX-5.
• The configuration of the “A” pillars (the structural 

supports at either end of the windshield) and the 
door mirrors broadens the forward field of vision, 
making it easier for drivers to see children

• Side monitors that reduce the risk of accidents 
involving children

• Intelligent Drive Master (i-DM) that supports the 
acquisition of smooth driving technique, reducing 
the likelihood of children suffering from car 
sickness

• Advanced keyless entry system that avoids the engine being started in error by children

8th Kids Design Awards

*1 Hosted by Kids Design Association, sponsored by the Ministry of Economy, 
Trade and Industry

http://www.mazda.com/technology/safety/
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In Pursuit of Press Forming with Lighter Weight Steel Plates
We are in charge of process and mold design in the manufacturing of press-molded parts. 
Regarding the process and mold design for the new Demio (Mazda2 overseas), we made 
efforts in improving the yields of parts with less steel plating (see pp.8-9), contributing to 
resource savings. In collaboration with relevant divisions and departments, we will continue 
taking on the challenge to pursue press forming of complex-shaped parts for superior design 
quality, one of Mazda’s strengths, while maintaining and enhancing our products’ high quality.

 Wataru Aratsu, Yoshiko Nakai
Body Production Engineering Department,

Production Engineering Division
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■ Mazda’s Approach to the Environment

Global warming is an issue of critical importance for the human race. Mazda actively adopts 
initiatives to promote a low-carbon, recycling-oriented society in harmony with nature. These 
efforts are reflected in all of Mazda’s corporate activities with the aim of achieving a sustainable 
society.

■ Philosophy and Policies
Mazda carries out its corporate activities with the aim of fulfilling its corporate vision (see p. 12).
To this end, Mazda established the Mazda Global Environmental Charter as the basic policy for 
environmental matters in the Mazda Group. The Charter, which states “The Mazda Group aims 
to promote environmental protection and contributes to a better society while maintaining 
harmony with nature in its business activities worldwide,” along with the five Action Guidelines 
from the basis of Mazda’s approach to the environment. The Company carries out corporate 
activities related to products and technologies; manufacturing, logistics, and office operations; 
social contributions, respectively in consideration of the environment.
Specific targets and results are laid out in the Mazda Green Plan, the Company’s environmental 
mid-term plan. By using the PDCA (plan-do-check-act) cycle when executing activities and 
following up on their results, Mazda can effectively reduce impact on the environment. In FY 
March 2014, Mazda executed various efforts in each area based on the Mazda Green Plan 
2020, and was able to achieve most of its goals (see pp. 48-51). a

BASIC APPROACH ON 
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION

Mazda views environmental protection as an urgent issue for 
humanity, and the highest priority issue facing automakers.
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The Mazda Global Environmental Charter

Environmental Principles

Action Guidelines

The Mazda Group aims to promote environmental protection and contribute to a better society 
while maintaining harmony with nature in its business activities worldwide.
・We will contribute to society by creating environmentally friendly technologies and products.
・We will use the Earth’s resources and energy sparingly and never overlook environmental considerations when conducting our business.
・We will do our part to improve the environment by working with local communities and society.

(Established in 1992; revised in April 2005)

1. Creation of Environmentally Sound Technologies and Products 
We are committed to the task of creating clean technologies, including methods to achieve cleaner exhaust emissions and reductions 
in CO2 emissions, and the development of clean-energy vehicles.
We will promote the creation of products that are environmentally friendly from planning and development to manufacturing, use and 
recycling/disposal.

2. Corporate Activities in Consideration of Conserving Resources and Energy 
We will actively promote resource-saving and recycling activities to conserve the Earth’s limited resources.
We will strive to diversify energy sources and use them efficiently.
We will promote the appropriate disposal and recycling of end-of-life vehicles. 

3. Corporate Activities in Pursuit of a Cleaner Environment 
We will comply with environmental laws and regulations, and will also impose voluntary controls for higher standards and implement 
self-regulated controls.
We will promote the development of new technologies and the introduction of new systems in our pursuit of a cleaner environment. 

4. Working with Business Partners to Create a Better Environment 
We will actively provide our employees with education and information about environmental protection to enhance their awareness of 
the global environment.
We will work in close cooperation with each other to achieve better environmental protection.

5. Creating a Better Environment in Cooperation with Local Communities and Society 
We will work actively to understand and appreciate society’s requirements for the environment and reflect them in our business activities.
We will disclose and publicize environment-related technologies, systems and information.
We will not only conduct our own environmental activities, but will also actively participate in social activities for the conservation of 
the environment.

Low-carbon recycling-oriented 
in harmony with nature

Mazda’s future vision of society

Mazda Green Plan

The Mazda Global Environmental Charter

Corporate Vision
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■ Approach on the Mazda Green Plan 2020

Based on the “Philosophy and Policies” for environmental initiatives, being premised on “Mazda’s 
Vision of a Future Society and its Relationship with Vehicles,” the plan, centered around the 
following three main perspectives, is developed. a
I. Themes to Be Resolved in the Future
Mazda considers the following as issues that both customers and society expect automakers to 
make positive contributions toward:
　1. Energy- and Global-Warming-Related Issues

Undertaking measures to reduce CO2 emissions over the entire life cycle of a vehicle.
　2. Promoting Resource Recycling

Reducing waste from vehicles, the vehicle manufacturing and shipping processes, and disposal 
of end-of-life vehicles, as well as actively promoting the comprehensive recycling of resources.

　3. Cleaner Emissions
Reducing various emissions/waste (aside from CO2) from vehicles and manufacturing 
processes, especially emissions with highly adverse environmental impacts.

　4. Environmental Management
Develop environmental management throughout the entire Group and supply chain.

II. Mazda’s Initiatives (two areas)
　a. Vehicles and Vehicle Technology

Contributing to a reduced environmental impact through products and technology
　b. Manufacturing, Logistics, Office Operations, Social Contributions, etc.

Contributing to a reduced environmental impact through all activities (excluding those 
related to products and technology)

III. Consideration of the Entire Vehicle Life Cycle
Mazda is making efforts to reduce environmental impact throughout the entire product life cycle. 
Approximately 80% of CO2 emissions occur over the period from customer use to disposal - an 
overwhelming percentage of overall emissions (see p.76).

■ Manufacturing and logistics (materials manufacturing, and vehicle manufacturing): accounts 
for approximately 20%

■ Product use and disposal (use by customer, maintenance, disposal and recycling): accounts 
for approximately 80%

MAZDA GREEN PLAN 2020 MID-TERM 
ENVIRONMENTAL PLAN

Based on the Mazda Green Plan 2020 Mid-Term Environmental Plan, 
Mazda is pressing forward with environmental initiatives, with its 
sights set on 2020.
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a Approach on the Mazda Green Plan 2020

1.
Energy and 
Global-
Warming-
Related 
Issues

2.
Promoting
Resource
Recycling

3.
Cleaner 
Emissions

4.
Environmental 
Management

a. Vehicles and vehicle technology

b. Manufacturing, logistics, office operations,
social contributions, etc.

Reduce environmental impact
throughout the entire vehicle life cycle

Mazda’s Vision of a Future Society and its Relationship with Vehicles

With the goal of a 50% reduction in greenhouse gases globally by 2050 (compared with 1990 levels), a target agreed to at the G8 Summit at Toyako, Hokkaido, in 2008, the 
world has begun working toward the achievement of a low-carbon society with a reduced burden on the environment by revising energy-use patterns. This movement is paving 
the way toward a sustainable society that values recycling in order to effectively use limited resources, one that also coexists in harmony with nature, as well as allowing for the 
stable continuation and progress of humankind. Specific efforts include, but are not limited to, diversification of energy sources (renewable sources such as solar power, and 
non-CO2-emitting sources such as hydrogen and biofuels), diffusion of activities based on the three Rs (reduce, reuse and recycle), and promotion of biodiversity.
Regarding vehicles, demand the world over has diversified to include preferences based on regional needs, vehicle characteristics, fuel performance and characteristics, and 
other factors. This demand profile will only grow more complex in the future. A multi-solution approach is needed to respond to these diverse demands. Mazda’s expectation is 
that greatly improved internal combustion engines, alternative fuels such as natural gas and biofuels, and new types of vehicles that do not emit CO2 by using energy sources 
such as electricity and hydrogen, and other such innovations, will provide those solutions. Going forward, Mazda believes it is necessary to push the limits of what is possible as 
the Company carefully plots the direction for its brand and technologies.

Around 2020, Mazda sees society on the way toward achieving a sustainable society while still maintaining the use of fossil fuels (oilbased fuels, etc.) as its basic energy source. 
From energy security viewpoint, we expect the evolution of efficient fuel-use-technology for diverse fuels meeting with unique characteristics of each market/country, and the 
further introduction of low-carbon technology for several kinds of fuel/energy (electricity, gas, etc.)/materials/products covering all life-cycle processes (from production to 
consumption by users). Many products and services will be evaluated based on their environmental performance throughout their life cycle.
Regarding vehicles, highly efficient internal-combustion engines—such as gasoline and diesel engines, using liquid fuels (oil, biofuels, etc.), which account for most of the 
energy for mobility because of their high energy-preservation characteristics—will be mainly used as a base, and additional innovations that contribute to increased fuel 
economy, such as fuel-saving technologies (idling-stop systems, regenerative braking, hybrid systems), highly efficient transmissions, and reduced vehicle weight will also be 
implemented. Moreover, technological innovations to support combustion technologies corresponding to diverse fuels and use of natural gas or biofuels that emit less CO2 
are also expected. At the same time, electric vehicles, which do not emit CO2 during running, will also be introduced. On top of these trends, large-scale approaches such as 
reducing traffic congestion in urban areas will contribute toward the greater goal of realizing a low-carbon society.

Around 2050: A sustainable society that aims for low-carbon, recycling-oriented, and coexisting in harmony with nature

Around 2020: A low-carbon society in which CO2-reducing technologies have become widespread
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To execute the Mazda Green Plan 2020, three committees set the following approaches and 
targets to promote each effort.
Products and technologies: Product Environment Committee
Mazda provides all customers who purchase Mazda vehicles with driving pleasure as well as 
outstanding environmental and safety performance.
Manufacturing, logistics, and office operations: Business Site Environment Committee
Mazda contributes toward realizing a low-carbon society through achieving even greater gains in 
operating efficiency by introducing low-CO2-emission production technologies and unwavering 
actions for constant improvement in the entire Mazda Group in Japan.
Social contributions (environmental area): Social Contribution Committee
Based on the three pillars of Mazda’s social contribution activities regarding the environment 
and safety performance, human resources development and community contributions, and a 
group-wide, global perspective, Mazda commits to disclosure and raising public awareness of 
environmental issues through its main business as an automobile maker. The Company also 
focuses on collaboration with regional communities, including volunteer activities.
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Approaches and Targets in Each Area for 2020

Targets and Actions in the Mazda Green Plan 2020 Mid-Term Environmental Plan (Self-assessment key　○: Accomplished, △: Nearly accomplished, ×: Not accomplished)

Domain Item Targets and actions by 2020 
(*2015)

FY March 2014
Self- 

assessment

FY March 2015

Targets and actions Results Targets and actions

1. Energy- and Global-Warming-Related Issues

a. Vehicles 
and vehicle 
technology

①Respond to 
fuel economy 
standards in 
each country/
region.

Introduce technology to raise fuel 
economy, to respond fully to the 
fuel economy standards of each 
country/region. (*2015 target)

Each country/region: Fully achieve 
fuel economy / greenhouse gas 
standards.

Achieved fuel economy / greenhouse 
gas standards in Japan, US and China. ○

Each country / region: Fully 
achieve fuel economy / 
greenhouse gas standards.

②Improve 
fuel economy 
using 
SKYACTIV 
TECHNOLOGY.

Raise the average fuel economy 
of the Mazda vehicles sold 
worldwide by 30% by 2015, 
compared with 2008 levels. (*2015 
target)

Promote SKYACTIV TECHNOLOGY 
steadily and start the mass 
production of hybrid vehicles with 
electric motor drive technologies, 
Step 3 of the Building-Block 
Strategy, so as to complete the 
Building-Block Strategy.

・   Introduced SKYACTIV TECHNOLOGY 
into Biante (May 2013) and the new 
Axela (Sep. 2013) and increased the  
mix of SKYACTIVE models to 51%.

・   Introduced SKYACTIV-HYBRID into 
the new Axela, thereby completing 
the Building Block Strategy following 
the i-stop (idling-stop system) and 
i-ELOOP(regenerative braking system). 
(Nov. 2013)

○
・   Promote SKYACTIV 

TECHNOLOGY steadily.

・   Promote development based on 
the Building-Block Strategy.

③Promote 
development 
of next-
generation 
vehicles using 
biofuels, 
electrical 
power, 
hydrogen, 
etc.

Promote development of 
technologies supporting 
alternative fuels such as biofuels 
and synthetic fuels. (*2015 
target)

Promote development of 
technologies supporting 
alternative fuels such as biofuels 
and synthetic fuels.

Sold vehicles in compliance with E10 
of the US and Europe, E20/E85 of 
Thailand, etc., and promoted the 
development of technologies supporting 
alternative fuels, such as biofuels and 
synthetic fuels.

○
Promote development of 
technologies supporting 
alternative fuels such as biofuels 
and synthetic fuels.

Promote development of electric 
motor drive technologies. (*2015 
target)

Introduction of vehicles with hybrid 
system

Introduced the new Axela Hybrid. (Nov. 
2013) ○ Continue introduction of vehicles 

with hybrid system.

Conduct market follow-up of 
Demio EV.

・   Collected and analyzed Demio EV’s 
traveling data to accumulate findings 
on electric motor drive technologies.

・   Announced the new Demio EV model 
with RE range extender system, as an 
answer to short driving range issues.

○
Accumulate findings on electric 
motor drive technologies by 
collecting and analyzing Demio 
EV’s traveling data.

Advance development and 
introduction of hydrogen rotary 
engine vehicles. (*2015 target)

Conduct market follow-up of 
the Hydrogen RE vehicles, and 
introduce vehicles with the 
Hydrogen RE range extender 
system.

・   Conducted market follow-up (periodic 
inspection, etc.) of Hydrogen RE 
vehicles.

・   Introduced the Premacy EV with the 
Hydrogen RE range extender system.

○
Conduct market follow-up (periodic 
inspection, etc.) of Hydrogen RE 
vehicles and vehicles with the 
Hydrogen RE range extender 
system.

b. Manufacturing, 
logistics, office 
operations, 
social 
contributions, 
etc.

④Reduce CO2 
emissions from 
factories and 
offices.

Reduce CO2 emissions from 
all Mazda Group factories and 
offices in Japan by 28% or more 
compared with 1990 levels.*

Reduce CO2 emissions from all 
Mazda Group factories and offices 
in Japan by 34% compared with 
1990 levels.*

Reduced CO2 emissions from all Mazda 
Group factories and offices in Japan by 
39.4% compared with 1990 levels.*

○
Reduce CO2 emissions from all 
Mazda Group factories and offices 
in Japan by 42% compared with 
1990 levels.*

⑤Reduce CO2 
emissions from 
logistics.

Reduce CO2 emissions from all 
Mazda Group logistics operations 
in Japan by 50% compared with 
1990 levels.

Reduce CO2 emissions from all 
Mazda Group logistics operations 
in Japan by 55% compared with 
1990 levels.

Reduced CO2 emissions from all Mazda 
Group logistics operations in Japan by 
57.7% compared with 1990 levels.

○
Reduce CO2 emissions from all 
Mazda Group logistics operations 
in Japan by 58% compared with 
1990 levels.

* Emissions volume of energy-origin CO2 are calculated based on standards of the Japan Automobile Manufacturers Association, Inc. (JAMA) (Commitment to a Low Carbon Society, using the coefficient of FY March 2013), and other 
greenhouse gas emissions and distribution volume are calculated in compliance with the Energy Saving Act and the Law Concerning the Promotion of Measures to Cope with Global Warming.
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(Self-assessment key　○: Accomplished, △: Nearly accomplished, ×: Not accomplished)

Domain Item Targets and actions by 2020 
(*2015)

FY March 2014
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FY March 2015

Targets and actions Results Targets and actions

2. Promoting Resource Recycling

a. Vehicles 
and 
vehicle 
technology

⑥Promote 
vehicle 
recycling.

Develop vehicles that are easy to 
disassemble and recycle. (*2015 
target)

Promote development of plastic 
parts, etc., that are easy to 
disassemble and recycle.

For the new Axela, developed an easy-to-
recycle vehicle, which features improved 
disassembly/recycling efficiency and 
improved thermal recyclability, appropriate 
disposal measures (easy fluid extraction, 
etc.), and expanded use of recycled 
materials.

○
Promote development of plastic 
parts, etc. that are easy to 
disassemble and recycle.

Expand use of bioplastics. (*2015 
target)

Develop and implement 
bioplastics.

Adopted bioplastics for the radiator tank of 
the new Axela (diesel). ○ Develop and implement 

bioplastics.

Enhance the ASR recycling ratio 
and the total vehicle recycling 
ratio. (*2015 target)

ASR recycling ratio: 95% or more. ASR recycling ratio: achieved 97% ○ ASR recycling ratio: 97% or more.

Actual vehicle recycling ratio: 95% 
or more. Actual vehicle recycling ratio: achieved 99%. ○ Actual vehicle recycling ratio: 

99% or more.

Promote bumper-recycling 
technology. (*2015 target)

Promote collection of damaged 
bumpers.
Collection rate from Mazda 
dealerships: 80% or more

Collected bumpers: approx. 72,000
(Collection rate: 81%) ○

Promote collection of damaged 
bumpers.
Collection rate from Mazda 
dealership: 80% or more

Promote the development of 
technology for bumper-to-bumper 
recycling of ELVs

Continued the horizontal recycling, from ELV 
bumpers to new bumpers, in the Hiroshima 
region.

○
Promote the development of 
technology for bumper-to-
bumper recycling of ELVs.

b. Manufacturing, 
logistics, office 
operations, 
social 
contributions, 
etc.

⑦Reduce 
waste volumes, 
promote 
recycling.

Reduce direct landfill waste to 
zero across the entire Mazda 
Group in Japan.

Reduce direct landfill waste across 
the entire Mazda Group in Japan 
to 1% of total or less.

Reduced direct landfill waste across the 
entire Mazda Group in Japan to 0.4% of total. ○

Reduce direct landfill waste 
across the entire Mazda Group in 
Japan to 1% of total or less.

⑧Reduce 
packaging 
volume used.

Reduce volume of packaging and 
wrapping across the entire Mazda 
Group in Japan by 45% compared 
with 1990 levels.

Reduce volume of packaging and 
wrapping across the entire Mazda 
Group in Japan by 50% compared 
with 1990 levels.

Reduced volume of packaging and wrapping 
across the entire Mazda Group in Japan by 
64.3% compared with 1990 levels.

○
Reduce volume of packaging and 
wrapping across the entire Mazda 
Group in Japan by 60% compared 
with 1990 levels.

⑨Reduce 
volume of 
water used 
and promote 
effective use 
of water.

・   Reduce volume of water used 
across the entire Mazda Group 
in Japan.

・   Reduce volume of tap water 
used by 10% compared with 
1990 levels.

・   Reduce volume of water used 
across the entire Mazda Group in 
Japan.

・   Reduce volume of tap water used 
by 15% compared with 1990 
levels.

・   Reduced volume of water used across the 
entire Mazda Group in Japan.

・   Reduced volume of tap water used by 23.5% 
compared with 1990 levels.

○

・   Reduce volume of water used 
across the entire Mazda Group 
in Japan.

・   Reduce volume of tap water 
used by 20% compared with 
1990 levels.

3. Cleaner Emissions

a. Vehicles 
and 
vehicle 
technology

⑩Ensure 
cleaner 
vehicle 
exhaust gas 
emissions.

Introduce and promote low-
emission vehicles to improve 
air quality in each country and 
region. (*2015 target)

Promote the introduction of low 
emission vehicles that meet the 
needs of each country and region.

Japan: 98% (vehicle number ratio) of 
passenger vehicles met the SU-LEV (★★★★) 
standard.

○
Promote the introduction of low-
emission vehicles that meet 
the needs of each country and 
region.

United States: Introduced low-emission 
vehicles that meet Tier2/LEV2 regulations in 
all product lines.

Europe: All product lines met the Euro 5/6 
standards.

China: Developed vehicles that meet Euro 5 
standards or equivalent levels.

Other: Introduced low-emission vehicles that 
meet the needs of each country and region.

⑪Reduce 
inclusion of 
substances of 
environmental 
burden in 
products.

Reduce VOCs in vehicle interiors 
(*2015 target).

Pass Ministry of Health, Labour 
and Welfare (MHLW) guidelines for 
the indoor aerial concentration in 
all new vehicles.

Passed Ministry of Health, Labor and Welfare 
(MHLW) guidelines with the new Axela. ○

Pass Ministry of Health, 
Labour and Welfare (MHLW) 
guidelines for the indoor aerial 
concentration in all new vehicles.

Promote development and 
adoption of car air-conditioning 
systems using new refrigerants of 
low environmental impact (*2015 
target).

Promote development and 
adoption of car air-conditioning 
systems using new refrigerants of 
low environmental impact.

Developed a car air-conditioning system 
using a refrigerant of low environmental 
impact and promoted its adoption to new 
model vehicles.

○
Promote development and 
adoption of car air-conditioning 
systems using new refrigerants of 
low environmental impact.

b. Manufacturing, 
logistics, office 
operations, 
social 
contributions, 
etc.

⑫Reduce 
waste 
volumes 
of PRTR 
substances.

Reduce waste volumes of PRTR 
substances across the entire 
Mazda Group in Japan.

Reduce waste volumes of PRTR 
substances across the entire 
Mazda Group in Japan.

Increased waste volumes of PRTR substances 
across the entire Mazda Group in Japan by 
7.3% compared with FY March 2013 levels. (On 
a specific consumption basis, 7.4% reduction 
from FY March 2013)

△
Reduce waste volumes of PRTR 
substances across the entire 
Mazda Group in Japan.

⑬Reduce 
volumes of 
VOC waste 
emissions.

Reduce volumes of VOC waste 
emissions to an average 23 g/m2 
or less across all Mazda lines.

Reduce volumes of VOC waste 
emissions to an average 24.5 g/m2 
or less across all Mazda lines.

Reduced volumes of VOC waste emissions to 
an average 24.4 g/m2 across all Mazda lines. ○

Reduce volumes of VOC waste 
emissions to an average 24.3 g/
m2 or less across all Mazda lines.
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(Self-assessment key　○: Accomplished, △: Nearly accomplished, ×: Not accomplished)

Domain Item Targets and actions by 2020 
(*2015)

FY March 2014

Se
lf-

 
as

se
ss

m
en

t

FY March 2015

Targets and actions Results Targets and actions

4. Environmental Management

a. Vehicles 
and 
vehicle 
technology

⑭
Promote life cycle 
assessment (LCA).

Expand implementation of LCA. 
(*2015 target)

Steadily implement LCA in new 
vehicles. Implemented LCA in the new Axela. ○ Steadily implement LCA in new 

vehicles.

⑮Promote 
an integrated 
approach 
to traffic 
systems.

Improve driving technique 
and promote activities to raise 
awareness. (*2015 target)

Enhance awareness-raising 
activities by promoting 
improvement of driving techniques 
with intelligent-Drive Master (i-
DM) while further developing/
using i-DM systems, thereby 
encouraging advancement from 
personal eco-driving to facilitation 
of smooth traffic flows, with the 
aim of contributing to the whole of 
society.

Made it possible to check detailed driving 
results of the new Axela. ○ Promote steady introduction and 

further progress of i-DM.

b. Manufacturing, 
logistics, office 
operations, 
social 
contributions, 
etc.

⑯Reduce the 
environmental 
risk  
of the Mazda 
Group in 
Japan.

Promote environmental 
protection activities among 
Mazda Suppliers.

Expand promotion of the Mazda 
Green Purchasing Guidelines and 
revise if necessary.

・   Cascaded the Guidelines to all suppliers, 
and requested compliance.

・   No revision.
○

Expand promotion of the Mazda 
Green Purchasing Guidelines and 
revise if necessary.

Promote the establishment and 
introduction of environmental 
management systems (EMS).

・   Support 100% establishment of 
EMS among major suppliers.

・   Support and enhance EMS at 
secondary suppliers.

・   Supported 100% establishment of EMS 
among major suppliers.

・   Supported and enhanced EMS at secondary 
suppliers.

○
・   Support 100% establishment of 

EMS among major suppliers.

・   Support and enhance EMS at 
secondary suppliers.

Promote introduction of EcoAction 
21 at all Mazda Group dealerships 
in Japan.

Promoted introduction of EcoAction 21 at 
all Mazda Group dealerships in Japan by 
encouraging shops to obtain certification.

○
Promote introduction of 
EcoAction 21 in all Mazda Group 
dealerships in Japan.

Operate and promote EMS at five 
auto parts sales companies across 
Japan.

Confirmed proper operation of the EMS 
introduced into all five auto parts sales 
companies, with periodic reports, etc.

○
Continue proper operation of the 
EMS introduced into all auto parts 
sales companies across Japan.

⑰Inform the 
public about 
the Mazda 
Group’s 
environmental 
protection 
activities.

Disseminate information about 
the Mazda Group’s environmental 
protection activities worldwide by 
hosting and actively participating 
in environmental events.

Disseminate information about 
the Mazda Group's environmental 
protection activities, both inhouse 
and outside the company, based 
on SKYACTIV TECHNOLOGY and 
the Building-Block Strategy (incl. 
hybrid technology), by hosting 
and actively participating in 
environmental events.

・   Disseminated information inside and 
outside of the Group through motor shows 
and environmental events held in Japan 
and abroad.

・   In Japan, participated in 14 environmental 
events, including hosting of the Sustainable 
Zoom-Zoom Forum, thereby widely 
disseminating information about the Mazda 
Group’s environmental protection activities 
of developing products and manufacturing 
such SKYACTIV TECHNOLOGY and vehicle 
painting technologies.

○

Disseminate information 
worldwide about the Mazda 
Group’s environmental protection 
activities, including SKYACTIV 
TECHNOLOGY, by hosting and 
actively participating motor 
shows and environmental events 
in Japan and abroad.

⑱Promote 
activities 
to raise 
awareness of 
environmental 
issues.

・   Actively disseminate 
environmental information 
to improve environmental 
awareness among Mazda 
and Mazda Group company 
employees.

・   Actively disseminate 
environmental information 
to improve environmental 
awareness among Mazda 
customers.

Raise awareness among Mazda 
and Mazda Group company 
employees as well as customers 
regarding environmental problems 
that society faces and measures 
that the Mazda Group is taking 
throughout the entire life cycle to 
reduce environmental impacts.

・   Continuously promoted education for 
employees in Mazda and its Group 
companies, implementing “cool-biz” 
and “light-down” campaigns and other 
activities to raise biodiversity awareness.

・   Held environmental events to raise 
environmental awareness of customers 
when using their cars by communicating 
methods of improving fuel efficiency, etc.

○

Raise awareness among Mazda 
and Mazda Group company 
employees as well as customers 
regarding environmental 
problems that society faces and 
measures that the Mazda Group 
is taking throughout the entire 
life cycle to reduce environmental 
impacts.

⑲Promote 
environmental 
protection 
activities in 
partnership 
with regional 
communities.

Promote environmental 
protection activities in regional 
communities by taking part in 
environmental volunteer activities 
(including regional cleanups and 
efforts to preserve biodiversity) 
and dispatching instructors to 
regional events and schools to 
offer environmental education.

・   Promote regional activities 
to deepen understanding 
of biodiversity and forest 
preservation. Participate actively 
in regional cleanups.

・   Communicate actively with 
regional communities and 
dispatch instructors for  
environmental education based 
on their needs.

・   Promoted environmental activities in Japan 
and abroad, based on regional communities’ 
needs. Major activities in Japan: dispatch 
of instructors for environmental education 
to elementary schools; forest preservation 
activities; regional cleanups, etc.

・   Major activities overseas: promotion 
of habitat conservation for migratory 
birds, support of endangered species 
conservation activities, etc.

○

・   Promote regional activities 
to deepen understanding 
of biodiversity and forest 
preservation. Participate 
actively in regional cleanups.

・   Communicate actively with 
regional communities and 
dispatch instructors for  
environmental education based 
on their needs.
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In March 2007, Mazda announced its long-term vision for technology development: “Sustainable 
Zoom-Zoom.” The basic policy of the vision is to “provide all customers who purchase  
Mazda vehicles with driving pleasure as well as outstanding environmental and safety  
performance.” In line with this vision, Mazda has promoted initiatives to address various  
environmental issues, based on the following perspectives.

■ Mazda’s Approach to Product Environmental Performance

As vehicle ownership continues to expand around the world, automobile manufacturers  
must redouble their efforts to achieve cleaner exhaust emissions, and improve fuel  
economy in order to cut CO2 emissions and help reduce the world's dependence on  
increasingly scarce fossil fuels. Mazda considers it necessary to develop a multi-solution  
approach to automobile-related environmental issues that takes into account various  
factors such as regional characteristics, vehicle characteristics and types of fuel. a

■ Improving the Fuel Economy of Mazda Vehicles 30% by 2015
Mazda has set a goal of raising the average fuel economy of Mazda vehicles sold worldwide 
by 2015 by 30% compared with 2008 levels. Based on the Sustainable Zoom-Zoom long-
term vision for technology, Mazda cuts CO2 emissions through improved fuel economy and 
provides all customers who purchase Mazda vehicles with driving pleasure and outstanding 
environmental and safety performance. b

■ Promoting the Building-Block Strategy
Mazda adopts the Building-Block Strategy to realize its goal of raising the average fuel  
economy of Mazda vehicles sold worldwide by 2015 by 30% compared with 2008 levels.  
Even in 2020, Mazda expects that the world’s key energy sources will continue to be mainly 
petroleum-based and that the majority of vehicles will still be powered by internal combustion 
engines. Consequently, Mazda’s Building-Block Strategy prioritizes improvements in base 
technologies such as improving the engine’s thermal efficiency and reducing the weight of  
the vehicle body. The next step of the Building-Block Strategy is the gradual introduction 
of electric devices such as idle-stop, brake energy regeneration, and hybrid powertrains.  
This approach to reducing total CO2 emissions does not rely heavily on a small proportion 
of specific eco-friendly models. Rather, Mazda aims to deliver vehicles with excellent  
environmental and safety performance at an affordable price to customers worldwide,  
including emerging countries, which may lack special infrastructure.
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IMPROVEMENT OF BASE TECHNOLOGIES 
AND THE BUILDING-BLOCK STRATEGY

Mazda is actively developing unique technologies to help achieve 
a sustainable society.

a Automotive Industry Initiatives to Meet 
Environmental Challenges

Multiple Solutions

Environmental 
challenges facing
the automotive
industry
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b Improving Average Fuel Economy

2001 2008 2015 (year)

Average fuel economy improvement 
ratio for vehicles sold in Japan:

approx. 30%

Plan to raise average fuel economy of 
Mazda vehicles sold globally by 
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approx. 30%

Anticipated Expansion in Adoption of Environmental Technologies (Through 2020)
Graphic representation of global market share of powertrain technologies

● Stricter fuel economy standards globally
● Need for big boost in energy efficiency
● Expanded adoption of electric device technologies

● Introduction of hybrid technology 
   and idling stop technology

*1 Hybrid vehicle with a battery that can be charged with household power supply
*2 A system that converts a vehicle’s kinetic energy during deceleration into electricity for reuse
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Comprehensive Improvements of base technologies by SKYACTIV TECHNOLOGY
The term SKYACTIV TECHNOLOGY covers all Mazda's innovative next-generation base  
technologies. Mazda is making comprehensive improvements in base technologies, such as 
enhancing the efficiency of powertrain components including the engine and transmission, 
reducing vehicle body weight, and improving aerodynamics. The number of models  
featuring SKYACTIV TECHNOLOGY has steadily increased since the first SKYACTIV-G  
engine was introduced in the 2011 upgraded Demio (Mazda2 overseas). The full range of 
SKYACTIV technologies, including the gasoline engine, diesel engine, transmission, body,  
and chassis, were incorporated in the two models launched in 2012: the CX-5 and the  
Atenza/Mazda6. The new Axela/Mazda3, launched around the globe in autumn 2013, is  
also a full-SKYACTIV model. Moving forward, Mazda plans to steadily increase the number 
of models that incorporate the full range of SKYACTIV TECHNOLOGY.

Gradual introduction of electric devices c
Based on the Building-Block Strategy, base technologies and electric device technologies  
are combined in the following three steps.
Step 1: Battery Management Technology (Idling Stop System "i-stop")
The i-stop system automatically shuts the engine off temporarily when the vehicle comes to 
a standstill. The use of i-stop alone can improve fuel economy by 7% to 10% (as measured 
in Japanese models). Mazda installed i-stop in the upgraded Axela/Mazda3 in 2009 and  
has been expanding it to other models. In February 2012, i-stop was installed in the CX-5 
equipped with the SKYACTIV-D 2.2 clean diesel engine, marking the first use of an idling  
stop system in a diesel engine passenger car in Japan.
Step 2: Brake Energy Regeneration Technology (i-ELOOP) d
Mazda has developed the world's first brake energy regeneration system for a passenger  
vehicle that uses a capacitor as an electricity storage device*1. It is the groundbreaking  
system, which Mazda calls 'i-ELOOP'. As the vehicle decelerates, the system converts  
kinetic energy into electricity, which can be used later as needed. i-ELOOP is particularly  
effective in improving fuel economy in real-world driving situations with frequent  
acceleration and braking. This system has been introduced with the Atenza/Mazda6,  
launched in 2012, and the new Axela/Mazda3, launched around the globe from autumn 
2013.
Step3: Electric Motor Drive Technology (Hybrid System)
This type of system improves overall energy efficiency using an electric motor to assist  
gasoline engines at times when energy efficiency is low, such as when a vehicle is running 
at low engine speeds or during low-load operation. This system ensures an outstanding  
fuel economy performance by mainly using an electric motor when the vehicle is started, 
by efficiently combining the use of a gasoline engine and an electric motor during driving 
at a regular speed and during acceleration, and by using the electric motor as a power  
generator during deceleration to convert brake energy to electricity, which can be used  
later as needed. The new Axela (Mazda3 overseas) was the first model to incorporate this 
SKYACTIVE-HYBRID system.
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c Gradual Application of Electric Devices 
Technologies (Building-Block Strategy)

d Brake Energy Regeneration System "i-ELOOP"

Mazda aims to further boost environmental performance by gradually 
adding electric device technologies to base engines with excellent 
environmental performance.

Plug-in
hybrids,*

etc.

Idling stop
system

Regenerative
braking

Gasoline
hybrids

*Hybrid vehicle with a battery that can be charged 
  with household power supply

Electric
vehicles

Improved Base Technologies 
(Powertrains, Reduced Body Weight, etc.)

Step1 :
Battery Management Technology 
(Idling Stop System ‘i-stop’)

Step2 :
Regenerative Braking (Regenerative 
Braking System ‘i-ELOOP’)

Step3 :
Motor Drive Technology 
(Hybrid System)

Hydrogen
hybrids

Vehicles require electricity to power variety of electrical 
components such as headlamps, air-conditioner and audio 
equipment. Electricity is generated by using engine power to 
turn a power generator called an alternator. Approximately 
10% of engine output is said to be used not for driving, but 
to generate electricity to power the electrical components.
The goal in developing i-ELOOP was to eliminate the need 
for the engine to generate electricity.

*1 Energy storage device that charges and discharges electricity 
on the electric double-layer principle without involving a 
chemical reaction

TOPICS   Advanced SKYACTIV-D, as a powertrain perfect for compact cars

Mazda has developed SKYACTIV-D 1.5, a clean diesel engine with small displacement, 
and will install it on the new Demio/Mazda2 scheduled to be launched in autumn 2014. 
Similar to the SKYACTIV-D 2.2, a next-generation clean 
diesel engine already installed on the CX-5 and other  
models, SKYACTIV-D 1.5 pursues “ideal combustion”  
while adopting a low compression ratio. As a result, high 
environmental performance can be achieved without  
costly post-treatment of NOx. At the same time, full-
torque driving strength like a 2.5-liter gasoline engine,  
as well as excellent motion performance enabling linear 
acceleration up to a high rotation rate, are realized. 

SKYACTIV-D 1.5 engine

Variable voltage-type regeneration alternator

DC/DC converter

Electric double layer 
capacitor

*This is a virtual image.

Battery

Power generator activated by 
engine motion

Steps down the capacitor voltage of 25 V at 
maximum to 12 V to supply electric devices.

[                           ]

[                                       ]
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SKYACTIV-G

SKYACTIV-D

SKYACTIV-MT

SKYACTIV-BODY

SKYACTIV-CHASSIS

SKYACTIV-DRIVE

Demio

(From June 2011)

Axela/
Mazda3
(From Sep. 2011)

Premacy/
Mazda5
(From Jan. 2013)

Biante

(From May 2013)

Atenza/
Mazda6
(From Nov. 2012)

New Axela/
Mazda3
(From Sep. 2013)

New Demio/
Mazda2
(From autumn 2014)

CX-5

(From Feb. 2012)

New-generation highly-efficient automatic transmission
Direct shift feel and contributes to improved fuel economy

New-generation highly-efficient  clean diesel engine
Excellent fuel efficiency and complies with global emissions 
regulations without expensive systems

New-generation  manual transmission
Light and crisp shift feeling, reduced weight and compact size

Lightweight body with high rigidity
High rigidity, light weight, and the excellent crash safety 
performance

High-performance, lightweight chassis
Highly rigid and light weight, excellent handling stability delivers 
driving pleasure

New-generation highly-efficient direct-injection gasoline engine
Excellent fuel efficiency, powerful torque

Introduction of SKYACTIV TECHNOLOGY
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■ Electric Vehicles

In October 2012 in Japan, Mazda began leasing the Demio EV, an electric vehicle Mazda had 
independently developed based on the Mazda Demio. Using a highly efficient lithium-ion battery 
and Mazda’s unique electric motor, the Demio EV delivers an exhilarating driving experience, 
including powerful acceleration, precise handling, and comfortable ride. It also achieves an 
outstanding driving range of 200 kilometers (JC08 mode test cycle measured by Mazda). The 
Demio EV maintains the same cabin space and cargo carrying capacity as the base model Demio. 
As a zero-emissions vehicle that emits no CO2 or other pollutants during driving, Mazda sold 
75 units in FY March 2013 and 33 units in FY March 2014 mainly to local governments and 
corporate customers in the Chugoku region in Japan. Mazda will continue addressing various 
challenges, including longer driving range, based on customer feedback. a

■ Development of the RE Range Extender
One of the biggest problems with electric vehicles is short driving range. As one of the 
approaches to resolve this issue, Mazda has been promoting research and development to use, 
as a power generator, an internal combustion engine applicable to various fuels around the world 
that are locally produced for local consumption. Mazda RE Range Extender, released in FY March 
2014, features a compact and quiet rotary engine shoehorned under the hatchback’s rear trunk 
floor, enabling its application into the base EV models for an extended driving range without 
trading trunk area capacity. b

■ Development of Compressed Natural Gas (CNG) Technology

With energy sources becoming diversified and extraction of shale gas increasingly accelerated in 
the US, compressed natural gas (CNG) is generating a lot of attention as an alternative fuel.
Mazda is promoting technology development to provide both driving pleasure and outstanding 
environmental performance by using CNG’s characteristics of significantly lower CO2 exhaust 
emitted when burned and a high octane rating*1 to optimize SKYACTIV-G’s high compression 
ratio. The Mazda3, SKYACTIV-CNG Concept, which debuted at the 43rd Tokyo Motor Show in 
November 2013, features a dual fuel system that runs on both gasoline and CNG. c

DEVELOPING TECHNOLOGIES FOR 
THE NEXT GENERATION

Mazda is developing multiple practical solutions to the issues 
facing the automobile industry.
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Mazda Demio EV specifications

Model name Demio EV
Drive FF
Seating capacity Five

Dimensions and 
weight

Overall length/width/
height*1

3900mm/
1695mm/
1490mm

Vehicle weight*1 1180kg

Performance

AC electric power 
consumption (JC08 
mode test cycle)*1

100Wh/km

Driving range on a 
single charge (JC08 
mode test cycle*1

200km

Drive battery
Type Lithium-Ion 

batteries
Total voltage*1 346V
otal electric energy*1 20kWh

Motor

Max. output*1 75kW＜102PS＞/
5200 -12000rpm

Max. torque*1
150N・m 
＜15.3kgf・m＞/
0 - 2800rpm

Charging time

Normal charge
(AC200V・15A)*2 

Approx. 8 hours (full 
charge)

Fast charge*3 Approx. 40 minutes 
(80% charge)

*1 Measured by Mazda
*2 Amount of time required to charge battery after low battery warning 

light comes on. Given time is only a guide. Actual charging time may vary 
depending on air temperature and condition of power source.

*3 Amount of time required when using a 50 kW fast charger. Given time is 
only a guide. Actual charging time may vary depending on specifications 
of the charger.

a Electric Vehicle ‘Demio EV’

b Demio fitted with Mazda RE Range Extender

CNG injector

CNG/gasoline
selector switch

CNG fuel intake port

CNG pressure regulator
Gasoline tank (51liter)

Gasoline filling port

CNG tank
(20 MPa, 75 liter)

c Mazda3 SKYACTIV-CNG Concept

*1 In a gasoline engine, a measure of a fuel’s resistance to knocking (knocking 
noise and vibration caused by abnormal combustion that results from 
spontaneous ignition of the air/fuel mixture due to high temperature and 
pressure in the cylinder)
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■ Development of the Hydrogen Rotary Engine
Hydrogen is clean energy that offers excellent environmental performance with no CO2 emissions 
and that can be generated from various sources. Since the announcement of the Mazda HR-X, the 
first hydrogen rotary engine vehicle, at the 1991 Tokyo Motor Show, Mazda has been promoting 
research and development of hydrogen rotary engines. The Mazda RX-8 Hydrogen RE and Mazda 
Premacy (Mazda5 overseas) Hydrogen RE Hybrid are equipped with a dual-fuel system, so the 
vehicles can run on gasoline if there is no hydrogen available. In November 2013, Mazda Premacy 
Hydrogen RE Range Extender EV, an electric vehicle with a significantly improved driving range,  
based on the Mazda Premacy Hydrogen RE Hybrid, was released.
Mazda Premacy (Mazda5 overseas) Hydrogen RE Hybrid
The Mazda Premacy Hydrogen RE Hybrid incorporates a hybrid system that improves energy 
efficiency, delivering improved acceleration with a driving range of 200 km using hydrogen. d

Mazda Premacy (Mazda5 overseas) Hydrogen RE Range Extender EV
The Mazda Premacy Hydrogen RE Range Extender EV adapts a larger high-voltage battery, plug-
in-system, and improved thermal-efficiency-improved engine. Its driving range with clean energy 
such as hydrogen and electricity is 150 km longer than that of the Mazda Premacy Hydrogen RE 
Hybrid. This is an ultimate gasoline-free zero-emissions vehicle. fe

d Main Specifications of Mazda Premacy Hydrogen 
RE Hybrid
Base model Mazda Premacy

Overall length 4,565mm

Overall width 1,745mm

Overall height 1,620mm

Seating capacity Five persons

Base engine Mazda Hydrogen rotary engine (with a 
dual-fuel system)

Fuel Hydrogen and gasoline

Fuel tank 35 MPa high-pressure tank for hydrogen 
gas and a gasoline tank

Maximum output 110kW

Motor AC synchronous motor

Generator AC synchronous generator

Battery Lithium ion
Mazda Premacy Hydrogen 
RE Hybrid Layout Image

Overview of the Hydrogen
RE Hybrid System

e Main Specifications of Mazda Premacy Hydrogen 
RE Range Extender EV

f Mazda Premacy Hydrogen RE Range Extender EV

Base model Mazda Premacy

Overall length 4,565mm

Overall width 1,745mm

Overall height 1,620mm

Seating capacity Five persons

Base engine Mazda Hydrogen rotary engine

Fuel/energy Hydrogen/electricity (plug-in-system)

Fuel tank 35 MPa high-pressure tank for 
hydrogen gas

Maximum output 110 kW

Motor AC synchronous motor

Generator AC synchronous generator

Battery High-capacity lithium ion

History of Mazda's Hydrogen Vehicle Development

1991 Announced the first hydrogen rotary engine vehicle, the HR-X, at the Tokyo Motor 
Show

1993
Announced the second hydrogen rotary engine vehicle, the HR-X2, at the Tokyo Motor 
Show
Developed MX-5 test vehicle equipped with a hydrogen rotary engine

1995 Conducted Japan's first public road tests of a hydrogen rotary engine vehicle, the 
Capella Cargo

2003 Announced a prototype RX-8 with the hydrogen rotary engine at the Tokyo Motor 
Show

2004 Tested the prototype RX-8 with hydrogen rotary engine on public roads

2005 Announced Premacy Hydrogen RE Hybrid concept car

2006 Began leasing of the world's first hydrogen RE vehicle, the RX-8 Hydrogen RE

2007 Signed an agreement to provide RX-8 Hydrogen REs to HyNor, a Norwegian national 
transportation project

2008 Tested an RX-8 Hydrogen RE validation vehicle on public roads in Norway

2009 Commenced commercial leasing of the Premacy Hydrogen RE Hybrid in Japan Began 
leasing of RX-8 Hydrogen RE for the HyNor Project

2013 Developed the Premacy Hydrogen RE Range Extender EV
Commenced public road test of leased vehicles

Hydrogen rotary engine 
with dual-fuel system

Generator

Gasoline tank

Inverter

Motor

Hydrogen tank

Lithium-ion 
battery

Hydrogen RE
Generator

Motor

Inverter

Battery
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■ Compatibility with Bioethanol Mixed Fuel
Mixed fuel consisting partly of bioethanol, which is made from plants, is attracting attention in 
North America and Europe for its effectiveness in reducing CO2 emissions. Mazda is proud to sell 
vehicles that are compatible with this eco-friendly fuel.

Present Status
■ Mazda vehicles that are compatible with E10 (gasoline mixed with 10% ethanol) are 

sold in North America and Europe.

■ In Thailand, the Mazda3 compatible with E20 (gasoline mixed with 20% ethanol) 
became available in FY March 2008, and the Mazda2 corresponding to E20 became 
available in FY March 2010. In FY March 2014, the new Mazda3 compatible with E85 
(gasoline mixed with 85% ethanol) became available.

■ In Japan, models equipped with a SKYACTIV-D 2.2 clean diesel engine compatible with 
B5 (diesel mixed with 5% biodiesel fuel) became available in FY March 2012 for the 
CX-5, in FY March 2013 for the Atenza (Mazda6 overseas), and in FY March 2014 for 
the new Axela (Mazda3 overseas).
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■ Improving Fuel Economy

Mazda strives to further improve fuel economy by advancing its SKYACTIV TECHNOLOGY (see 
p.53). The new Axela/Mazda3, launched in 2013, is a full-SKYACTIV model and also adopts 
the brake energy regeneration technology “i-ELOOP” (see p.53). This new model has  
approximately 30% better fuel economy compared with the 2009 model without SKYACTIV 
TECHNOLOGY, and approximately 10% better than the 2011 model fitted with SKYACTIV-G 
and SKYACTIVE DRIVE.  a b

■ Cleaner Gas Emissions
Mazda is committed to mitigating air pollution from exhaust gases.
To this end, the Company is working hard to develop low-emission vehicles. The Company 
is steadily bringing to market vehicles that clear both SU-LEV, Japan's certification system 
for ultra-low-emission vehicles, and Euro 6, the stringent emissions regulations of the  
European Union (EU).

■ As of March 31, 2014, a remarkable 97% of Mazda passenger models (not including  
compact mini vehicles and OEM-supplied vehicles) were SU-LEV-certified―the highest 
level*1 among Japanese automakers. c

■ The CX-5, the Mazda6, and the new Mazda３, all equipped with the clean diesel engine 
SKYACTIV-D 2.2, were qualified for Euro 6 before the regulations took effect.

■ Mazda Models Qualify for Eco-Car Tax Reductions
Mazda’s enviromentally conscious vehicles are subject to tax incentives in many countries.
In Japan, as of March 2014, 26 Mazda models qualify for the Japanese government’s eco-
car tax reduction*2, implemented in April 2009. d
Among currently registered Mazda vehicles, approximately 90% meet the tax reductions  
system (Figures based on number of vehicles shipped in FY March 2014).

■ Intelligent Drive Master (i-DM), an Evolution of Eco Drive Support
The drive support system “i-DM,” developed by Mazda to encourage drivers to drive in a  
safe, fun and environmentally conscious manner, was introduced with Mazda’s Japanese  
models. Since its mounting on Demio in June 2011, Mazda has expanded the number of  
models fitted with i-DM. In FY March 2014, i-DM was introduced in the new Axela (see p.24).
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MAKING ENVIRONMENTALLY 
CONSCIOUS VEHICLES

Mazda is committed to making vehicles that are environmentally 
conscious, and is actively engaged in developing technologies 
that support high-level environmental performance.

a Comparison of Fuel Economy between the New and Old Atenza 
Sedan (Japanese AT models, fuel economy at JC08 mode test cycle)

b Average Fuel Economy in Passenger Vehicles by 
Weight Class

Weight class (kg) 875 1,000 1,250 1,500 1,750 2,000

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014
5

10

15

20

25

30

35

10.60

17.12

21.50

24.74

19.51

31.23

25.35

8.9
10.5

13.0

750

21.2

16.0
17.9
18.8

* Transition by FY March 2011 fuel economy standard (10-15 mode) Including OEM compact mini vehicles.

FY March 2011 fuel
economy standard

（㎞/ℓ）

(Year’s ended March 31)

c Ratio of Certified Low-Emission Passenger 
Vehicles (SULEV) Shipped in Japan among the 
Passenger Vehicles Meeting the 2005 Emissions 
Standards (not including compact mini vehicles 
and OEM-supplied vehicles)
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■SU-LEV: emissions at least 75% less than 2005 emissions standard
(Year’s ended March 31)

98 98 9797

2010 2013 20142012

98

2011

d Eco-Car Tax Reduction in Japan

減免率 適合車種

免税

デミオ、CX-5（ディーゼル）、
アテンザ（ディーゼル／ガソリン）、
キャロル（OEM）、フレア（OEM）、
フレアワゴン（OEM）、タイタンCNG（OEM）

75%軽減
アクセラ、プレマシー、CX-5（ガソリン）、
ファミリアバン（OEM）、
キャロル（OEM）、フレア（OEM）

50%軽減

＊ 減税措置は車種・グレード・車両重量などによって適用内容が異なります。
　（2013年3月末時点）

デミオ、アクセラ、プレマシー、
CX-5（ガソリン）、ビアンテ、
アテンザ(ガソリン)、AZワゴン（OEM）、
キャロル（OEM）、タイタン（OEM）

7車種 

6車種 

9車種 

Tax reduction rate Eligible models

Tax free 11 
models

Demio, Axela (gasoline/diesel), CX-5 
(diesel), Atenza (diesel/gasoline), 
Biante, Carol (OEM), Flair (OEM), Flair 
Wagon (OEM), Flair Crossover (OEM), 
Familia Van (OEM), Titan CNG (OEM)

75% reduction 7 
models

Axela (gasoline), Premacy, CX-5 
(gasoline), Atenza (gasoline), Familia 
Van (OEM), Carol (OEM), Flair (OEM)

50% reduction 8 
models

Demio, Axela (gasoline), Premacy, 
CX-5 (gasoline), Atenza (gasoline), 
Carol (OEM), Scrum Van (OEM), Titan 
(OEM)

* Tax reduction measures differ according to factors such as model, 
grade, and vehicle weight. (As of March 31, 2014)

*1 As of March 2014, according to Mazda data
*2 An automobile weight tax and automobile acquisition tax reduction 

are applied when consumers purchase environmentally conscious 
new cars meeting or exceeding requirements for fuel economy and 
exhaust gas emissions by the end of March 2014.
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■ Expanded Adoption of Biomaterials

Mazda has produced new vehicle parts from plant-derived materials on a commercial basis,  
which have potential to facilitate society's shift away from the use of fossil fuels and reduce CO2 
emissions.
First use was in the radiator tank of the Demio (Mazda2 overseas) with SKYACTIV-G launched in 
2011; this has now expanded to the Premacy/Mazda5 (gasoline), CX-5, Atenza/Mazda6, and the 
new Axela/Mazda3 (diesel) e
Mazda is currently undertaking technological development of bioplastics that use non-food 
materials.

■ Reduction of Vehicle Noise 
Mazda has established its own noise standards that are even stricter than the most recent legal 
requirements, and the Company is working to make its vehicles produce less noise when driving.
Driving noise comes from a variety of sources such as the engine, the exhaust system, the air 
intake system, the drive train, and the tires. f
Mazda's in-house noise standards apply to all its vehicles, including both passenger vehicles and 
commercial vehicles.

■   Development of a Resin Material for Auto Parts that Trims Vehicle 
Weight Offers the Lightest Bumper in Its Class

Mazda has developed a new resin material for auto parts that can maintain the same level of 
rigidity as conventional materials while trimming vehicle weight. The new resin enables the 
manufacture of thinner parts, which results in a significant reduction in the amount of material  
used; when used for front and rear bumpers, this trims weight by approximately 20%. In the 
manufacturing process, thinner parts have enabled the shortening of cooling time upon shaping, 
and in addition, use of CAE analysis technology has enabled optimization of material liquidity, 
halving the shaping time of bumpers from approximately 60 seconds to 30 seconds. This 
drastically reduces the amount of energy used in manufacturing.
This new-resin bumper, the lightest in its class*1, has been used for the CX-5, Atenza/Mazda6, and 
new Axela/Mazda3. Mazda intends to also use it for subsequent models. g

■   Development of Unique Single-Nanotechnology 
Single Nanotechnology Dramatically Reduces Consumption of Precious Metals

There are global movements toward tighter control of exhaust emissions and fuel economy, 
market expansion due to rapidly growing emerging countries, and depletion of scarce resources. It 
is a very important challenge to reduce the use of expensive precious metals, such as rare metals 
(precious metals) and rare earths (ceria material), needed for three-way catalysts (or catalysts 
used for vehicles), enhancing catalyst efficiency.
In 2009, Mazda developed the world’s first single-nanocatalyst,*2 that achieves both cleaner 
exhaust characteristics and higher durability while reducing the use of precious metals for vehicle 
catalysts by around 70%, and started introducing this technology in mass-produced vehicles. h
Furthermore, Mazda succeeded in an additional 30% to 40% reduction in the consumption of 
precious metals needed for single-nanocatalyst. The technology was first introduced into the 
Demio (Mazda2 overseas) with SKYACTIV-G launched in 2011 and has been progressively 
introduced to Mazda vehicles globally.
This technology, originally developed for gasoline engines, is also suitable as a catalyst in diesel 
particulate filters that remove soot from diesel engines and is employed in Mazda’s clean diesel 
engine SKYACTIV-D.
Mazda will continue promoting efforts to reduce consumption of precious metals and clean 
exhaust gas.
(For details, see the URL)
● http://www.mazda.com/technology/env/other/singlenano_tech.html

e CX-5 radiator tank

g Axela bumpers (Top: front bumper face bar, 
Bottom: rear bumper [Hatchback])

f Example of Anti-Noise Measures: New Axela/Mazda3

*1 1,500 to 2,000cc class, as of March 2014, according to Mazda data
*2 Catalyst featuring a technology to control finer materials structures 

than nanotechnology.

Sound insulating cover 
on engine bay

Reduced 
exhaust noise

Low noise 
tires

Reduced engine noise
● Optimization of torsional damper pulley
● Increased rigidity surge tank
● Optimization of front cover and oil pan tie rigidity
● Reduced oil pump noise
●   Use of full-floating structure for the exhaust manifold insulator
● Use of steel crankshaft
●   Optimization of the main shaft bearing structure (use of 

the lower block structure)
● Optimization of the fastening structure of the cylinder head cover
● Optimization of the cylinder head and block structure

Base material
(ceramic)

When heated, precious metal particles 
travel across the surface and are 
agglomerated.

Precious metal particles do not 
agglomerate, since they are 
embedded in the base material.

Precious metal 
particles larger 
than 10 nm

Precious metal 
particles larger 
than 5 nm

Tens of nm to 
hundreds of nm

Tens of nm

Traditional catalyst

Newly developed
catalyst

Base material
(ceramic)

■新触媒技術による貴金属分散モデル
h Model of precious metal dispersion by new 

catalyst technology

http://www.mazda.com/technology/env/other/singlenano_tech.html
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CO2 emissions CO2 emissions per unit of sales revenue
* CO2 emissions at Mazda’s four principal domestic sites are calculated using 

the CO2 coefficient for each year based on standards from the Japan 
Automobile Manufacturers Association Inc. (JAMA) (Commitment to a Low 
Carbon Society). Past data was recalculated according to the change of the 
coefficient.

 The power coefficient for FY March 2014 is undetermined as of July 1, 
2014; the FY March 2013 power coefficient is used for FY March 2014.
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* Amout of heat emission at Mazda’s four principal domestic facilities is 
calculated using the CO2 coefficient for each year based on standards from 
the Japan Automobile Manufacturers Association Inc. (JAMA) (Commitment 
to a Low Carbon Society). Past data was recalculated according to the change 
of the coefficient.
The power coefficient for FY March 2014 is undetermined as of July 1, 2014; 
the FY March 2013 power coefficient is used for FY March 2014.
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■ CO2 Emissions Reduced by 43.3% Compared with FY March 1991 Levels

The total CO2 emissions from Mazda's four principal domestic sites*1 (including R&D and other 
indirect areas) in FY March 2014 was reduced by 43.3% compared with FY March 1991 levels 
due to the following measures. ba
<Key Initiatives in FY March 2014>

■ Further implementation of Monotsukuri Innovation
■ Improvements in overall facility operating efficiency
■ Concentrating production and reducing losses from unnecessary work and equipment 

downtime
<FY March 2014 Results (compared with FY March 1991)>

■ Total CO2 emissions from Mazda's four principal domestic plants reduced by 43.3% (533,000 
tons - CO2)

■ Emissions per unit of sales revenue reduced by 38.7% (25.9 t-CO2/100 million yen)

■ Efforts toward Environmental Contributions through 
Monotsukuri Innovation

In line with its efforts to satisfy diverse customer needs and attract many customers by 
manufacturing vehicles that embody the “Sustainable Zoom-Zoom” (see p. 2), Mazda is working 
to dramatically improve its business efficiency by increasing product development/manufacturing 
efficiency. To improve quality and the brand strength, as well as to increase profit margins, while 
flexibly responding to requirement for manufacturing of several models with different production 
scales and  changes in production volume, a breakthrough of “sharing a completely new concept 
beyond boundaries of models” is necessary. This idea has resulted in generation of the “Monotsukuri 
innovation” (see p. 7, 10) .
Product development, manufacturing, and purchasing divisions/departments mutually cooperate 
in planning the models to be introduced in the future across the vehicle ranks and segments from 
a five or ten-year perspective, which enables efficient product development and manufacturing of 
diverse types of products with common product development methods or production processes. 
Under this initiative, at the timing of introducing new models production processes. Under this 
initiative, at the timing of introducing new models equipped with the SKYACTIV Technology, 
Mazda has substantially reduced per-unit energy consumption. Specific efforts are as follows:
■   Material: Reduced material weight through using thinner parts, shortening cycle time,  

integrating processes, and modifying production methods, so as to reduce energy 
consumption.

■   Processing and assembly: Evolved conventional flexible manufacturing lines to realize 
higher-efficiency, mixed flow production, which resulted in dramatically improved operating 
rates and reduced energy consumption.

■   Press: Reduced the amount of scraps generated in manufacturing of press parts, and 
retrieved parts from scraps to reduce the amount of use of steel sheets. Also achieved 
multi-pressing, which performs molding of several parts using a single die, resulting in both 
integration of processes and reduction of energy consumption.

■   Paint: Developed and introduced the Aqua-Tech Paint System, a new water based painting 
technology that enables elimination of the primer process while further improving the 
painting performance and quality, resulting in reduced energy use for air conditioners in  
painting booths, and substantial reduction of VOC (volatile organic compound) emissions. 
This Aqua-Tech Paint System won the Director General Prize of Agency of Natural  
Resources and Energy (Exemplary Energy Conservation Category) in FY March 2014.
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PREVENTION OF GLOBAL 
WARMING (MANUFACTURING)

Mazda promotes the efficient use of energy while aiming to 
reduce CO2 emissions in the area of manufacturing.

*1 Head Offi ce (Hiroshima); Miyoshi Plant; Hofu Plant, Nishinoura 
District; Hofu Plant, Nakanoseki District

a CO2 Emissions from Mazda's Four Principal Domestic 
sites/CO2 Emissions per Unit of Sales Revenue

b Energy Consumption Breakdown at Mazda's Four 
Principal Domestic Plants

Unit: (Thousands of GJ)

1991 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014

Electricity 4,722 6,179 6,637 6,234 6,017 6,281

Industrial steam 0 1,347 1,468 1,600 1,342 1,383

Coal 4,967 0 0 0 0 0

Coke 766 330 345 277 193 192

Fuel oil A 596 46 69 32 20 20

Fuel oil B 11 0 0 0 0 0

Fuel oil C 1,168 91 81 60 36 30

Gasoline 193 68 72 54 55 60

Kerosene 101 11 13 13 5 15

Diesel 82 30 33 41 37 34

LPG 989 45 50 91 44 54

City gas 21 1,338 1,409 1,235 1,066 1,038

Total 13,616 9,485 10,177 9,637 8,815 9,107
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■ Efforts for Energy-Saving Manufacturing

At production sites in Japan and abroad, improving the facility operation rate, shortening 
cycle time, and other measures are being taken to optimize the line process as well as the 
entire manufacturing process. Also, losses in each step from production to consumption  
of energy are reanalyzed to further cut losses, including cutting losses by suspending the 
power supply (for hydraulic pressure, etc.) during standby.
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■ CO2 Emissions Reduced by 35.5% Compared with FY March 1991 Levels
Mazda is working with logistics companies, dealerships, and other automakers throughout  
Japan to reduce CO2 emissions during product shipment.  a
Since FY March 2011, Mazda has expanded tracking capability for CO2 emissions during 
import/export of finished vehicles and parts overseas.
<FY March 2014 Results>

■   Total domestic transportation volume (including the purchase and supply of materials,  
parts and finished vehicles) was 480 million ton-kilometer. This represents a 35.5% 
reduction in transportation CO2 emissions per ton-kilometer compared with FY March 
1991 levels, far exceeding the Company's target of 26% or more.

■ Balancing Customer Satisfaction and CO2 Emissions Reduction
Mazda is taking the following measures to provide customers with the volume they require, 
with the precise timing they expect, while reducing CO2 emissions.
Efforts to focus on the following three pillars of logistics are being taken by visualizing in  
detail the hidden logistics issues in each process on a global level.
1. Hub-and-spoke system for transportation of completed vehicles and service parts*1 b

■   Reforming transportation by consolidating logistics centers for completed vehicles
By the end of FY March 2012, Mazda consolidated its nine logistics centers nationwide 
into five locations with the aim of combining delivery routes with low shipping volumes 
while ensuring timely shipments. Continuously reviewing the operation of domestic  
vessels (car carriers) according to their shipping volumes has enabled the Company 
to improve loading efficiency. To make more effective use of the domestic vessels on 
the return journey, collaborative transportation has also been promoted with other  
companies.

■   Reforming transportation by reorganizing part suppliers
In line with the consolidation of parts supply bases, Mazda has been reviewing its  
transportation methods and routes to make them most appropriate.
FY March 2012: Starting with consolidation of parts supply bases in eastern Japan and 
the Tokai region in Japan, the Company promoted shared transportation of completed 
vehicles and vessels and expanded use of JR transportation.
FY March 2013: Starting with integration of parts supply bases in the Chugoku, Shikoku, 
and Kyushu regions in Japan, the Company expanded the range of large-volume 
transportation and reduced the range of small-volume transportation, so as to increase 
the load efficiency of trucks and reduce the number of trucks required.
FY March 2014: The Company reduced the total transportation distance by enabling  
direct transportation to some dealerships in the Kinki region in Japan.

2. "Straightening" of logistics network
■   Straight logistics without distribution centers (Vanning at plant, packaging at plant) c

After manufacture of KD*2 parts is complete, they are packaged and loaded into  
containers at the same location, eliminating the need for shipment between production 
and packaging locations. At present, the coverage of this logistics system is expanding to 
engines, transmissions and auto body parts produced at Hiroshima Plant and Hofu Plant.

■   Closely locating production and packaging sites for repair-use bumpers to reduce losses 
in transportation
Mazda continued reducing losses in transportation by setting up packaging sites for  
bumpers as close as possible to their production sites, and increased the number of  
available shipping destinations. The Company also improved the load efficiency of trucks 
and reduced the number of trucks needed by introducing large returnable racks.
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PREVENTION OF GLOBAL 
WARMING (LOGISTICS)

Mazda promotes the efficient use of energy while aiming to 
reduce CO2 emissions in the area of logistics.

*1 In the "hub-and-spoke" system, distribution centers around the 
country (hubs) act as bases for delivering completed vehicles to 
dealerships (spokes). In transporting service parts, parts suppliers 
serve as the hubs and vehicle dealerships the spokes.

*2 A manufacturing method wherein parts are exported to overseas 
production sites, where they are assembled onsite.

a CO2 Emissions and Reductions for Logistics (in Japan)

b Hub-and-Spoke System

c Logistics without Distribution Centers (Vanning 
at plant)
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3. Continuous improvement to the Milk-Run System*1 d
In purchasing production parts, deployment of the Milk-Run system was completed 
throughout Japan by FY March 2008. Today, Mazda is introducing the same system in  
overseas production sites, with deployment in the Mexico plant completed in FY March 
2014, aiming to reduce CO2 emissions by further promoting efficiency in the purchasing 
and logistics processes across the entire supply chain. Also, the Company is implementing 
initiatives to optimize packaging volume for purchasing parts, reflecting logistics needs at 
the beginning of product development process, so as to further improve the load efficiency 
of trucks and reduce the number of trucks required.

*1 A method in which a single truck visits multiple suppliers to collect 
supplies. Named after truck routes in rural areas, which picked up 
milk from each farm.

d Milk-Run System

Mazda Mazda

Before introductionBefore introduction After introductionAfter introduction
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■ Building the Three Rs into Mazda's Business Activity
Mazda builds resource-saving initiatives into every phase of the life cycle of its vehicles,  
based on the three Rs: reduce, reuse, and recycle. a

■ Product Development and Design with Consideration for 
Recycling Needs

Many limited resources are used to manufacture vehicles, such as steel, aluminum, plastics 
and rare metals. Mazda established the Recyclable Design Guidelines in 1992, and is  
incorporating three Rs design into all vehicles currently under development.
Mazda is steadily increasing the recyclability of its new vehicles, drawing on the following 
initiatives. b
1.   Research into vehicle design and dismantling technologies that simplify dismantling and 

separation, to make recyclable parts and materials easier to remove
2.   Use of easily recyclable plastics, which constitute the majority of ASR*1 by weight

■ Bumper-to-Bumper Recycling of ELVs.
With the goal of sustainable and efficient use of resources, Mazda became the first  
automaker in the world to make a practical application*2 of the technology for horizontal  
recycling of ELV (used and discarded bumpers) into material for new vehicle bumpers. This 
horizontal recycling has been implemented for the rear bumper of the Biante in Japan  
since August, 2011 production.
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RECYCLING AND RESOURCE 
CONSERVATION

Mazda is implementing thorough recycling and waste-reduction 
initiatives to ensure that limited resources are used effectively.

Product Development

*1 Automobile Shredder Residue. 
 It refers to the residue remaining after the crushing/shredding of 

what is left of the vehicle body following the removal of batteries, 
tires, fluids, and other parts requiring appropriate processing; the 
removal of engines, bumpers, and other valuable parts; and the 
separation and recovery of metals.

*2 As of August 2011, according to Mazda data [Cooperating 
companies] Yamako Inc., Takase Synthetic Chemical, Inc.

a

Fastening points

Thin-walled construction 
is used for the circled 
portions.

Close-up of a portion with 
thin-walled construction

Easily Dismantled Earth Terminals
Terminals are designed to break off 
when the harness is pulled out to 
prevent breakage of the harness

Dashboard Insulator
Noise insulators and noise 
absorbers are both made of 
thermoplastic felt

Instrument Panel
Instrument panel fasteners are constructed to 
disengage simply, so that they can be removed 
easily when pulled during dismantling

Bumpers
Constructed to enable swift removal in one 
piece during dismantling
Thin-walled construction used for bumper 
underside fastenings so that they can be easily 
removed by pulling strongly
Strengthened bumper apertures so that 
bumpers can be pulled off in one piece without 
breaking

Automatic Transmission Gearstick Knob
Use of thermoplastic elastomers (TPO)

b



Number of vehicles from which 
fluorocarbon is collected 151,511 units

Number of vehicles from which 
airbags are collected 129,785 units

Number of vehicles from which ASR 
is collected 174,399 units

Recycling ratio
Airbags 94%

ASR 97%

Recycling ratio for ELVs* 　 Approx. 99％

Total contracting deposits received 1,814,058,952 yen

Total expenses for recycling 1,587,846,135 yen

(*Includes separate cost required at Mazda)

*   Recycling ratio for ELVs is the recycling ratio in dismantling/shredder 
processes of 83% (cited from the May 2003 joint council data), plus the 
remaining ASR ratio of 17% multiplied by the ASR recycling rate of 97%.
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■ Zero Landfill Waste
Mazda has pledged to reduce landfill waste at its four principal domestic facilities*1 to  
zero by the end of FY March 2011. Specifically, the Company is promoting reductions in  
the volume of manufacturing byproducts and waste, more rigorous sorting of waste, and  
recycling. As a result, Mazda succeeded in reaching its target two years ahead of schedule, 
achieving zero landfill waste in FY March 2009. This status was maintained in FY March  
2014. dc

■ Reducing Volume of Packaging and Wrapping Materials
Mazda is moving forward with efforts centering on the "three Rs of Mazda logistics" to  
cut down on resources used for packaging and wrapping. The target for packaging and  
wrapping materials was a reduction in volume of 44% or more from FY March 1991 levels; 
in FY March 2014, a 46%*2 reduction was achieved.
In FY March 2013, furthermore, Mazda commenced activities to reflect logistics needs  
at the beginning of product development, so as to include improvement of packaging and 
wrapping specifications in the product development process. These activities, targeting  
parts to be shipped to overseas KD*3 production sites, aim to achieve an ideal form 
of transportation by considering efficient logistics in the development stage of work  
processes, from design to production and shipment, and optimizing parts specifications and 
structures. In FY March 2014, the volume of packaging and wrapping materials for some 
new models was reduced by optimizing component shapes and packaging. The Company  
will continue promoting and expanding these activities that involve efforts in the product  
development process. e

■ Measures in Response to End-of-Life Vehicle Recycling Law in Japan
Mazda properly processes and recycles three designated items (fluorocarbons, airbags,  
and automobile shredder residue [ASR]) pursuant to the End-of-Life Vehicle Recycling Law 
in Japan. In addition, the Company is creating unique technologies and measures to move 
this recycling program forward. In the case of ASR, Mazda is working through ART*4, a  
consortium of 13 key companies including Mazda, Nissan Motor Co., Ltd., and Mitsubishi  
Motors Corporation, to comply with the law and achieve progress in the reuse of resources.
The Company appropriately executes recycling at dealerships. Dealerships collect vehicle  
recycling fees at the time of sale and receive the ELVs from their final owners in order to 
transfer them to the disposal processing companies. gf
The End-of-Life Vehicle Recycling Law was revised in February 2012, and newly designated 
lithium-ion batteries and nickel-metal hydride batteries as items for advance collection  
before dismantling of end-of-life vehicles. Mazda, in cooperation with manufacturers, is  
committed to collecting lithium-ion batteries installed in new micro-minis (OEM vehicles)  
launched in and after October 2012, and is presently working on the development of a  
system to collect nickel-metal hydride batteries installed in the new Axela Hybrid (launched 
in November 2013).
The Company also promotes appropriate disposal of capacitors for i-ELOOP, installed in  
the Atenza (Mazda6 overseas) and some of the new Axela (Mazda3 overseas), for safety,  
although capacitors are not designated for advance collection.

Manufacturing

Logistics

End-of-Life Vehicles (ELVs)

Reference website (Japanese language only) for Mazda’s efforts with regard to the End-of-Life Vehicle Recycling Law
　● http://www.mazda.com/jp/csr/recycle/

*1 Head office (Hiroshima); Miyoshi Plant; Hofu Plant, Nishinoura 
District; Hofu Plant, Nakanoseki District (including non-
manufacturing areas such as product development)

*2 Forecasted reduction rate compared with measures similar to those 
performed in FY March 1991

*3 A manufacturing method wherein parts are exported to overseas 
production sites, where they are assembled onsite.

*4 ART: Automobile shredder residue Recycling promotion Team

c Changes in the Amount of Landfill Waste

e Activities Image

f End-of-Life Vehicle Recycling Process

g Resource Recycling Results in FY March 2014

d FY March 2014 Recycling of Manufacturing 
Byproducts and Waste in the Manufacturing Areas

(tons/year)
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■ Promoting Recycling Overseas
Mazda is committed to the recycling of end-of-life vehicles overseas in accordance with the 
laws in each country and region.
In Europe, based on the EU Directive, Mazda provides a dismantling manual to recycling  
contractors when introducing a new model and has established a network to collect used  
vehicles from their final owners free of charge.
To ensure appropriate disposal of capacitors in the countries where i-ELOOP-equipped new 
models are introduced, Mazda provides a capacitor disposal manual in eight languages on 
its website.
Capacitor disposal manual reference website h
　● http://www.mazda.com/csr/recycle/capa

Mazda is actively engaged in the horizontal recycling of bumpers replaced at its dealerships in 
Japan (damaged bumpers), as well as bumpers from end-of-life vehicles, as plastic materials 
used to manufacture new vehicle bumpers.

■   Recycling of damaged bumpers: Mazda collects bumpers removed for repairs, etc. at  
dealerships throughout Japan, and recycles them for reuse as plastic materials, etc.  
for new vehicles using exclusive Mazda technology. In FY March 2014, the Company  
collected 72,003 bumpers (attaining a collection rate of approximately 81%) for  
recycling. i

Promoting the Collection and Recycling of Used Parts

0
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40,000
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80,000

100,000
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(Years ended March 31)
2010 2014
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2012 2013
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2011

85,520

i Numbers of Damaged Bumpers Collected (in Japan)

h Capacitor Disposal Manual Reference Website

http://www.mazda.com/csr/recycle/capa
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■ Proper Management of Chemical Substances
Mazda publishes Management Standards for Environmentally Hazardous Materials, specifying 
substances whose use in parts and materials it purchases is subject to restrictions (prohibited 
substances and substances for which reporting is required).
The Company is actively working to reduce the use of lead, mercury, hexavalent chromium 
and cadmium, and met all of the voluntary targets of the Japan Automobile Manufacturers 
Association, Inc. (JAMA) (reduction of the use of lead and mercury, and prohibition of the use of 
hexavalent chromium and cadmium) by February 2007, earlier than the scheduled deadlines.

■ Support for the European REACH Chemical Regulations
In June 2008, REACH*1 chemical regulations came into effect in the European Union. Automakers 
in Europe, the United States, South Korea and Japan are collaborating in cooperative actions 
across the entire automobile supply chain to comply with these regulations. Mazda completed 
pre-registration by November 30, 2008 and formal registration by November 30, 2010.
In March 2012, Mazda asked suppliers for their cooperation in switching from substances of very 
high concern (SVHC*2), which are progressively being specified as such, to alternative substances.

■ Collection and Management of Automotive Parts Materials
Mazda is working across its entire supply chain to reduce the use of environmentally hazardous 
materials such as lead, mercury, hexavalent chromium and cadmium. Using the standardized 
IMDS*3, international system, the Company gathers information on the materials from suppliers. a
Measures Related to Application of IMDS

■   To ensure that suppliers enter IMDS data appropriately, the Company publishes and 
distributes guidelines each year.

■   The data gathered through IMDS is used to calculate the Company’s vehicle recycling rate 
and to comply with various regulatory regimes for chemical materials, such as REACH in 
Europe.

■ VOC Reductions: VOCs in Vehicle Cabins
To maintain a comfortable cabin environment, Mazda is committed to reducing VOCs*4 such as 
formaldehyde, toluene and xylene, which have been implicated as possible causes of sick building 
syndrome.

■   In 1999 Mazda developed a deodorizing filter with the capacity to remove aldehydes (adopted 
as either standard or optional in core vehicle models).

■   In new models, starting with the Demio/Mazda2 launched in 2007, Mazda reduced VOCs 
in the main materials used in the cabin, such as plastics, paints, and adhesives, thereby 
conforming with the indoor aerial concentration guidelines established by Japan’s Ministry of 
Health, Labour and Welfare.

■   The new Axela (Mazda3 overseas) launched in 2013 also conforms to the indoor aerial  
concentration guidelines of Japan’s Ministry of Health, Labor and Welfare.

■ VOC Reductions: Body-Painting Lines
In FY March 2014, Mazda made steady progress toward achieving the target of reducing VOC 
emissions from vehicle body paint in body-painting lines to 24.5 g/m2 or less.
The target was achieved by reducing VOC emissions in body painting lines to 24.4 g/m2, as a 
result of various measures. Such measures include the Three Layer Wet Paint System introduced 
in all plants in Japan and major plants overseas, the Aqua-Tech Paint System (introduced in Ujina 
Plant No. 1) that delivers world-leading environmental performance, and improved efficiency in 
thinner recovery in cleaning operations.

67

MANAGEMENT AND REDUCTION OF 
SUBSTANCES WITH ENVIRONMENTAL 
IMPACT

Mazda is engaged in a range of initiatives to eliminate or reduce 
chemical substances that damage the environment.

*1  Registration, Evaluation, Authorization and Restriction of Chemicals
*2   Substance of Very High Concern
*3   International Material Data System
*4   Volatile Organic Compounds

Mazda Supplier

IMDS server
Inputting dataDownloading data

Survey request

a How IMDS Works
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■ Reducing Use of “CFC Alternative” Greenhouse Gases
Mazda is working to reduce the amount of CFC alternatives, which constitute greenhouse 
gases, used as car air-conditioner refrigerants. The Company is also proceeding with  
product development and adoption of air conditioners that use novel refrigerants in place 
of CFC alternatives.

■ Reducing Emissions of PRTR-Listed Substances
Thanks to various efforts, such as improvements to the efficiency of thinner recovery for 
cleaning operation, in FY March 2014 the amounts of substances that are designated  
under the PRTR Law*1 released into the water system and the atmosphere decreased by  
60% from FY March 1999 levels, to 1,106 tons.
Mazda will continue working to reduce emissions of PRTR-designated substances.

*1 Act on Confirmation, etc. of Release Amounts of Specific Chemical 
Substances in the Environment and Promotion of Improvements to 
the Management Thereof.  
PRTR: Pollutant Release and Transfer Register



Items marked with an asterisk(*) are Class 1 designated chemical substances of which 500 kg/year or more are handled.
Other items are Class 1 designated chemical substances of which 1,000 kg/year or more are handled.

Hiroshima Plant Unit: (kg/year)

Substance 
No. Substance group Amount 

handled
Volume 
emitted

Amount 
consumed

Amount 
disposed

Amount 
transferred Amount 

recycled
Air Water Soil Waste 

products

1 Water-soluble zinc compounds 24,317 0 389 0 389 21,253 2,675 0 0

37 4,4’-isopropylidenediphenol 1,468 0 0 0 0 0 1,468 0 0

53 Ethyl benzene 161,874 82,217 0 0 82,217 48,125 26,157 0 5,375

80 Xylene 588,877 262,460 0 0 262,460 200,954 68,405 0 57,058

87 Chromium and trivalent chromium compounds 60,418 0 0 0 0 59,378 0 1,040 0

88※ Hexavalent chromium compounds 2,537 0 0 0 0 1,497 1,040 0 0

258 1,3,5,7-tetraazetoricyclo[ 3.3.1.13.7 ] decane 73,592 0 0 0 0 0 73,592 0 0

277 Triethylamine 229,797 1,379 0 0 1,379 0 228,418 0 0

296 1,2,4-trimethylbenzene 191,705 32,870 0 0 32,870 125,536 33,299 0 0

297 1,3,5-trimethylbenzene 42,019 23,785 0 0 23,785 3,398 10,269 0 4,567

300 Toluene 815,626 234,531 0 0 234,531 429,843 124,762 0 26,490

309※ Nickel compounds 4,376 0 525 0 525 1,510 0 2,341 0

349 Phenol 419,854 10 13 0 23 0 419,831 0 0

355 Bis (2-ethylhexyl) phthalate 16,589 0 0 0 0 16,091 498 0 0

374 Hydrogen fluoride and its water-soluble salts 3,522 0 564 0 564 0 2,958 0 0

392 n-Hexane 138,139 346 0 0 346 134,175 3,618 0 0

400※ Benzene 26,603 33 0 0 33 24,539 2,031 0 0

411※ Formaldehyde 120,954 2,055 0 0 2,055 0 118,899 0 0

412 Manganese and its compounds 84,815 0 336 0 336 82,483 0 1,922 74

438 Methylnaphthalene 1,901 10 0 0 10 0 1,891 0 0

448 Diisocyanate (methylene-bis [4,1-phenylene]) 184,595 0 0 0 0 0 184,595 0 0

453 Molybdenum and its compounds 1,209 0 0 0 0 652 0 47 510

302 Naphthalene 19,009 206 0 0 206 0 18,749 0 54

Total 3,213,796 639,902 1,827 0 641,729 1,149,434 1,323,155 5,350 94,128

Miyoshi Plant

Substance 
No. Substance group Amount 

handled
Volume 
emitted

Amount 
consumed

Amount 
disposed

Amount 
transferred Amount 

recycled
Air Water Soil Waste 

products

53 Ethyl benzene 4,068 0 0 0 0 0 4,068 0 0

80 Xylene 17,206 2 0 0 2 0 17,204 0 0

296 1,2,4-trimethylbenzene 11,230 0 0 0 0 0 11,230 0 0

297 1,3,5-trimethylbenzene 2,033 0 0 0 0 0 2,033 0 0

300 Toluene 53,260 19 0 0 19 0 53,241 0 0

392 n-Hexane 6,275 16 0 0 16 0 6,259 0 0

400※ Benzene 1,716 2 0 0 2 0 1,714 0 0

438 Methylnaphthalene 6,112 31 0 0 31 0 6,081 0 0

Total 101,900 70 0 0 70 0 101,830 0 0

Nishinoura District, Hofu Plant

Substance 
No. Substance group Amount 

handled
Volume 
emitted

Amount 
consumed

Amount 
disposed

Amount 
transferred Amount 

recycled
Air Water Soil Waste 

products

1 Water-soluble zinc compounds 17,922 0 287 0 287 15,664 1,971 0 0

53 Ethyl benzene 115,941 71,462 0 0 71,462 31,667 12,812 0 0

80 Xylene 316,271 140,212 0 0 140,212 132,140 32,773 0 11,146

296 1,2,4-trimethylbenzene 137,748 25,951 0 0 25,951 82,322 12,117 0 17,358

297 1,3,5-trimethylbenzene 24,499 12,848 0 0 12,848 1,439 3,878 0 6,334

300 Toluene 540,435 210,541 0 0 210,541 275,132 20,644 0 34,118

309※ Nickel compounds 3,514 0 422 0 422 1,212 0 1,880 0

355 Bis (2-ethylhexyl) phthalate 2,759 0 0 0 0 2,676 83 0 0

392 n-Hexane 90,883 228 0 0 228 90,655 0 0 0

400※ Benzene 16,335 20 0 0 20 16,315 0 0 0

411※ Formaldehyde 4,529 1,623 0 0 1,623 0 2,906 0 0

412 Molybdenum and its compounds 4,749 0 259 0 259 2,990 0 1,480 20

Total 1,275,585 462,885 968 0 463,853 652,212 87,184 3,360 68,976

Nakanoseki District, Hofu Plant No applicable chemical substances subject to reporting. (The volume of the PRTR-designated groups’ substances handled is less than the designated volume subject to reporting.)

Company Total

Amount 
handled

Volume 
emitted

Amount 
consumed

Amount 
disposed

Amount 
transferred Amount 

recycled
Air Water Soil Waste 

products
Total 4,591,281 1,102,857 2,795 0 1,105,652 1,801,646 1,512,169 8,710 163,104

Volume of PRTR-designated Pollutants Emitted 
and Transferred in FY March 2014
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■ Initiatives for Biodiversity
Endorsing the aims of the “Declaration of Biodiversity by Nippon Keidanren (the Japan Business 
Federation),” Mazda promotes initiatives to protect the global environment. In FY March 2012, 
with the aim of systematically developing its initiatives to protect biodiversity, Mazda conducted 
an assessment of impacts on biodiversity, and recognized the blessings of nature it receives and 
the significance of the impacts on ecosystems it gives through business activities. Based on this 
assessment, the Company established the Mazda Biodiversity Guidelines in December 2012 and 
has been implementing relevant initiatives.

■ Specific Initiatives

To maximize its contribution to conservation of biodiversity, Mazda is undertaking development 
of technologies with less environmental impact by improving fuel efficiency with the SKYACTIV 
TECHNOLOGY and promoting vehicle recycling.
Resource Recycling

■   Product development and design with consideration for recycling needs (see p.64)
■   End-of-life vehicles: bumper-to-bumper recycling (see p.64)
■   Expanded adoption of biomaterials (see p.59)

Actions against Air Quality Problems
■   Introducing vehicles equipped with SKYACTIV TECHNOLOGY (CX-5, Atenza/Mazda6, new 

Axela/Mazda3, etc.) (see p.53)
■   Developing electric vehicles based on the Demio (Mazda2 overseas) (see p. 55) 

Other
■   Ongoing examination of the structures and functions of living things (example: drawing on 

structures that generate color in insects’ wings to develop vehicle painting technologies)

BIODIVERSITY CONSERVATION
Mazda recognizes the importance of biodiversity. Mazda is 
working to protect ecosystems through a wide variety of 
measures.

The Mazda Biodiversity Guidelines
[Basic Approach]
Based on ”The Mazda Global Environmental Charter,” the Mazda Group, recognizing the 
blessings of nature and the significance of environmental impacts, contributes to the  
conservation of biodiversity through its corporate activities worldwide, with the aim of  
establishing and developing a rich, sustainable society that ensures harmony between 
people and nature.

[Priority Initiatives]
1. Creation of Environmentally Sound Technologies and Products

We will encourage the creation of technologies and products considering harmony 
between the environment and our corporate activities, by developing technologies  
that contribute to cleaner emission gases, reduction of CO2 emissions, research and 
development of clean energy-based vehicles, promotion of recycling and biodiversity.

2. Corporate Activities in Consideration of Conserving Resources and Energy
We will promote reduction of substances with environmental impact and effective use 
of resources, and contribute to conservation of biodiversity, through efficient energy 
use and resource-saving/recycling activities.

3. Collaboration/Cooperation with Society and Local Communities
We will promote local community-based activities, by striving to establish  
collaboration/cooperation with a wide range of stakeholders including supply  
chains, local governments, communities, NPOs/NGOs, and education and research 
institutions.

4. Awareness Enhancement and Information Disclosure
We will take active and self-initiative actions and disclose and share the achievements 
widely to society, by striving to enhance awareness of the importance of coexistence 
between people and nature.

Established in December 2012

1. Creation of Environmentally Sound Technologies and Products
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Mazda aims to reduce substances with environmental impacts such as greenhouse gases, 
industrial waste and chemical substances through energy-saving, resource-saving and recycling 
efforts at plants and offices, and promote sustainable activities.
Water Quality Protection

■   Preventing water and air pollution (see p.72)
Resource Recycling

■   Recycling and resource conservation (see pp.64-66)
■   Promoting Green Purchasing (see p.77)

Actions against Air Quality Problems
■   Prevention of global warming (manufacturing) (see pp.60-61)
■   Preventing global warming (logistics) (see pp.62-63)
■   Management and reduction of substances with environmental impact (see pp.67-68)
■   Preventing water and air pollution (see p.72)

Rare Species Protection
■   Considering the impact on biodiversity when constructing a new plant

Though activities it has conducted in cooperation with society or local communities, Mazda will  
promote conservation of biodiversity.
Natural Environment Protection

■   Forest development carbon offset initiative at a night game (Hiroshima, Japan) (see p.85)
■   Support for regional forest protection activities (Mazda-no-Mori, Hiroshima-no-Morizukuri  

Forum) (Hiroshima, Japan) (see p.85)
■   “Water-Supply Forest Development in Collaboration with Corporations” program (Yamaguchi, 

Japan) (see p.92)
■   Greening activities in collaboration with communities (Kanagawa, Japan) (see p.95)
■   Support for citizens’ activities through the Mazda Foundation (Hiroshima, Japan) (see p.103)
■   Protection of habitats of migratory birds (Mexico) (see p.110)
■  Water resource protection by Keeping rain water (Mexico)
■   Treemendous School Makeovers Project for a native tree planting (New Zealand) (see p.122)

Rare Species Protection
■   Working with Student Conservation Association (SCA) (United States) (see p.106)
■   Protection of the precious tree, mesquite (Mexico) (see p.110)
■   Support for preservation of flora and fauna (Australia) (see p.121)

Recognizing the importance of biodiversity, Mazda will take proactive and voluntary actions and 
disclose and share its achievements widely to society.
Awareness-Raising Activities

■  Education related to consideration to biodiversity provided for employees
■    Environmental education focused on biology as part of “Science is Fun” joint projects 

between the Mazda Foundation and Hiroshima University and “Inspiring School Michikusa” 
joint program between the Mazda Foundation and the Hiroshima City Culture Foundation (see 
p.103)

Information Disclosure
■  Information disclosure through the Mazda Sustainability Report etc.

2. Corporate Activities in Consideration of Conserving Resources and Energy

3. Collaboration/Cooperation with Society and Local Communities

4. Awareness Enhancement and Information Disclosure
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■ Clean Water Consumption at Mazda’s Four Principal Domestic Sites*1 
Reduced by 33.4% Compared with FY March 2011 Levels

With the exception of its Miyoshi Plant, nearly all the water*2 Mazda uses in production processes 
at the plants and offices in Japan is water for industrial use. The Company does not use 
subsurface water, as this may cause ground subsidence. Mazda also makes effective use of water 
by collecting and storing rainwater for use in the Miyoshi Plant.
Furthermore, Mazda is committed to saving clean water consumption at plants and offices. a
When discharging wastewater to public waterworks, Mazda maintains voluntary standards stricter 
than the legal requirements, and manages discharge daily. The Company also ensures wastewater 
cleanliness by properly treating water used for industrial processes, human hygiene, and other 
purposes. b
<Overseas Acitviies>
■   Changan Ford Mazda Engine Co., Ltd., located in Nanjing, China, in 2014 started to change the 

cooling water in production processes and sprinkling water for green spaces from clean water 
to recycled wastewater, aiming to reduce the clean water consumption by 100,000 m3 per year.

■   Mazda de Mexico Vehicle Operation (MMVO) enjoys a high reputation as the first automobile 
plant to be granted a local environmental license before the beginning of operations. To ensure 
effective use of water resources, MMVO treats the well water used in the production process at 
the wastewater treatment facility within the plant, and uses the recycled water for watering green 
spaces in the plant. The process has been highly praised by the authorities for helping water 
return to nature. In FY March 2014, the volume of well water consumption was reduced by 
recycling around 40,000 m3 of wastewater for water sprinkling. In FY March 2015, continuous 
efforts will be made to promote effective use of water resources through the recycling of 
wastewater.   
In FY March 2013, MMVO formulated rainwater keeping pits in 30,000 locations in a mountainous 
region of 100 ha in the natural environmental conservation region as a river-head area, in order 
to keep water resource by assisting rainwater circulation near the plant.

■  Air Pollution Prevention: Actively Adopting Fuels that Reduce 
Environmental Burdens

Mazda is continuing efforts to reduce the emission of sulfur oxides (SOx), nitrogen oxides (NOx), 
dust and soot, fine particles, vapors, and volatile organic compounds (VOCs).
In addition, Mazda is shifting the use of fuel oil to that of city gas and makes other efforts to 
actively adopt materials that reduce the environmental burden.

PREVENTING WATER AND 
AIR POLLUTION

To preserve water and air quality, Mazda has specified voluntary 
emission standards stricter than the legal requirements and is 
ensuring appropriately low emissions of pollutants.

a Clean Water Consumption at 4 Principal Domestic 
Sites

b Overview of Wastewater Treatment System 
(Hiroshima Plant)

*1 Head Office (Hiroshima); Miyoshi Plant; Hofu Plant, Nishinoura 
District; Hofu Plant, Nakanoseki District (including R&D and other 
indirect areas)

*2 One of the features of Mazda’s water use is that the Company 
proactively implement Japan’s Industrial Water Law at its 
headquarters plant in Hiroshima Prefecture and at its Hofu Plant in 
Yamaguchi Prefecture. The industrial water law is national in scope.

 Below is the reference brief explanation about the industrial water 
program.

 Local government authorities continuously take in a fixed 
quantity of water from rivers. Companies which participate in 
the industrial water use program contract with local government 
authorities to receive a certain amount of water regularly.

 Mazda Motor Corporation discharges both purified water after it 
has been used and unused clean water through exclusive piping 
and returns it to rivers and the ocean.

 This process helps prevent flooding and promote biodiversity.



Atmospheric Pollutants

Site Atmospheric Pollutants Unit Regulation Actual (max.)

Hiroshima 
Plant

NOx

Boilers ppm
 180  79 

 150  65 

Drying ovens ppm
 250  62 

 230  38 

Melting furnaces ppm  180  60 

Diesel engines ppm  950  460 

Heating furnaces ppm

 200  34 

 180  49 

 150  89 

 130  34 

Ash

Boilers g/m3N
0.30 0.01 

0.10 0.0016 

Drying ovens g/m3N

0.4 0.007 

0.35 0.004 

0.2 0.009 

0.15 0.0051 

Melting furnaces g/m3N

0.4 0.017 

0.20 0.1 

0.10 0.001 

Diesel engines g/m3N 0.10 0.02 

Heating furnaces g/m3N

0.4 0.014 

0.25 0.017 

0.20 0.087 

SOx K-value regulation — 7 1.51 

VOC
Painting facilities ppm  700  335 

Washing facilities ppm  400  205 

Miyoshi Plant

NOx
Boilers ppm 250  180 

Diesel engines ppm 950  210 

Ash
Boilers g/m3N 0.30 0.013 

Diesel engines g/m3N 0.10 0.074 

Nishinoura 
District, Hofu 
Plant

NOx
Boilers ppm

150 43 

130 56 

Drying ovens ppm 230 100 

Ash

Boilers g/m3N 0.10 0.002 

Drying ovens g/m3N

0.35 0.006 

0.30 0.012 

0.20 0.006 

SOx
K-value regulation — 4.5 0.001 

Total pollutant load 
control m3N/h 36.16 0.014 

VOC Painting facilities ppm 700 320 

Nakanoseki 
District, Hofu 
Plant

NOx Melting furnaces ppm 180 24 

Ash
Heating furnaces g/m3N

0.25 <0.002

0.20 <0.002

Melting furnaces g/m3N 0.20 0.033 

SOx
K-value regulation — 4.5 0.04 

Total pollutant load 
control m3N/h 17.47 0.74 

Data on Water and Atmosphere
Water Pollutants Wastewater Drainage Destination: Enko River and Kaita Bay

Site Water Pollutants Unit Regulation
Actual

Max. Min. Avg.

Hiroshima 
Plant

pH(freshwater) ー 5.8 ~ 8.6 7.4 6.5 7.0 

pH(seawater) ー 5.5 ~ 9.0 7.5 6.9 7.2 
BOD mg/L 120 8.5 ND <1.8
COD mg/L 15 13 1.6 4.7 
SS mg/L 150 9 ND <2.8
Oil mg/L 5 ND ND ND
Fluorine (freshwater) mg/L 8 0.2 ND <0.1
Fluorine (seawater) mg/L 15 7.9 ND <3.4
Zinc mg/L 2 0.41 ND <0.07
Soluble manganese mg/L 10 0.9 ND <0.2
Total nitrogen mg/L 60 9.6 1.5 4.3
Total phosphorus mg/L 8 0.63 ND <0.09
Coliform groups colonies/cm3 3,000 820 ND <32
Boron (freshwater) mg/L 10 0.2 0.11 0.16 
Boron (seawater) mg/L 230 2.4 0.2 1.0 
Ammonia, ammonium, 
nitrous acid, and nitrous acid 
compounds

mg/L 100 3.7 1.1 2.2 

The following substances were not detected: cadmium, cyanogen, organic phosphorus, lead, hexavalent chromium, arsenic,  
mercury, alkyl mercury, PCBs, trichloroethylene, tetrachloroethylene, dichloromethane, carbon tetrachloride, 1,2-dichloroethane, 
1,1-dichloroethylene, cis-1,2-dichloroethylene, 1,1,1-trichloroethane, 1,1,2-trichloroethane, 1,3-dichloropropene, thiuram,  
simazine, thiobencarb, benzene, selenium, 1,4-dioxane, phenol, copper, soluble iron, and chromium.

Wastewater Drainage Destination: Basen River

Site Water Pollutants Unit Regulation
Actual

Max. Min. Avg.

Miyoshi Plant

pH ー 5.8 ~ 8.6 7.6 7.2 7.4 
BOD mg/L 70 3.4 0.7 2.0 
SS mg/L 70 5.6 1.4 2.8 
Oil mg/L 5 ND ND ND
Fluorine mg/L 8 0.4 0.4 0.4
Soluble manganese mg/L 10 0.4 ND <0.2
Total nitrogen mg/L 60 4.8 4.8 4.8 
Total phosphorus mg/L 8 0.08 0.08 0.08 
Coliform groups colonies/cm3 3,000 ND ND ND
Boron mg/L 10 0.04 0.04 0.04 
Ammonia, ammonium, 
nitrous acid, and nitrous acid 
compounds

mg/L 100 2 2 2

The following substances were not detected: cadmium, cyanogen, organic phosphorus, lead, hexavalent chromium, arsenic,  
mercury, alkyl mercury, PCBs, trichloroethylene, tetrachloroethylene, dichloromethane, carbon tetrachloride, 1,2-dichloroethane, 
1,1-dichloroethylene, 1,2- dichloroethylene, 1,1,1-trichloroethane, 1,1,2-trichloroethane, 1,3-dichloropropene, thiuram,  
simazine, thiobencarb, benzene, selenium, 1,4-dioxane, phenol, copper, soluble iron, and chromium.

Wastewater Drainage Destination: Oumi Bay

Site Water Pollutants Unit Regulation
Actual

Max. Min. Avg.

Nishinoura 
District, Hofu 
Plant

pH ー 5.0 ~ 9.0 7.2 6.0 6.8 
COD mg/L 40 10.3 1.4 5.8 
SS mg/L 30 1.8 ND <0.9
Oil mg/L  2 ND ND ND
Zinc mg/L 2 0.68 0.05 0.4
Copper mg/L 3 0.01 ＜0.01 <0.01
Phenol mg/L 1 0.02 ＜0.02 <0.02
Soluble manganese mg/L 3 0.4 ＜0.1 <0.2
Total nitrogen mg/L 60 10.5 0.6 3.8
Total phosphorus mg/L 8 2.89 0.07 1.18
Coliform groups colonies/cm3 3,000 120 3 62
Boron mg/L  230 0.5 ND <0.3
Fluorine mg/L 15 2.2 1.2 1.7
Ammonia, ammonium, 
nitrous acid, and nitrous acid 
compounds

mg/L 100 2.8 1.4 2.1

The following substances were not detected: cadmium, cyanogen, organic phosphorus, lead, hexavalent chromium, arsenic,  
mercury, alkyl mercury, PCBs, trichloroethylene, tetrachloroethylene, dichloromethane, carbon tetrachloride, 1,2-dichloroethane, 
1,1-dichloroethylene, 1,2- dichloroethylene, 1,1,1-trichloroethane, 1,1,2-trichloroethane, 1,3-dichloropropene, thiuram,  
simazine, thiobencarb, benzene, selenium, 1,4-dioxane, soluble iron, and chromium.

Wastewater Drainage Destination: Oumi Bay

Site Water Pollutants Unit Regulation
Actual

Max. Min. Avg.

Nakanoseki 
District, Hofu 
Plant

pH ー 5.0 ~ 9.0 7.8 6.7 7.6 
COD mg/L 40 8.5 5.0 6.9 
SS mg/L 30 16 1 6.2 
Oil mg/L 2 ND ND ND
Zinc mg/L 2 0.19 0.1 0.15 
Total nitrogen mg/L 60 21 2.4 8.5 
Total phosphorus mg/L 8 0.64 0.03 0.16 
Coliform groups colonies/cm3 3,000 2 0 <1
Boron mg/L 230 ND ND ND
Fluorine mg/L 15 0.3 0.12 0.21
Ammonia, ammonium, 
nitrous acid, and nitrous acid 
compounds

mg/L 100 7.9 5.4 6.7 

The following substances were not detected: cadmium, cyanogen, lead, hexavalent chromium, arsenic, mercury, alkyl mercury, 
trichloroethylene, tetrachloroethylene, dichloromethane, carbon tetrachloride, 1,2-dichloroethane, 1,1-dichloroethylene,  
1,2-dichloroethylene, 1,1,1-trichloroethane, 1,1,2-trichloroethane, 1,3-dichloropropene, thiuram, simazine, thiobencarb,  
benzene, selenium, 1,4-dioxane, phenol, copper, soluble iron, soluble manganese, and chromium.
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■ Sustainable “Zoom-Zoom” Forum 2014

In March 2014, Mazda held the Sustainable “Zoom-Zoom” Forum 2014 under the theme of 
“delivering both ‘driving pleasure’ and ‘outstanding environmental and safety performance” 
at the Mazda R&D Center in Yokohama. At this event, a CO2 offset program, aiming to  
offset the CO2 emitted during the two-day event (by purchasing credits under the “Credits 
for Supporting Recovery from the Great East Japan Earthquake,” set up by companies in  
quake-affected Fukushima and Miyagi Prefectures), was implemented (For details of the  
event, see p. 158). a

■ Participation in Environmental Exhibits and Events
Mazda actively participates in various environment-related exhibitions and events, for the 
purpose of gaining stakeholders’ understanding regarding its environmental initiatives  
and hearing their broad range of opinions. Mazda adopts a wide range of approaches to  
communicate about the environment, such as introducing its advanced environmental  
technologies at motor shows all over the world and offering test-drives of its vehicles  
equipped with SKYACTIV TECHNOLOGY at various events held in and outside Japan.
At the Eco-Products 2013 event in December 2013, Mazda presented an environmental  
education quiz show for elementary and junior high school students, providing them 
with opportunities to think and deepen their understanding about various efforts by  
the automotive industry to reduce CO2 emissions and how vihicle user can cooperate in  
promoting such efforts. b
Mazda also participated in the CO2 offset program (purchasing of "Domestic Credits for  
Supporting Recovery from the Great East Japan Earthquake," created around the areas  
affected by the Great East Japan Earthquake) offered by the event’s organizer.

■ Disclosure via the Sustainability Report and the Mazda Global Website
The Mazda Sustainability Report, Mazda’s annual report on its environmental and social  
contribution activities, is published for the general public in four formats (booklet*, PDF,  
online as part of the Mazda’s Website, and e-book) as part of Mazda’s active information  
disclosure efforts.
Aside from the Sustainability Report, information on Mazda’s latest environmental  
technology, updates on the Company’s latest social contribution efforts, and other  
information is made available on the Mazda’s Website. The Company also discloses its latest 
information via Social Media. c

■ In-House Awareness-Raising Activities
To raise environmental awareness among its employees, Mazda conducted a wide range of 
activities in FY March 2014 including the following.
Eco Walk Commuting Program
In order to raise employees’ environmental consciousness and encourage them to take  
better care of their health, employees who walk two kilometers or more as part of their  
daily commute to work are rewarded with an addition of ¥1,500 per month to their  
commuting allowance.
Lunchtime Lighting Halved
Efforts to reduce lighting in Mazda offices and plants during lunch breaks to half the normal 
levels have continuously been promoted.
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ENVIRONMENTAL 
COMMUNICATION

Mazda actively communicates with its stakeholders to enable 
cooperative implementation of environmental initiatives.

a Carbon Offset Certificate

b Eco-Products 2013

c Mazda's website

Website for Environmental technology
http://www.mazda.com/technology/env/policy/

Website for CSR 
http://www.mazda.com/csr/

http://www.mazda.com/csr/
http://www.mazda.com/technology/env/policy/
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Light-Down Campaign (Light-Down Japan 2013)
Mazda and its domestic Group companies participated in the Light-Down Campaign promoted by 
Ministry of the Environment, , saving about 50,000 kWh of electricity, equivalent to around 23 
tons of CO2 emissions (From 8 p.m. to 10 p.m., estimated figures).
■   Mazda Motor Corporation shut off lighting of its signboards and indoor lighting every night from 

the summer solstice in June to Tanabata, the Star Festival (July 7) (six sites).
■   Company-wise, 380 production/business sites of 20 Mazda Group companies participated in the 

campaign (On the summer solstice and Tanabata).
The Company also encouraged the employees to privately participate in the campaign, and a total 
of around 31,000 employees and family members of Mazda and its Group companies in Japan 
turned off their lights from 8 p.m. to 10 p.m. on both the summer solstice and Tanabata.
Earth Hour 2014
Participating in Earth Hour 2014 promoted by the WWF (World Wide Fund for Nature), a total of 
46 Mazda Group companies in Japan, including Mazda Motor Corporation, and 693 production/
business sites (223 sites of 26 companies in the previous year) shut off lighting for signboards, 
etc. at their facilities for one hour from 8:30 p.m. on Saturday, March 29, 2014. d
President’s Messages during Environment Month
The president transmitted messages to the entire Company during Environment Month (June), 
emphasizing the importance of thinking about and taking action for the environment.
Environmental Education during Environment Month
To encourage every employee to think about and take action for the environment, educational 
programs regarding general environmental issues, Mazda’s environmental initiatives, and 
environmental conservation activities in the workplace have been implemented, in conjunction 
with basic education on ISO 14001.

■ Participation in Environment-Related Events

d Companies that participated in Earth Hour 2014

 1. Mazda Motor Corporation

 2. Mazda Engineering & Technology Co., Ltd.

 3. Mazda Ace Co., Ltd.

 4. Mazda Logistics Co., Ltd.

 5. Mazda Processing Chugoku Co., Ltd.

 6. Kurashiki Kako Co., Ltd.

 7. Yoshiwa Kogyo Co., Ltd.

 8. Toyo Advanced Technologies Co., Ltd.

 9. Japan Climate Systems Corporation

10. Mazda Parts Co., Ltd.

11. Mazda Parts Sales Hiroshima Co., Ltd.

12. Mazda Parts Sales Nishi-Kyushu Co., Ltd.

13. Mazda Chuhan Co., Ltd.

14. Hokkaido Mazda Sales Co., Ltd.

15. Hakodate Mazda Co., Ltd.

16. Iwate Mazda Sales Co., Ltd.

17. Aomori-Mazda Automobile Corporation

18. Mazda Enfini Aomori Corporation

19. Tohoku Mazda Co., Ltd.

20. Fukushima Mazda Co., Ltd.

21. Koushin Mazda Co., Ltd.

22. Kanto Mazda Co., Ltd.

23. Mazda Odawara Co., Ltd.

24. Shizuoka Mazda Co., Ltd.

25. Tokai Mazda Sales Co., Ltd.

26. Hokuriku Mazda Co., Ltd.

27. Keiji Mazda Co., Ltd.

28. Mazda Enfini Marusen Corporation

29. Kobe Mazda Co., Ltd.

30. Okayama Mazda Co., Ltd.

31. Tottori Mazda Co., Ltd.

32. Nishi-Shikoku Mazda Co., Ltd.

33. Hiroshima Mazda Co., Ltd.

34. Enfini Hiroshima Co., Ltd.

35. Yamaguchi Mazda Co., Ltd.

36. Minami-Kyushu Mazda Co., Ltd.

37. Kyushu Mazda Co., Ltd.

38. Saga Mazda Co., Ltd.

39. Okinawa Mazda Sales Co., Ltd.

40. Toyukai Cooperative Union

41. Niitech Co., Ltd.

42. Ondo Corporation

43. Maps Co., Ltd.

44. Toho Industrial Co., Ltd.

45. Shimane Mazda Ltd.

46. Yonago Mazda Co., Ltd.

Event Sponsor Dates Place Target 
audience Details

Eco & Safety Kobe Car Life Festa 
2013*

Ministry of the Environment, 
Kobe City, Japan Automobile 
Federation (JAF)

May 18, 19, 2013 Meriken Park (Hyogo) General <Exhibit> Atenza, CX-5, SKYACTIV TECHNOLOGY panels
<Test ride> CX-5

Automotive Engineering Exposition 
2013

Society of Automotive 
Engineers of Japan May 22-24, 2013 Pacifico Yokohama 

(Kanagawa)

General・
People related to 
the auto industry

<Exhibit> Atenza, SKYACTIV engine cutaway model, SKYACTIV 
TECHNOLOGY panels

Eco Life Fair 2013*1 Ministry of the Environment June 1, 2, 2013 Yoyogi Park (Tokyo) General <Exhibit> Atenza, SKYACTIV TECHNOLOGY panels

Hiroshima Environment Day Hiroshima Prefecture June 2, 2013
Hiroshima prefectural 
government’s office 
forecourt (Hiroshima)

General <Exhibit> Demio EV, Atenza

“How Far Does a Dragonfly Fly?” 
project

Yokohama Environmental City 
Building Collaborative Project July 29–31, 2013 Mazda R&D Center 

Yokohama (Kanagawa) General

Conducted surveys on dragonflies by catching dragonflies in green 
spaces or ponds of the Company premises and tracking their 
species, conditions of arrival, and travel between survey points. (see 
p.95)

Kankyo Hiroba Sapporo* Sapporo City Environmental 
Bureau August 2–4, 2013 Axes Sapporo (Hokkaido) General <Exhibit> CX-5, SKYACTIV TECHNOLOGY panels

<Test ride> Atenza

Symposium commemorating the 
foundation of the Clean Diesel 
Promotion Association*

Clean Diesel Promotion 
Association September 28, 29, 2013

Proving ground for 
Clean Diesel Promotion 
Association member 
companies (Tochigi)

General <Exhibit> SKYACTIV TECHNOLOGY panels
<Test ride> CX-5, Atenza

Tech biZ Expo2013＊ Nagoya International Trade 
Fair Commission October 9–11, 2013 Port Messe Nagoya (Aichi) General <Exhibit> CX-5, SKYACTIV TECHNOLOGY panels

<Test ride> Atenza

Yamaguchi Iki-Iki Eco-Fair Yamaguchi Iki-Iki Eco-Fair 
Executive Committee October 19, 20, 2013

Yamaguchi Kirara 
Expo Memorial Park 
(Yamaguchi)

General <Exhibit> Atenza

Kitakyushu Eco-Life Stage＊ Kitakyushu Eco-Life Stage 
Executive Committee October 19, 20, 2013 Oshibafu Hiroba in 

Katsuyama Park (Fukuoka) General <Exhibit> CX-5, Atenza, SKYACTIV TECHNOLOGY panels
<Test ride> CX-5, Atenza

Eco Innovation Messe 2013 in 
Hiroshima

Executive Committee of Eco 
Innovation Messe 2013 in 
Hiroshima, Hiroshima Prefecture, 
Hiroshima City, etc.

November 22, 23, 2013
Hiroshima Prefectural 
Hiroshima Industrial Hall 
(Hiroshima)

General

<Exhibit> Axela, SKYACTIV TECHNOLOGY panels, MAZDA 
CONNECT*2 demo model
<Stage> Environmental education quiz show (for children)
<Keynote speech> “SKYACTIV and Its Development Background” (Seita 
Kanai, Mazda’s Representative Director and Vice Chairman of the 
Board)
<Tour> Mazda Museum

Eco-Products 2013
Japan Enviromental 
Management Association for 
Industry, Nikkei Inc.

December 12-14, 2013 Tokyo Big Sight (Tokyo)
Elementary 

school students, 
general

<Exhibit> Axela, SKYACTIV engine cutaway model, Soul Red 
Premium Metallic paint cutaway model, panels (SKYACTIV 
TECHNOLOGY/Soul Red Premium Metallic paint system/MAZDA 
CONNECT*2/ITS technology/history of Mazda’s environmental 
technology/forest preservation)
<Test ride> Atenza, Axela
<Stage> “TAKUMINURI: The Development of Soul Red Premium 
Metallic,” environmental education quiz show (for children)

ENEX 2014 The Energy Conservation 
Center, Japan January 29–31, 2014 Tokyo Big Sight (Tokyo) General

<Exhibit> Atenza, Axela, Soul Red Premium Metallic paint cutaway 
model, panels (SKYACTIV TECHNOLOGY/Aqua-tech paint system)
<Presentation> SKYACTIV TECHNOLOGY, Aqua-tech paint system

Monodzukuri Exhibition Ministry of Economy, Trade 
and Industry March 19 – April 6, 2014

National Museum of 
Nature and Science 
(Tokyo)

General
<Exhibit> Axela, SKYACTIV engine cutaway model, SKYACTIV-
Drive cutaway model, SKYACTIV-CHASSIS model, SKYACTIV 
TECHNOLOGY panels

*1 Participated as a member of the Clean Diesel Promotion Association.
*2 The name MAZDA CONNECT is used in Japan, USA, Canada and Mexico. In other markets, the system is referred to as MZD Connect.



CSR Management Strategy Committee 
Chairperson:
Representative Director and President 
Vice Chairperson: Executive Officer 
in Charge of CSR and Environment

Product Environmental 
Committee (twice/year)
Chairperson: Executive 
Officer in Charge of R&D

Divisions within Mazda

Group companies in Japan and overseas

Business Site Environmental 
Committee (3 times/year)
Chairperson: Executive 
Officer in Charge of 
Environment 
Vice Chairperson: Executive 
Officer in Charge of 
Production and Logistics

Social Contribution 
Committee (twice / year)
(see p.83)

Studies and promotes key 
items regarding environmental 
preservation in relation to 
development, including 
development of environmentally 
concious products and technologies.

Studies and promotes key items 
regarding environmental preservation 
in relation to manufacturing and 
logistics. Studies and promotes 
methods to reduce environmental 
impact throughout the entire supply 
chain, encompassing dealerships, 
suppliers, and others (including the 
extension of EMS to Group companies).

Studies and promotes key items 
regarding environmental protection 
in the area of social contributions 
for the Group as a whole.

Years ended March 31 Models

FY March 2010 Premacy (Mazda5 overseas)
RX-8 Hydrogen RE

FY March 2011 Demio (Mazda2 overseas)
Axela (Mazda3 overseas)

FY March 2012 CX-5*

FY March 2013 Atenza (Mazda6 overseas)
Demio EV

FY March 2014 Axela (Mazda3 overseas)
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■ Environmental Management Framework a

Mazda has established three committees under the CSR Management Strategy Committee, 
chaired by the president of the Company, to promote environmental management throughout 
the Group. These are the Product Environmental Committee, the Business Site Environmental 
Committee, and the Social Contribution Committee.
Each committee set the targets, and monitors the results and progress, under the “Mazda Green 
Plan 2020” mid-term environmental plan.

■ Life Cycle Assessment (LCA)
Having established a proprietary LCA*1 system and conducted careful assessment of the 
environmental impact of its product at every phase, Mazda has confirmed the benefits of its 
clean-energy vehicles and newly introduced vehicles with current internal combustion engines.

b
In the LCA of the CX-5 conducted in FY March 2012, the CX-5 underwent a review by a third-party 
organization (Japan Environmental Management Association for Industry) and its conformity with 
the international standards (ISO 14040, ISO 14044) was certified.
The LCA is conducted in the same way for newly introduced vehicles, serving as objective and 
highly reliable proof that those new models are environmentally conscious throughout their entire 
lifecycles. c
Mazda intends to steadily expand the implementation of LCA to new vehicles and confirm its 
environmental benefits.
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ENVIRONMENTAL 
MANAGEMENT

Mazda is establishing an environmental management system 
throughout its supply chain, including Group companies, 
suppliers, dealerships, and others.

*1 A method for calculating and evaluating the environmental 
impact of a product across its entire life cycle, from purchasing 
of materials through manufacturing and use to recycling and final 
disposal

a Mazda Environmental Promotion Framework  
(as of March 31, 2014)

b Certificate by Japan Environmental 
Management Association for Industry

c Vehicles that Underwent LCA

* Calculated assuming a vehicle lifetime running distance of 110,000 km (13 years) and running under certain conditions
* Results of evaluations are shown as an index. Figures for CO2 refer to metric tons; all other figures refer to amounts in kilograms. Indices are 

shown separately. In the graph, all indices are based on an index of 1 for the SOx emission volume of the previous model (A).
NOx: Nitrogen oxide
NMHC: Non-methane hydrocarbons
PM: Particulate matter
SOx: Sulfur oxide

LCA for the new Axela (Japanese model)
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and whose conformity with international standards (ISO 14040, 
ISO 14044) has been certified



Domestic production/business sites

Hiroshima district
Hiroshima Plant

June 2000
Miyoshi Plant

Hofu Plant
Nishinoura district September 

1998
Nakanoseki district 

(extended certification)
September 

1999

Overseas Production Sites

Compañía Colombiana Automotriz S.A. 
(Columbia)*1

February 
2012

AutoAlliance (Thailand) Co., Ltd. (AAT)*2 May 2000

AutoAlliance International, Inc. (AAI) (USA)*2 June 2000

Changan Mazda Automobile Co., Ltd.*2 December 
2008

Changan Ford Mazda Engine Co., Ltd.*2 February 
2009

Mazda de Mexico Vehicle Operation*1 October 2014 
(Scheduled)

Mazda Powertrain Manufacturing (Thailand) 
Co., Ltd.*1

December 
2015 

(Scheduled)
*1: Consolidated group company
*2: Equity-method group company

Four Domestic Consolidated Group Companies 
(excluding sales companies)

Mazda E & T Co., Ltd.*3 June 2000

Mazda Ace Co., Ltd.*3 June 2000

Mazda Logistics Co., Ltd.*3 June 2000

KURASHIKI KAKO CO., LTD. December 
2001

*3 A part or all of the certificates have been acquired as part of 
the Hiroshima district.

Domestic Equity-Method Group Companies

Toyo Advanced Technologies Co., Ltd.*4 June 2000

Japan Climate Systems Corporation May 2000

Yoshiwa Kogyo Co., Ltd. April 2002

MCM Energy Service Co., Ltd.*5 June 2008

*4  A part or all of the certificates have been acquired as part of 
the Hiroshima district.

*5  Certificates acquired as part of the Hiroshima district and 
the Hofu district; in March 2013, re-certification acquired 
independently.
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■ Environmental Management System
Mazda is promoting the establishment of environmental management systems (EMS) across 
its entire supply chain and in all Group companies. The purpose of the EMS is to carry out more 
environmentally concious business activities in a more effective manner, based on ISO 14001 and 
other standards.
Progress Status d

■   14 Group manufacturing companies in Japan and overseas have now acquired ISO 14001 
certification.

■   Mazda is progressively certifying all dealerships in Japan under EcoAction 21 (EA21)*1,  
an environmental management system (As of March 2014, 31 dealerships of the Mazda/
Mazda Enfini sales channel, 30 dealerships of the Mazda Autozam sales channel, and Mazda 
Chuhan, a used car sales company, have been certified).

■   Mazda has completed introduction of an exclusive Mazda EMS to three Mazda Group vehicle 
parts companies in Japan.

■ Promoting Green Purchasing
With the aim of reducing the environmental burden throughout its entire supply chain, Mazda 
engages in operation activities in compliance with the “Mazda Green Purchasing Guidelines,” 
revised in July 2010.
These guidelines require all of its suppliers worldwide to undertake measures to reduce their 
burden on the environment, at all stages from product development to manufacturing and 
delivery. The guidelines also make it clear that Mazda will give preference in purchasing to 
suppliers who implement such environmental measures.
Mazda also requires its suppliers of parts, materials, and industrial equipment and tools to obtain 
and maintain ISO 14001 certification, and the Company promotes environmental activities in 
collaboration with its suppliers by providing them with information and other assistance.
Currently, all major suppliers involved in Mazda vehicle development and manufacturing have 
obtained ISO 14001 certification.

■ Status of Establishment of Environmental Management Systems (EMS) 
at Suppliers
■   All major suppliers with which the Company has ongoing business relationships (around 400 

companies) have maintained certification as of the end of FY March 2014.
■   100% of major suppliers, including new suppliers, continue to maintain certification.
■   Under the Mazda Green Purchasing Guidelines, Mazda requires, through primary suppliers, 

secondary suppliers to establish EMS.

■ Status of Implementation of Environmental Audits e

To confirm that environmental management systems, such as ISO 14001 and EcoAction 21, are 
operating effectively, internal audit and enviromental management system audit (EMS audit)  
are carried out annually of all Group companies, both in Japan and overseas, that have obtained 
certification, including the Hiroshima district and Hofu Plant. The FY March 2014 EMS audit 
revealed no serious compliance issues.
The results of the internal audit and EMS audits were reported to senior management, and any 
problems were swiftly rectified.

■ Eliminating Sensory Pollution
Sensory pollution comprises noise, vibration, and odors that have a sensory or psychological  
impact on people. Mazda recognizes that clearing legal regulations may not be enough to prevent 
noise, vibration, and odors from annoying neighborhood residents. For this reason, Mazda is 
systematically stepping up measures to alleviate the causes of such pollution, as well as measures 
to improve noise insulation and odor removal.
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d List of ISO 14001 Certified Production and 
Business Sites

e EMS Audit Results on ISO 14001

Mazda Motor Corp.
FY 

March 
2010

FY 
March 
2011

FY 
March 
2012

FY 
March 
2013

FY 
March 
2014

Serious 
noncompliance 
issues

0 0 0 0 0

Minor noncompliance 
issues 1 0 0 0 1

Observation issues 7 5 5 10 18

Group Companies

FY March 2014

Japan Overseas

ISO14001

Serious noncompliance issues 0 0

Minor noncompliance issues 0 5

Observation issues 31 11

EcoAction 21
Noncompliance issues 0 －

Observation issues 0 －

*1 Simplified EMS established by the Ministry of the Environment, 
for application at companies of various scales, such as small-to-
medium sized companies.



Education for managers

Education conferring 
qualifications

Qualification as assistant EMS 
inspector, internal auditor, 
environment-related positions

General education Assistant managers

New employees

Follow-up among general employees

Departmental education

Education covering operational 
procedures manual

Training to deal with accidents

Foremen

Education of personnel 
engaged in specific tasks

* In addition to the above, environmental education is provided 
to general employees in each department.

Number of Employees Receiving Environmental 
Education

FY March 
2010

FY March 
2011

FY March 
2012

FY March 
2013

FY March 
2014

Managers 76 90 68 52 70

Section 
managers 118 130 163 137 163

Foremen 86 44 54 87 86

New 
employees 705 360 499 701 386

Unit: person(s)
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■ Specific Initiatives in Environmental Risk Management
Environmental Monitoring f

■   Regular training is conducted at each plant and office to prepare for response in the event of 
accidents that adversely affect the natural environment.

■   Environmental monitoring, including monitoring of air and water pollution, is conducted 
regularly.

Legal Violations g
In FY March 2014, Mazda received no guidance from government authorities under laws and 
ordinances.
Complaints g
In FY March 2014, Mazda received complaints for three cases, and is taking appropriate actions 
to address them in good faith.

■ Environmental Education/Education Program Structure
Mazda conducts environmental education as part of its EMS and encourages employees to obtain 
environment-related public qualifications such as those listed.
In addition, Mazda offers support for employees working toward these qualifications, including 
financial support through the Mazda Flex Benefit program (see p.130). ih

■ Routine Environmental Activities
Reducing Paper Use
Mazda continually endeavors to reduce the amount of paper used for office work through 
the digitization of documents, ledger sheets, and other forms, as well as through the use of 
projectors and monitors at meetings, etc. As part of its recycling efforts, the Company also reuses 
waste paper (shredder dust) as packaging material for shipping parts, and is increasing efforts to 
separate the collection of waste paper by type during disposal.
Reducing Energy Use
Through regular initiatives, including purchasing of low power-consumption office equipment and 
furniture, and turning off lights and computers when they are not in use, Mazda makes continual 
efforts to reduce energy use.
Furthermore, Mazda implements a “Cool Biz” program during the summer season every year, 
setting internal room temperatures at 28°C (82.4°F) on a standard basis.
During the winter season when electricity consumption is particularly high, energy-saving 
measures are implemented through adjustment of air conditioning systems (heating set at 20°C, 
or 68°F), lighting, office automation equipment, etc.

■ Use of Renewable Energy
Mazda uses renewable energy sources*1 as follows.

■   At the Hofu Plant, solar-powered units have been introduced in some corridor lighting.
■   A 30 kW solar power system is installed on the roof of the radio wave experiment building of 

the Miyoshi Office. Electricity generated by this system is used as power and lighting for the 
building, thereby continuously contributing to the reduction of CO2 emissions.

■   For Hiroshima Municipal Stadium, for which Mazda has acquired naming rights as “Mazda 
Zoom-Zoom Stadium Hiroshima,” in FY March 2014 around 70 tons of CO2 emitted when 
generating 139,000 kWh of electricity for illuminating night games were offset using the 
forest absorption credits of Hiroshima Prefecture (Hiroshima Prefecture Forestry J-VER).  
In FY March 2015, Mazda offset approx. 105 tons of CO2 emitted when generating 156,000 
kWh of electricity for illuminating night games using the Hiroshima Prefectural Foresty J-VER 
program.

■   Mazda supplied green electricity to illuminate the night games of the Mazda All-Star Games 
2013 (presented by Japan’s 12 professional baseball teams), of which Mazda was the main 
sponsor. The green electricity was provided using the Tradable Green Certificates System.

■   Mazda de Mexico Vehicle Operation (MMVO) in Mexico installed a total of 246 units of 
outdoor lighting that combines solar power and LEDs on sidewalks and in parking lots. In FY 
March 2014, around 30 MWh of renewable energy were used (for four months).
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*1 Refers to natural energy sources that can be used continuously 
without being depleted, such as electricity generation using solar, 
wind, geothermal, hydroelectric or biomass power, or direct solar 
heating. These types of energy generate zero or negligible CO2 
emissions.

Environmental 
monitoring 

item

Target of 
monitoring Items monitored Monitoring 

frequency

Air quality

Boilers, 
melting 
furnaces, 
heating 
furnaces, 
drying 
furnaces, etc.

5 items: sulfur 
oxides, nitrogen 
oxides, soot, 
volatile organic 
compounds, 
hydrogen chloride

Approx. 400 
times per 

year

Water 
quality

Treated 
wastewater

43 items: 
cadmium, 
cyanide, organic 
phosphorus, 
lead, hexavalent 
chromium, etc.

Approx. 
1,600 times 

per year

Noise and 
vibration

Site 
boundaries 1 item: noise level 12 times per 

year

Odor Site 
boundaries 1 item: odor index 12 times per 

year

Waste 
products

Slag, sludge, 
scrap metal, 
etc.

25 items: 
cadmium, 
cyanide, organic 
phosphorus, 
lead, hexavalent 
chromium, etc.

Approx. 120 
times per 

year

f Environmental Monitoring

g Legal Violations and Complaints (FY March 2014)

h Qualifications that Employees Are Encouraged to 
Obtain:

i Environmental Education Structure

Number of 
incidents Response

Guidance from 
local government 0 −

Complaints Noise 3
Adjusted operation of equipment, 
and promoted awareness through 
notices.

■  Energy attorney
■  Head supervisor of pollution control
■  Supervisor of air pollution control
■  Supervisor of dust and particulate pollution 

control
■  Supervisor of water pollution control
■  Supervisor of noise- and vibration-related 

pollution control
■  Special managing supervisor in charge of 

industrial waste disposal
■ ecEco Test
■  3Rs & Low-Carbon Society Test
■  Environmental Planner
■ Eco leader
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■ Environment-Related Accident Prevention Campaign and Emergency Drill
■   Emergency Drill to Prevent Marine Pollution

In April 2014, an emergency drill was carried out based on assumption simulation that 
hydraulic oil had spilled from a vessel in the harbor. In the drill, with the participation of 
about 60 employees from Mazda Motor Corporation, Mazda Ace, and Mazda Logistics, the 
effectiveness of operations for removing an oil spillage, as well as the emergency contact 
system were checked and confirmed.
Mazda will conduct drills on a regular basis to improve its emergency response capabilities.  j

■   Campaign for Oil Spill Prevention and Traffic Safety
In June 2014, around 50 employees from Mazda Motor Corporation, Mazda Logistics, and 
several truckload transportation companies helped promoting environmental protection and 
improving traffic safety, distributing leaflets to raise the awareness of delivery truck drivers and 
others about the importance of preventing oil spills on the roads and traffic safety in general. 
The campaign has been conducted every year since FY March 2011.  k

■ Environmental Accounting
Mazda is carefully assessing the costs and benefits of its environmental activities and is working 
constantly to improve their efficiency.
Data collection period: April 2013 through March 2014
Basis of data collection: Calculated according to Mazda’s own guidelines in line with Environmental 
Accounting Guidelines. The amounts do not include depreciation expenses.
Scope of data collection: Mazda Motor Corporation; five domestic/five overseas consolidated Group 
companies; five domestic/four overseas equity-method Group companies
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j Emergency Drill to Prevent Marine Pollution  

k Campaign for Oil Spill Prevention and Traffic Safety

Category Major activities
Mazda unconsolidated Mazda Group

Investment Cost Total Investment Cost Total

Business area

Preventing 
pollution

Conforming to legal limits for air and water 
pollution, odor abatement, etc.  2,438  2,135  4,573  2,538  2,659  5,197 

Protecting 
the global 
environment

Preventing global warming, conserving 
energy, preventing destruction of the 
ozone layer, and other environmental 
protection activities

 1,809  866  2,675  1,959  939  2,898 

Recycling 
resources

Effective resource use, recycling waste, 
processing and disposing of waste  60  1,430  1,490  65  2,392  2,457 

Upstream/
downstream

Container recovery, recovery of end-of-life 
vehicle bumpers  0  170  170  0  175  175 

Management 
activity

Employee environmental education, 
creating and operating environmental 
management systems, monitoring and 
measurement of environmental impact, 
other activities

 3  982  985  3  1,338  1,341 

Research and 
development

R&D for products, production methods 
and distribution, to contribute to reduced 
environmental impact

 1,209  35,197  36,406  1,257  36,192  37,449 

Social activities
Greening, beautification, and 
environmental improvement; support of 
community residents and organizations; 
information disclosure; and other activities

 0  143  143  0  149  149 

Environmental 
damage −  0  0  0  0  0  0 

Total  5,519  40,923  46,442  5,822  43,844  49,666 

Environmental Protection Costs (Unit: million yen)

Overall Environmental Protection Effects

Category
Mazda unconsolidated Mazda Group

Environmental protective effect Economic effect 
(million yen)

Economic effect 
(million yen)

Protecting 
the global 

environment

Global 
warming 

prevention

Production CO2 emissions volume (on 
unit sales basis)

26.0 (t-CO2/¥ 100 
million) − −

Distribution Annual shipping volume 486,280,000 (ton-
km/year) − −

Recycling 
resources

Effective use of 
resources, recycling

Shell sand 21,200 t (year) 15
2,875

Steel scrap 46,706 t (year) 2,860
Upstream/

downstream Product recycling Number of discarded 
bumpers collected

72,003 (bumpers/
year) − 47

Other Sale of items with 
commercial value

Metals 111,868 t (year) 2,964

2,995

Paint thinner, effluent 756 t (year)

31

Empty drums, wheels, 
discarded tires  21,613 (units/year)

Recovered sand, 
plastics, cardboard 
scraps

3,528 t (year)

Wooden pallets 687 t (year)
Total 5,870 5,917

Scope of data collection
Mazda Motor Corporation
Consolidated Group companies
   5 Domestic companies (Manufacturing companies: Mazda 

Engineering & Technology Co., Ltd., Kurashiki Kako 
Co., Ltd., Mazda Logistics Co., Ltd., Mazda Ace Co., 
Ltd.) Parts sales company: Mazda Parts Sales Co., 
Ltd.)

   5 overseas companies (Compañía Colombiana Automotriz S.A., 
Mazda Motor (China) Co., Ltd., Mazda Australia Pty. 
Ltd., Mazda Motors of New Zealand Ltd., PT. Mazda 
Motor Indonesia)

Equity-method Group companies
   5 domestic companies (Toyo Advanced Technologies Co., Ltd., 

Yoshiwa Kogyo Co., Ltd., Japan Climate Systems 
Corporation, MCM Energy Service Co., Ltd., Mazda 
Processing Chugoku Co., Ltd.

   4 overseas companies (AutoAlliance (Thailand) Co., Ltd., Changan 
Mazda Automobile Co., Ltd, Changan Ford Mazda 
Engine Co., Ltd., FAW Mazda Motor Sales Co., Ltd.)
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■ FY March 2014 Results
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MAZDA’S CORPORATE 
ACTIVITIES AND IMPACT ON THE 
ENVIRONMENT

Mazda tracks ecological data to help reduce the environmental 
impact of its corporate activities in all areas.

Type of energy

[Area A]

[Area B]

[Area C]

[Area B]

[Area A]

[Area B]

[Area B]

Paper (for office equipment, etc.)

1,465 t

13,830 thousand m3

Water consumption

928 thousand t
Raw materials (steel, aluminum, etc.)

Chemical substances handled
4,895 t

End-of-life vehicles recycled

Airbags

Automobile shredder residue (ASR)

Fluorocarbons

Total

CFC

HFC

(FY March 2013 results based on the End-of-Life 
Vehicle Recycling Law)

Bumpers collected 
and recycled 72,003 units

Purchasing

486,280×103
t-km

Wrapping and
packaging materials 25,587 t

12,550×103
GJ

Distribution volume 
for domestic logistics

Weight collected
669kg

Number of vehicles collected
2,970 units

Weight collected
41,457kg

Number of vehicles collected
148,541 units

Kerosene City gas42 1,270

Electricity Diesel Coal9,149 39 0
Fuel oil A Gasoline Coke148 74 326

Industrial steamFuel oil C LPG30 110 1,362

Total weight collected 33,761 t

Total weight of gas 
generator collected 26,430 kg

24,800 kg

Number of vehicles collected 129,785 units

Weight of recycled materials 32,790 t
Number of vehicles collected 174,399 units

Total weight collected

42,126kg
Total number of vehicles collected

151,511 units

SOx emissions
118 t

Wastewater

3,238 t

1,217 t 45 t
Chemical substances discharge Chemical substances transfer

Category 1: Purchased goods and services
(Emissions from resource collection 
stage to manufacturing stage)

Category ４: Upstream transportation and distribution
(Emissions associated with distribution
of purchased products/services)

4,446 thousand-CO2

(including completed vehicles, parts for 
overseas production, and OEM vehicles)

1,114,805 units
Shipments

250,312 units in Japan 864,493 units overseas

Logistics
● Reducing CO2 emissions through efficient 
    distribution
● Decreasing use of and recycling wrapping and 
    packaging materials

● Encouraging business partners to obtain 
    ISO 14001 certification
● Promoting green purchasing

Research and development
● Improving fuel economy
● Producing cleaner exhaust emissions
● Reducing vehicle noise
● Developing clean-energy vehicles
● Promoting recycling, etc.

Manufacturing
● Saving energy
● Reducing direct-to-landfill waste
● Managing chemical substances
● Promoting clean production

● Communication with customers
● Promoting compliance with environmental laws 
    and environmental beautification
● Collecting and recycling damaged bumpers

Sales and after-sales service

Recycling end-of-life vehicles
● Carrying out appropriate collection and recycling
● Studying and researching end-of-life vehicle 
    recycling technologies
● Using recycled parts

NOx emissions
340 t

Direct-to-landfill waste

Number of units collected 437,406 units

Weight of recycled materials

25,590 t-CO2

[Area C]Category 2: Capital goods
(Emissions from construction and 
manufacturing of capital goods) 73,230 t-CO2

[Area A]Category 3: Fuel- and energy-related
activities not included in Scope 1 or 2
(Emissions from the manufacturing process
of purchased electricity/heat) 50,622 t-CO2

[Area C]Category ５: Waste generated in operations
(Emissions related to scrapping and disposal of
waste generated in business activities) 7,400 t-CO2

[Area C]Category ６: Business travel
(Emissions from transportation means used
for employees’ business travel) 946 t-CO2

[Area C]Category ７: Employee commuting
(Emissions from transportation means used 
for employees’ commuting) 11,038 t-CO2

Category １２: End-of-life treatment of sold products
(Emissions related to scrapping and disposal of 
products and their containers/packages) 326,781t-CO2

[Area B]Category ９: Downstream transportation and distribution
(Emissions associated with distribution
of products) 45,576 t-CO2

Category １１: Use of sold products
(Emissions associated
with use of products) 27,047 thousand t-CO2

Energy consumption in plants 
and offices*1

Shipments of low-emission vehicles (in Japan)
3 unitsHydrogen vehicles
3 unitsNatural gas vehicles
0 unitsDiesel-alternative LPG vehicles 

Vehicles certified for low emissions*
112,162 unitsSU-LEV 

1,265 units
Vehicles meeting 2005 exhaust gas emission standards
(excluding SU-LEV, U-LEV)

34 unitsElectric vehicles

94 unitsU-LEV

* Number of passenger vehicles shipped within Japan, excluding micro-minis and OEM vehicles

*1 Energy consumption, greenhouse gas emissions and distribution volume are calculated using the heat coefficient and CO2 coefficient based on standards of the Japan Automobile Manufacturers Association, Inc. (JAMA) (voluntary action plan). (For FY March 
2014, the FY March 2013 coefficients are used.) Figures for consolidated subsidiaries and equity-method Group companies are prorated based on the percentage equity stake held by Mazda. CO2 emissions resulting from power consumption by overseas 
companies are calculated by applying the coefficient used in CO2 Emissions from Fuel Combustion (2013 Edition) published by International Energy Agency (IEA).
Data collection period: April 2013 to March 2014
Scope of data collection: Area A: Mazda Motor Corporation, 23 domestic and 11 overseas consolidated Group companies, and 9 domestic and 4 overseas equity-method Group companies

 Area B: Mazda Motor Corporation, 23 domestic consolidated Group companies and 9 domestic equity-method Group companies      Area C: Mazda Motor Corporation
*2 CO2 emissions are calculated as 169 g-CO2/person-km for private automobiles, 18 g-CO2/person-km for railways, 48 g-CO2/person-km for buses, and 102 g-CO2/person-km for aircraft, based on Carbon Dioxide Emissions in the Transport Sector, Ministry of 

Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism. Source (Japanese language): http://www.mlit.go.jp/sogoseisaku/environment/sosei_environment_tk_000007.html
*3 Scope 1: Direct emissions from consumption of fuels and in industrial processes, Scope 2: Emissions associated with consumption of purchased heat/electricity (indirect emissions from energy consumption)

http://www.mlit.go.jp/sogoseisaku/environment/sosei_environment_tk_000007.html
*4 Scope 3: Other indirect emissions (Based on Mazda’s own calculation method in compliance with the Basic Guidelines on Accounting for Greenhouse Gas Emissions Throughout the Supply Chain Ver 2.1)

Category 8: Upstream leased assets, Category 13: Downstream leased assets are included in the greenhouse gas emissions in plants and offices.
Category 10: Processing of sold products is omitted because emission volume is very small. Category 14: Franchises are omitted because Mazda has no franchise system.
Category 15: Investments, for group companies, are included in the greenhouse gas emissions in plants and offices.

7,396 thousand m3

Ｓｃｏｐｅ３*4

Ｓｃｏｐｅ 1, Ｓｃｏｐｅ 2*2

(total vehicle weight
more than 3.5 t)

(Vehicles that have been certified as low-emission vehicles 
based on exhaust emissions certification regulations)

(exhaust gas emissions reduced 75% 
compared to the 2005 level☆☆☆☆）
(exhaust gas emissions reduced 50% 
compared with 2005 level)☆☆☆）

AI
Fe

CO2 emissions
725 thousand t-CO2

Emission of greenhouse gases other than CO2

11 thousand t-CO2

[Area A]
Emissions of greenhouse gases in plants 
and offices*3 736 thousand t-CO2

CO2

CO2

SOX

NOX

AI
Fe

http://www.mlit.go.jp/sogoseisaku/environment/sosei_environment_tk_000007.html
http://www.mlit.go.jp/sogoseisaku/environment/sosei_environment_tk_000007.html
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Period of Data Collection: FY March 2014 (April 2013 – March 2014)

Scope of Data Collection

Mazda Motor Corporation
 Hiroshima Head Office, Hiroshima Plant, Miyoshi Plant, Hofu Plant (Nishinoura district), 

Hofu Plant (Nakanoseki district), Tokyo Office, Osaka Fleet Sales Gr., Mazda R&D Center 
Yokohama, Hokkaido Kenbuchi Proving Ground, Hokkaido Nakasatsunai Proving Ground, 
Mine Proving Ground, Parts Centers (2 sites), Mazda Technical Service Centers (6 sites), 
Mazda Training Centers (2 sites), Saka Studio, Mazda Education Center, Mazda Hospital

Consolidated Group companies

23 domestic companies
 Manufacturing companies: Mazda Engineering & Technology Co., Ltd., KURASHIKI KAKO 

Co., Ltd., Mazda Logistics Co., Ltd., Mazda Ace Co., Ltd., Sales companies: Hakodate  
Mazda CO., Ltd., Tohoku Mazda Co., Ltd., Fukushima Mazda Co., Ltd., Kita-Kanto Mazda 
Co., Ltd., Koushin Mazda Co., Ltd., Kanto Mazda Co., Ltd., Shizuoka Mazda Co., Ltd.,  
Tokai Mazda Sales Co., Ltd., Hokuriku Mazda Co., Ltd., Keiji Mazda Co., Ltd., Kansai  
Mazda Co., Ltd., Nishi-Shikoku Mazda Co., Ltd., Kyushu Mazda Co., Ltd., Minami-Kyushu 
Mazda Co., Ltd., Okinawa Mazda Sales Co., Ltd., Mazda Autozam, Mazda Chuhan Co.,  
Ltd., Mazda Motor International Parts sales company: Mazda Parts Co., Ltd.

11 overseas companies
 Compañía Colombiana Automotriz S.A., Mazda Motor of America, Inc., Mazda Canada, Inc, 

Mazda Motor (China) Co., Ltd., Mazda Australia Pty. Ltd., Mazda Motors of New Zealand  
Ltd., PT. Mazda Motor Indonesia, Mazda Motor Europe GmbH, Mazda Motors (Deutschland) 
GmbH, Mazda Motor Russia.000, Mazda Motors UK Ltd.

Equity-Method Group Companies

9 domestic companies
 Toyo Advanced Technologies Co., Ltd., Yoshiwa Kogyo Co., Ltd., Japan Climate Systems  

Corporation, MCM Energy Service Co., Ltd., Mazda Processing Chugoku Co., Ltd.,  
Sanfrecce Hiroshima FC, SMM Auto Finance, Inc., Mazda Parts Sales Hiroshima Co., Ltd., 
Mazda Parts Sales Nishi-Kyushu Co., Ltd.

4 overseas companies
 AutoAlliance (Thailand) Co., Ltd., Changan Mazda Automobile Co., Ltd., Changan Ford  

Mazda Engines Co., Ltd., FAW Mazda Motor Sales Co., Ltd.
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83  Basic Policy on Initiatives
84  Major Activities in Japan

Mazda Head Office (Hiroshima Prefecture)/ 
Miyoshi Plant (Hiroshima Prefecture)/ 
Hofu Plant (Yamaguchi Prefecture)/ 
Mine Proving Ground (Yamaguchi Prefecture)/ 
Tokyo Office and Mazda R&D Center Yokohama  
(Tokyo Metropolitan Area and Kanagawa Prefecture)/ 
Hokkaido Kenbuchi Proving Ground (Hokkaido)/ 
Group Companies/ 
Dealerships/Mazda Foundation

104  Major Overseas Activities
United States of America/ 
Canada/Mexico/Europe/ 
Russia/China/Thailand/ 
Indonesia/Australia/ 
New Zealand
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I am in charge of mechanical processing training at the company-owned Mazda Technical  
College. Mazda arranges open college classes for technical-high-school teachers and 
the members from local companies. These classes are aimed at teaching basic skills and 
instruction know-how. Listening their opinions, I always try to revisit my activities whether it is 
systematic and meets participants’ needs. I will continue to promote the development of next-
generation human resources in cooperation with local communities.

Promoting the Development of Next-Generation Human 
Resources in Cooperation with Local Communities

 Seiji Makino
Mechanical Processing Trainer, 

Mazda Technical College
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■ Basic Policy on Initiatives

Basic Principles
As a company engaged in global business, Mazda is fulfilling its responsibilities as a good 
corporate citizen through ongoing involvement in socially beneficial activities tailored to  
the needs of local communities, in order to ensure that its business activities contribute to 
the building of a sustainable society.
Plans for Future Activities

■   Proactive, ongoing responses to social needs through the core business activities of  
the Mazda Group in Japan and overseas

■   In collaboration with local communities, contribute to the development of a sustainable 
society through activities tailored to the needs of communities

■     Emphasize and provide support for self-motivated volunteer activities by employees,  
and incorporate diverse values to foster a flexible and vibrant corporate climate

■   Proactively disclose the details of activities and engage in a dialogue with society
Three Pillars
Mazda promotes activities that are strongly rooted in local communities. Its social  
contribution activities are underpinned by the three pillars of environmental and safety  
performance, human resources development, and community contributions. a

■ Promotion Framework

In May 2010, Mazda established the Social Contribution Committee. cb
The role of this committee, which meets regularly (twice a year), is to discuss issues facing 
the entire Mazda Group and share information, based on the social contribution policy and 
the CSR targets (see pp.14-15) decided by the CSR Management Strategy Committee. The 
details of the actual activities are considered by a Working Group comprised of related  
divisions. Through the activities of the committee undertaken since 2010, Mazda continues 
to enhance information collection and utilization from a global and Group standpoint.  
Specific activities are carried out based on the budget plan in each region or department.*1

FY March 2014 Major Results:
■   Set the CSR targets and the Mazda Green Plan 2020 (social contribution) (see pp.48-

51) and took actions
■   Carried out over 420 activities*2 in Japan and overseas (Around 100 activities are  

summarized on pp.84-123)
■   Established evaluation indexes for social contribution programs. The indexes are  

used for evaluating and promoting programs which resolve social issues and improve  
corporate values. It will establish the PDCA (plan-do-check-act) process for future  
activities.

■ Volunteering by Employees

Mazda offers support to help employees become actively involved in volunteer activities.
■   Providing volunteer opportunities (Specialist Bank, Volunteer Center, etc.)
■   Providing volunteer training opportunities (training programs organized by the  

Hiroshima City Council of Social Welfare, etc.)
■   Subsidizing part of the cost of activities (Mazda Flex Benefits (see p.130), etc.)
■   Enabling employees to take leave for activities (volunteer leave such as the Special  

Warm Heart leave system, etc.)

Social Contributions
Mazda is fulfilling its responsibilities as a good corporate citizen 
through ongoing involvement in socially beneficial activities 
tailored to the needs of local communities.
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*1 In Japan, the United States, Australia, and New Zealand, the 
Mazda Foundation in each country separately undertakes various 
activities.

*2 Social contribution activities: Monetary donation, goods donation, 
facility sharing, employee participation and dispatch, voluntary 
programs, and support for disaster-stricken areas

CSR Management Strategy Committee

Social Contribution Committee
Chairperson: Executive officer in 
charge of CSR and Environment 
Vice Chairpersons: Executive officers 
of Oversight of Tokyo Office, in 
charge of Global Marketing, in charge 
of Global Human Resources, in 
charge of Domestic Sales, in charge 
of General Affairs

Social Contribution Committee Working Group 
(comprising related divisions)

Secretariat: CSR & Environment Department

Framework for 
implementation
Hiroshima: Mazda 
Community Service 
Committee

Domestic region

Overseas region

a Three Pillars in Basic Policy on Social 
Contribution Initiatives

b Promotion Framework

c Discussions at Social Contribution Committee
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Masashi Odagiri
Office of General & Legal Affairs
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In line with the Basic Policy on social contribution initiatives, activities tailored to the needs of 
communities are implemented in each domestic region.

Mazda Head Office, located in Hiroshima Prefecture, has many functions, including development, 
manufacturing, and sales. Based on the three pillars of the Company’s basic policy on social  
contribution initiatives, the Mazda Head Office conducts a wide variety of social contribution 
activities, with a particular focus on community contributions in and around Fuchu-cho, Aki-gun 
and Hiroshima City.

■ Mazda Museum Environment  Safety  Human resources  Community

Objective: To promote children’s education and interaction with stakeholders
Initiatives: The Mazda Museum at the Hiroshima Head Office (Hiroshima Prefecture) has 
welcomed approximately 1.31 million visitors through its doors since its opening in 1994. The 
Museum offers exhibitions of Mazda’s history, technology, and concept cars. In addition, the 
Museum provides the tour of Mazda’s assembly line and learning opportunity about the vehicle 
manufacturing process, helping to augment social studies curriculums in elementary and junior 
high schools. Many people from around the world visit the Museum, where guidance is provided 
in both Japanese and English.
FY March 2014 Results:
Mazda Museum had approximately 63,000 visitors in total, mainly elementary and junior high 
school students. a

■ Mazda Specialist Bank Environment  Safety  Human resources  Community

Objective: To make contributions to community using the expertise and skills of Mazda employees
Initiatives: The Mazda Specialist Bank is an organization in which present and former employees 
of the Mazda Group with specialist knowledge, abilities and skills, as well as specialized talents and 
unique interests built up over many years, are registered and dispatched in response to requests 
mainly from local communities. This organization got its start in 1994, as a human resources 
bank to supply personnel needed to assist in the Hiroshima Asian Games.
Thus far, the Mazda Specialist Bank has dispatched specialists to a total of 2,845 community and 
school events. Making use of the unique characteristics of Mazda, which has a diverse workforce, 
the organization dispatches specialists, whose activities range from delivering environmental 
lectures at schools and putting on magic shows at community events to providing sports and 
recreation leadership.
FY March 2014 Results:
A total of 118 specialists were dispatched to 58 community or school events in Hiroshima and 
Yamaguchi prefectures. b

■ Mazda Volunteer Center Environment  Human resources  Community

Objective: To make contributions to community through Mazda Group human resources
Initiatives: The Mazda Volunteer Center registers present and former Mazda Group employees 
and their family members who wish to become involved in volunteer activities, so they can 
respond to requests from local groups (primarily in Hiroshima Prefecture) for volunteer 
assistance. This Center was established in 1996, amid an increase in volunteer awareness 
among citizens following the Great Hanshin Earthquake. So far, volunteers from this Center have 
participated in a total of about 610 volunteer projects.
FY March 2014 Results:
The Center dispatched 17 volunteers to 10 volunteer projects including helping out with 
venue set-up and removal at events for people with special needs, and assistance for people in 
wheelchairs. c

Mazda Head Office (Hiroshima Prefecture)

Major Activities in Japan

a Tour of the Mazda Museum

b Delivering work experience lecture

c Mazda Volunteer Center

Environment  Initiatives contributing to environmental protection　 Safety  Initiatives contributing to traffic safety
Human resources  Initiatives aimed at fostering the next generation　 Community  Community-based initiatives
Mazda Foundation  Initiatives via Mazda Foundation
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■ Social Contribution Activities at Mazda Stadium Environment  Community

Objective: To contribute to community revitalization through making use of Mazda Stadium
Initiatives: Mazda acquired the naming rights for the Hiroshima Municipal Baseball Stadium (now 
known as Mazda Zoom-Zoom Stadium Hiroshima), and shows presence of both the Company 
and the city of Hiroshima while conducting social contribution activities through support for the 
stadium.
FY March 2014 Results:

■   To support the Hiroshima Prefecture’s carbon offset initiative, Mazda made a carbon offset 
of around 70 tons of CO2 emissions, which is equivalent to 139,000 kWh electricity for  
use in the lighting of night games at the stadium. The carbon offset credit was created by 
Hiroshima Prefecture with increasing CO2 absorption by forest (see p.78). d

■   For each one million stadium visitors, Mazda donates one Mazda welfare vehicle to a social 
welfare organization. The cumulative number of visitors reached seven million in June.  
Accordingly, one vehicle was donated to an organization in Hiroshima City.

■ Support for Regional Forest Protection Activities Environment  Community

Objective: To contribute to promotion of forest protection activities, thereby interacting with the 
community
Initiatives: In 2010, Mazda concluded a Forest Preservation and Management Pact with the 
government of Hiroshima Prefecture. The pact outlines a series of activities in which Mazda and 
the prefecture would partner for the preservation of forest resources. With the Mazda-no-Mori (Mazda 
Forest)*1 in the Hiroshima Prefecture Ryokka (afforestation) Center (Higashi Ward, Hiroshima City) 
serving as a base of operations, Mazda corporates for the regional forest protection activities. 
Mazda also joined Hiroshima-no-Morizukuri Forum (Hiroshima Afforestation Forum) and promotes 
‘company forests’ with support from companies and organizations in the prefecture.
FY March 2014 Results:
In cooperation with the designated administrator of the Hiroshima Prefecture Ryokka Center, Mazda 
promoted activities to preserve the Mazda Forest. In May and December, present and former Mazda 
employees, their families and friends, and partner companies’ employees joined a carefully planned 
forest thinning effort as volunteers, with guidance and cooperation from a forest management volunteer 
organization. A lecture on blessings of forests was also arranged to enhance their environmental 
awareness (employee-management cooperation programs: approximately 90 people participated). e
After the forest thinning, a workshop to make woodwork using nuts and branches was provided 
to participating primary school children.

■  Volunteer Cleanups and Recyclables Collection Campaigns  
Environment  Community

Objective: To contribute to local communities through volunteer cleanups and recyclable collection campaigns
Initiatives: Mazda employees work on periodical cleanups around the plants and offices during break times. 
On holidays, Mazda employees participate in cleanup campaigns organized by local governments, and also 
implement cleanup activities of their own. In addition, they collect plastic bottle caps as well as pull-tabs and 
aluminum cans, for effective use of recyclables (employee-management cooperation program).
FY March 2014 Results:

■   More than 5,000 people participated in volunteer cleanup activities, including cleanups of areas around 
plants and offices (11 times), cleanups organized by local governments (6 times), cleanups of the area 
around the Mazda Stadium (2 times), cleanups of the area around Japan Railways stations (3 times), and 
cleanups of the area around the Eastern Hiroshima Circulation Operating Housing Complex (20 times). f

■   Approximately 1,200,000 plastic bottle caps (the equivalent of vaccines for about 1,560 people) 
were collected and delivered to NPOs (The cumulative number of caps collected and donated since 
April 2010 reached approximately 4,100,000, the equivalent of vaccines for about 5,160 people).

■   Approximately 3,800 kg (a cumulative total of approximately 13,300 kg since 2005) of pull-tabs 
and aluminum cans were collected, through which home appliances were donated to two social 
welfare facilities in Hiroshima City in December.

■ Participation in Environmental Events Environment

Mazda participates in various environmental events (see p.75).
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e Forest thinning effort at the Mazda Forest

f Cleanup in the community near Mazda

d Ceremony commemorating the forest development 
carbon offset initiative at a night game at the Mazda 
Stadium (in April 2013)

“Mori,” the character 
of the Hiroshima 
Afforestation Project

*1 The Mazda-no-Mori (Mazda Forest) is the nickname of a 5.85-
ha area on the grounds of the Hiroshima Prefecture Ryokka 
(afforestation) Center in a natural forest covering 125 ha, 
located to the northeast of the Mazda Head Office.Environment  Initiatives contributing to environmental protection　 Safety  Initiatives contributing to traffic safety
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■ Events to Support Students’ Learning Activities Environment  Human resources  Community

Objective: To deepen interactions with the region and society through supporting the learning activities 
of elementary and junior high school students
Initiatives: Mazda continually offers the following events in local communities to help students and 
teachers learn more for their social studies classes: the Mazda Car Carrier Loading Field Trip for 
elementary and junior high school students, which helps them to understand the Japanese auto 
manufacturing industry in their social study classes (since 1996); the Social Studies Support and 
Training Seminar for elementary school teachers in response to requests from teachers (since 1999); 
and the study program for primary school children, which offers them quizzes and experiments through 
interactions with Mazda’s young employees from the development and manufacturing divisions.
FY March 2014 Results:

■   In July, the Mazda Car Carrier Loading Field Trip was held using a large-scale car carrier moored at the 
dedicated docks located on the Hiroshima Plant premises. A total of around 70 people, of children ranging 
from fifth grade to junior high and their parents and guardians, participated in the event. In the carrier, 
participants observed the way vehicles were loaded onto the ship with a high degree of precision, and 
parked and secured in place with only about 10 centimeters separating them on each side. They also 
enjoyed the experience of steering the ship as well as friendly conversation with the ship’s crew. g

■   In July, in response to requests from teachers seeking a deeper understanding of the automotive 
industry, Mazda presented a Social Studies Support and Training Seminar, to help teachers of fifth-
grade classes to acquire deeper knowledge of the Japanese auto manufacturing industry. 
Approximately 20 elementary school teachers from Hiroshima Prefecture took part in the seminar. 
Participants observed the press, body, and assembly plants, and the Karakuri Kaizen Museum. h

■   In July, Mazda offered an educational program, “Secrets of Vehicle Shape and the Air” at the Fuchu 
Kominkan Community Center as part of a Summer Lecture hosting by the Center in Hiroshima Prefecture, 
and at the Fukiage Hall of the Nagoya Trade & Industry Center, Aichi Prefecture in the Kids Engineer 2013 
hosted by the Society of Automotive Engineers of Japan. Approximately 200 primary school children 
participated in this program, in which Mazda’s activities to improve vehicle fuel efficiency were introduced 
through quizzes and experiments. i

■ On-Site Lectures/Seminars and Acceptance of Trainees/Internship 
Students Environment  Safety  Human resources  Community

Objective: To contribute to the development of human resources in communities, making use of the 
diverse range of employees and the know-how of Mazda as a corporate educational facility
Initiatives: In response to requests from local governments and educational institutions, Mazda 
dispatches employees to hold lectures and seminars on the Company’s technologies of the environment, 
safety,manufacturing, etc. Mazda also assists Hiroshima Prefecture and various organizations in 
promoting activities to support the handing down of skilled techniques to the next generation, and 
accepts university students for internship programs as part of the government-industry-academia 
collaboration project. Moreover, the Mazda Technical College (see p.127) conducts an open college 
program, offering opportunities for teachers of technical high schools to observe or attend practical 
training classes.
FY March 2014 Results:
■   Mazda employees delivered approximately 20 lectures and seminars, primarily at junior high 

schools, high schools and universities in Hiroshima Prefecture.
■   Mazda accepted 10 graduate students for internship programs as part of the industry-academia-

government collaboration Initiative (see p.161).
■   Mazda accepted four junior high school, senior high school, technical school and university students for 

internship programs.
■   The Mazda Technical College accepted approximately 10 people to its open college program 

(from July to January of the following year).
■   At the Hiroshima Technique Fair held in November, Mazda hosted an exhibition booth. At the booth, 

the training program for key technicians at the Mazda Technical College was introduced, and 
contestants in the WorldSkills Competition*1 demonstrated automotive metalworking and sheet 
metal bending. Also, the 2013 Karakuri Kaizen®*2 Mechanism Exhibition’s award-winning works were 
displayed, and a hands-on event was held to provide participants with opportunities to experience 
hand-finished processing for key rings (approximately 40 primary school children participated). j
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g Large-scale car carrier (Mazda Car Carrier 
Loading Field Trip)

h Karakuri Kaizen Museum (Social Studies Support 
and Training Seminar)

i Environmental education program, “Secrets of 
Vehicle Shape and the Air”

j Handicraft for key rings

*1 The WorldSkills Competition is a competition for young people 
up to 22 years old (with a few exceptions) to demonstrate their 
excellence in skilled professions. Its objectives are to promote 
vocational training and to improve the standard of technical skills 
of the participating countries.

*2 Karakuri Kaizen® is a registered trademark of the Japan Institute 
of Plant Maintenance.

Although I specialize in electrical science, I newly needed to acquire skills to give 
practical guidance on machines and participated in the open college program. 
I was able to learn a lot from the program including not only basic machine 
control methods and practical techniques, but also the consideration of learning 
environments and the importance of safety training. When I implemented 
a learned method for segmenting operational procedures in my class, my 
students gained a better understanding uniformly. I hope that open college 
programs will continue to offer various practical curriculums.

Teacher of the Electrical 
Department of Hiroshima 
Municipal Technical High School

Mr. Moriaki Imada

Open College by the Mazda Technical College
 VOICE
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■ Sports Coaching by Mazda Blue Zoomers Human resources  Community

Objective: To contribute to the promotion of various sporting activities, and improving athletic 
ability
Initiatives: Mazda supports in-house sporting activities, including a track and field team (founded 
1933), a rugby squad (1963), and a women’s volleyball team (1980), which are collectively 
nicknamed the Blue Zoomers. In response to requests from local governments and athletics 
organizations, active Blue Zoomer athletes have been leading mobile sports-coaching lessons.
FY March 2014 Results:

■ In September, a track and field lesson was held in Kenbuchi-cho, Hokkaido for 20 people. k
■ Rugby lessons were held in Hiroshima City and other towns.
■ Volleyball lessons were held in Miyoshi City and other cities.

■ Volunteer Visits to Social Service Facilities Community

Objective: To build regional solidarity and harmony
Initiatives: From June to July each year, present and former Mazda Group employees and 
their family members visit social-service facilities to work as volunteers. The volunteers work 
with people at the facilities to maintain farm fields and cut grass, and assist them in visiting the 
memorial cenotaph for A-bomb victims. Through these volunteer activities, Mazda has deepened 
interaction with people at the facilities since 1986 (employee-management cooperation program).
FY March 2014 Results:
A total of more than 60 volunteers visited work facilities for people with special needs and nursing 
facilities for the elderly. l

■ Studying Community Issues Community

Objective: To find and resolve familiar community and social issues from a resident perspective
Initiatives: The Mazda Technical College provides classes with the theme of enabling students to 
understand the meaning of corporate community contributions to help find and resolve familiar 
social and community issues from a resident perspective. Students strive to implement solutions 
in cooperation with local residents and others concerned.
FY March 2014 Results:
The Mazda Technical College students worked on eight issues including “How to develop points of 
appeal of Mt. Ogon” and “How to solve the littering issue around Tenjingawa Station.”

■ Participation in the 2013 Hiroshima Flower Festival Community

Objective: To contribute to community revitalization through active participation in community 
events
Initiatives: Each year, Mazda has taken part in the Hiroshima Flower Festival since its inception 
in 1977. The Festival, held on the consecutive holidays in May, is one of the largest events held 
in Hiroshima Prefecture. The Company hosts the Mazda Zoom-Zoom Plaza, where vehicles are 
exhibited and events that are fun for both children and their parents are organized.
FY March 2014 Results:

■   ATENZA and CX-5, equipped with SKYACTIVE TECHNOLOGY, were on display. In addition, 
an exhibition booth was set up to commemorate the J1 League championship of Sanfrecce 
Hiroshima. m

■   Handcraft Section and kids quiz rally for traffic safety were arranged.
■   Songs and dances by residents, a talk show by respective baseball and football players of 

Hiroshima Toyo Carp and Sanfrecce Hiroshima, and performance by street entertainers were 
shown on stage. 

■   Charity bingo sessions were held to donate welfare equipment.
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k Track and field lesson

l Mowing of field owned by a social welfare facility

m Handcraft Section for Atenza key rings
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■ 49th Mazda Ekiden Road Relay Race (Hiroshima) Community

Objective: To promote interaction with the community by opening plant grounds for public events
Initiatives: Since 1966, Mazda has continued to hold the Ekiden Road Relay Race. Although it  
was commenced as an event only for employees, since 1981 when a Community Category was 
set up to promote communication with local communities, Mazda has invited participants from 
outside the Company as well. Participants, including both children and adults, run on the 16.3-
km route in a circuit around the plant grounds, which is broken down into seven separate legs. 
Participants not only compete for the best times, but also enjoy coming up with original ways to 
make their teams stand out.
FY March 2014 Results:
In addition to 134 teams in the In-house Category, in which Mazda employees competed by 
division, 138 teams in the Community Category for local residents and suppliers from as far away 
as the Kyushu and Kanto regions participated (a total of approximately 2,000 runners from 272 
teams). n

■ Support for Sanfrecce Hiroshima Community

Objective: To promote community sports through support for the local professional football team
Initiatives: As a shareholder in Sanfrecce Hiroshima, the Mazda Group works together as one to 
support this soccer team. In addition to serving as a uniform sponsor, Mazda supports a match 
played by the team at the Hiroshima Big Arch Stadium once a year, as a Mazda-sponsored game 
(management-employee cooperation program).
FY March 2014 Results:
At the Mazda-sponsored game held in October, the first 7,000 arrivals were given original towels/
scarves bearing the logos of Sanfrecce Hiroshima and Atenza (Mazda6 overseas). o
A Traffic Safety Quiz Section for children was set up. Participants were presented with reflector 
straps.
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n Runners racing through the Toyo Ohashi bridge in 
the Mazda compound

o During half-time, the Atenza parade enlivened the 
venue
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■ Mazda Hospital Community

Objective: To contribute to the community through medical care
Initiatives: Mazda Hospital is an acute care hospital with 270 beds for general patients. Founded 
on the principle of “providing the best and most up-to-date medical care, and contributing 
to society with warmth and kindness of heart,” Mazda Hospital is committed to contributing 
to community healthcare as a core community hospital in eastern Hiroshima City. Though 
established by a private company, Mazda Hospital is well used by local residents, who now 
account for about 80% of outpatients and more than 90% of inpatients. Since 2000, Mazda 
Hospital staff have held lectures on medical issues, open and free of charge to the public, at a 
nearby community center. To date, the number of lectures has reached 268.
FY March 2014 Results:

■   Total outpatients: approximately 177,500; total inpatients: approximately 89,400; number 
of patients taken by ambulance to the Hospital: approximately 2,900; number of visitors for 
health checkups: approximately 3,410 (cumulative).

■   The Hospital held eight open lectures, with approximately 230 people attending. q
■   The Hospital has held diabete courses consisting of eight lectures (from the second Monday to the 

third Thursday of each month) since 2009, with around 120 people attending in FY March 2014.
■   The Hospital has held osteoporosis courses (on the fourth Thursday of each month) since 

January 2013, with around 280 people attending in FY March 2014.
■   The Hospital has been regularly releasing the Himawari (“Sunflower”) newsletter since 2003, 

which includes information on the latest health care and the application of lectures and courses. 
■   The Hospital concluded an agreement with the neighborhood towns of Fuchu-cho and 

Aosakiminami voluntary disaster prevention associations on the use of the hospital as a 
shelter at times of inundation. The hospital facilities will be shared as shelters for residents at 
times of inundation caused by flooding or tsunami.

■   The Hospital held emergency case review meetings for improving community health care 
(with approximately 150 people participating in four meetings). Discussions were held with 
community rescue workers on the establishment of rescue teams and the prognoses of 
transferred patients in emergency situations.

■   Serving as the secretariat for the infection control network in Aki district, the hospital  
cooperates with neighboring facilities to hold workshops and provide information on 
infectious diseases in order to improve the infection control level in the district.

■  Support for the Recovery of Regions Affected by the Great East 
Japan Earthquake

Mazda continues its efforts to contribute to the recovery of the regions affected by the Great East 
Japan Earthquake.
FY March 2014 Results:

■   Mazda donated 50 yen for every reply to the customer satisfaction questionnaires through 
dealerships in Japan; 131,593 customers cooperated in answering the questionnaires. The 
donation was given to the Japan NPO Center for the Japan Earthquake Local NPO Support 
Fund.

■   Support was provided for quake-affected regions by purchasing their carbon offset credits at 
environmental events (see p.74). 

■   Mazda assisted the Support Our Kids Project in sending ten junior and senior high school 
students in aflected areas to France for the Homestay Program and 24 Hours of Le Mans 
race visitation. r

■   “Kiseki no Ippon-Matsu,” the miracle pine tree,*1 was endured the tsunami of the earthquake 
disaster. Its one-tenth size replica, “Kibou no Ippon-Matsu,” the pine tree with hope, 
was produced through the best of the sheet metal technology*2 of 14 domestic vehicle 
manufactures including Mazda. It was donated to Rikuzentakata-shi*3, with a wish for the 
revival from Great East Japan Earthquake. During the donation ceremony, a sheet metal 
lesson for the children in elementary and middle high school was also carried out. s

■   Mazda donated a portion of the proceeds from Mazda Roadster Charity Flee Market (see p.96).
■   Grants were provided by way of the Mazda Foundation’s programs for supporting citizen 

activism. A total of 1.2 million yen was provided to four programs to assist the recovery of 
the regions affected by the earthquake.

■   Other support activities included a donation through the cafeteria plan of Mazda employees (see 
p.130).
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p New wing of the Mazda Hospital

q Open lecture

r Independence support project "Support Our Kids"

s Kibou no Ipppon-Matsu

p

After the new inpatient ward building was completed in January 
2012 and the outpatient ward buildings were made further 
resistant to earthquakes and renovated in March 2013, a new 
parking structure and the exterior of the outpatient ward buildings 
were completely constructed in August 2013, for the convenience 
of visitors arriving by vehicles.

*1 Among approximately 70,000 Takada Matsubara pines which 
protected the town of Rikuzentakata-shi from the tsunami, one pine 
left miraculously died down by damage of the seawater afterwards. 
The pine more than 150 years old stands as a replica now.

*2 It is a technology to mold sheet metals through bending and beating. 
Branches, leaves and barks of the replica tree were mad by iron plates 
of vehicles.

*3 Origin of donation: Japan Automobile Manufacturers Association, Inc.
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■ Contributing to Communities in Many Ways

Mazda provides funds for various activities to contribute to the regional communities and to 
support academic and educational, cultural and artistic, international exchanges and sports 
areas. In FY March 2014, Mazda provided funds to the Mazda Foundation, which was established 
to promote science and technology and the sound development of youth, as well as to public 
organization, etc. (Funds included relief aid for the natural disasters).

■ Other Initiatives

Mazda has cooperated for  blood donations by its employees during working hours (through 
the Japan Red Cross Society) since 1964, marking the program’s 50th anniversary in 2013. In 
FY March 2014, approximately 2,370 employees (a cumulative total of approximately 89,760 
employees) donated blood. Mazda also cooperated for disaster prevention in local communities, 
and for provision of funds and dispatch of human resources to local economic organizations, etc.
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The Miyoshi Plant, located in Miyoshi City in northern Hiroshima Prefecture, comprises a 
comprehensive vehicle proving ground and an engine plant. Since its opening in 1965, the 
Miyoshi Plant has placed particular focus on community contribution to meet the community’s 
needs, working in close cooperation with Mazda Group companies in northern Hiroshima 
Prefecture.

■ Hosting Tours of the Engine Plant Human resources  Community

Objective: To promote children’s education and community interaction
Initiatives: The Miyoshi Plant offers tours of its engine plant, helping to augment the social  
studies curriculums in elementary and junior high schools. Also, the Miyoshi Plant accepts interns 
from local schools and administrative agencies to help develop human resources in the local 
community. a
FY March 2014 Results:

■ Approximately 320 people, primarily elementary and junior high school students, toured the 
Miyoshi Engine Plant.

■ The Miyoshi Plant accepted six interns, including local high school students.

■ Participation in Community Events and Cleanups Environment  Community

Objective: To contribute to community revitalization through active participation in representative 
community events and community cleanups
Initiatives: Jointly with Mazda Group companies in Miyoshi, the Miyoshi Plant participates in 
community events and cleanups, helping revitalize communities, while deepening exchange with 
local residents. Moreover, as a corporate member of the Miyoshi City Tourist Association and the 
Miyoshi Chamber of Commerce and Industry, the Miyoshi Plant provides support for organizing 
events.
FY March 2014 Results:
The Miyoshi Plant participated in the following events together with Mazda Group companies in 
Miyoshi.

■   April: A booth was set up at the Miyoshi Cherry Blossom Festival held in Ozekiyama Park 
(highlighted by a display of Mazda vehicles and the distribution of balloons and snacks to 
children).

■   May: Around 70 people participated in the combined cleanup of the cormorant fishing pier (the 
cleanup was carried out jointly by companies and organizations in Miyoshi City, in advance of 
June 1, when the cormorant fishing season began).

■   July: Volunteers participated in the Miyoshi Citizens’ Summer Evening Fireworks Festival.
■   July: Around 100 members organized a parade team with Mazda vehicles, and joined the 

Miyoshi Kinsai Festival.
■   October: A booth was exhibited at the Miyoshi Commerce and Industry Festival (featuring 

the display of Mazda vehicles and panels about the Company’s environmental protection 
initiatives, and distribution of balloons to children). b

■   March: Around 60 people participated in the combined cleanup of Ozekiyama Park (the 
cleanup was carried out jointly by companies and organizations in Miyoshi City prior to the 
Miyoshi Cherry Blossom Festival). c
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Miyoshi Plant (Hiroshima Prefecture)

a Intern accepted at the engine plant

b SKYACTIV technology and Demio (Mazda 2 
overseas) EV introduced

c Cleanup of Ozekiyama Park to welcome tourists
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The Hofu Plant, located in Hofu City, Yamaguchi Prefecture, comprises the automobile  
plant (Nishinoura District) and the transmission plant (Nakanoseki District). Since the  
commencement of operations there in 1981, the Hofu Plant has been focusing on the  
social contribution related to human resources development, and community contributions 
with the aim of developing in tandem with the local community.

■ Support for Regional Forest Protection Activities Environment  Community

Objective: To contribute to promotion of forest protection activities, thereby interacting with the 
community
Initiatives: Mazda agreed to participate in the “Water-Supply Forest Development in  
Collaboration with Corporations” program administrated by Yamaguchi Prefecture for  
water-using companies, and has been volunteering in forest protection activities since  
2005. Mazda also agrees the Hofu City “Fureai-no-Morizukuri (increasing forest-touching)” 
program and has been volunteering to weed and plant trees for the Fureai-no-Morizukuri  
(increasing forest-touching) program in the Saba River basin and Mt. Ohira (hosted by the 
Saba River Basin Morizukuri-no-Kai) since 2013. 
FY March 2014 Results:

■   December: Volunteers participated in the “Water-Supply Forest Development”  
program, and engaged in thinning. a

■   March: Volunteers participated in the “Fureai-no-Morizukuri” program in the Saba River 
basin and Mt. Ohira, and engaged in weeding and tree planting. b

■ Hosting Tours of the Automobile Plant (Nishinoura) Human resources  Community

Objective: To promote children’s education and community interaction
Initiatives: The Hofu Plant has welcomed approximately 516,000 visitors since 1982 
when the first plant in the Nishinoura District opened. Visitors come mainly from various  
organizations as well as local elementary and junior high schools, whose students observe 
the plant as part of their social studies classes.
FY March 2014 Results:
Approximately 8,000 primary school and junior high school students toured the Hofu  
Plant. c

■ 32th Mazda Invitational Youth Soccer Competition Human resources  Community

Objective: To contribute to the sound development of young people and promotion of  
community sports
Initiatives: Mazda has provided support to the Mazda Invitational Youth Soccer Competition 
hosted by the Hofu City Soccer Association since its inception. This tournament was  
established in commemoration of the completion of the Hofu Plant in 1982. Since then,  
this two-day event has been held every year during summer vacation. The tournament  
has established its position as a traditional competition that attracts powerful teams from 
Yamaguchi and its neighboring prefectures.
FY March 2014 Results:
In September, the tournament was held in the Hofu Athletic Stadium and other venues,  
with a total of around 300 players participating from 24 teams; 20 teams from Yamaguchi 
Prefecture (13 teams from Hofu City) and 4 teams from other prefectures. d

Hofu Plant (Yamaguchi Prefecture)

a Activity in the Water-Supply Forest Development program

b Participants in the Fureai-no-Morizukuri program

c Field trip of primary school students (coating process)

d Opening ceremony of the Mazda Invitational 
Youth Soccer Competition
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■ On-Site Lectures/Seminars and Acceptance of  
Trainees/Internship Students Human resources  Community

Objective: To contribute to human resources education provided by schools in local communities
Initiatives: In response to requests from schools in local communities, since 2001 the Hofu Plant 
has assisted them in implementing activities to enhance students’ motivation for learning. The 
plant offers work experience programs for students, and dispatches its employees certified as 
Yamaguchi Meisters*1 to schools, at which they give lectures on work experience.
FY March 2014 Results:

■   The Hofu Plant accepted a total of 50 students from 13 schools, including junior high 
schools, high schools, technical colleges, and universities. e

■   Support was provided to commercial high schools’ programs for work experience (in 
production, inventory management and sales).

■   Dispatched employees certified as Yamaguchi Meisters to high schools to give lectures on 
work experience (seven schools, about 200 students in total).

■ Mazda Car Carrier Loading Field Trip Human resources  Community

Objective: To support the learning of primary school and junior high school students
Initiatives: Mazda offers the Mazda Car Carrier Loading Field Trip to primary school and junior 
high school students, and their parents and guardians, during their summer holidays (since 
2013).
FY March 2014 Results:
In September, the Mazda Car Carrier Loading Field Trip was held using a large-scale car carrier 
moored at the dedicated docks located near the Hofu Plant premises, the first event at the Hofu 
Plant. A total of approximately 40 people, comprising children ranging from fourth grade to junior 
high school age and their parents and guardians, participated in this event. f

■ Participation in the 21th Love Hofu Flea Market Community

Objective: To contribute to community revitalization through active participation in local events
Initiatives: The Love Hofu Flea Market is one of western Japan’s largest street flea markets, 
attracting more than 100,000 visitors every year. The Hofu Plant has taken part in the event 
since its inception in 1993. This flea market is the leading event of the Love Hofu Campaign.*2 

Companies, the Chamber of Commerce and Industry, the local government, and shopping centers 
work together to organize the event. As the secretariat of the Love Hofu Campaign Promotion 
Companies, the Hofu Plant participates in planning and running the flea market, and presents the 
Mazda booth jointly with partner companies.
FY March 2014 Results:

■   A team of 300 volunteers, primarily employees of the Hofu Plant, helped out at the Mazda 
booth.

■   A bazzar was held to sell goods donated by employees. Also, various food stalls were set up 
offering udon noodles, roasted chicken skewers and other food made from locally produced 
ingredients. A portion of the proceeds from the flea market was donated to the Hofu City 
Social Work Council, and used as a fund for holding next year’s flea market. g

■ 21th Love Hofu Mazda Ekiden Road Relay Race Community

Objective: To promote interaction with the community by opening plant grounds for public 
events
Initiatives: Since 1994, the Hofu Plant has hosted the Ekiden Road Relay Race using a route 
mapped out across its grounds. This event, open to members of the general public as well as 
Mazda employees, is held as part of the Love Hofu Campaign, serving as an opportunity to 
deepen friendships between Mazda employees and local residents.
FY March 2014 Results:
From Yamaguchi and other prefectures, 105 teams joined the race. Approximately 1,050 
runners, including both children and adults, ran along the route (whose total distance was about 
13 km, divided into eight legs, in the FY March 2014 event). h

e Workplace experience program for students

f Large-scale car carrier (Mazda Car Carrier 
Loading Field Trip)

g Heated haggling over the price, a part of the fun 
of the bazaar

*1 A Yamaguchi Meister is a person who has been certified by 
Yamaguchi Prefecture as having outstanding techniques in the 
manufacturing field and enthusiasm for training next-generation 
technicians.

*2 The Love Hofu Campaign, proposed by Mazda and other 
companies in accordance with the philosophy, “A company is also 
a family member of the city,” commenced in April 1993, with the 
participation of 35 companies having factories in Hofu City, etc. 
Currently, 150 companies promote the campaign (the secretariat 
of which is located at the Mazda Hofu Plant).

h Runners starting while receiving cheers from 
many supporters
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■ Contribution through Participation in Traditional Events and 
Cleanups Held in Communities Environment  Community

Objective: To contribute to community revitalization and beautification through participation in 
traditional events and cleanups held in communities
Initiatives: Mazda employees actively participate as volunteers in traditional events and cleanups 
held in communities, deepening exchanges with local residents and thereby encouraging 
community revitalization.
FY March 2014 Results:
Employees from the Hofu Plant actively participated in the following events.

■ April: Approximately 20 employees participated in the Usa Hachimangu Shrine 
Rhododendron Festival (to work as parking lot attendants).
■ June: Approximately 10 employees participated in the Amidaji Temple Hydrangea Festival (to 
work as parking lot attendants).
■ June: A total of approximately 130 present and former employees participated in cleanups 
of the area around the Yamaguchi Ishin Hyakunen Kinen Park. i
■ July: Nine teams participated in Cutter Race Competition of the Hofu Harbor Festival j
■ July: Approximately 120 employees participated in the 46th Hofu Dance Festival. 
■   November: A total of approximately 200 employees participated in cleanups of the area 

around Shin-Yamaguchi Station, and areas from the Hofu shopping center to Hofu Tenmangu 
Shrine.

■   November: Approximately 120 male employees participated in the divine Gojinko Festival of 
Hofu Tenmangu Shrine, known more commonly as the Hadakabo Matsuri (“half-naked man 
festival”), as sparsely-clad “hadakabo.”

■ December: A total of approximately 10 employees participated in the rice-cake pounding 
event in the Hofu shopping center.
■ February: Some female employees participated in the Setsubun (Bean-Throwing Festival) of 
Hofu Tenmangu Shrine, as Fukumusume (lucky maidens).
■ February: A total of approximately 10 employees participated in the 9th Nabe-1 Grand Prix (local 
one-pot meal competition) (to work as visitor guide staff).

The Mine Proving Ground is a comprehensive vehicle proving ground located in Mine City, 
Yamaguchi Prefecture. Since its opening in 2006, the Mine Proving Ground has participated in 
social contribution activities, taking advantage of the unique features of the facilities.

■ Public Service at the Mine Proving Ground Safety  Community  

Objective: To contribute to community revitalization and traffic safety, by opening the proving 
ground as a venue
Initiatives: Mine Proving Ground features a 3.33-kilometer circuit, which is used as a venue for 
Yamaguchi Prefectural Police’s driving technique improvement training and for Ekiden road relay 
races organized and supported by local governments, etc.
FY March 2014 Results:

■   Traffic safety training programs organized by Yamaguchi Prefectural Police: 6 times, a total 
of 110 police officers took part. a

■   6th Mine City Ekiden Road Relay Race organized by the Mine City Ekiden Road Relay Race 
Steering Committee, etc.: Approximately 600 runners from 78 teams in six categories 
joined the event. Participants ranged from elementary school children to adults ( A total of 
approximately 2,000 people including supporters visited). b
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i Participated in cleanups of the area around the 
Yamaguchi Ishin Hyakunen Kinen Park

j The Mazda Team participating in the Cutter Race 
Competition of the Hofu Harbor Festival

Mine Proving Ground (Yamaguchi Prefecture)
a Mazda cooperated in the Yamaguchi Prefectural 

Police’s driving technique improvement training 
program

b Primary school children as first runners started out
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Under the slogan of “One Metropolitan Area,” since FY March 2013 Tokyo Office and  
Mazda R&D Center Yokohama (MRY) have strengthened their mutual coordination and  
continued to participate in unique social contribution activities. It is characteristic of Tokyo 
Office and MRY to conduct socially beneficial activities in collaboration with Mazda vehicle 
owners. The coordination between Tokyo Office and MRY has begun to produce positive  
effects, as exemplified by the increase in the number of employees at Tokyo Office who  
work as volunteers.

■ Greening Activities in Collaboration with Communities Environment  Community  

Objective: To contribute to the preservation of biodiversity, harmonious coexistence with 
local communities, and community activities
Initiatives: Mazda has supported the Keihin Afforestation Project*1 promoted by Yokohama 
City. In June 2009, MRY transplanted indigenous wild water plants to create a biotope based 
in a pond on the premises. By creating habitats for aquatic life including dragonflies, MRY 
strives to restore natural environments and increase the amount of greenery. MRY has also 
been participating in a collaborative project*2 implemented by companies, citizens, local  
governments, specialists and students, entitled “How Far Does a Dragonfly Fly?” Since 2004, 
MRY has been conducting surveys of dragonflies, tracking the conditions of their arrival. c
FY March 2014 Results:

■   In July, MRY cooperated in conducting a three-day study of dragonfly flight patterns (In 
the study, investigators visually checked and caught dragonflies to trace their species 
condition of arrival, and travel between survey points).

■   In November, Yokohama City held an eco-tour for its residents (with 40 participants  
including NGO members), whose program also included an on-site observation of the  
biotope on the premises of MRY. MRY thus helped promote people’s awareness of the 
biodiversity conservation efforts made by Yokohama City.

■ Hosting Tours at Mazda R&D Center Yokohama Human resources  Community  

Objective: To contribute to human resources education provided by schools in local  
communities
Initiatives: In response to requests from local communities, since its establishment in  
1987, MRY has accepted tours to observe the Center, serving as an extracurricular lesson 
or social study class needed from universities, etc.
FY March 2014 Results:

■ June: Around 10 local primary school children visited MRY
■ January: Around 20 local students visited MRY as an extracurricular lesson d

Tokyo Office and Mazda R&D Center Yokohama (Tokyo Metropolitan 
Area and Kanagawa Prefecture)

*1 In Yokohama City, the Keihin Afforestation Project has been carried 
out since 2005. This project regards the green spaces on corporate 
properties and the facilities open to the public in the Keihin district (Tokyo–
Yokohama) as important regional assets, and aims to increase and use 
these assets including public green spaces and waterfronts  so as to 
build forests in this district and pass them on to future generations, 
through joint efforts by companies, citizens, and local governments.

*2 By surveying the growth and migration status of dragonflies, which 
serve as an indicator for the abundance of greenery, the project is 
intended to verify that company green spaces play important roles 
as habitats for various life forms. The results of ten-year surveys 
conducted under this project indicate that company green spaces play 
a role similar to that of satoyama (managed woodlands or grasslands 
near human settlements) (from a report, about 10-year record of 
Keihin Afforestation linked together by dragonfly, issued in March 
2013).

d Observation of the Hydrogen RE range extender 
EV system

* After the survey, the 
caught dragonfl ies are 
released.
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Keihin Afforestation Project logo
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■ Interaction with Children through Automobiles Community

  (Let’s Feel the Joy of a Convertible! 2013 / Santa’s Come to Town! 2013)

Objective: To communicate the joy of automobiles to children in orphanages and deepen the 
interaction with them
Initiatives: As part of their social contribution activities, Mazda employee volunteers, jointly 
with Mazda vehicle owners, participate in projects designed for children residing in child welfare 
institutions primarily in Yokohama and Kawasaki cities.
One of these projects is “Let’s Feel the Joy of a Convertible!” which has been held since 2007 to 
convey the excitement of cars and driving to these children and give them a happy and enjoyable 
experience. Also, Mazda employees have annually participated in the “Santa Project.” This project 
was launched at Mazda’s initiative in 2003 and is now organized jointly by 19 companies and 
organizations primarily in Kanagawa Prefecture.
FY March 2014 Results:

■   A total of 50 volunteers, including Mazda employees and Mazda vehicle owners, participated 
in “Let’s Feel the Joy of a Convertible! 2013” held in November 2013. The event featured 
such activities as riding in a Roadster (MX-5 overseas) with the top down, and playing games 
that are fun for all ages.

■   A total of approximately 500 volunteers participated in the Santa Project held in December 
2013, including Mazda vehicle owners and Mazda employees. All participating volunteers 
were dressed in Santa Claus and reindeer costumes, and participating companies and groups 
put various ideas into play. Mazda members were split into “driving Santa” and “visiting 
Santa” teams, with Mazda Roadster, Demio (Mazda 2 overseas) and CX-5 vehicles decked 
out with Christmas decorations. The driving Santas took passengers from the Yokohama City 
Foster Parents Association on a drive around the Minato Mirai 21 area. The visiting Santas 
paid visits to six orphanages in Yokohama City, where they handed presents to children, 
performed music and played games, deepening their friendly relations. e

■ Support for the 27th and 28th Roadster Charity Flea Markets Community

Objective: To help Mazda vehicle owners conduct voluntary social contribution activities, by 
offering MRY as a venue
Initiatives: Mazda has provided MRY as the venue for the Roadster (MX-5 overseas) Charity Flea 
Markets held under the auspices of participating Mazda vehicle owners and the Company. Mazda 
presents a booth staffed by volunteer employees.
FY March 2014 Results:
In April and October, the Roadster Charity Flea Markets were held. The number of participants 
totaled approximately 400, including 30 employee volunteers. At the Mazda booth, volunteer 
employees sold daily articles and Mazda merchandise gathered with the help of employees, as 
well as okonomiyaki, a savory pancake popular in Hiroshima. (A portion of the proceeds from the 
flea markets was donated to the Japan Red Cross Society for the relief fund for areas affected by 
the Great East Japan Earthquake, and was used for charitable activities.) f

■ Support for Disaster Drills Held by the Local Neighborhood Council Community

Objective: To enhance the disaster preparedness of neighboring communities by providing 
support for periodic disaster drills
Initiatives: In November 2008, MRY concluded a disaster prevention agreement*1 with the 
Kanagawa Ward Office and residents’ associations in neighborhood self-governing bodies. In 
March 2009, MRY joined the Kanagawa Ward Waterfront Area Disaster Prevention Council,  
comprising 11 companies in the Keihin waterfront district, local neighborhood self-governing 
bodies, and neighborhood associations, helping to carry out initiatives to enhance regional 
disaster preparedness. One of these initiatives is holding joint disaster drills on a regular basis.
FY March 2014 Results:
In March, MRY carried out the 9th joint periodic disaster drill, in which the participants learned 
about how to use fire extinguishers, provide first aid and operate AEDs*2 (Around 150 persons 
participated). g
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*1 The MRY facility is offered as a temporary evacuation area to be 
used before moving to a disaster prevention facility.

*2 An AED (automated external defibrillator) is a medical device that 
sends an electric shock to the heart that will restore normal heart 
rhythm to a victim whose heart has suddenly lost the function to 
pump blood.

f Roadster Charity Flea Markets held at MRY, 
Mazda merchandise sold at the Mazda booth

e Group photo of all participants dressed in Santa 
Claus and reindeer costumes

g Learning about how to perform artificial 
respiration as first aid
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The Hokkaido Kenbuchi Proving Ground is located in the town of Kenbuchi, Kamikawa-gun, 
Hokkaido. At this comprehensive vehicle proving ground, automotive winter cold resistance 
tests are conducted from January to February. Since its opening in 1990, the Hokkaido 
Kenbuchi Proving Ground has participated in socially beneficial activities with particular focus on 
community contributions, taking advantage of the unique features of the facilities.

■ 25th Hokkaido Kenbuchi Proving Ground Open Facility Event Community

Objective: To get to know people in the community and convey the Company’s gratitude
Initiatives: Every year since 1990, the Mazda staff thank the people of the Kenbuchi town, who 
warmly welcome the staff each winter, by opening the Kenbuchi Proving Ground to the public and 
inviting local residents to attend a community event.
FY March 2014 Results:
In February, Mazda held a community event, in which under good weather, around 400 people 
from Kenbuchi Town took part. The event programs included the following:

■ Winter activities (including a gymkhana race, a sledge race, and toy fishing) h
■ Free-of-charge Hiroshima specialties such as oyster hotpot and savory okonomiyaki pancakes
■ Bingo game (Winners were presented with Hiroshima specialties, etc.)

Hokkaido Kenbuchi Proving Ground (Hokkaido) h Toy fishing that is popular among children
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■ Workplace Hands-On Learning Program for Junior High School 
Students (Mazda Ace Co., Ltd.) Human resources  Community

Objective: To help young people cultivate a view of a future career and work by accepting them 
for a workplace hands-on learning program
Initiatives: Mazda Ace Co., Ltd. is engaged in a variety of business fields, including information 
technology services, construction and real estate, insurance and merchandise sales. Since 2008, 
the company has accepted junior high school students in Hiroshima Prefecture for the workplace 
hands-on learning program.
FY March 2014 Results:
The workplace hands-on learning program was designed for junior high school students to 
experience working at a store at Mazda’s Head Office. The participating students were engaged 
in work such as transport of drinks and stocking displays with drinks, while receiving advice on 
attitudes toward working, greeting etiquette, and the importance of listening to others. The 
company was also engaged in granting scholarship to foreign students, collecting plastic bottle caps (for 
the Ecocap campaign), and carrying out cleanups. a

■ Port Facility Tour for Elementary and Junior High School Students 
(Mazda Logistics Co., Ltd.) Environment  Human resources  Community

Objective: To help elementary and junior high school students deepen their interest and 
understanding about maritime affairs by organizing a tour to observe port logistics facilities
Initiatives: Since 2010, Mazda Logistics Co., Ltd., which ships automobiles and parts, has held 
a tour for elementary and junior high school students in Hiroshima Prefecture to observe port 
facilities, in order to deepen their understanding of port logistics.
FY March 2014 Results:
A tour to port facilities was held for junior high school students, with approximately 65 
participants. They observed the container terminal, where they saw efficient cargo loading/
unloading with the use of large equipment, such as gantry cranes, and the automatic cargo 
handling operation of large-scale dedicated car carriers. While observing the port facilities in 
close proximity, participating students listened to the company staff’s explanations, which helped 
them learn more about the interesting technologies used in port operations and the role of port 
logistics. b
Among other social contributions made by Mazda Logistics were support for the Hiroshima City’s 
community woodlands program aimed at preserving local green spaces, activities to promote 
traffic safety awareness, and community cleanups.

■ Donating Computers (Mazda Engineering & Technology Co., Ltd.  
(Mazda E&T)) Environment  Community

Objective: To support the independence of people with disabilities
Initiatives: Mazda E&T engages in the development and manufacture of specially equipped 
vehicles, including welfare vehicles. The company proactively supports the independence of 
people with disabilities, for the sake of social welfare. As part of such initiatives, Mazda E&T 
donates computers that are no longer used to welfare facilities, where these computers are 
used for training to help people with disabilities become more independent and for expanding 
opportunities for them to return to the workforce.　
FY March 2014 Results:
Mazda E&T donated 22 computers to 11 facilities, via the Regional Welfare Division of Hiroshima 
City, etc (the donation has been carried out since 2011, with a cumulative total of 45 computers 
donated). c
The company has been also carrying out an activity to donate used stamps collected from employees (a 
total of approximately 1,100 used stamps), to support welfare facilities. Other social contribution 
efforts made by Mazda E&T included participation in cleanups led by the Mazda Group and 
donations for regional development. d
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Group Companies a Junior high school students stocking display

b Children receiving explanations while 
observing a gantry crane at work

c Handing out the list of used computers donated

d Regional cleanup
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■ Collection of Recyclables (Mazda Parts Sales Co., Ltd.) Environment  Community

Objective: To contribute to society through collection of recyclable materials
Initiatives: Mazda Parts Sales Co., Ltd., which engages in the sale of automotive parts, has been 
collecting a wide variety of recyclable items, including used stamps, plastic bottle caps, and pull-
tabs. The collected recyclable items are delivered to local volunteer organizations and schools,  
etc.
FY March 2014 Results:
Recyclable items were collected at Mazda Parts Sales’ head office and branches. e
Cleanups of roads and sidewalks around the branches were also executed. 

■ Support for Disabled People (Kurashiki Kako Co., Ltd.) Community

Objective: To support initiatives to help disabled people to achieve social independence
Initiatives/FY March 2014 Results:
Kurashiki Kako Co., Ltd., which manufactures and sells automotive parts, actively purchases parts 
for manufacturing from a company that was established under the principle of support for the 
social independence of disabled people and that employs many severely disabled people. f

■ Support for the International Friendship Futsal League (Japan 
Climate Systems Corporation) Human resources  Community

Objective: To promote friendship between the local community and non-Japanese living there
Initiatives: Japan Climate Systems Corporation (JCS), which manufactures and sells automotive 
parts, has supported the Higashihiroshima City International Friendship Futsal League, which has 
aimed to promote international friendship, since its foundation. JCS has formed a team of non- 
Japanese employees that play in the league. The company has also provided financial and other 
assistance to run the league through Higashihiroshima Mazda-kai, an organization composed of 
Higashihiroshima companies in which JCS serves as chair and secretariat. g
FY March 2014 Results:
In addition to providing financial assistance to run the league, JCS organized the Higashihiroshima 
Mazda-kai Cup as an exchange event. Also, JCS accepted junior high school students for hands-
on learning programs, and helped organize events to promote interaction with people in welfare 
facilities and other community events through the Higashihiroshima Mazda-kai.

■ Renewal of a Partnership Agreement for Community Revitalization 
(Yoshiwa Kogyo Co., Ltd.) Environment  Community

Objective: To contribute to the mutual growth and benefit of the company and the community 
through partnership
Initiatives: Yoshiwa Kogyo Co., Ltd., which manufactures and sells automotive parts, concluded 
in June 2007 an agreement called “Community and Business Partnership (One Village, One 
Company: Shimane*1)” with the town of Yoshika in Shimane Prefecture, where its plant is located. 
Through this partnership, the company supports community revitalization. 
FY March 2014 Results:
By continuously implementing the agreement, Yoshiwa Kogyo helped the town of Yoshika to boost 
its local industries in an economic ripple effect, expanding the market for local products, and 
increasing employment. Meanwhile, for Yoshiwa Kogyo, benefits included business development 
using community resources, a safe and secure food supply for employees, welfare benefits for the 
families of employees, and employment stability. The agreement truly provided mutual benefits 
for both parties.
Other activities organized by Yoshiwa Kogyo included supporting the Yoshika-Yume-Hana 
Marathon event hosted by the Yoshika School Board, the opening of training facilities for 
community events, cleanups of the areas around the company, and participation in local 
environmental beautification campaigns. h
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h Yoshika-Yume-Hana Marathon event (co-sponsored 
by Yoshiwa Kogyo)

g International Friendship Futsal League

f Support for disabled persons

e Collecting plastic bottle caps

*1 The “Community and Business Partnership (One Village,  One 
Company: Shimane),” promoted by Shimane Prefecture, is a 
project to encourage municipalities in the prefecture to deepen 
interactions with specific companies and organizations under 
an equal partnership, thereby fostering regional development, 
including positive economic effects.Environment  Initiatives contributing to environmental protection　 Safety  Initiatives contributing to traffic safety
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■ Installation of AED for Communities (Mazda Processing Chugoku 
Co., Ltd.) Environment  Community

Objective: To enhance the emergency preparedness of the local community by installing 
automated external defibrillators (AEDs)*1 for public use
Initiatives: Mazda Processing Chugoku Co., Ltd., which carries out accessory installation and pre- 
delivery inspection of vehicles, installed AEDs in 2008, and has registered these devices with the 
fire department so as to make them available for public use. Holding lectures on how to use AEDs 
on a regular basis, Mazda Processing Chugoku is ready to provide prompt support for the local 
communities in the case of emergency.
FY March 2014 Results:
Mazda Processing Chugoku continuously maintained the AEDs. During the in-house disaster 
drill held in October, all employees were lectured on the use of an AED, to ensure that they can 
properly use an AED in case of emergency.
In addition, the company conducted cleanups of the areas around the company and opened its 
parking lot for local residents as a venue for daily radio calisthenics during the summer vacation.

■ Local Beautification Activities and Collection of Recyclables Environment  Community

Objective: To contribute to society through cleanups and collection of recyclable materials
Initiatives/FY March 2014 Results:

■   Environmental beautification activities (regional cleanups and installation of flower beds) 
(Hokkaido Mazda Sales, Tohoku Mazda, Koushin Mazda, Kanto Mazda, Shizuoka Mazda, 
Hokuriku Mazda, Keiji Mazda, Kansai Mazda, Shimane Mazda, Okayama Mazda, Yamaguchi 
Mazda, Minami Kyushu Mazda, Okinawa Mazda Sales, and Mazda Chuhan)

■   Collecting plastic bottle caps (for the Ecocap campaign), spoiled stamped postcards, prepaid 
cards, and used stamps, to make donations to facilitate programs for environmental 
protection, promotion of education, and medical care in developing countries (Hokkaido 
Mazda Sales, Fukushima Mazda, Koushin Mazda, Tokai Mazda Sales, Hokuriku Mazda, Keiji  
Mazda, Kansai Mazda, Nara Mazda, Kyushu Mazda, and Minami Kyushu Mazda)

■   Participating in the Fuji-no-Mori Afforestation campaign, and engaging in thinning around 
paths in the forest (Okayama Mazda) k

■ Raising Traffic Safety Awareness and Providing Support for Children 
Orphaned by Traffic Accidents Safety  Human resources  Community

Objective: To reduce the number of traffic accidents by raising traffic safety awareness
Initiatives/FY March 2014 Results:

■   Carrying out activities to raise awareness of traffic safety (Hokkaido Mazda Sales, Hakodate 
Mazda, Koushin Mazda, Shonan Mazda, Kanto Mazda, Tokai Mazda Sales, and Enfini  
Hiroshima)

■   Cleaning road signs, convex traffic mirrors, and guardrails near the dealership, in conjunction 
with the prefectural residents’ campaign to raise traffic safety awareness (Okayama Mazda) l

■ Participating in the 2013 Osaka Traffic Safety Family Festival (Kansai Mazda)
■   Continuing to provide part of the company premises near the intersection to ensure 

pedestrian safety, since 2005 (Fukushima Mazda)
■   Making donations to support children who have lost their parents in traffic accidents (donations 

made by the company according to the number of i-stop vehicles sold, and voluntary 
contributions by the company and employees) (Keiji Mazda, Nara Mazda, and Okinawa Mazda 
Sales)

■   Engaging in a street survey conducted by a local commercial association under the witness of 
the police, and giving cautions and guidance to drivers with poorly-serviced vehicles (Kanto 
Mazda)

*1 An AED (automated external defibrillator) is a medical device that 
sends an electric shock to the heart, which will restore normal 
heart rhythm to a victim whose heart has suddenly lost the 
function to pump blood.

i Ensuring the proper use of an AED during the in-
house disaster drill

Dealerships

j Regional cleanup

k Thinning around paths in the forest

l Employee cleaning convex traffic mirrors
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■ Accepting Students for Internship Programs, Supporting Social 
Studies, and Dispatching Employees as Lecturers Human resources  Community

Objective: To provide students with opportunities to think about the importance and joy of 
working
Initiatives/FY March 2014 Results:

■   Accepting local elementary, junior high school, high school, university, and vocational/
technical college students for internship programs and workplace hands-on learning programs (in 
vehicle maintenance, customer service, etc.) (Hokkaido Mazda Sales, Hakodate Mazda, 
Aomori Mazda Motor Corporation, Kita Kanto Mazda, Koushin Mazda, Kanto Mazda, Shizuoka 
Mazda, Hokuriku Mazda, Keiji Mazda, Kansai Mazda, Shimane Mazda, Enfini Hiroshima, 
Yamaguchi Mazda, Nishi Shikoku Mazda, Kyushu Mazda, and Minami Kyushu Mazda)

■ Supporting local elementary schools by inviting children to join workplace tours as part of 
social studies classes (Kita Kanto Mazda and Kanto Mazda)
■   Providing photo news released by a newspaper company to local elementary schools for 

learning support (Tohoku Mazda and Kanto Mazda)
■   Dispatching employees to technical colleges as lecturers to introduce and explain Mazda’s 

environment-conscious vehicles and environmental technologies (Fukushima Mazda)
■ Setting a scholarship system that supports the acquisition of mechanic qualifications (Hokkaido 
Mazda Sales)
■ Dispatching employees as lecturers at various seminars and workshops held in the 
community (Tokyo Mazda Sales)
■   Offering primary school children the environmental education program, “Secrets of Vehicle 

Shape and the Air” (Tokyo Mazda Sales and Shizuoka Mazda) (For details, see p.86) m
■   Dispatching employees as lecturers for integrated study classes at high schools (Discussion 

with Graduates), and offering instructive talks about career choice (Hokuriku Mazda)

■ Support for Community Revitalization Community

Objective: To contribute to community revitalization through participation in community events 
and opening facilities for these events
Initiatives/FY March 2014 Results:

■ Registering as “Kids 110 Houses” (displaying signs as shelters for children in case of crime or 
emergency) (Hokkaido Mazda Sales and Kanto Mazda)
■ Providing dealership facilities as evacuation areas in emergency situations (Kanto Mazda)
■ Registering as a “baby care station*1,” an initiative lead by the city of Ueda (Koushin Mazda)
■   Supporting national athletic meets, and supporting local sports teams through provision of 

vehicles and donations (Tohoku Mazda, Kanto Mazda, Shimane Mazda, Okayama Mazda, and 
Yamaguchi Mazda)

■   Supporting the 32st Mazda Cup Soccer Competition in Yamaguchi held for two days in 
February (Yamaguchi Mazda)

■   Participating in blood donation campaigns (Hakodate Mazda, Enfini Aomori, Tokai Mazda 
Sales and Enfini Hiroshima)

■   Exhibiting posters and distributing PR brochures to promote cancer screening (Enfini  
Hiroshima)

■   Conducting volunteer activities and making donations to help reconstruction of areas 
affected by the Great East Japan Earthquake (Tohoku Mazda, Keiji Mazda, Kobe Mazda, and 
Nishi Shikoku Mazda)

■   Making donations to support training of guide dogs (Keiji Mazda)
■   Donating proceeds from vending machines equipped with a donation function, to the Japan 

Red Cross Society (Kita Kanto Mazda)
■   Conducting activities to help reconstruction of areas affected by torrential rain in Yamaguchi 

Prefecture (Yamaguchi Mazda)
■   Offering vehicles for an Ecodriving training organized by the Japan Automobile Federation (Koushin 

Mazda)
■   Providing support for local events, including participating, giving donations, offering lead 

cars, and opening dealerships’ parking lots (Hakodate Mazda, Koushin Mazda, Shonan Mazda, 
Kanto Mazda, Shizuoka Mazda, Shimane Mazda, Okayama Mazda, Yamaguchi Mazda, Kyushu 
Mazda, Minami Kyushu Mazda and Okinawa Mazda Sales)

m Secrets of Vehicle Shape and the Air

*1 The baby care station is a place where mothers can change the 
diapers of her babies and breast-feed her babies. As part of the 
efforts to create a child care environment in which children can 
be nurtured at ease by the community, Mazda has installed the 
station at approximately 70 locations in the city of Ueda so that 
mothers can go out with no anxiety with her babies.Environment  Initiatives contributing to environmental protection　 Safety  Initiatives contributing to traffic safety
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Mazda established the Mazda Foundation charitable organization in 1984 to “conduct activities 
to promote science and technology and the sound development of youth, to share prosperity 
with the people of the world, and to build a society where people can lead rich and fulfi lling lives. 
The Foundation will mark its 30th anniversary in FY March 2015. As of March 31, 2014, it has 
provided grants totaling ¥1,477,800,000 (including ¥46,000,000 in FY March 2014).

■ Grants and Projects to Promote Science and Technology  
Environment  Human resources  Community  Mazda Foundation

Objective: To contribute to the development of culture and society by promoting well-balanced 
improvement in science and technology
Initiatives: 

■   Support for research: Since 1985, the Mazda Foundation has awarded grants for basic and 
applied research projects in science and technology.

■   Support for operations: Since 1985, the Mazda Foundation has awarded grants for projects 
related to science education, including “Scientific Experience” events held in Japan’s 
Chugoku region by researchers, designed for students from elementary school through high 
school.

■   “Science is Fun” projects: Since 2003, the Mazda Foundation has carried out the “Science is 
Fun” projects in cooperation with Hiroshima University, to prevent young people from turning 
away from the sciences, as part of community contribution activities making effective use of 
the university’s intellectual resources. n

FY March 2014 Results:
■   Support for research: A total of ¥28 million was provided for 25 excellent research projects 

that contribute to the development of science and technology.
■   Support for operations: A total of ¥1.0 million was provided for 10 projects related to “Scientific 

Experience” events.
■   “Science is Fun” projects: The Mazda Foundation held the Junior Science Seminar (five times 

a year) for junior high school students, the Science Lab Workshop comprising two courses for 
high school students, and the annual Science Lecture mainly for junior high school students 
and for primary school students.

Mazda Foundation n Junior Science Seminar for the “Science is Fun” 
project
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■ Grants and Projects for Youth Health and Education  
Human resources  Community  Mazda Foundation

Objective: To help build a society where people can lead rich and fulfilling lives by providing 
support for the sound development of young people or assisting their self-learning
Initiatives: 

■    Support for research: Since 1985, the Mazda Foundation has awarded grants for  
practical research projects aiming at stimulating citizen activism regarding the sound  
development of the youth.

■   Support for citizen activism: Since 1985, the Mazda Foundation has provided support 
for activities aiming at fostering the sound development of youth and local community 
development implemented by non-profit organizations in Hiroshima and Yamaguchi  
prefectures.

■   Inspiring School Michikusa: Since 1998, the Inspiring School Michikusa program has  
been held, to provide children with opportunities to work as a team and cooperate  
with each other to come up with original ideas using things familiar in their daily life as 
study subjects.

■   Start Line Project: The Start Line Project was launched in 2013 to address social  
problems involving youth. Through this project, Mazda cooperates with an NPO, Pipio 
Children’s Center, which is the only organization to operate an emergency shelter for children 
in Hiroshima Prefecture, in providing support for the growth of abused children, the  
capacity building of staff member, and the improvement of publicity activities.

■   University lectures: Since 1995, the Mazda Foundation has offered contributed  
lectures at universities in Hiroshima Prefecture.

■   Lectures: Since 1984, the Mazda Foundation has organized lectures to provide  
opportunities to think together with local residents about the sound development of  
youth, inviting prominent figures as lecturers.

■ Surveys and research: Surveys and research are carried out as needed, to address  
social problems related to young people.

FY March 2014 Results:
■   Support for research: A total of ¥4 million was provided for five excellent research projects 

that contribute to the sound development of youth.
■   Support for citizen activities: A total of eight million yen was provided for 31 excellent 

activities that contribute to the sound development of youth (including four activities 
to contribute to the recovery of the regions affected by the Great East Japan  
Earthquake). po

■   Inspiring School Michikusa: Educational programs designed for elementary  
schoolchildren were implemented, under the titles, “Exciting Discovery Experience:  
Light and Energy,” “Let’s Be an Astronomer” and “Life Forms on the Beach” (attracting 
around 140 participants). q

■   Start Line Project: A total of eight workshops to train volunteers were provided for  
university students in Hiroshima Prefecture (Around 20 students participated).

■   A program with two-day intensive lecture course and volunteer practice during the summer 
vacation was held in Hiroshima Jogakuin University, under the title, “Credit Transfer 
Lecture: Volunteer Theory I.” (Around 30 people completed the program.) r

■   Lecture: At the International Conference Center Hiroshima, a lecture was held entitled “The 
Power of Listening.” Ms. Sawako Agawa, a writer and essayist, was invited as the lecturer (with 
around 1,500 participants). s

r Credit Transfer Lecture: Volunteer Activity Theory

s Lecture by Sawako Agawa: The Power of Listening

o Ceremony to award grants for civic activities

p Event for interaction with civic activity groups

q Collecting aquatic insects in the Inspiring School 
Michikusa program at the Youth Outdoor Activity 
Center
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Mazda North American Operations (MNAO, Orange County, California) executes various  
social contribution activities in the United States. MNAO is supporting various activities  
that meet the needs of the local communities. This approach infused with the spirit of  
"Zoom-Zoom" not only fuels its investment in the environmental, educational and cultural 
well-being of the society, but also actively supports its customers, employees and dealers in 
its efforts to make a difference. Also, to build a better future, MNAO is supporting activities 
of imaginative programs that make a difference in communities across the U.S., through  
the Mazda Foundation USA (MFUS).

■ Project Yellow Light Safety  Human resources  Community

Objective: To help raise the awareness of the dangers of distracted driving
Initiatives: MNAO has supported the Project Yellow Light*1 since 2012. Every year, Project 
Yellow Light challenges teens to create 60-second public service announcement videos to 
encourage young people to avoid distracted driving. Also, young racing drivers related to  
Mazda Motorsports*2 have been conducting awareness-raising activities about the dangers 
of texting while driving.
FY March 2014 Results:
As part of Global Youth Traffic Safety Month, the U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT), 
Mazda Motorsports, the Ad Council and the National Organizations for Youth Safety (NOYS) 
announced the six high school and college winners of their second annual Project Yellow 
Light scholarship contest. All of the winners received scholarships. Additionally, the first  
place winners’ video was digitally distributed to air as public service announcements by the 
Ad Council to their network of more than 1,500 TV stations nationwide. Also, the racing  
drivers engaged in educational activities for the teens in college or high school 　near by  
each race venue. a

■ Various Charitable Activities Community

Objective: To support charitable organizations and activities for local communities in  
Orange County, California, and across the United States
Initiatives: MNAO is engaged in charitable activities for a wide variety of causes.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　
FY March 2014 Results:

■   For Second Harvest Food Bank, volunteer employees from MNAO visited the  
organization’s facility. The Food Bank partners with more than 340 member charities 
who feed the hungry in more than 470 locations throughout Orange County. The  
employees supported the organization to sort food and package for shelters.

■   Volunteer employees from MNAO visited Ronald McDonald House. Ronald McDonald  
House houses parents of children who are in the hospital for serious illness or surgery. 
The employees supported the organization by performing general home maintenance. 

■   MNAO provided active support for employee's volunteer activities for United Way,  
etc. Mazda’s fundraising campaign with United Way, Drive United, raised donations  
throughout the summer months. Dealers, suppliers, and partners got involved through 
monetary and itemized donations.

United States of America

Major Overseas Activities

*1 Project Yellow Light/Hunter Garner Scholarship is a nonprofit 
organization that began in Hunter’s school, in partnership 
with the Advertising Council, Mazda, the NHTSA and National 
Organizations for Youth Safety (NOYS).

*2 In 2006, MNAO established the MAZDASPEED Motorsports 
Development Ladder to assist Mazda powered grassroots racers in 
North America in moving up through the ranks.

a Presentation for the teens by racing driver
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■ Donation to Charity Following Mazda Drive for Good Campaign Community

Objective: To support activities for various partnership charities
Initiatives: MNAO has executed the Mazda Drive for Good campaign, which contributes to 
society, on achievement of new vehicle leased or sold during the event period. 
FY March 2014 Results:
For every new Mazda sold during the Mazda Drive for Good campaign, MNAO donated  
US$100 to one of four national charities, St. Jude Children's Research Hospital, American 
Red Cross, American Heart Association, and Mazda Foundation, or 32 local ones, with the 
choice of the charity being left up to the customer. Additionally, and uniquely Mazda as a 
social contribution, for every vehicle test-drive during the event period, MNAO donated one 
hour of charitable service from its employees and dealers across the nation. The charitable 
service time has amounted to 56,435 hours through various local charitable service  
opportunities. b

■ Donation to Irvine Police Association Honor Guard Community

Objective: To support activities for the Irvine Police Association
Initiatives: MNAO has made a donation to help Irvine Police Association Honor Guard  
fund in Irvine, where MNAO is located. The association is the unit representing the sworn 
police officers and sergeants of the Irvine Police Department.  MNAO’s dedication and  
commitment to service to the citizens of Irvine is thought that it contributes to the present 
reputation as “America’s Safest City” for the past eight years.
FY March 2014 Results:
MNAO made a donation to help Irvine Police Association fund for their annual trip to  
Washington, D.C. to celebrate Police Week and honor fallen officers and bring family  
members to the ceremonies.

■ Donation to Concerns of Police Survivors (C.O.P.S.) Community

Objective: To support activities for C.O.P.S.
Initiatives/FY March 2014 Results: 
MNAO has supported community police officers and their surviving families by making a  
donation to C.O.P.S. toward the care and recovery of families who have lost loved ones in 
the line of duty. Since 1984, C.O.P.S. has provided healing to the surviving families so that 
they can make a first step forward.

■ Support for Natural Disaster Relief Community

Objective: To support recovery and relief efforts for victims of natural disasters
Initiatives: MNAO has supported various organizations for relief of each disaster.
FY March 2014 Results:

■   MNAO made donations to the American Red Cross and the Humane Society of Boulder 
Valley (HSBV) for disaster relief regarding Colorado Flood in September 2013. It is the 
mission of HSBV to protect and enhance the lives of companion animals by promoting 
healthy relationships between pets and people.

■   MNAO made donations to the American Red Cross for natural disaster-relief activities  
regarding Moore Tornado*1 in May 2013, Oklahoma, and Typhoon Haiyan in November 
2013.

b Mazda Drive for Good campaign

*1 MNAO and MFUS jointly executed the activities regarding 
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Mazda Foundation USA (MFUS), established in September 1990, provides funds to various 
initiatives for education, environmental conservation, social welfare, cross-cultural  
understanding, etc. MFUS has contributed over US$8 million since 1992, when it began  
making contributions. (FY September 2013: approximately US$387,000)

■ Working with Student Conservation Association (SCA) 
Environment  Human resources  Mazda Foundation

Objective: To support environmental preservation and youth education
Initiatives: MFUS, in partnership with SCA, a US student environmental conservation  
organization, has operated the Save Our American Resources (SOAR) program aiming at  
advancing environmental conservation and youth education since 1998.
FY September 2013 Results:
Through SOAR, MFUS sponsored natural or cultural resource assistants, which provide  
services ranging from trail maintenance and protection of endangered species to guided  
historical monument tours, at a national park, forest or monument in each of the 50 states. 
MFUS also newly supported the SCA to sponsor their Veterans Fire Corps (VFC). MFUS 
helped SCA enhance their ability to offer new opportunities for returning veterans build  
new careers in firefighting for protecting public lands from fire destruction. c

Mazda Foundation USA

c Support for VFC
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■ Various Charitable Activities Human resources  Community  Mazda Foundation

Objective: To support charitable organizations and activities for local communities across 
the United States.
Initiatives: MFUS has supported charitable activities related to social welfare.
FY September 2013 Results:
MFUS has supported the following activities.

■   U.S. Food Banks
 MFUS has granted to the Second Harvest Food Bank of Orange County,  Northern  

Illinois Food Bank (NIFB), Gleaners Community Food Bank near Detroit, Flemington  
Area Food Pantry and the Food Bank Network of Somerset County in New Jersey. d

■   Mission Hospital
 MFUS has granted to the Mission Hospital. Its vision is to provide compassionate care, 

to promote health improvement and to create healthier communities.
■   Project Access
 The Project Access targets school-age youth by providing after-school tutoring /  

homework help, computer and Internet instruction / access, educational games,  
reading groups as well as productive enrichment activities. Contributions from MFUS 
go toward supplies, field trip expenses, and upgrades of the equipment. e  

■   Shoes That Fit
 The Shoes That Fit helps build the self-esteem of schoolchildren in need by providing 

them with new shoes and clothing. In Southern California, more than 30,000 
schoolchildren in need received new shoes and clothing.

■   Rosenberg-Richmond Helping Hands, Inc
 MFUS has granted to the Rosenberg-Richmond Helping Hands, which was founded in 

1985 as a non-profit organization that helps people in crisis by providing basic needs 
for a short period of time.

■ Orangewood Children & Family Center (formerly Orangewood Children’s Home)
 The MFUS has granted to the Orangewood Children and Family Center, that has  

mission to serve both children and their families, for enrichment activities, one-on-one 
support and workshops teaching life skills.

d Support for food banks

e Project Access
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■ Various Scholarships for Students Human resources  Mazda Foundation

Objective: To provide students with educational opportunities
Initiatives: The MFUS keeps partnerships with various organizations working for ethnic  
minority groups, and students interested in automotive engineering.
FY September 2013 Results

■   The Hispanic Scholarship Fund (HSF) and the MFUS awarded tuition scholarships to  
Latino students attending the University of California at Irvine and California State  
University at Fullerton and four local community colleges. Since 1998, the MFUS has 
provided the scholarships to 231 students.

■   The scholarship for Dillard University was awarded to 12 students who are studying in 
Dillard’s College of Business. Since 1998 MFUS has partnered with Dillard University, 
a private, liberal arts university and one of the HBCUs*1, located in the heart of New 
Orleans, Louisiana.

■   MFUS has supported the Clemson University International Center for Automotive  
Research (CU-ICAR), a state-of-the-art education program in the Southeast that  
focuses on automotive research and other transportation and advanced manufacturing 
issues. MFUS supported the Mazda Annual Graduate Fellowship Program with CU-
ICAR, from which three fellowships were provided to graduate students majoring in  
automotive engineering at the university.

■ Mazda / YFU Scholarship Program Human resources  Mazda Foundation

Objective: To promote cross-cultural relationships between the USA and Japan
Initiatives: The Mazda / YFU Scholarship Program is a joint program launched in 1984 by 
MFUS and Youth For Understanding (YFU), a US-based international exchange organization. 
This scholarship funding provides an opportunity for high-school-aged students to spend  
six weeks in Japan each summer. Students live with a Japanese host family, learn to speak 
and write Japanese and immerse themselves in Japanese daily life. Over the past 29 years, 
a total of 282 students have participated in this cultural exchange program.
FY September 2013 Results:
MFUS and Mazda Canada (MCI) sent six and two North American high school students  
respectively to spend for six weeks of summer living with host families in Hiroshima. They 
also had the opportunity to visit Mazda Museum and paint factory on Mazda/YFU Summer 
Activity arranged by Mazda Head Office. They were presented with the steel plates that  
were created by themselves as a memento. f

■ Support for Operation Rebound Program Community  Mazda Foundation

Objective: To assist injured veterans in pursuing active lifestyles
Initiatives: Since 2011, MFUS has supported the Challenged Athletes Foundation (CAF), a 
world leader in helping individuals with physical challenges get involved and stay involved 
in sports.
FY September 2013 Results
MFUS grant went toward adaptive equipment, coaching, training and competition expenses. 

■ Donation for Tornado Disaster Community  Mazda Foundation

(see p.105).

*1 Historically Black Colleges and Universities (HBCU)

f Mazda / YFU Summer Activity
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Mazda Canada (MCI) undertakes a wide variety of social contribution initiatives, with the  
aim of meeting the needs of the communities in which Mazda operates. In addition to  
monetary donations, MCI contributes in a manner that capitalizes on its unique capabilities.

■ Various Charitable Activities Human resources  Community

Objective: To support charitable organizations
Initiatives: MCI has supported charitable activities related to social welfare.
FY March 2014 Results:

■   All MCI employees has collected donations throughout the year for Sick Kids  
Hospitaland Canadian Cancer Society since 2004. On Jeans Day Fridays and during  
on Casual Dress Seasons, employees donated money to these charitable organizations 
through payroll deduction.

■   In May, 18 employees of MCI participated for the two consecutive years in the run  
– Sporting Life 10K Toronto for the kids with cancer. Enough funds to send a child  
affected by childhood cancer to Camp Oochigeas were collected through a variety  
of fundrainsing activities. The camp provides kids affected by childhood cancer  
with unique opportunity for growth through challenging, fun, enriching and magical  
experiences. g

■   In October and December, all employees gave a food donation (worth a minimum of  
$10) that was collected and given to Richmond Hill Food Bank to give to those in need 
for Thanksgiving Day and before Christmas. In addition to the food collection, “Silent 
Auction” was held and the funds were also donated to the charitable organization.

■   In November, MCI employees raised money for awareness of prostate cancer. Male  
employees grew moustaches throughout the month of November and held contests for 
the best moustaches to fundraise.

■   In February, MCI Team of employees participated in Winter Indoors Sick Kids Volleyball 
Tournament in support of raising funds for Sick Kids Hospital. .

■ Canadian National Canoe/Kayak Team Community

Objective: To support the development of world-class athletes and coaches
Initiatives: MCI has been a corporate sponsor of the Canadian National Canoe/Kayak Team 
since 1995, as part of national team athlete development activities, which makes it the  
longest-standing corporate sports sponsorship in Canada.
FY March 2014 Results:
MCI provided the team with financial support and the loan of five vehicles (Mazda3 and CX-9) 
to be used for athlete development activities.

■ Canadian Snowboard Team Community

Objective: To support the development of world-class athletes and coaches
Initiatives: MCI has been a corporate sponsor of the Canadian Snowboard Team since 2012, 
as part of national team athlete development activities.
FY March 2014 Results:
MCI provided the team with the loan of two vehicles (CX-5 and CX-9) to be used for athlete 
development activities in additional to the annual sponsorship contract. A Mazda3 was also 
provided to each of two professional athletes sponsored by MCI for the 2013-2014 season,

Canada Person in charge of promoting 
social contributions at MCI

Ingrid Villatoro
Specialist, Human Resources

g The Run – Sporting Life 10K Toronto for Camp 
Oochigeas
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■ Support for Natural Disaster Relief Community

Objective: To support recovery and relief efforts for victims of natural disasters
Initiatives: MCI has supported Canadian Red Cross for relief of each disaster with donations.
FY March 2014 Results:
On June 20th, in the Province of Alberta, Calgary suffered devastating floods. MCI  
employees donated to the Canadian Red Cross for the affected areas by Alberta Flood.
On November 8th, Typhoon Yolanda (Haiyan in North America) devastated the Phillipines. 
MCI employees raised funds and donated through the Canadian Red Cross.

Mazda de Mexico Vehicle Operation (MMVO), a joint venture production company in  
Mexico that had started mass production in January 2014, as a good corporate citizen,  
has been actively working to protect nature, in cooperation with local governments and  
environmental protection agencies.

■ Promoting Habitat Conservation for Migratory Birds Environment  Community

Objective: To provide a natural environment and landscape that migratory birds can inhabit
Initiatives: In Mexico, animal habitats such as waterways, forests and farms have been  
gradually decreasing due to accelerating industrialization in recent years. MMVO actively  
supports conservation of the environment to enable migratory birds to land and inhabit by 
creating a reservoir at its plant site and taking other measures to protect nature. h
FY March 2014 Results:
To create a natural-looking waterscape, an embanked reservoir was created inside the plant 
site.

■ Promoting Conservation of the Surrounding Environment Environment  Community

Objective: To contribute to conservation of the environment surrounding the premises, in 
cooperation with local governments and environmental protection agencies
Initiatives: Since it shares the rivers it uses with local residents, MMVO is actively involved 
in maintenance and management of drains around its plant premises to keep them in good 
condition, thereby contributing to the local community. MMVO is also proactively working to 
protect the local mesquite, a precious tree. By working not only to protect the environment 
around its premises but also to fulfill its social responsibility as a good corporate citizen,  
MMVO is building favorable relationships with people in the local community.
FY March 2014 Results:
In July, drains around its premises were cleaned by cutting grass around the drains and  
removing mud at the bottom of the drain channels. Even though the cleaning was usually 
done once every three years by the river management association, the frequency of  
cleaning was raised to once a year with MMVO’s participation, contributing to the river’s  
improvement and maintenance of the surrounding area. i

■ Hosting Tours of the Vehicle Assembly Plant Human resources  Community

Objective: To promote children’s education and community interaction
Initiatives: MMVO has offered tours of its showroom, museum, and the vehicle assembly  
plant to encourage interest in automotive industry among local students.
FY March 2014 Results:
Plant tours were held twice in April with Centro de Estudios Tecnicos Industriales y de  
Servicios (CETIS) high school students participating. Approximately 90 students and  
teachers toured the plant. MMVO also held conference on 5S*1 to explain the 5S System 
and its implementation at MMVO to the students. j

Mexico

h Reservoir

i Cleaning of drains

*1 5S stands for Seiri (orderliness), Seiton (neatness & tidiness), 
Seiso (cleaning), Seiketsu (cleanliness), and Shitsuke (good 
manners).

j Conference on a plant tour
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■ Support for Natural Disaster Relief Community

Objective: To support recovery and relief efforts for victims of natural disasters
Initiatives: MMVO has supported the areas devastated by natural disasters.
FY March 2014 Results:
MMVO participated in the campaign to collect supplies, such as foodstuff and hygiene  
products, for the victims of the storms in Guerrero in September. They collected about 400 
items among employees and around 50 items among suppliers, and delivered to Guerrero 
through the National Immigration Institute and the Mexican Red Cross as relief supplies. k

■ Donations to Local Community Community

Objective: To support local community needs in Salamanca City, Guanajuato State, where 
MMVO is located
Initiatives: MMVO has supported Salamanca Municipality, etc.
FY March 2014 Results:

■   MMVO donated the safety gear (approx.300 helmets, 90 vests, and 40 safety shoes) 
which is no longer needed by the company to Salamanca Municipality, to contribute to 
the construction works made in the Municipality. l

■   MMVO made a donation to Chamber of Commerce for local festival, the Festival  
International Cervantino, and supported the festival for memorial year*1 of Japan-
Mexico relationship to contribute to the promotion of the Japanese culture in Mexico.

■   MMVO donated to Salamanca Municipality to repair four streets of the local community 
roads of nearby region, San Vicente Village.

k Donation of relief supplies

l Donation of safety gear

*1 The 400th anniversary of Tsunenaga Hasekura Mission: Japan-
Mexico Friendship Year (2013-2014) is commemoration of 
the 400th anniversary of the Tsunenaga Hasekura, who is 
conventionally considered the first Japanese ambassador, headed 
a diplomatic mission and left Japan and arrived at Mexico.

TOPICS   Order of the Aztec Eagle Award of the United Mexican States 
Receiveed

Then-President and CEO, Takashi Yamanouchi has been 
awarded the Order of the Aztec Eagle. The order is the highest 
decoration bestowed upon foreign citizens by the government 
of the United Mexican States. Mexican President, His Excellency 
Enrique Peña Nieto, presented the award at a ceremony held at 
the Embassy of Mexico in Tokyo in April 2013.
Takashi Yamanouchi said at the ceremony, "Mazda is fully 
committed to becoming a good corporate citizen in Mexico and 
creating opportunities to interact with people in the local community. Moving forward, 
we will continue our efforts to contribute to the economic growth of both Mexico and 
Japan and further strengthen the amicable relationship between the two countries."
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Making use of Mazda's wide-reaching network, Mazda Motor Europe GmbH (MME) and  
national sales companies in Europe employ the “ONE MAZDA” approach and have carried 
out far-reaching activities rooted in local communities. In order to help make children  
happier, Mazda has focused on supporting children in Europe including the improvement  
of their mobility. Mazda Motor Logistics Europe N.V. (MLE: Willebroek, Belgium), which is  
the regional logistics office in Europe and MME’s European R&D Centre (MRE: Oberursel,  
Germany) have been participating in the activities.

■ Working with SOS Children’s Villages (Pan-European) Human resources  Community

Objective: To support the activities to care for and protect children who are unable to live 
with their own families in Europe
Initiatives: MME and many national sales companies in Europe have been working with  
SOS Children’s Villages in their respective countries. SOS Children’s Villages is a worldwide 
organization that enables orphaned children to have a loving home with parents or  
caregivers. At each of the participating national sales companies, one “ambassador” (local 
project coordinator) is chosen from the employees to lead charitable activities in each  
country. As Mazda’s unique approach, MME and the sales companies also support vehicle 
transportation and volunteering by their employees.
FY March 2014 Results:
Pan-European: Mazda Motor Europe GmbH (MME)

■   MME employees supported SOS Children’s Villages generally by selling Christmas and 
greeting cards and setting donation boxes in the canteen. In May, MME organized  
a warehouse sale for employees with the purpose to collect money for a Romanian  
SOS Children’s Village by selling old written off left-over PR merchandise. Including  
the other two European organizations, MLE and MRE, doing the same activity, the  
collected money eventually reached an unprecedented level. Everyone had fun and a 
lot of money was raised for a good cause. a

■   In February and March, about 50 employees helped to paint the Kindergarten that was 
run by SOS Children's village  in Düsseldorf Garath. The building needed renovation  
and MME did not only donate the paint, but also the painters. The Kindergarten was 
painted room by room over 10 days and the kids enjoyed watching MME employees  
painting their rooms. The teams also helped with the gardening around the  
Kindergarten. b

Germany: Mazda Motors (Deutschland) GmbH (MMD)
■   Supported the German wide celebrated Girl's Day to promote technical jobs to girls. In 

March, while the Mazda5 handover ceremony was done, about 10 girls from the area 
of MMD visited the premises at the Girl’s Day and joined technical presentations e.g. 
how does an engine or a gear box work, to encourage them to join a technical career. 
Every year, technical enterprises with technical departments and technical training  
facilities, universities, and research centers are invited to organize an open day for  
girls. c

■   Donated a kitchen for the new SOS Children’s Village house in Düsseldorf Garath that 
is opening in summer of 2014. Additionally the new family with five kids received a  
new Mazda5. The cooperation with SOS Children’s Village in Düsseldorf started three 
years ago and is built on mutual trust.

Europe

b MME: Painting Crew 2014

a Donation from MME after warehouse sale

c MMD: Mazda5 donation for SOS

SOS CHILDREN'S
VILLAGES
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Austria: Mazda Austria GmbH (MAG)
■   Has supported SOS Children’s Village in an ongoing partnership with two facilities of  

the organization in Moosburg for six years. In June, MAG employees helped with the 
gardening of SOS Children’s Village Moosburg, and the children of MAG’s sponsored  
house received presents for Christmas. Additionally, employees helped the yearly  
summer celebration. At a “design workshop” with the motto “Be creative & color that 
car!” the kids had an opportunity to have fun, express themselves and come up with 
their very own design for a Mazda2. d

■   MAG also has been supporting MoFa (mobile family support program) of SOS Children’s 
Village since 2011 with free usage of four Mazda2.

Portugal: Mazda Motor Portugal Lda. (MMP)
■   Continued to support SOS Children’s Village by lending two Mazda3 for a period  

of six months (renewed from the previous year) in order to increase their mobility  
capabilities. e

Spain: Mazda Automobiles Espana, S.A. (MAE)
■   Continued support for donation of money for every Mazda car sold in Spain for the  

SOS Children’s Village’s project “por un millón de BSOS” campaign*1, aiming to help  
20,000 children.

■   Supported SOS Children’s Village by donating money, and lending two Mazda5 to  
transport children to school for a period of one year (renewed from the past two  
years).

■   Donated an engine to students of mechanic, second-hand computers and phones of the 
company to the organization. MAE arranged a conference with students of mechanic 
with employees of the aftersales department, and arranged student internships at  
Mazda dealers in Madrid. f

Croatia: Mazda Motor Croatia d.o.o. (MMC)
■   Sponsored the maintenance costs (water, electricity, gas, etc.) for one house in the  

SOS Children’s Village Lekenik.
■   In February, MMC organized a two hours Origami*2 workshop with the children in the  

school of the Village, led by one of the best Origami experts in Croatia. The Children 
fully enjoyed folding and were very interested in the Japanese culture.  g

*1 The campaign is aimed at one million donations. One Mazda car 
sold means one donation (one kiss), done by Mazda. Its name is a 
play with the words “besos” (Spanish for kiss) and SOS.

*2 One of the traditional Japanese plays that makes animals and 
plants, and housewares by just folding papers. 

d Austria: Summer party

e Portugal: Cars lent 

f Spain: Students visiting Mazda

g Croatia: Origami workshop
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■ Supporting the World Summit of Nobel Peace Laureates (Pan-European) 
Human resources  Community

Objective: To support activities trying to make the world a better place
Initiatives/FY March 2014 Results:
MME sponsored the Annual World Summit of Nobel Peace Laureates as the exclusive  
automotive leading partner, and led a session for aspiring future leaders in 2013.
Mazda provided Mazda6 and CX-5 models as official means of transportation at the 13th  
summit in Warsaw, Poland, on October 21-23, and launched the annual “Mazda Make  
Things Better Award”. The award was conceived by Mazda together with the Lech Walesa 
Institute’s Civic Academy, providing young influencers with the opportunity to voice their  
ideas to decision-makers. More than 120 applicants submitted award proposals at the  
summit. h
The student from Finland, who won the competition, received the trophy at the 2014 
Geneva Motor Show in March. The cash prize will be used for the funds for a radio campaign 
aimed at preventing firearms violence in Africa. i

■ Bringing People Together Across Borders: A Noh Performance in 
Switzerland Community

Objective: To support a Noh*1 costume exhibition as a Switzerland – Japan cultural  
exchange program
Initiatives/FY March 2014 Results:
Mazda sponsored a Noh costume exhibition from March (through March 2015) with Mazda 
dealer in St. Gallen. They exposed two cars (CX-5 and Mazda3), and the range brochures  
they edited were also provided to visitors. This activity helped many people to understand 
different culture. j
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h World Summit 2013

i Mazda Make Things Better Award Ceremony 
at Geneva Motor Show 2014

j Display of CX-5
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Mazda Motor Rus, OOO (MMR) executes various social contribution activities in Russia  
through its project “EN (Deep connection between people)”, a free-will charity for MMR 
employees and Mazda fan clubs. k

■ Support for Orphanage Human resources  Community

Objective: To support orphanage located outside of Moscow
Initiatives: MMR supports the orphanage through the charity events for fund raising among 
employees.
FY March 2014 Results:
MMR and its employees, jointly with the members of Mazda fan clubs visited an orphanage, 
located four hours away from Moscow, over the week-end four times a year. In July, 30  
employees and Mazda fan clubs members helped the administration to fix equipment /  
paint fences, etc., played with children, and brought presents (with the money raised from 
their own free will) to do something good for the others. l

■ Support for Charity Fund Human resources  Community

Objective: To support the charity fund for sick children (Rusfond, etc.) and promote  
employees’ participation in charity activities
Initiatives: MMR organizes charity donations in cooperation with the dealers, customers  
and MMR employees to raise funds for sick children.
FY March 2014 Results:
In April, MMR invited the employees of all dealers and MMR employees who attended  
Mazda annual dealer conference to make contribution to help a child who urgently needed 
support. Thanks to the raised money, he was able to undergo the necessary operations and 
got better. m

■ Support for Elderly People’s Home Community

Objective: To support elderly inhabitants of Russian old people’s homes
Initiatives: MMR volunteers support elderly peoples by sending greeting cards and other  
personal letters on a monthly basis at occasion, like their birthday, etc. n
FY March 2014 Results:
MMR employees signed over 1,000 greeting cards for all those willing to get many post-
cards through a specialized charity fund that are transparent and have visible activities,  
and then hand them over to the organizaion that distributes them according to the birthday 
dates. 

Russia

k The logo of project "EN"

n Elderly people support

m Support for charity fund

l Employees’ volunteer activities for the 
administration to fix equipment
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Mazda Motor (China) (MCO) and FAW Mazda Motor Sales (FMSC) execute various social  
contribution activities in China.
MCO executes social contributions by helping nurture the next-generation human 
resources as “good corporate citizens” who can contribute to revitalizing local economy 
and industries in China, and by supporting disaster-affected areas. FMSC employees and  
management are actively engaged in volunteer activities to raise funds for disaster relief.

■ Establishment of the Mazda Wheat Seedlings Class Human resources  Community

Objective: To support economically disadvantaged children financially and mentally
Initiatives: Through the Wheat Field Project Education Foundation, set up in 2005 as  
the first non-governmental NPO for educational support in China, MCO provides funds  
for establishing libraries and donates books to schools whose students have little access  
to books other than textbooks. In addition, MCO employees provide mental support by  
exchanging letters with children at these schools.
FY December 2013 Results:
MCO provided funds for establishing libraries and donated books to schools in Sichuan  
Province, which helped enable a library to open in July. Also, 50 MCO employee volunteers 
participate in one-to-one correspondence with 50 children in the first grade of the Mazda 
Wheat Seedlings Class.

■ Support for Natural Disaster Relief Community

Objective: To support relief and restoration activities in areas affected by the great  
earthquake that occurred in Ya’an City, Sichuan Province in April 2013
Initiatives/FY December 2013 Results:
Jointly with Mazda, MCO made donations via the Shanghai Charity Foundation to help  
provide relief for those affected and for early recovery of the areas. a

■ Support for Children Human resources  Community

Objective: To support children affected by natural disasters
Initiatives: FMSC donates second-hand clothes to people in Yushu, Qinghai Province, which 
was hit by the earthquake.
FY March 2014 Results:
In November, FMSC collaborated with FCC to launch an activity asking all employees to  
donate unused clothes to help children in Yushu, Qinghai Province have a warm winter.  
Thanks to great support from a wide range of people, including not only employees of  
FMSC but also FCC, Qiming Co., Ltd., as well as the general public, FMSC collected and  
donated approx. 50 cardboard boxes of clothes. Some people even purchased new gloves, 
thick socks and wear to donate. These donated clothes were efficiently packed and shipped 
through the active cooperation and division of roles among FMSC-related people, and then 
delivered to children. cb

China

a Commemorative plaque presented by the 
Shanghai Charity Foundation

b Second-hand clothes being packed

c Clothes being shipped
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AutoAlliance (Thailand) (AAT) and Mazda Sales (Thailand) (MST) execute various social  
contribution activities in Thailand.
AAT is supporting activities related to human resources, and the safety and health policy 
of AAT, with the aim of promoting safety and health awareness in its employees and  
communicating its visions to local community. MST is fulfilling its responsibilities as a good 
corporate citizen.

■ Safety at School and HIV/AIDS Social Responsibility Human resources  Community

Objective: To promote safety and health awareness and to communicate its visions to local 
community
Initiatives: The Occupational Health and Safety Committee in AAT has been cooperating  
with AAT’s Hope Club to promote the “Safety at School Project”. It also supports the  
community for HIV/AIDS at House of Grace Child Foundation, which is the workhouse for  
taking care of children affected by HIV/AIDS.
FY December 2013 Results:
Safety at School project

■   Lunch program to support healthy life at Ban Khlong Mali Prawat Wittaya School,  
Chanthaburi province

■   Donation of stationary supplies and sport equipment, and also in the support of school 
education program by repairing and checking school utility and equipment, etc. d

HIV/AIDS Social Responsibility
■   Support for the Camillian Social Center at Christmas Party by donating money,  

stationary supplies, and consumer products (around 60 children participated in total) 

■ Support for Internship Programs Human resources  Community

Objective: To support development of students in Thailand.
Initiatives: AAT has been highly recognized for its education initiatives since 1998, with an 
ongoing “internship program” for around 20 undergraduate students from each university 
during the March–May period of each year. This allows the students an opportunity to  
observe how AAT’s production process operates. AAT collaborates with many universities 
to provide on-the-job training, in line with the academic programs under Ministry of  
Education regulations. AAT is a company that helps produce highly qualified graduates who 
are able to contribute to the development of Thailand.
FY December 2013 Results:
AAT provided an opportunity for around 30 students from universities to join its internship 
program where they get more knowledge and experience from real working. e

■ Various Charitable Activities Human resources  Community

Objective: To support charitable organizations and activities for local communities in  
Thailand
Initiatives: AAT and its employees participate in numerous charity activities
FY December 2013 Results:

■   AAT and its suppliers donated money to the charity of Father Ray Foundation for helping 
underprevileged children, young people with disabilities, and the people suffering from 
poverty in Thailand. AAT supported community by setting up the event and inviting   
suppliers to participate.

■   Around 1,600 employees from AAT donated blood through the Thailand Red Cross  
Society for sick or injured people. f

Thailand

d Safety at School project

e Internship program

f Participation in blood-donation activity
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■ Support for Banglamung Alms Home Community

Objective: To support elderly people who do not have any relatives or whose family do not 
have time to take care of them
Initiatives: AAT supports the alms home where elderly people stay, by donating equipments 
and money. g
FY December 2013 Results:
AAT started new activity for the occasion of National Mother Day in Thailand for the elderly 
people who need the morale support as they stay away from their family at the alms  
home. This place needs the budget to improve the place to have a good environment. AAT 
conducted auction activity with the assisitance of AAT managements. This activity opened 
to everyone to do auction, and many AAT employees were interested and participated the 
activity. All auction cash was donated to Alms Home in Chonburi. AAT management and  
employees representative went to the alms home to hand over the donation.

■ Support for Elementary School Children Human resources  Community

Objective: To support elementary school in the northern part of Thailand
Initiatives/FY March 2014 Results:
MST supported elementary school children of hilltribes in the northern part. Taking the 
opportunity of media test drive between Chiang Mai and Chiang Rai in November, MST 
organized events to promote interaction with the children. MST donated stationery and 
sports equipment, and supported them by building a watering hole on the school grounds,  
and painting wall to be blue sky walls depicted white clouds, reminding us of SKYACTIV 
TECHNOLOGY. ih

h Donation of stationery and sports equipment

i Donation of watering hole

g Visiting Banglamung Alms Home
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PT. Mazda Motor Indonesia (PTMMI) is supporting various activities that meet the needs of 
the local communities.

■ Support for Young and Vibrant Designers Human resources  Community

Objective: To support young generations who have talent for fashion design
Initiatives: PTMMI has started to support young and vibrant designers for their participating 
and presenting at “Jakarta Fashion Week”, an international scale fashion event.
FY March 2014 Results:
PTMMI chose three young designers and supported them to create design representing  
“KODO: SOUL of MOTION” in their design. They were able to present their design at Jakarta 
Fashion Week, in October. j

Mazda Australia (MA) aims to contribute to the local community in a responsible and  
genuine way, via corporate sponsorship programs. MA also supports community-based  
programs and organizations through the Mazda Foundation Australia.
MA employees are encouraged to participate in and support social contribution activities so 
that they have an opportunity to contribute to the community in a meaningful way.

■ Royal Children’s Hospital Human resources  Community

Objective: To contribute to local health care and give employees opportunities to  
participate in local volunteer activities
Initiatives: MA supports the Royal Children’s Hospital through the “Run for the Kids”  
running event held by the hospital every year in March/April. The money raised by this  
event goes toward vital research, facilities and equipment at the hospital.
FY March 2014 Results:

■   MA and its suppliers formed a team of around 50 participants competing in the run.
■   MA donated money for this event and presented a Mazda2 for the first runner to  

complete the course. lk

Indonesia

j Presentation at Jakarta Fashion Week

Person in charge of promoting 
social contributions at MA

Amanda Marshall
National Finance Managers 
Company Secretary

Australia

k “Run for the Kids” running event

l “Run for the Kids” 
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■ Casual Dress Days Human resources  Community

Objective: To contribute to the local community and promote employees’ participation in  
volunteer activities
Initiatives: MA employees come to work in casual clothing every Friday and participate in 
a fundraiser as part of “Casual Dress Day.” Money raised is donated to various local charity 
groups.
FY March 2014 Results:
Money raised was donated to various local charity groups.

■ Sponsorship for Sports Promotion Community

Objective: To promote sports
Initiatives: MA is the major sponsor of the North Melbourne Football Club team, prominent 
club in the Australian Football League.
FY March 2014 Results:
MA extended partnership that started in 1999 out to 2016, donated money, and lent 16  
vehicles. MA also supported the team through open training sessions for customers, pre-
match games for dealers and corporate seats provision. m

■ Sponsorship for Arts and Culture Community

Objective: To support arts and culture
Initiatives: MA has provided support for Art Exhibitions Australia (AEA) since 1994 as a  
premium sponsor and for Opera Australia for 10 years, sponsoring free-of-charge outdoor 
performances.
FY March 2014 Results:

■   As a longstanding supporter of the arts, MA sponsored Monet’s Garden: The Musée  
Marmottan Monet in Melbourne during 2013. MA has sponsored a total of 16 AEA 
exhibitions including Melbourne Winter Masterpieces exhibition. Attendance for the  
exhibitions sponsored by MA was approximately 3.6 million in total.

■   MA donated money to Opera Australia. At Mazda Opera in the Bowl 2013 in Melbourne 
and Mazda Opera in the Domain 2013 and 2014 in Sydney, around 8,000 people  
attended each. On the stage of new opera event on Sydney Harbour 2014: Madama 
Butterfly, the Japanese soprano got a thunderous ovation. n

■ Support for Natural Disaster Relief Community

Objective: To support recovery and relief efforts for victims of natural disasters
Initiatives/FY March 2014 Results: 
MA raised money for victims of mountain forest fire disaster in New South Wales in  
Australia from the middle of October to the beginning of November, 2013. MA matched  
donations made by the Australian dealer network to the disaster relief appeals throughout 
the year.
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m MA staff at North Melbourne Football Club

n Opera Australia
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Mazda Foundation Australia (MFA), established in August 1990, has been providing  
funds to various initiatives, including education, environmental conservation, technology  
promotion, and welfare. MFA has contributed over A$ 7 million since its establishment (FY 
June 2013: around A$ 870,000 contribution).

■ Support for Presarvation of Flora and Fauna  
Environment  Mazda Foundation

Objective: To support projects aimed at the preservation of specific endangered flora and 
fauna within Australia.
Initiatives/FY June 2013 Results:
MFA supported following projects to secure the nature for Australia’s precious wildlife  
including rainforests and also to enrich the quality and the quantity of the nature.

■   Rainforest Rescue (Protecting and restoring rainforests in Australia and internationally)
■   Conservation Ecology Centre Otway (Nationally registered non-profit ecological  

research)
■   Greening Australia (Protecting and restoring the health, diversity and productivity of  

Australian unique landscapes)
■   Royal Tasmanian Botanical Gardens (Supporting enrich Tasmania's social and cultural 

environment)
■   Zoological Parks and Gardens (Zoo-based conservation organization for wildlife and  

wild places)

■ Support for Various Charitable Activities Human resources  Community  Mazda Foundation

Objective: To support community-based organizations that provide services addressing the 
psychological and social impact experienced by the long term unemployed.
Initiatives/FY June 2013 Results:
MFA supported following projects which provide various programs for young people.

■   Stephanie Alexander Kitchen Garden Foundation (Supporting food education in  
schools)

■   Reach Foundation (Supporting education to young people)
■   Ardoch Youth Foundation (Supporting education to disadvantaged children and young 

people)
■   Aboriginal Literacy Foundation (Supporting literacy and numeracy education for all  

aboriginal children).
■   University of New South Wales (Collaborating with leading Australian integrated energy 

company)
■   Fair Business (Supporting those suffering from entrenched disadvantage)
■   University of Technology (One of Australia’s leading universities of technology)
■   University of Melbourne (Distinctively contributing society in research, learning and  

teaching and engagement)
■   McCallum Disability Service (Supporting disabled people)
■   Good Shepherd Youth & Family (Supporting people, especially women and girls,  

struggling against poverty and disadvantage)
■   YWCA NSW (Supporting vulnerable individuals, families and communities at critical  

periods in their lives regardless of age, gender or religion).

Mazda Foundation Australia
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Mazda Motor of New Zealand (MMNZ) is supporting various activities through Mazda  
Foundation New Zealand (MFNZ).

MFNZ, established in November 2005, has been providing funds to various initiatives,  
including education, environmental conservation, and culture. It has contributed around  
NZ$1.5 million to about 410 recipients since its establishment (FY March 2014: around  
NZ$185,000 was distributed to 69 recipients).

■   Treemendous School Makeovers Project for Native Tree Planting 
Environment  Human resources  Community  Mazda Foundation

Objective: To provide outdoor and environmental education
Initiatives/FY March 2014 Results:
MFNZ, in a joint project with Project Crimson Trust has participated in the Treemendous  
School Makeovers projects since 2008. MFNZ has supported four primary or intermediate 
schools each year and the total number of outdoor activity support has reached 24. In  
FY March 2014, four schools: Halfway Bush School, Porirua School, Oakura School and  
Whangamata Area School, were selected from the entries, and an area of the school  
grounds was enhnaced with native trees and other plants to be used for outdoor education 
and learning about the environment.
MFNZ trustees, MMNZ employees and local Mazda dealership staff assisted with the school 
students, teachers and local community as the Treemendous Team, for each of the four  
schools to be able to enjoy an outdoor area where they can learn to cultivate and grow 
plants. o

■ Support for Fitzroy Surf Life Saving Club 
Human resources  Community  Mazda Foundation

Objective: To provide equipment for Junior Surf Life Saving members to learn
Initiatives/FY March 2014 Results:
With more than 15,000 km of New Zealand coastline, developing a strong culture of water 
safety is of importance and that is what Fitzroy Surf Club is trying to achieve. 
MFNG provided four new 8’10” foam boards, from among equipment which has been  
insufficient, to support 120 Junior Surf members for robust training required to become a 
Surf Lifesaver. The club educates junior members how to behave in and around the beach 
environment as well as developing their rescue and first aid techniques. p

New Zealand

Mazda Foundation New Zealand

o Primary school tree-planting activities.

p Fitzroy Surf Life Saving Club
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■ Support for Heart for Youth Trust Environment  Human resources  Community  Mazda Foundation

Objective: To provide support for young adults and youths to learn life skills
Initiatives/FY March 2014 Results:
MFNZ provided grants to Heart for Youth Trust, an Auckland based charitable trust that  
aims to teach young adults life skills and self-esteem, and to encourage personal growth.  
The trust takes groups of young people away on a “kiwi camping” holiday experience which 
focuses on outdoor pursuits such as, bush walking and tramping. The camping trips aim to 
teach the students about self-esteem, how to build their confidence and also educate them 
on the environment.
The grant from the MFNZ allowed the trust to purchase a trailer to transport the tents and 
camping equipment to each destination removing the need for the trust to hire additional 
expensive vehicles for equipment transportation. q

■ Support for Mobility Assistance Dogs Trust Community  Mazda Foundation

Objective: To help people with physical disabilities through use of dogs to aid them
Initiatives/FY March 2014 Results:
MFNZ provided grants to the Mobility Assistance Dogs Trust, based in Auckland, to assist 
with the care of their puppies. The charitable trust provides people living with long term 
physical disabilities with a dog to aid their mobility. The puppies of mobility dogs undergo 
intensive training in a range of special tasks to ensure that they can meet their owner’s  
demands, which requires them to stay at the Trust’s kennel and training facility for long  
periods of time. The grant from the MFNZ was used to purchase a new dryer to enable  
bedding to be cleaned and dried more efficiently in order to ensure the dogs are healthy  
and well cared for. r

q Heart for Youth Trust

r Mobility Assistance Dogs Trust
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Human resources  Initiatives aimed at fostering the next generation　 Community  Community-based initiatives
Mazda Foundation  Initiatives via Mazda Foundation
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I am in charge of repairs and maintenance on press dies in new plant of Mexico and took two 
weeks' training in Hiroshima Plant. I got conscious of the importance of safety and quality 
management and “Kaizen” increasing the efficiency and productivity, in addition to technical 
knowledge and experience in press dies manufacturing and repairing, using NC machining-
centers. I would like to transmit this knowledge to the other members to make high-quality 
car surpassing customers’ expectation as well as Hiroshima Plant. 

 Everardo Lara Ruiz
Press Facility & Equipment Engineer Ld,

Mazda de Mexico Vehicle Operation
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■ Basic Approach to Human Resources

Mazda recognizes that people are its most important resource and aims to be a company 
staffed by people who enjoy their work. To this end, the Company promotes human resource 
training based on the Mazda Way principles that are shared throughout the entire Mazda 
Group worldwide. Also, the Company has actively implemented a wide variety of measures and 
initiatives including the Tobiuo (Flying Fish) Human Resources System, which is established to 
act as a platform for individuals to realize their potential for growth and success.

■ Mazda Way

In FY March 2009, Mazda summarized seven basic principles and values handed down 
within the Company over time and defined these as the Mazda Way. In FY March 2014,  
examples of best work practices conducted within the Company were shared to encourage 
the implementation of such practices, in order to raise awareness of the Mazda Way in each 
Mazda employee and promote related changes in behavior.  Mazda continues to promote  
measures to ensure that the Mazda Way can easily be put into practice by employees. a

■ Group-wide Human Resources Policies

Mazda engages in regular communication with Group companies worldwide, and the each 
Group company is working together to create further opportunities for interaction among 
personnel and cultivate a climate based on a shared point of view.

■ Employee Engagement Survey

Employee Engagement surveys have been conducted on a continual basis at Mazda since 
FY March 1988.*1

These surveys are intended to identify employees’ work motivation and the conditions in  
the environment supporting such motivation, and the results are used to make further  
improvements. The survey results are disclosed to employees through the Intranet.
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INITIATIVES WITH EMPLOYEES
In order to create a corporate environment in which employees 
can enjoy their work, Mazda promotes personal development 
revolving around the principles of the Mazda Way.

*1 Since FY March 2009, employee engagement surveys have been 
expanded to include Group companies in Japan and overseas.

a Seven Principles of the Mazda Way

■ INTEGRITY
We keep acting with integrity toward our 
customers, society, and our own work.

■ BASICS/FLAWLESS EXECUTION
We devote ourselves to the basics, and make 
steady efforts in a step by step fashion.

■ CONTINUOUS KAIZEN
We continue to improve with wisdom and 
ingenuity.

■ CHALLENGER SPIRIT
We set high goal, and keep challenging to 
achieve it.

■ SELF INITIATIVE
We think and act with “self initiative.”

■ TOMOIKU
We learn and teach each other for our 
mutual growth and success.

■ ONE MAZDA
We think and act with the view of “Global” 
and “One Mazda.”

Measures
Global PDC (Global Personnel Development Committee)
Discussions among leaders of Mazda Motor Corporation and its Group companies on 
interaction among, and use of, personnel in these companies
Regular meetings with human resources managers of Group companies

■ Regular meetings (monthly) with overseas regions
■ Quarterly meeting with domestic Group companies located on the premises of the 

Head Office (Hiroshima)
Short-term personnel exchange program
This program is mainly designed for employees in mid-level positions, with the aim 
of developing human resources who can be immediately effective in global business  
settings. Suitable employees in the Head Office are exchanged with their counterparts  
in overseas regions to gain opportunities for overseas business experience for a short  
term (three to six months). In the four years from FY March 2011, when the program 
commenced, to FY March 2014, a total of 15 employees were exchanged. In FY March 
2014, four employees participated in this exchange program.

Global Survey Results in FY March 2014 (Excerpts)

■ I would like to work at Mazda/Mazda Group companies as long as possible.
■ I make efforts to develop my knowledge or skills at work for which I am 

responsible as a professional.
■ I feel motivated to go beyond my formal job responsibility.
■	 I understand the relationship between my job and this company's strategy 

and goals.

80%
76% 

73% 
70%

Percentage of
positive responses
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Examples of Improvement Measures at Workplaces Based on Survey Results
■ Organizing divisional town hall meetings (for explanation of strategies/policies and  

holding discussions) and meetings with senior management                                     b
■ Promoting idea sharing and strengthening teamwork by activating small-group  

activities

■ Tobiuo (Flying Fish) Human Resources System

Mazda uses the Tobiuo Human Resources System to provide the appropriate jobs and  
environments where each employee can demonstrate their best performance and to  
support their development and success.
Specifically, a wide variety of human resource measures are actively deployed based on  
the system’s three pillars of “Choice and Self-Accomplishment,” “Promote Balance between 
Work and Life,” and “Best Match of People, Work and Rewards.”
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b Town hall meeting (Human Resources Office)

Employee success
Development and

performance of each employee

Mazda success
Realization of the
corporate vision

Choice and Self-Accomplishment

Promote Balance Between Work & Life

Best Match of People, Work and Rewards

People are able to show their 
initiative as they are matched with 
positions that suit their abilities, 
and thus produce results.

There is the opportunity to 
choose jobs or 
environments where I can 
fully display my abilities.

The energetic spirit of employees 
is reflected in their work and 
products, allowing customers to 
truly feel the brand (power) of 
Mazda.

I can have a very 
productive day every day, 
actively enjoying both 
work and play.

Active players can be rewarded 
according to the level of their 
contribution.

My contribution is fairly and 
directly reflected when rewards 
are determined.

The Three Pillars of Tobiuo
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Choice and Self-Accomplishment

Mazda provides various opportunities for employees to take the initiative in setting their own 
growth and performance goals and doing their best to achieve them, so that ultimately, such 
efforts will bring great results to the company.

■ Career Meetings

At Mazda, opportunities for formal communication are provided for all employees through one-on-
one career meetings between supervisors and their staff, held four times a year. The things that 
employees should do, the specific targets and broad goals expected by supervisors are combined 
with the employees’ personal goals as well as the things they hope to, and can achieve, enabling 
supervisors and their staff to understand each other and proceed to set common targets. Based on 
the Mazda Way, they reflect on their work accomplishments and personal initiatives and efforts in 
order to encourage personal development and successful performance. c
In addition, supervisors are required to take coaching training so that they can successfully  
motivate employees at these career meetings.
Competency Evaluation System
Mazda has established the Competency Evaluation System, in which the work attitude and behavior 
of administrative and engineering staff are evaluated once a year.
Based on the seven principles of the Mazda Way, a subjective evaluation is carried out to assess 
the work attitude and behavior that individual employees are expected to improve (competency 
evaluation items), from the employees’ own perspectives and from the perspectives of their 
supervisors and subordinates/colleagues/partner companies (multi-dimensional feedback). 
Feedback on the evaluation results is given to employees by supervisors at the career meetings, at 
which they discuss future issues to be addressed.
The competency evaluation system is used as an effective tool for supporting employees’ personal 
development and successful performance. The evaluation results are used as a reference for 
effective company-wide positioning of personnel.

■ OJT Coach System

Mazda has introduced the OJT (on-the-job-training) coach system for all new employees in 
administrative and engineering positions since FY March 2012. Typically a senior employee 
who shares a workplace with the new hire is assigned as an OJT coach providing the job related 
advices to each new hire. The purposes of this system are to train new employees, foster the 
coach’s growth, and energize the workplace.

■ Career Challenge (In-House Recruitment / FA) System

In-house recruitment and the FA(free agent) system are available as a part of the career  
development assistance for employees. d

■ Education and Training

Mazda offers a range of education and training programs to assist employees in developing 
their careers and improving their skills.
In particular, the Company offers a wide variety of technical skills enhancement programs 
to ensure that the Company’s spirit of manufacturing innovation endures, to sustain  
the handing down of leading technologies and techniques to future generations, and to  
maintain its traditions and sense of passion. fe

■ Mazda Technical College (Two-Year Course)

Mazda Technical College, approved by the Ministry of Health, Labor and Welfare, is an in-house 
education institution offering courses to high school graduates and selected employees in order 
to cultivate human resources that can play a central role in manufacturing at Mazda. Those 
who complete the two-year program are assigned to production and manufacturing related 
divisions, and thrive at various manufacturing sites and in a range of situations.
■ Number of present students: 90 (as of April 1st, 2014)
■ Total number of graduates (among present employees): 1,334 (from April 1988 through 

March 2014)
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e Technical skills training program

c

Main Themes of Career Meetings

Discussions to encourage personal 
development:
Confirm vision of future upon accomplishment 
of goals, determine abilities to refine through 
work and activities to undertake, monitor rate of 
improvement

Discussions to encourage performance:
Determine work-related targets, confirm progress 
toward meeting targets, share present and future 
issues

Ratio of career meetings held

FY March 2014: 98% of all applicable 
employees

d

In-house recruitment
A system where the Company releases 
details on occupational experience and skill 
requirements for the specific assignments so 
that the appropriate employees are able to 
apply for a particular job

FA (Free Agent) System
A system where employees release their abilities 
and career history via the FA Declaration in order 
to challenge the job in a different field of work or 
department using their accumulated skills and 
experience

f Education/training results (coverage: Mazda 
Motor Corporation employees)

Average days of training per person 1.35 days/year

Average training cost per person 13,845 yen/year

Number of employees that received training 18,500 
employees/year

* Only conducted by the Mazda Education Center and MBLD programs (For 
MBLD, it is roughly estimated)
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Company-wide Competency Development System

Major Education and Training Programs
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Administrative/engineering staff
Role training

Training for newly
appointed senior

managers

Training for new
band 5 employees
(assistant manager

level)

Selected training

Nominated
training

Training for future
business leaders
(Global Leader

Program)
(GLP)

Quality
improvement

seminar

Training by level Role training

Plant work experience
Sales work experience
Service work experience

Training for new employees and mid-career hires Training for new employees and mid-career hires

Administrative/engineering
and production staff

MBLD
First Cascade

MBLD
Middle Cascade

MBLD
Second Cascade

MBLD
Third Cascade
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Manufacturing-related staff
Optional and

nominated training
Selected training

Provision of information regarding further studyCorrespondence course
assistance program

System that supports the
attainment of qualifications

Support system for
self-improvement

Training for newly
appointed foremen

Communication
between

departments

Training for band
6 employees

Training for the
third-year employee

Management lectures

Training for newly
appointed assistant

foremen

Training for newly
appointed team

leaders

Super leader
training

Senior leader
training

Team leader training

Junior leader
training

Mazda Technical
College

Work training 
advisor
National technical 
accreditation
Automobile 
mechanic
In-house technical 
accreditation
Training 
implemented by 
various divisions 
within the Company

WorldSkills Competition Results
FY March 2014 Results
The 51th National Annual WorldSkills 
Competition
Silver medal in Autobody Repair 1
Gold, silver and bronze medals  
in Sheet Metal Technology 1 of each
Medallion for Excellence in Turnery 1
Bronze medal in Car Painting 1

Cumulative Results since 1962
Number of contestants from Mazda 472
International competition winners 6
International competition prize recipients 27
National competition winners 37
National competition prize recipients 195

Data Related to the Advanced Technical 
Skills Training Course
Cumulative Results since 1996
Number of employees completing the course	 127
Production Engineering Meisters 60
Hiroshima Prefecture award winning  
skilled workers 14
Contemporary Master Craftspeople 13
Medal with Yellow Ribbon recipients 12

Welding Skills Training 
Program
Cumulative Results since 1982
National competition winners 8
Prize recipients 29

Name of education 
and training program

Duration, frequency, 
etc. Target Objective Content of training Remarks

Management skill 
training

When newly 
appointed

Newly appointed 
senior managers, 
new band 5 
employees (assistant 
manager level)

To develop trainees’ awareness and 
sense of responsibility as managers 
and urge them to acquire a company-
wide perspective, thereby altering their 
mindset toward their own roles

Mazda Way, CSR, compliance, internal controls, 
personnel management, human rights, safety and 
health, etc.

ー

Mazda Business 
Leader Development 
(MBLD)

Once a year
All Group employees 
in Japan and 
overseas

Cultivation of business leaders who 
have a company-wide perspective

To discuss the Company’s current situation and 
future directions

Commenced in 2000. In FY March 2014 program 
(MBLD #10), discussions were held company-wide 
(including Group companies) on the theme “Brand 
Value Management.”

Global Leader 
Program (GLP) As needed

Employees selected 
from Mazda Group 
companies around 
the world

To hone skills in areas including 
leadership, broadness of vision, and the 
ability to think strategically, and train the 
next generation of business operators to 
take the lead in global business

The program features practical activities such as 
communication with top business leaders, study 
at top regional universities around the world, and 
engagement as a team with management issues.

Established in 2002 as The Leading Mazda 21 
Program, it was updated in 2007 as the Global 
Leader Program (GLP).

Training by level As needed Administrative and 
engineering staff

To encourage employees to reconfirm 
their roles at each level, and consider 
how they can help improve the 
organizational strength of the Company.

･Training for third-year employees
･Training for band 6 employees
･Training through communication between 
departments for band 5 employees

Each training program is designed to promote 
changes in the employees’ ways of thinking, 
through group discussion among members from 
different departments.

ー

Production Leader 
Training Program As needed

Foreman/Assistant 
Foreman/Team 
Leader candidates

To develop trainees’ abilities to 
recognize and resolve problems, 
management improvement skills, and 
leadership capabilities and other skills 
required to work as a leader at each 
level.

･Super leader training
･Senior leader training
･Team leader training
･Junior leader training

ー

WorldSkills 
Competition Training 
Program

Two years per 
employee

Selected employees 
in the production 
field who are under 
21 years old

･Systematic training of young engineers
･Training participants to compete in the 
regional, national and international 
WorldSkills competitions

Employees are trained in special skills so as to 
participate in the WorldSkills competition.

Training is conducted by past high achievers at the 
WorldSkills competition.

Advanced Technical 
Skills Training course

Two years per 
employee

Selected highly 
skilled employees

To preserve the advanced technical 
skills necessary for manufacturing and 
hand them down from one generation 
of craftspeople to the next

Twenty-four courses comprising skills to pass on 
to new engineers are available in 13 fields: iron 
and casting, die casting, forging, powder alloys, 
heat treatment, machining, engine assembly, axle 
assembly, transmission assembly, press, chassis, 
painting, and vehicle assembly.

･Inaugurated in FY March 1997
･During the two-year program, one expert trains two 
apprentices
･After completing the course, students are awarded 
the title of Production Engineering Meister and 
receive the Meister Badge.

Welding Skills Training 
Program As needed Welding technicians

･To train technicians to compete in the 
regional and national competitions
･To promote the growth of individual 
technicians, pass on skills within Mazda 
and raise standards

Specialized training is conducted with the goal of 
sending welding technicians to complete in the 
national championships.　

ー
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Promotion of Work-Life Balance

Mazda is working on a variety of programs to enable its employees — a diverse range of  
people with different values and lifestyles — to enjoy their work and find a healthy balance 
between their work and personal lives.
To deepen understanding of various measures to help employees achieve a better life-work 
balance, the Company provides explanations in management skill training programs, and in 
the section “Compass for Work and Rewards of Employees” on the Intranet about support 
measures designed for each life event.
In FY March 2004, Mazda’s variety and frequency of use of systems introduced to enable 
the balancing of work with child-rearing and/or nursing care was recognized, and the  
Company received commendation from the Minister of Health, Labour and Welfare as the 
most “Family-Friendly Company” in Japan.
Also, in FY March 2008, Mazda was awarded the Kurumin*1 certification logo mark in  
affirmation of its action plan for child-rearing support initiatives, based upon the Ministry 
of Health, Labour and Welfare’s Law to Support the Development of the Next Generation. 
This award recognized Mazda’s effort to promote the balance between work and one’s  
personal life. g
In April 2014, Mazda and Mazda Logistics joined the Iku-Men Company Alliance (alliance of 
company management supporting iku-men, i.e., male who are actively involved in the care 
of their children), which was established under the initiative of Hiroshima Prefecture, in  
order to promote male participation in child care. h
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h Declaration of the Iku-Men Company Alliance

g Kurumin logo mark

*1 Kurumin logo certification status of domestic Group 
companies: Mazda Motor Corporation (2007), Mazda E&T (2009), 
Mazda Logistics(2011), Kurashiki Kako (2011), Mazda Ace 
(2012)

Nakayama: When I had my fourth baby, 
my other three children were very  
young. So I took child-rearing leave for 
about two months to ease the burden  
on my wife immediately after childbirth. 
Through this period of leave, I experi-
enced how hard housework was and at 
the same time I was able to broaden my 
communication with my children and the social network in my neighborhood. It was a good 
opportunity for me to see myself from a different viewpoint outside my work-oriented life-
style. After returning to work, I feel I have become more able to care about other people 
than before. I think Mazda offers good programs to support a work-life balance. It would be 
beneficial to further cultivate an atmosphere to encourage more employees to use these 
programs.

[Comment from supervisor]
Shigemura: Before and after the leave, he proactively established cooperative relation-
ships with other members, which facilitated smooth work performance. After returning to 
work, he pays more careful attention to others, showing improvement in collaborating with 
others. There may be other employees who want to use this program but hesitate to do so. 
To enable many employees to use the child-rearing leave system without hesitation and to 
make further improvement, we will promote standardization of work procedures and the  
development of multi-skilled workers.

Child-rearing leave for men
 VOICE

Tetsuro Nakayama
Human Resources Office

Yoshitaka Shigemura
Human Resources Office
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Major Measures to Maintain Work-Life Balance and Diversity in the Workplace
System Description (as of March 31, 2014) Started FY March 2012 FY March 2013 FY March 2014

Maternal care paid leave

This system allows female employees who are pregnant and have 
difficulty performing their duties due to morning sickness or other 
feelings of discomfort to take paid leave for the necessary amount of 
time.

Aug. 2008 72 beneficiaries (734 days) 30 beneficiaries (740 days) 41 beneficiaries (1,026 days)

Child-rearing paid leave This system allows employees to take up to five consecutive working 
days off, following childbirth or for child-rearing. Aug. 2008*1

1,872 days (421 beneficiaries)
Male: 1,378 days (327 
beneficiaries)
Female: 494 days (94 
beneficiaries)

1,944 days (433 beneficiaries)
Including 6 non-regular employees
Male: 1,419 days (332 
beneficiaries)
Female: 525 days (101 
beneficiaries)

2,200 days (487 beneficiaries)
Including 6 non-regular employees
Male: 1,681 days (381 beneficiaries)
Female: 519 days (106 beneficiaries)

Child-rearing leave
This system supports unpaid leave for child-rearing for children 
up to 3 years old. It is possible to take leave in installments. (Legal 
requirement: Up to one year old.)

Jan. 1991

201 beneficiaries (including 6 
male)
Rate of reinstatement after 
child-rearing leave: 99%
Rate of retention after 
childrearing leave: 99%

226 beneficiaries (including 9 male)
Rate of reinstatement after child-
rearing leave: 100%
Rate of retention after childrearing 
leave: 100%

242 beneficiaries (including 6 male)
Rate of reinstatement after child-
rearing leave: 98%
Rate of retention after childrearing 
leave: 100%

Nursing care leave
This system allows employees with eligible family members requiring 
nursing care to take a leave of absence (maximum length of 1 year). (Legal 
requirement: up to total of 93 days per eligible family member.)

Jan. 1992 4 beneficiaries (including 3 
male)

7 beneficiaries (including 2 
male) 7 beneficiaries (including 3 male)

Special working arrangements 
for employees involved with 
child-rearing or nursing

This system allows employees involved with nursing or childrearing (until 
end of child’s sixth year of primary school) to reduce work hours, be 
excused from overtime and holiday work, etc. (Legal requirement 
regarding work hour reduction: until the child reaches 3 years old.)

Apr. 1999

Employees with reduced 
working hours
For child-rearing: 221
For nursing care: 6

Employees with reduced 
working hours
For child-rearing: 256
For nursing care: 2

Employees with reduced working 
hours
For child-rearing: 246
For nursing care: 4

Work-at-home system
This system enables employees to perform up to 25% of their work 
hours at home for the purpose of childrearing or nursing care, or 
when working at home will raise work efficiency.

Aug. 2008 70 beneficiaries 52 beneficiaries 53 beneficiaries

Special Warm Heart leave 
system

A paid-leave system covers nursing care for relatives, volunteer work, 
functions at one’s child’s school, and infertility treatment

 “Volunteer work” here refers to the following:
・Social welfare (welfare services for children, for elderly 

people and for people with disabilities, etc.)
・Environmental protection (forest preservation, recycling 

activities, etc.)
・Interaction and cooperation with communities (participation 

in community events, support for activities of children’s 
associations, crime prevention activities, etc.)
・International friendship activities (welcoming home stay 

guests, interpretation service, etc.)
・Health and medical volunteering (health care instructions, 

donor activities, etc.)
・Disaster relief
・Acquisition of qualifications, skills and knowledge that are 

useful in volunteer activities
・Support for sports activities (sports coaching, organizing 

sports events, etc.)

* Note that activities related to specific political and 
religious beliefs are not included in volunteer work.

Aug. 2008*1

373 beneficiaries (2,815 
days)
Male: 160 (953 days)
Female: 213 (1,862 days)

309 beneficiaries (1,539.5 
days)
Male: 155 (551 days)
Female: 194 (988.5 days)

For nursing care for relatives 
267 beneficiaries 1,171.5 
days)
Including 19 non-regular 
employees
Male: 102 beneficiaries 
(489.5 days)
Female: 165 (682 days)

309 beneficiaries (1,935 days)
Male: 122 (738 days)
Female: 186 (1,197 days)

For nursing care for relatives 
264 beneficiaries 1,469 days)
Including 22 non-regular 
employees
Male: 108 beneficiaries (673 
days)
Female: 156 (796 days)

Onsite daycare center: Mazda 
Waku Waku Kids En

This daycare center was established for employees’ children who 
have not yet entered school. A permanently stationed nurse is 
available to look after children who become ill.

Apr. 2002 Preschoolers: 42 Preschoolers: 47 Preschoolers: 47

Challenging Career leave
In order to increase future career potential, employees can use this 
system to take leave for up to three years while attending a school or 
other training facilities.

Oct. 2003 5 beneficiaries 2 beneficiaries 2 beneficiaries

Leave for employees 
accompanying a transferred 
family member

This system allows employees to take a fixed-term leave in order 
to accompany a spouse who has been transferred, allowing the 
employee to resume their career at Mazda later on.

Oct. 2003 23 beneficiaries 23 beneficiaries 28 beneficiaries

Re-employment Systems
This system provides an opportunity for former Mazda employees 
who left the Company due to marriage, child-rearing, nursing care, 
or other reasons to return to work if they desire.

Aug. 2008 8 registrants 10 registrants 2 registrants

Expert Family System

This system enables interested individuals who meet a certain 
standard of abilities and experience to be rehired as engineers, 
advisors to younger engineers (to pass on their knowledge), 
specialists or in other positions following their retirement at the 
mandatory retirement age.

Apr. 2006 230 hires 185 hires 275 hires

Super-Flextime Working 
System

This system was introduced to maximize results by supporting a 
balance between each employee’s private life and working life. It is a 
flextime system with no set core working hours.

Oct. 2000
Used at 80% of 
administrative and 
engineering field workplaces

Used at 80% of administrative 
and engineering field 
workplaces

Used at 80% of administrative 
and engineering field workplaces

Go Home Early Campaign

By streamlining operations, the Company has reduced the long 
working hours for divisions not directly connected with production. 
Examples of this initiative include no-overtime days and setting 
mandatory lights-out times.

Sep. 2007 Ongoing Ongoing Ongoing

Paid Leave for JICA Activities
Employees participating in Japan International Cooperation Agency 
(JICA) volunteer activities are entitled to take paid leave for these 
activities.

Apr. 2007 － － －

Mazda Flex Benefit System

This is a selective benefit system. Individual employees can seek the 
type of assistance that most suits them by choosing from a number 
of preset benefit options within the points they have. Livelihood 
support, capacity development, childrearing, nursing care, social 
contributions, hobbies, etc.

Oct. 2001 All employees All employees All employees

Benefit program to support 
employees’ environmental 
protection and social 
contribution activities

As part of the Mazda Flex Benefit System, employees can apply their 
points toward compensation of the costs incurred during volunteer 
activities they perform. This system is also extended to employees 
who take a leave of absence to participate in JICA activities.

Oct. 2001 9 instances
265,200 yen

7 instances
147,000 yen

11 instances
187,600 yen

Promotion of planned use of 
paid leave

Labor and management cooperate to streamline and standardize 
work processes, helping to create an environment in which 
employees take the initiative in planning for and using their paid 
vacation days (vacation may be taken in 0.5 day increments).

Ongoing
Rate of vacation day use: 84%
Average of vacation days 
taken: 15.9 days

Rate of vacation day use: 73%
Average of vacation days 
taken: 14 days

Rate of vacation day use: 77%
Average of vacation days taken: 
14.7 days

*1 Operated under a different system before August 2008.
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*1 Executives and regular employees, as well as those approved by the 
governing board.

*2 ”Ai” is Love in English. The Ai Support campaign is intended to certify 
companies and organizations that recommend their employees to 
read the textbook “Let’s Learn about and Live with People with Special 
Needs,” and to participate in Ai Supporter training programs.

*3 A guidebook to be used when accepting people with special needs, 
providing information on the characteristics of each disability and 
considerations upon hiring.

*4 A qualification certified by the Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare. 
Counselors provide general workplace and lifestyle consultations and 
guidance for individuals with special needs.

*5 A person undergoing education and training to become a Hiroshima 
Prefecture-appointed regular workplace support staff member for 
employees with special needs.

■ Mazda Mutual Aid Union

The Mazda Mutual Aid Union has its foundations in the spirit of mutual assistance for all  
members.*1 Funded by mutual membership fees (from both members and the Company)  
as well as special contributions from the Company, this organization provides a range of  
assistance to its members and their families.

Mazda has put in place a system to ensure that each employee understands their  
work evaluation results and ability level assessments, and feels that their growth and  
performance are appropriately reflected in their compensation.
Specifically, instead of using gender, age or years of service as criteria, employees are  
graded according to their ability level (production and medical staff) and work level  
(administrative and engineering staff), so that individual employee’s performances are  
directly reflected in their base salaries and bonuses. i

■ Personnel Development Committees

Mazda is aiming to provide mid- to long-term training for employees to be leaders in every 
field of global business and ensure their optimal positioning and performance. Each area  
of business operations or each division periodically convenes a monthly meeting with  
management-level members.

Mazda respects the diversity of its employees, and the Company aims to foster a corporate 
climate in which every employee can express his/her individuality while working alongside  
others to contribute to the Company and society. A message from the Company president on 
diversity is delivered to all employees every year during Human Rights Week in December.

■ Employment for Those with Special Needs

Mazda steadily and continuously recruits employees with special needs, considering that  
each employee can demonstrate his/her best performance. In support of a comfortable  
working environment for employees with special needs, Mazda has established the Physical 
Challenge Support Desk for consultations.
In March 2014, Mazda was certified as an Ai Support Company/Organization under the Ai  
Support campaign,*2 by Hiroshima Prefecture. The Company participates in this campaign 
with the aim of helping realize a society where all people can live in harmony and in comfort, 
regardless of whether they are with or without special needs. j
Physical Challenge Support Desk
■ Consultations are conducted for employees with special needs by a special career  

counselor regarding their work-related concerns, and helping to ensure a workplace 
environment that facilitates productive work (through devices to convert spoken words 
into text, automatic doors, etc.).

■ Assigns a sign-language interpreter to further facilitate communication with people with 
hearing impairments.

■ Holds Physical Challenge Networking Events through the collaborative effort of  
employees and management in order to provide opportunities for employees with same 
special needs to introduce their work content or consult each other on worries and 
problems. Held regularly to promote awareness and realizations that lead to energetic 
and positive efforts.

■ Created the Physical Challenge Guidebook*3, which provides general knowledge on 
disabilities, so as to deepen understanding of people with special needs, and implement 
appropriate measures with the aim of creating a work environment in which employees 
with special needs can thrive.

■ Promotes obtaining relevant certifications, and attending training sessions so that  
people in the workplace can provide further support for employees with special needs.
Career counselors for employees with special needs*4: 27 (as of April 2014)
Job Supporters*5: 5 (as of April 2014)			Sign-language interpreter: 1 (as of April 2014)
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Marriage and Childbirth Support
■  Payments of gift money for marriage and childbirth

¥15,000 is paid upon marriage, and ¥5,000 per child is 
paid upon childbirth

Long-Term Care Support
■  Long-term care leave payments

¥30,000/month will be paid to members who take leave 
under the long-term care leave system
(If payment continues for more than three months, 
¥100,000/month will be paid for the months after first 
three months)

■  Family long-term care relief payments
¥50,000/year will be paid to members whose spouse 
is in a state requiring long-term care (as defined by the 
Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare) for a continuous 
period of one year or more

Education Support
■  Educational expenses loan

A loan of up to ¥1 million per child (deferred loan) will 
be offered when a member’s child enters university 
graduate/undergraduate studies, junior college, or a 
vocational or technical school

■	Payment of subsidies for raising disabled children
¥50,000/year will be paid in support of child development to 
members whose child possess a grade 2 disability or higher 

Support During Disasters, etc.
■  Payments of money as condolence following a disaster

Up to ¥160,000 will be paid in condolence if a member or 
his/her parents’ home is adversely affected by a disaster

■  Emergency loan
A loan of up to ¥500,000 (deferred loan) will be offered to 
members who are in mourning, hospitalized, on leave from 
work for injury/sickness, the victim of a disaster, caring for 
family members, under infertility treatment, etc.

Other Support
■  Injury/sickness leave payments, long-term medical relief 

payments, and injury/sickness leave special payments
¥5,000 will be paid each time a member takes leave of 
one month or more for injury or sickness
¥30,000/month will be paid for a long-term (three 
months or more) period of leave (if long-term leave results 
in the member not receiving his/her bonus, the member 
will receive a special payment of up to ¥100,000)

■  Financial aid for advanced medical treatment
■  Monetary condolence gifts and farewell gifts, financial 

support for survivor’s pensions funds and scholarship 
pension funds, etc.

Best Match of People, Work and Rewards

Employee

Mazda Motor 
Corporation

Average 
(male and female) 6,290,000 yen

i Average yearly salary (March 31, 2014)

Mazda Mutual Aid Union

Realization of Diversity

j Ai Support Company/Organization Certificate
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■ Increasing the Employment and Range of Opportunities for Female Employees

Through enhancement of measures promoting work-life balance and other initiatives,  
Mazda is striving to cultivate a workplace in which women can work comfortably, with the 
ratio of female employees steadily increasing.
To further promote the opportunities for female employees and increase the number of female 
middle management and above to three times the figure as of March 31, 2014 by 2020, 
Mazda will draw up individual development plans for female candidates for middle and above 
management positions to support and promote their active participations.
Mazda supports the “Action Plans on Promotion of Women to Managerial and Board Position” 
by the Japan Business Federation (Nippon Keidanren), and participates in it*１. k

■ Promoting Re-Employment of the Elderly, and Passing on 
Expertise, Skills, and Know-How

Mazda is actively re-employing retired former employees to help them share their  
expertise, skills, and know-how with younger employees. Efforts are being made to create 
a work environment that is fulfilling yet able to balance work and personal life through  
measures such as reduced work hours and shorter days.
Starting in FY March 2014, Mazda has introduced a system to ensure the continued  
employment of all post-retirement employees who wish to continue working, in response  
to the revised Act for Stabilization etc. of Employment of Older Persons etc., which took  
effect in April 2013.
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k Onsite daycare center: Mazda Waku Waku Kids En

Nobuyuki Aratani
Vehicle Production 
Dept. No. 1, Hiroshima 
Plant

Masaki Ueda
Vehicle Production 
Dept. No. 1, Hiroshima 
Plant

Ueda: I work as Team Leader for a ve-
hicle assembly line. At my workplace,  
I do not feel any disadvantage due to  
my hearing disability and can engage in 
good communication with my cowork-
ers. Through proactively taking on any  
challenges, I have developed trust and  
have been appointed a leader for kaizen 
activities. I will continue working to de-
velop processes that are easy to handle for all workers, with 
or without disability. For further advancement, I request  
that the Company enhance assistance for various educa-
tional or qualification programs, such as sign language in-
terpretation.
[Comment from supervisor]
Aratani: He is good at clearly communicating his opinions   
and plays a central role in the workplace, earning high trust 
from his coworkers. We use a whiteboard and other tools to 
communicate information correctly. To gain familiarity with 
sign language, all members use sign language to confirm a Quality Policy together once a 
week. I will support him in acquiring in-house or public qualifications and improving his lead-
ership capabilities.

Employees with special needs at 
workplace

 VOICE

*1 “Mazda Promoting Active Participation of Female Employees” 
  http://www.mazda.com/jp/csr/csr_vision/employee/pdf/diversity.pdf

As part of the initiative to support the realization of a good 
work-life balance and diversity in the workplace, this daycare 
center was established for preschool children of employees. 
Nurses are permanently stationed and even available to look 
after sick children. (Established in April 2002)

http://www.mazda.com/jp/csr/csr_vision/employee/pdf/diversity.pdf
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■ Limited-Term Employees in Manufacturing Operations

Mazda is implementing ongoing measures toward the achievement of a workplace in which 
limited-term employees can feel fulfilled with their work. 
A system has been put in place for limited-term employees who have worked for one year 
or more at Mazda in becoming full-time employees. In addition, limited-term employees  
who have worked for six months or more and had their contracts renewed can become 
members of the Mazda Workers’ Union. Through these and other initiatives, the Company 
is cultivating a sense of oneness among employees with different employment styles as it 
aims to cultivate a vibrant environment where employees can enjoy their work.

■ Global Employment Opportunities

Mazda implements short- and medium-term human resource exchanges throughout the  
Group as a whole, through the Global PDC (Global Personnel Development Committee) and 
other measures, to enable a diverse range of employees to succeed on the global stage  
regardless of their country of origin or place of employment. Also, each of the overseas  
regions and other Group companies conducts a unique recruitment procedure in order to  
secure global and diverse human resources.

Under its Safety and Health Creed, Mazda is working to develop people, workplaces, and  
mechanisms that ensure the safety and health of the people who work at Mazda. From 
FY March 2012 to FY March 2014, domestic Mazda Group companies implemented  
the Group’s second three-year plan, called the “One Mazda Movement for an Enjoyable  
Workplace.” Since FY March 2015, Group companies have been working on the third three-
year plan.

■ General Safety and Health Committee

Mazda has established the General Safety and Health Committee, whose members include 
management (executive officer in charge of safety and each division’s general managers)  
and labor representatives (Mazda Workers’ Union leaders). Committee members meet to  
discuss and decide each year’s action plan and priority measures concerning safety and  
health.
Occupational safety and health activities extend to all domestic companies in the Mazda  
Group. The person in charge at Mazda Motor Corporation participates to the Safety and  
Health Committee meetings of domestic Mazda Group companies to share information,  
observe and provide guidance to the workplace, support education activities, etc.
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Employee Data (as of March 31, 2014)

Number of Employees
Average 

age

Average 
years of 

employmentProduction / 
medical

Administrative / 
engineering

Non-
consolidated

Male 9,705 9,719 41.0 16.4 

Female  634 1,220 36.0 13.0 

Total 21,278 40.5 16.1

Consolidated Total 40,892 ― ―
* The number of employees dispatched to other locations is included in the 

“Nonconsolidated” numbers.

FY March 
2012

FY March 
2013 FY March 2014

Number of female employees 
hired 118 124 95

Number of female managers 
(assistant manager and above) 125 133 149

Number of female managers 
(middle management and above) 21 21 20

Percentage of female managers*1 
(assistant manager and above) 3.2% 3.4% 3.8%

Percentage of female managers*2 
(middle management and above) 1.6% 1.6% 1.5%

Number of male managers 
(middle management and above) 1,324 1,318 1,343

Number of workers aged 60 
and over (Expert Family) 1,381 1,084 1,240

Percentage of employees with 
special needs*3

1.93%
(Legal rate: 1.8%)

1.92%
(Legal rate: 1.8%)

1.98%
(Legal rate: 2.0%)

Number of present employees 
with special needs*3 266 256 279

Average age of managers 50.2 50.9 51.1
Number of new 
graduates hired
(University, college 
and high school 
graduates)

Male 412 415 133

Female   85 101 50

*1 Number of female managers (assistant manager or above)/Number of 
managers (assistant manager or above) (percentage of all managers)

*2 Number of female managers (middle management and above)/Number of 
managers (middle management and above) (percentage of all managers)

*3 Average number in each fiscal year

Occupational Safety and Health

Safety and Health Creed
For workers, safety and health are essential assets. 
Our people are our most valuable resource, and we 
are committed to keeping them safe.

* Proactive and enjoyable workplace: A workplace where intensive 
problem-solving activities are implemented, taking into account the 
division’s characteristics, and where individual employees work as a team 
harmoniously led by their manager, so that individual employees and the 
organization are both invigorated.

One Mazda Movement for an Enjoyable Workplace  
The Third Three-Year	Plan

Policy: Realize a proactive and enjoyable workplace* 
by accomplishing safety and health activities 
initiated by individuals and divisions.
Slogan: Safety and health first in One Mazda, 24 
hours a day

How to think or proceed

1. Fostering human resources who go back to 
the basics, observe rules, and behave in a safe 
manner

2. Strengthening activities to prevent serious 
disasters and accidents, by predicting and 
preparing for possible risks

3. Building up a corporate culture that promotes 
activities in which all employees participate, and 
which encourages them to advise and praise 
each other
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■ Safety and Health Management System (SMS)

Mazda implements voluntary and continuous safety and hygiene management through its 
Safety and Health Management System. This system reduces the potential risks for work-
related accidents and enhances overall levels of safety and hygiene standards.
Contents of the Management System Initiative
Mazda performs risk assessments to prevent accidents before they happen. The Company 
also implements management system audits and evaluations to support the appropriate  
implementation of the system. These processes are part of the PDCA (plan-do-check-act)  
cycle, which Mazda applies on an ongoing basis.
<FY March 2014 Internal Audit Results (Mazda Motor Corporation)>
■ Performed audits for all applicable divisions and departments (27 organizations, 131 

departments)
Risk Assessments
Since FY March 2006, Mazda has conducted risk assessments at all facilities to determine 
potential dangers and risks in manufacturing, product development, administration, office 
operations and other processes, in order to determine suitable countermeasures. Through 
these efforts the Company reviews and identifies risks each year, improving the level of  
workplace safety.
Safety Record
Since Mazda began to introduce safety measures, its incident rate has gradually decreased. 
Although, the incident rate increased for two years between FY March 2013 and FY March 
2014, the number of accidents due to machinery problems has been on the decline. A  
theme for the future is improving all employees’ sensitivity to risk, to prevent accidents  
resulting from unsafe human behavior. l

■ Education and Training Concerning Occupational Safety and Health

Mazda conducts safety and health training within the Company, the domestic Group  
companies and with suppliers (Toyukai Cooperative Union*1).
Contents of Main Educational and Training Programs at Mazda Motor Corporation
■ Safety and health training prescribed by the Occupational Safety and Health Law is provided 

(information provided to domestic Group companies and suppliers)
■ Prediction trainer training, with the aim of achieving zero accidents
■ Capacity-building training for dangerous or hazardous work engaged persons like forklift  

operation
■ Newly appointed safety and health managerial and supervisory personnel
■ Practical first aid training on AED use

Main Educational and Training Programs for Domestic Group Companies and Suppliers
■ Safety and health management
■ Training to enhance the skills of safety and health management and supervisory personnel
■ Training for work-related risk prediction and traffic risk prediction

Mazda is promoting Company-wide health improvement activities to maintain and enhance 
the health of Company employees emphasizing on reduction of health risks by conducting 
health checkups, and recognizing as priority issues on mental health measures, lifestyle  
improvements, aging countermeasures and health maintenance support overseas. Similar 
activities are promoted and supported at domestic Group companies.

■ Health Checkups

In addition to legally prescribed health checkups for all employees, Mazda carries out  
comprehensive medical checkups covering a variety of areas for employees when they  
reach the ages of, 25, 30, and 35, and when they pass the age of 40. Furthermore, the  
Company conducts complete physical checkups, including gastroscopy and abdominal  
ultrasonography, for employees when they reach the ages of 50, 54, and 58. Based  
on the results of these health checkups, the Company also promotes health by offering  
personal guidance and health education by Company doctors and nurses in order to protect 
employees’ health. m
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2009 2010 2011 2012 2013
0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

(Year)
Mazda’s ratio of lost time due to accidents
Mazda’s total frequency rate
JAMA’s ratio of lost time due to accidents
JAMA’s total frequency rate

0.12 0.14

0.11 0.02 0.020.07

0.07
0.12 0.10

0.10

0.65 0.53

0.28

0.32
0.40

0.76 0.78 0.76

0.63

0.54

* Accident frequency, measured as the number of casualty figure per million 
person-hours worked.

*1 The Toyukai Cooperative Union consists of 64 vehicle parts and 
equipment companies that are direct or indirect trading partners 
with Mazda, and is a union organization that actively engages in 
initiatives with a constant awareness of the need to put “quality 
first.” It was founded in 1952 by Mazda and 20 collaborating 
companies that have trading relationships with the Company, 
with the aim of promoting friendly relations among members and 
improving welfare, as well as developing a system for cooperating 
with Mazda. The Company offers advice and support to this group 
from a safety viewpoint by introducing safety information and 
inviting safety training provided by Mazda.

Health Maintenance and Improvement

l Incident Rate*

FY March 
2012

FY March 
2013

FY March 
2014

Percentage of employees receiving health 
checkups 100% 100% 100%

Number of comprehensive medical 
checkups (ages 30, 35, 40, or more)
(Breast cancer and uterine cancer 
examinations are available upon 
request.)

12,173 11,560 11,267

Number of general regular medical 
checkups (excluding the above) 14,244 17,092 17,929

Number of specific medical checkups 1,498 2,000 1,980
Number of overseas medical checkups 252 376 484
Number of people receiving personal 
guidance on the basis of health checkup 
results
(including specific health guidance)

588 637 1,871

m Health Checkup Data
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■ Mental Health Measures

In 2003, Mazda declared its commitment to active cooperation between labor and management 
to promote employees’ mental health in the Warm Heart Declaration. In addition, the Mazda 
Warm Heart Plan was formulated and is being implemented on an ongoing basis.
■ A consultation by Company doctors and nurses
■ Seminars for managers, and other employees
■ Stress diagnoses known as “vitality checkups” to assess the conditions of individuals and 

the organization
■ Support for employees who have taken time off to get back to work n

<Major Initiatives>
■ Labor and management cooperated to establish the Mental Health Project and construct 

a Company-wide support system (2007)
■ Mazda has introduced occupational stress diagnoses known as “vitality checkups” for all 

employees to reveal individual and organization-level risks. Based on the results of these 
diagnoses, each division takes initiatives in promoting workplace improvements (Implemented 
annually since 2008)

■ Mental health training for managers is conducted on an ongoing basis. An “Advanced 
Course” has been launched in 2009 just after 2008 basic training

■ Self-care seminar targeting third-year employees
■ Mental health training on demand of the workplace
■ Support for employees working in the affected areas by the Great East Japan Earthquake: 

a wide variety of support provided, including health support using physical condition check 
sheets and interviews via the Internet, and the distribution of first-aid kits to dealers (2011)

■ Mazda distributes copies of “Genki Tsushin,” a healthcare bulletin that provides employees 
with useful hints on self care, to help them live a healthy and lively life (Published once a 
month since November 2012)

■ Measures to Prevent Lifestyle-Related Diseases o

Non-Smoking Measures
Mazda has set a long-term target of reducing the percentage of smokers in the Company to 25%. 
To achieve this target, Mazda offers full individual support and promotes a nonsmoker-friendly 
environment. Since 2003, Mazda has had a Company-wide smoke-free day, which has been 
implemented once a month since FY March 2011. In addition, the provision of outside smoking 
areas is promoted to prevent passive smoking.
Lifestyle Improvements and Preventing Metabolic Syndrome
In April 2008, specific medical checkups and healthcare guidance became mandatory, and the 
Company has launched programs offering specific medical guidance (for both individuals and 
groups) by nurses and trainers. In FY March 2014, individual guidance was provided to 528 
employees.
Walking to Improve Health
To support the improvement of health through walking, Mazda promotes walking, with the goal of 
getting 50% or more of employees to achieve 10,000 steps a day. Specific measures include: the 
“10,000-step Challenge” (with the goal of walking 10,000 steps a day), which is held for indirect 
employees; providing tools on the Company Intranet that help employees record the distances 
they walk; establishment of an in-house walking course; and the “Light Muscle Training While 
Walking” event, which combines walking and light muscle exercise. Furthermore, the Company 
promotes walking through the Eco-Walk Commuting Program (with allowance payments).

<Light Muscle Training While Walking>
As part the Health and Hygiene Month activities conducted in October every year, Mazda holds 
a walking event during lunchtime using the in-house walking course. In FY March 2014, the 
Light Muscle Training While Walking event was held. By adding exercises, such as high knees, 
side twists, tiptoeing to walking, this event was intended to build up participants’ muscle 
strength and increase expenditure of calories. Approximately 200 employees participated. p

Encouraging Healthy Eating
Starting in FY March 2010, a new type of healthy meal that is low calorie, low salt, and uses high-
fiber ingredients, is being offered as a regular part of the Company lunch menu. It is also applied 
to dietary instruction of specific health guidance.
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p Light Muscle Training While Walking

FY March 
2012

FY March 
2013

FY March 
2014

Anti-
smoking 
promotion 
activities

Percentage of employees who 
smoke 31.2% 30.3% 30.6%

Number of employees receiving 
nicotine patches / guidance 85 39 16

Walking 
activities

Number of participants 
in the “10,000-steps 
Challenge”/ Percentage of 
employees who achieved 
10,000 steps per day

8,393
/45.2%

8,607
/47.0%

8,706
/48.3%

Number of participants in 
Mazda Active Walking
・Smile Course (2,000 km/year)
・Steady Course (2,500 km/
year)
・Speedy Course (3,000 km/
year)

780
8,769
258

532
9,671
237

696
8,968
213

o Data on Measures to Prevent Lifestyle-Related 
Diseases

FY March 
2012

FY March 
2013

FY March 
2014

Training for newly appointed 
managers 201 198 202

Training for managers 
(advanced) 106 74 360

Training for third-year 
employees (Self-care 
seminar)

632 114 136

Training by division (at the 
division’s request) 316 265 405

n Number of Participants in Mental Health Training
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■ Health Risk Measures

Preventing Health Problems and Accidents Due to Overwork
In April 2003, Mazda initiated a system where Company doctors and nurses conduct  
interviews with employees who work more than a certain amount of overtime and offer  
guidance to prevent potential sickness resulting from overwork.
In July 2007, Mazda started a No-Overtime Week system in which these employees are  
prohibited from working overtime and from working on holidays. The Company has also  
introduced a health status check tool called the SEE Check*1, which comprises health  
checks of members by supervisors.
Prevention of Falling Accidents and Measures to Help Aging Employees
Mazda has independently developed and introduced performance safety tests and fun  
exercises to prevent falling accidents and protect aging employees in production divisions. 
In comparisons between pre-introduction and post-introduction periods among employees 
50 years of age or older, balance and alertness have improved. In divisions not directly  
connected to production, “Zoom-Zoom Stretching Exercises” for the maintenance and  
enhancement of sense of balance and leg strength is being implemented at each workplace 
so as to help employees develop healthy bodies and prevent falling accidents.
As the measures for aging of society, these initiatives are gaining attention in the  
occupational health field: information on the initiatives has been provided to the Japan  
Safety & Health Association, and research results have been presented at the National  
Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) in the United States. In addition, a  
large number of inquiries are being received from both Japan and overseas. q
System for Health Maintenance Support Overseas
For employees on overseas assignment, Mazda carries out health checkups before they  
leave Japan and provides healthcare instructions after they return to Japan. While  
employees are working overseas, Mazda offers consultations via e-mail, telephone and the 
Internet to support their health maintenance, from the time they leave Japan to the time 
of their return. Moreover, every time a new overseas project is launched, the Company  
makes efforts to reduce the anxiety of assigned employees, by obtaining information on  
the healthcare situation of the relevant country, and showing specific measures to be taken 
when a health problem arises there.
In recent years, for employees assigned to work in an emerging country, Mazda has offered 
on-site healthcare consultations limited to the setup period of a production site. Company 
medical staff members are dispatched to the local site, where they are involved in early  
detection of, and responding to health problems through face-to-face communication.

Mazda has a standing labor agreement with the Mazda Workers’ Union. The Company has 
a shared outlook on the direction of its business operations and aims to build relationships 
in which everyone thinks and works together to contribute to all stakeholders. In addition, 
Mazda regularly exchanges information and engages in active discussions with the  
Federation of All Mazda Workers’ Unions, composed of the labor unions of all domestic  
Group companies, and make every possible effort to maintain positive labor relations. r
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q Zoom-Zoom Stretching Execises

r Labor and management leaders shake handsIndustrial Relations

*1 Confirmation of sleeping habits (Are you getting enough sleep?), 
eating habits (Are you eating well?), and life enjoyment (Are you 
finding time for hobbies and enjoying life?).
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■ Basic Approach

Mazda regards human rights as fundamental to its corporate activities. Mazda believes that 
a friendly, productive workplace in which employees respect the dignity and individuality of 
their coworkers is essential. Such a workplace harnesses the capabilities of its employees 
and is a source of great strength for the organization.
With this in mind, Mazda adopted the Human Rights Declaration in November 2000. The  
declaration states that Mazda must never tolerate human rights violations of any kind,  
including discrimination and bullying on the basis of race, nationality, faith, gender, social 
status, family origin, age, physical disability or sexual orientation, and also states that  
Mazda is determined to eliminate human rights violations from business activities both  
inside and outside the Company. Based on the notion that there is no end to human rights 
efforts, the Company continues its initiatives with the ultimate goal of zero problems. a
Mazda recognizes that, from the perspective of human rights due diligence,*1 a system and 
mechanism to grasp the activity status and to identify, report, correct and follow-up actual 
and potential negative impacts are required. The scope of human rights activities has been 
expanded to include domestic and overseas Group companies as well as suppliers, with the 
following efforts being conducted.

■ Rules / Guidelines

One of the five principles of behavior stipulated in the Mazda Corporate Ethics Code  
of Conduct is “to comply with laws and regulations, company rules, common sense  
and sound practice in international society.” In the light of the basic principles of the  
Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the International Labor Organization (ILO)  
Declaration on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work, Mazda has striven to increase 
employee awareness of its fundamental approach to respect for human rights, by further 
clarifying Company policies and standards of behavior among employees.
Specifically, Mazda established the Guidelines on Eliminating Sexual Harassment in 1999 
and the Rules to Eliminate Human Rights Violations in 2000, prohibiting any activity that 
may infringe on an employee’s human rights, and created a list of rules and guidelines  
to ensure a good working environment. In general, these rules and guidelines will be  
reviewed, with consideration to internal and external circumstances at the time, and if  
necessary, will be revised accordingly. Recently, these rules and guidelines were revised 
in FY March 2013.

■ Systems for Promoting Human Rights

The Human Rights Committee, comprising executive officers and division general  
managers, deliberates on human rights activities, and based on their decisions the  
Human Resources Office promotes human rights education activities and resolves  
issues throughout the Group. Each division manager leads the division’s activities as the 
human rights promotion officer at Mazda Motor Corporation, while the person in charge 
of human rights leads activities at each Mazda business location as well as at Group  
companies in Japan and overseas. Exchanges of opinions among Group companies take 
place on a regular basis. Serious human rights violations within the Group are reported to 
Mazda Motor Corporation human resources officer or other senior executives, providing a 
framework that enables the implementation of Group-wide solutions. As for the suppliers, 
Mazda seeks to establish a value chain in which suppliers are also required to fulfill  
their social responsibilities in the area of respect for human rights, based on the Mazda 
Supplier CSR Guidelines (see p.150). b
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RESPECT FOR HUMAN 
RIGHTS

Mazda regards respect for human rights as fundamental to its 
corporate activities, and is actively and sincerely committed 
to human rights protection activities.

a

Human Rights Declaration (November 2000)
Mazda will strive to become the leading company  
in Japan for respecting human rights and for the  
ethical treatment of its employees.

*1 Due diligence is the comprehensive, proactive process to identify 
the actual and potential negative social, environmental and 
economic impacts of an organization’s decisions and activities 
over the entire life cycle of a project or organizational activity, 
with the aim of avoiding or mitigating negative impacts (cited 
from ISO 26000).

Division and Department managers
Human Rights Protection Promotion Officer

Local governments,
other corporations,

external organizations

Domestic and overseas
Group companies, suppliers

Human Rights
Committee

Business locations

Labor Affairs Group of
Human Resources Office

(In charge of Human Rights
Enlightenment Promotion)

b Human Rights Promotion System
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■ Human Rights Counseling by Dedicated Counselors

Mazda has set up a Human Rights Counseling Desk and a Female Employee Counseling Desk to 
receive human rights consultations from employees, and deal with and resolve human rights 
issues by providing advice, early relief from human rights violations, etc.
Mazda has set out regulations mandating strict confidentiality, guaranteeing immunity 
from reprisals, and ensuring that no disadvantage will accrue to employees who request  
consultations. Counseling is offered in various forms, such as face-to-face, by telephone, or  
by e-mail. The Counseling Desk works to promptly respond to consultations, with the goal of  
rapidly improving the work environment for the affected employee. Necessary support is also 
offered in order to ensure respect for human rights in the entire workplace in question.
These counseling desks are managed by the Human Resources Office, and following set  
protocol, all received cases are followed up until they are resolved. Also, the results of handling 
these cases are recorded and managed in accordance with the stipulated procedure, and 
reported to the Human Rights Committee. These records are used to formulate more effective 
Company-wide policies and implement educational activities.

■ Training and Educational Activities

To raise awareness of human rights, Mazda requires all employees to consider human rights 
issues by participating in training programs and educational activities.
The status of employees’ human rights awareness is gauged based on the results of questions 
related to employee human rights included in the Employee Engagement survey.*1 These 
results are referred to during revisions of activities and improvement measures.
Human Rights Training
Mazda holds obligatory human rights training programs for employees when they are promoted 
in rank or position. The Company also holds event-based training such as human rights lectures 
for executive officers and senior managers. A total of about 2,200 employees participated in 
these trainings in FY March 2014.
President’s Message During Human Rights Week
A message from the Company president to all employees on the importance of respect for  
human rights is delivered every year during Human Rights Week, in connection with Human 
Rights Day on December 10.
Human Rights Meetings
Regular meetings (four times a year for plant workers, twice a year for office workers) are held 
at each workplace themed on familiar topics, so that employees may develop awareness for  
human rights on a daily basis.
Other Human Rights Education Activities
Human Rights Cards (distributed upon hiring), buses with human-rights message wraps,  
displays of human rights panels and footage (Tokyo Head Office, Mazda R&D Center Yokohama: 
twice a year), human rights mini-lectures and other information sharing opportunities via 
the in-house Intranet, provision of reference materials regarding “Color Universal Design” to 
persons in charge of publications etc. c
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*1 Since FY March 2009, employee engagement surveys have been 
expanded to include Group companies in Japan and overseas.

c Human Rights Cards

TOPICS Human Rights Slogan Competition through Human Rights Meetings
In September 2013, regular human rights meetings were held at each workplace on 
the theme “What we should be careful about when we have an advantage over the  
other.” Employees discussed on topics such as whether their attitude when they have 
an advantage is appropriate and what kind of attitude is needed, with regards to var-
ious human relationships inside and outside the Company. Then the submission of  
a workplace human rights slogan was encouraged, for which some 757 applications  
were submitted. Following screening, two slogans were selected as the first prize and 
announced in the President’s message on December 2. Human Rights Week provided 
all employees with an opportunity to reaffirm the importance of human rights. They  
have striven to create a workplace where individual employees can exert their po-
tential to the fullest extent, by translating the ideas that they declared in each work-
place’s human rights slogan into concrete words and actions.

d Global Sales Planning Dept., Global Sales & 
Marketing Div.

e Body Inspection Group., Hofu Vehicle Production 
Dept. No. 4, Hofu Plant

[The first prize Human Rights Slogans]
“See your footing, feel their feeling.”
Global Sales Planning Dept., Global Sales & Marketing Div. d
“Beware of looking down on someone without being aware of it”
Body Inspection Group, Hofu Vehicle Production Dept. No.4, Hofu Plant e
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■ Activities at Group Companies in Japan and Overseas

Based on its “ONE MAZDA” concept, Mazda is committed to promoting human rights  
activities in its Group companies. Based on the Mazda Human Rights Declaration’s  
basic principles and with reference to the Rules to Eliminate Human Rights Violations,  
the Guidelines on Eliminating Sexual Harassment, and other guidelines, Mazda Group  
companies are maintaining a set of rules and guidelines that take into account the  
conditions in each country where they are applied. Through these efforts, the Company  
strives to protect human rights at all companies throughout the Group.
There is also regular information exchange between human rights officers at Mazda Motor 
Corporation and each Group company. Depending on the circumstances of the particular  
company, Mazda Motor Corporation may also take steps such as providing training/
education tools or dispatching instructors.
During FY March 2014, Mazda supported Group companies in Japan in establishing a  
system for human rights training, and provided materials for Human Rights Meetings  
to domestic and overseas Group companies. Problems arising at Group companies are  
reported through the pertinent superiors, but in cases where this is difficult, direct  
reporting from employees is accepted via the Human Rights Counseling Desk, the Female 
Employee Counseling Desk, Mazda Global Hotline (see p.147), etc.

■ Collaborating with External Organizations and Contributing to 
Local Communities

Mazda actively collaborates with local governments, companies and other external  
organizations to implement human rights protection activities for local communities.
Other efforts towards respect for human rights include social contributions such as  
measures against poverty. (see pp.84-123)
Major Initiatives in FY March 2014

■ Participating and cooperating in events in Fuchu-cho, Hiroshima (location of the Mazda 
Head Office) and other parts of Hiroshima Prefecture, including the prefecture’s “Human 
Festa” festival gf

■ Inviting concerned organizations from outside Hiroshima Prefecture for plant tours and 
forums to exchange opinions

■ Results of Initiatives

In March 2008, Mazda became the first corporation in Japan to be awarded the Human 
Rights Merit Award by Japan’s Ministry of Justice and the National Federation of  
Consultative Assemblies of Civil Liberties Commissioners. h
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f Human Festa 2013 in Fuchu-cho (November 
2013) Opening ceremony

g Human Festa 2013 in Hiroshima (December 
2013) Panel display on Mazda’s human rights 
protection initiatives

h Human Rights Merit Award certificate
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I am in charge of purchasing of electrical components. To support manufacturing vehicles 
that can satisfy our customers, I work to ensure stable purchasing of parts and materials with 
maintaining high quality. With new overseas production sites, such as the plants in Mexico and 
Thailand, sources of purchasing of parts and materials are becoming increasingly diversified, 
making our supply chain complicated. I always try to find win-win proposals for both the 
suppliers and Mazda beyond the existing business framework.

Working with our Suppliers for Higher Quality and Stable 
Purchasing

 Miwako Nobori
Parts Purchasing Department No. 1, 

Purchasing Division
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b For detailed information, please see the following.

Mazda is enhancing its corporate governance and strengthening its internal controls with  
the aim of increasing management transparency and expediting decision making.

Mazda views the enhancement of corporate governance as one of its most important  
management issues, and along with statutory bodies including the General Meeting of  
Shareholders, Board of Directors, and Audit & Supervisory Board, the Company has  
introduced an executive officer system to separate execution and management functions.
This is intended to expedite decision-making by increasing the effectiveness of the Board of 
Directors as a supervisory body, by enhancing the deliberations of the Board of Directors, 
and by delegating authority to executive officers.
As of June 30, 2014, Mazda’s Board of Directors is composed of nine members, two of  
whom are outside corporate directors with a high degree of independence. a b

■ Inauguration of an Outside Corporate Director System
At the shareholders’ meeting held on June 24, 2011, Mazda appointed two outside  
corporate directors, inaugurating the Outside Corporate Director System with the objective 
of further increasing management soundness and transparency. The outside corporate  
directors are expected to help strengthen the auditing functions of the Board of Directors 
and further boost the transparency of management by offering advice on Mazda’s  
management activities based on their knowledge, experience, and insights, and by taking 
part in the decision-making process. The outside corporate directors have no business  
relationships or other interests with Mazda.

■ Management Auditing
Mazda’s Audit & Supervisory Board has five members, including three outside audit &  
supervisory board members who have no business relationship or other interests with  
Mazda, and audits the directors in the performance of their duties as per an annual audit 
plan formulated by the Audit & Supervisory Board. Aside from statutory attendance at  
the Board of Directors meetings, the audit & supervisory board members also attend  
management meetings, etc. KPMG AZSA LLC is retained under contract as Mazda’s  
independent auditor.

■ Cooperation among Parties Responsible for Auditing
Audit & Supervisory Board members (full time), the auditing company, and the Global  
Auditing Department hold the meetings below on a regular basis to exchange information 
mainly on issues related to internal controls.
■  Meeting between Audit & Supervisory Board members (full time) and the auditing  

company
■  Meeting between Audit & Supervisory Board members (full time) and the Global  

Auditing Department
■  Three-party meeting between Audit & Supervisory Board members (full time), auditing 

company, and the Global Auditing Department
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MANAGEMENT Mazda is enhancing its corporate governance and strengthening 
its internal controls.

Corporate Governance
General Meeting of Shareholders

Selection/Dismissal

Audit & Supervisory
Board, Audit & Supervisory

Board Members

Reporting

Reporting

Cooperation

Consultation

Independent
Auditor

Reporting/
Cooperation

Audit Board of Directors
Directors

Supervise

Executive Com
m

ittee 
and Other Advisory Bodies

Executive Officers Each committee*

Selection/Dismissal Selection/Dismissal

All employees

Group companies

Audit

Five, of whom three
are outside audit &
supervisory board

member.

Nine corporate directors,
of whom two are
outside directors

Internal auditing
departments

Representative
Directors

Division General
Managers, etc.

Department/Group
managers

a Corporate Governance Framework

■ Asset Security Report (Japanese Only)
http://www.mazda.com/jp/investors/library/s_report/pdf/
f_repo140625.pdf
・ Executive Officers’ responsible field, biography, etc. (pp. 

29–32)
・ Corporate governance, etc. (pp. 33–35)
・ Directors’ compensation, etc.(p. 37)

■ Business Report
http://www.mazda.com/investors/stockinfo/
pdf/148shoshu.pdf
・ Total and maximum amounts of directors’ compensation 

(p. 15)
・ Board of directors’ meetings held and the attendance of 

outside corporate directors (pp. 15-16)

■ Annual Report 2014
http://www.mazda.com/investors/library/annual/
・ Audit fee (p. 31)

■ Company Outline
http://www.mazda.com/about/outline/executive.html
・ Executive Officers’ responsible field

*   Company-wide Safety and Health Committee 
Meeting, Quality Committee Meeting, 
Risk Compliance Committee, Human Rights 
Committee, Security Export Control Committee、
Security-Related Export Control Committee, etc.

http://www.mazda.com/jp/investors/library/s_report/pdf/f_repo140625.pdf
http://www.mazda.com/jp/investors/library/s_report/pdf/f_repo140625.pdf
http://www.mazda.com/investors/stockinfo/pdf/148shoshu.pdf
http://www.mazda.com/investors/stockinfo/pdf/148shoshu.pdf
http://www.mazda.com/investors/library/annual/
http://www.mazda.com/about/outline/executive.html
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■ Auditing for Group Companies’ Management
Mazda has established a group-wide auditing framework
Japan
For Group companies in Japan, Mazda sets the Audit & Supervisory Board for “large  
companies” as defined by the Companies Act of Japan, and the corporate auditors for other 
companies. Through the Group Audit & Supervisory Board Members’ Meetings attended  
by the audit & supervisory board members (full time) of the Group’s large companies and  
appointed part-time corporate auditors from among the Mazda employees, Mazda aims to 
strengthen ties between Mazda and its Group companies.
Overseas 
Major overseas Group companies have the Audit Committee to discuss matters relating  
to internal control. Executives and internal auditing-related departments of each  
overseas Group company, as well as Mazda’s related departments and the Global Auditing 
Department, participate in each company’s Audit Committee meetings and exchange  
opinions. Mazda’s Executive Officers and full-time Audit & Supervisory Board members also 
attend the meetings at the Group companies in Europe, North America and Australia. In  
FY March 2015, Audit Committee is scheduled to be set at newly established companies in 
Mexico, Russia, and Malaysia.

■ Internal Auditing
Internal audits are conducted for the purpose of ensuring sound and efficient management. 
The Global Auditing Department is in charge of auditing Mazda Motor Corporation/Group  
companies in Japan, and newly established Group companies. Major Group companies in  
North America, Europe, Australia, and Central and South America have established internal 
auditing departments independent from their operating departments, which conduct  
internal audits and report results to the Global Auditing Department. 
Some Group companies in Japan have established their own internal audit departments, to 
which the Global Auditing Department also provides support.
The internal auditing departments of Mazda and overseas Group companies are staffed  
with auditors with specialized knowledge, such as those qualified as Certified Internal  
Auditor (CIA), to conduct audits.

■ IT System Auditing
System auditors qualified as Certified Information System Auditor (CISA) conduct auditing 
of the status of development and operation of information systems at Mazda and Group  
companies, in order to reduce IT risks.

Mazda has established the Mazda Corporate Ethics Code of Conduct (see p.147), which  
states action guidelines for employees, the Finance Control Guideline for global financial  
control, and other guidelines. Based on these guidelines, each department develops rules, 
procedures, manuals, etc. to promote establishment of internal control. c
For Group companies, cooperative systems have been established, in accordance with the 
Domestic Affiliates Administration Rules and the Overseas Affiliates Administration Rules. 
At Mazda side, the department responsible for each  Group company supports training and 
promotion for internal controls at respective Group company.
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Control Environment
■ Mazda Corporate Ethics Code of Conduct
■ Finance Control Guideline, etc.

Risk Assessment
■ Risk Compliance Committee
■ Revising self-diagnosis checklist, etc.

Control Activities
■ Developing/operating work processes
　(Developing procedures, manager approvals, etc.)

Information and Communication
■ Internal control signoff system
■ Mazda Global Hotline, etc.

Monitoring
■ Self-diagnosis of internal controls
■ Internal auding, etc.

Enhancement of IT Security
■ Setting IT Security Management Regulations
■ IT system auditing, etc.
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c Mazda Internal Controls

I'm working for internal control and audit service in 
new Mexico plant. For issues identified through our 
activities, a structure is ready to support and consider 
action plans in cooperation with managements. We 
start to conduct J-SOX audit in FY March 2015 as 
a subsidiary of Mazda. Furthermore, we do not only 
offering internal audit service but also engaging in 
cooperation with Auditing Department of Mazda HQ 
as a department that makes useful proposals and 
activities to support each department in MMVO. We 
are going to support to make operation processes of  
MMVO valid and efficient.

Assistant Manager
Internal Control & Audit Department
Mazda de Mexico Vehicle Operation

César Alonso Ruiz

 VOICE
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■ Self-Diagnosis System of Internal Controls
In 1998 Mazda initiated a system of self-diagnosis of internal controls for the purpose of  
disseminating awareness concerning internal controls. Currently, self-diagnosis is carried  
out at almost all Mazda Group companies in Japan and overseas.
This system enables the persons in charge of actually developing and operating the  
processes and mechanisms, not third parties such as internal auditing departments or  
auditing companies, to evaluate internal controls using the checklist. Through this system, 
Mazda’s departments and Mazda Group companies have proactively found inadequacies in 
internal controls and taken action to improve them.
The checklist used for self-diagnosis is revised annually to reflect newly found risks, etc.

■ Implementation of Internal Controls Signoff System
From FY March 2007 Mazda has been introduced the signoff system, in which top  
management of Mazda’s each department and each Group company ensure internal  
controls by “signing-off” after identifying inadequacies in controls and confirming the  
status of correction thereof through auditing and self-diagnosis. The Mazda Internal  
Controls Report is prepared based on the contents of these signoffs.
From FY March 2010, for the purpose of early discovery of inadequacies at each  
department or Group company, a new system of quarterly reporting has been implemented 
whereby inadequacies found are reported to the Global Auditing Department on a quarterly 
basis. For each inadequacy reported, the deadline and responsible person for improvement 
are determined to facilitate speedy improvement.

Mazda identifies issues related to various internal and external risks and controls them 
based on their degree of importance, so as to ensure continuous, stable progress of  
business activities.
At Mazda, in accordance with the Basic Policy on Risk Management, Risk Management  
Regulations, and other related internal regulations, individual business risks are managed 
by the department in charge of that business area while company-wide risks are  
appropriately handled by departments that carry out business on a company-wide basis.  
Mazda continues to strengthen risk management following the PDCA cycle. d
During emergencies, such as natural disasters or situations that create serious managerial 
consequences, Mazda takes appropriate measures in reference to its internal regulations,  
including establishing an emergency response taskforce when necessary.  e
Moreover, risk management is further enhanced annually through the establishment of key 
agenda items in the Risk Compliance Committee and confirmation/evaluation of the risk  
management status in each department.
In FY March 2013, the Emergency Management Regulations was consolidated into the Risk 
Management Regulations. Mazda continues its activities to identify and reduce various  
internal and external risks.
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Risk Management

Representative Director and President

Representative Director and President

Emergency Response Taskforce

Executive Officer in charge of Risk Management

Risk Compliance Committee
Chairperson: Executive Officer in charge

of Compliance & Risk Management

Mazda Group CompaniesDepartments within Mazda

Mazda Group CompaniesDepartments within Mazda

For incidents that fall outside the scope of existing risk management organizations 
and require a coordinated interdepartmental response, the executive officer in 
charge of risk management will consult with the president, establish an 
emergency response taskforce, and appoint a general manager for this taskforce.

d Risk Management Structure in Normal Times

e Emergency Risk Management Structure

■  For details of business risks, please see Annual Report 
2014 (pp. 40-42).

http://www.mazda.com/investors/library/annual/

http://www.mazda.com/investors/library/annual/
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■ Response to Accidents and Other Emergencies
Mazda has been systematically undertaking preparatory measures for major earthquakes  
since FY March 2004. Examples of such “hardware” and “software” measures include  
quake-proofing buildings and facilities, and raising embankments, as well as maintaining  
emergency-contact networks, organizing self-disaster-defense teams, developing manuals, 
selecting tsunami evacuation areas, and carrying out evacuation drills.
Specifically, disaster drills are held annually both jointly with the fire authorities and solely 
by Mazda’s self-disaster-defense teams to confirm initial response to an emergency. In FY 
March 2014, 18,200 employees participated in disaster drills, fire drills and first-aid drills (using 
AED). f
Further, based on lessons learned from the Great East Japan Earthquake, Mazda has  
communicated to all employees the procedures for initial responses and manuals for  
operating self-disaster-defense teams, which were newly clarified in FY March 2014,  
with the aim of confirming and reviewing the precautions and initial responses in each  
workplace. Steady efforts to enhance both “hardware” and “software” aspects of  
emergency readiness will continue in preparation for the Nankai Trough Earthquake or  
other large earthquakes and tsunami associated therewith.
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Basic Policies of Risk Management

Concept
With the advance of IT and globalization and the growing awareness of environmental  
issues and compliance with the law, the environment surrounding the company’s  
activities is rapidly changing, and it can be expected to change even further in the 
future. In order to realize this “Corporate Vision,” it is necessary to specifically address 
these changes in the environment and minimize the potential risks that threaten to 
interfere with the continuous, safe furtherance of our business activities. The company 
must also create a system that will allow a rapid recovery when abnormal or emergency 
circumstances occur and gain the strong trust from our customers, shareholders and the 
community. The entire Mazda Group shall address risk management and work toward 
becoming a company that can truly be trusted.

Goals
In the following ways, Mazda shall strive for Enhancement of Corporate Value and 
Harmony with the Community thereby realizing the company’s “Corporate Vision.”
1. Ensure the health and safety of all those who make up the Mazda Group as well as 

local citizens
2. Maintain and increase the trust from the community
3. Make appropriate use of the tangible and intangible corporate assets of the Mazda 

Group
4. Secure interests of the stakeholders, earn their trust and meet their expectations
5. Support the functions of the organization and seek a rapid restoration of business 

activities at the time of abnormal circumstances or emergencies

Action Plan
All corporate officers and all employees shall have responsibility for carrying out risk 
management based on the awareness that risk exists in every facet of business activities. 
Risk management shall be addressed from all angles at every stage of operations.

Methods
Risk management activities shall be divided into two types:
1. Continuous efforts to prevent and mitigate potential risks existing in everyday duties 

and the promotion of the proactive use of these activities (risk management).
2. Minimization of damage resulting from crisis and rapid recovery (crisis management). 

The necessary systems and rules shall be established for each.

Scope of Application
1. Shall include the control of all types of business risk.
2. Shall apply to the entire Mazda Group including subsidiaries and related companies.

f Joint firefighting training with Fuchu-cho Fire 
Headquarters and Mazda Firefighting Squad
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■ Information Security
Personal information and other important information are appropriately managed 
and protected based on the established information management policies and internal  
regulations, so as to ensure information security.
To raise employees’ awareness about information security, Mazda requires its employees  
to execute training on the management of confidential information, protection of personal  
information, and IT security upon newly joining the Company. Management of confidential  
information is covered in the introduction program, while e-learning is used for personal  
information protection and IT security training. Other continuous education efforts are also 
available, including an Intranet site dedicated to information and knowledge on information 
security.
For companies in the Mazda Group, Mazda provides guidelines and educational tools  
regarding information security, realizing a group-wide effort to ensure information security.
IT Security Management Rules
The IT security policy based on the BS 7799*1 framework has been established as IT security 
management rules, under which the mechanisms for security control and monitoring that  
should be incorporated into IT systems are determined. Whether such mechanisms are  
properly installed and operated is confirmed on both a regular and random basis.

■ Protection of Personal Information
Mazda rigorously protects personal information in line with its own Personal Information 
Protection Policy.
Handling rules are set out in order to ensure appropriate management of personal  
information, regular examination of management records for retained personal data is  
taken, and management statuses are checked once a year. In cases in which the handling of 
personal information is entrusted to outside parties, such contractors are carefully selected 
based on a checklist which determined the necessary items including security management. 
The Mazda Call Center responds to customers who wish to inquire about the Company’s  
handling of personal information and those who request disclosure regarding privacy issues.
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*1 Standards on information security management established by 
the British Standards Institution (BSI), on which ISO/IEC27001 
& 27002, the current international standards for information 
security management, are based.

Personal Information Protection Policy

The Company endeavors to adequately protect the personal information of its customers, 
business partners, employees and other parties in accordance with laws and regulations on 
the protection of personal information and the basic guidelines described below.
1. Mazda shall establish Regulations for the Protection of Personal Information, to be 

adhered to by all parties that handle personal information.
2. Mazda shall put in place a presiding supervisor for the management of personal 

information, and provide corresponding educational activities for its employees (directors, 
employees, part-time workers, temporary agency workers, etc.) and other related 
persons.

3. Mazda shall acquire personal information through appropriate means. When collecting 
personal information, Mazda shall either inform that person of the purposes of use 
and its contact address, or announce such information by a well-recognized method or 
methods (such as through a website).

4. At Mazda, personal information shall only be utilized by those who have been 
authorized to manage such data, to the extent disclosed to the parties concerned or 
publicly announced, and within the scope necessary.

5. Mazda shall take all necessary measures required by law, including obtaining consent 
from the relevant party, for the provision of such personal information to a third party.

6. If Mazda assigns a third party to any business relating to personal information, the 
Company shall make an appropriate selection of the assignee for such business, 
and take all necessary measures required by law, such as conducting necessary and 
adequate supervision.

7. If Mazda receives any claim for disclosure, correction, suspension, or elimination of all 
or any part of the personal information retained by the Company, Mazda shall react 
appropriately in accordance with laws after the Company confirms that said claim was 
made by the relevant party.

8. Mazda shall ensure reasonable security measures, and continuously improve such 
measures to prevent illegal access, loss, destruction, falsification, and/or leakage of 
personal information.
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■ Basic Policy on Intellectual Property
Mazda’s overall vision for intellectual property is to use intellectual property as a management 
resource in support of its business management and enterprise activities, based on respect for its 
own and others’ intellectual property.
Based on this vision, Mazda has established an Intellectual Property Committee, comprising 
division general managers from related divisions and chaired by an executive officer responsible 
for intellectual property issues.
Also, the invention incentive system is increasing motivation for inventions among employees 
working at the forefront of research and development.

■ Protection of Intellectual Property and Intellectual Property Risk 
Management

Mazda’s dedicated Intellectual Property Department leads Company activities regarding 
intellectual properties so as not to infringe upon the intellectual property rights of other 
companies, and conducts strategic activities aimed at fiercely protecting, accumulating, and 
making optimal use of the intellectual properties generated through these in-house activities.
In order to clearly convey a relevant code of conduct to all employees and guide their behavior, 
the Mazda Corporate Ethics Code of Conduct stipulates “Protect confidential information. Never 
infringe on any intellectual property rights, whether belonging to Mazda or another party.”
The Intellectual Property Department is responsible for the overall management of intellectual 
property, and also regularly conducts awareness-raising activities to instill respect for intellectual 
property law.

1. Exhaustively uncovers and globally obtains rights concerning intellectual properties created 
by its business activities, including new technologies, markings, model names and vehicle 
designs, and protects Mazda technologies and the Mazda brand.

2. Takes steps to exhaustively investigate as well as prevent and solve any problems regarding 
intellectual properties that may obstruct business activities in each domain, such as 
infringement of other parties’ patent rights; trademark rights, design rights and copyrights; 
and violations of the Unfair Competition Prevention Act.

In awareness-raising activities, the Department offers instruction tailored to the management 
level and position of each employee and executive in Mazda and each Mazda Group company 
at home and overseas, and to the type of intellectual property in question. In particular, the 
Department provides administrative staff members instruction on problems of copyright and 
violation of the Unfair Competition Prevention Act that can arise from the use of the Internet. 
Thorough awareness-raising efforts are also made for the departments in charge of creating and 
publishing materials aimed outside the Company in order to prevent intellectual property issues.

■ Brand Protection (Measures against Imitation Products)
In collaboration with related departments, the Intellectual Property Department makes a 
sustained effort to eliminate imitation products to support and improve the strength of the Mazda 
brand and its trustworthiness, and to eliminate the risk posed to customers by the purchase of 
imitations.

1. Mazda develops and implements its own measures against the sale of imitation products.
2. Mazda actively participates in programs organized by the private and public sectors against 

imitations.
3. Mazda appoints permanent staff from among the members most knowledgeable in 

intellectual property issues to liaise with countries and regions that are major sources of 
imitation products. Working with government and other agencies tasked with exposing 
imitation products, these staff members work to devise measures to stem the flow of such 
products.

■ Support for Protection of Intellectual Property at Mazda Group 
Companies in Japan and Overseas

Mazda provides valuable support to its consolidated and Group companies, both in Japan 
and overseas, in the drafting, organization, and implementation of policies for the handling 
of intellectual property. In this way, the Company promotes the enhancement of functions for 
managing intellectual property across the entire Mazda Group.
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At Mazda the concept of compliance applies not only to laws and regulations, but also  
includes adherence to other rules such as internal guidelines and societal norms and 
expectations. Business operations are conducted in accordance with the Mazda Corporate  
Ethics Code of Conduct to ensure fair and honest practice. This also applies overseas; Mazda 
not only complies with international regulations and the laws of each country and region, but 
also respects local history, culture, and customs.
The Mazda Corporate Ethics Code of Conduct is revised as needed to cope with changes in 
the social environment, social needs, etc. g

■ Mazda Global Hotline
In 1999, Mazda established the Ethics Advisory Office to handle employee inquiries 
about compliance and conduct investigations on ethical matters. In September  
2007, the scope of the office was expanded to include domestic and overseas Mazda 
Group companies, and it was renamed the Mazda Global Hotline as a contact point 
for receiving information. h
To ensure that all employees are aware of this hotline, Mazda has distributed the  
Compliance Card with the contact information to all employees at Mazda Motor  
Corporation, and ensures awareness of this hotline at every opportunity through  
compliance education. Mazda has also introduced the hotline to Mazda Group  
companies in Japan and overseas via each company’s Intranet.
This hotline is also introduced to suppliers so that they can report the questions arose 
from any transaction related Mazda Group members. i
The Mazda Corporate Ethics Code of Conduct states that “Persons who report  
incidences of violation of the law and persons who cooperate in investigations of  
alleged violations shall not be subjected to retribution or disadvantageous treatment.”
In addition, Mazda has set up several contact points to receive various consultations  
from employees. These contact points aid in the early detection and appropriate  
handling of important compliance-related information.
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Compliance

g Compliance Promotion System

h Mazda Global Hotline

i Various Contact Points

Representative Director and President

Mazda Group
Companies

Departments within Mazda
(Executive Officers/Division General Managers/

Department General Managers = Persons in charge of compliance)

Office of General & Legal Affairs

Risk Compliance Committee

Mazda Global
Hotline

Reporting
Liaison Recommendation/

advice
Deliberation
of handling

<Review board>

Outline of the Mazda Corporate Ethics Code of Conduct

Five principles of “faithful” behavior
1. To comply with laws and regulations, company rules, common sense and sound  

practice in international society.
2. To be fair and even-handed.
3. To fulfill the company’s social responsibilities.
4. To fulfill your own duties truthfully.
5. To be honest.

Guidelines
1. Comply with laws and regulations and the company rules. In a situation where such 

rules are not clearly defined, make a judgment considering their spirit.
2. Treat employees, customers and clients fairly and justly. Do not obtain from or give 

anybody an unjust benefit and/or favor taking advantage of your business position.
3. Make distinctions between public and private affairs, and never pocket or abuse the 

company assets.
4. Keep confidential information. Never infringe on any intellectual property rights,  

whether it belongs to Mazda or another party.
5. Seek to develop, manufacture and sell products taking human safety and the  

environment into consideration.
6. Act with a view to seeking sound profit.
7.  Respect human rights and human dignity.
8.  State the truth honestly and timely in reporting internally and/or to the public.

Whistleblower

Representative Director and President
Other senior managementAuditor

Sector targeted for investigation

Mazda Global Hotline
Outside contact point

(attorney’s office)

Mazda Global Hotline
In-house contact point

Office of General & Legal Affairs

Response
(where notification
is possible)

Response
(where notification

is possible)
Real name/
pseudonym

In principle,
real name is used

Reporting Reporting

Reporting Instruction

Reporting

<Reporting Only>
Mazda Global Hotline

(Within Mazda/
attorney’s office)

Labor Consultation

Legal Consultation/
Compliance
Consultation

Mental Health
Consultation

Consultation on
Financial Control

Consultation for
Human Rights/

Women

Complaints/
Consultations from

Customers and
Stakeholders
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■ Compliance Education
Mazda believes that mere adherence to laws and regulations is not enough; it is important 
to have each and every employee understand the essence of such laws and regulations and 
to practice integrity. To this end, various compliance education activities are organized,  
and in FY March 2014, approximately 1,600 employees took part in these activities.
Moreover, the Company also uses its Intranet to raise employee awareness of compliance 
issues. For example, Mazda distributes a case study series entitled “Learning from Other  
Companies,” which highlights problems and best practices at other companies in terms of 
compliance and risk management. Another Intranet-based study tool is a monthly series  
entitled “Compliance Communications,” which draws on familiar situations to prompt better 
understanding of compliance. Every month approximately 4,000–6,000 employees read  
these materials. j
This information is also shared with Mazda Group companies, who apply it in their own 
compliance education activities.
There are also department-specific compliance efforts, such as the arrangement of regular 
meetings using the Compliance Communications.
The content of voluntary learning opportunities using e-learning is also being enhanced.  
Courses currently offered include “Subcontract Act,” “Security Export Control,” “Introduction 
to Contracts,” “Non-Disclosure Agreement,” and “Outsourcing Agreement.”
Continued initiatives targeting executives and middle managers are also taking place to  
reemphasize the importance of compliance  through compliance seminars and timely  
provision of information.
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j Themes of “Compliance Communications” (Examples)

Overview of Compliance Activities

1997 Ethics Committee established under the direct supervision of the president.

1998 Mazda Corporate Ethics Code of Conduct established.
Specific instructions are supplied in the form of the Guidelines on Entertainment and Gifts.

1999 Ethics Advisory Office established.

2002 Executives and middle managers are invited to attend Compliance Seminars, with an outside lecturer. (held 
once a year in principle)

2004 To impress on employees the importance of compliance, a Compliance Manual drawing on specific case 
studies is compiled.

2005

A wallet-size "Compliance Card" is distributed to every employee in the Mazda Group. This card contains the 
Five Principles of Sincere Conduct and the Code of Conduct, distilled from the Mazda Corporate Ethics Code 
of Conduct.

A mandatory e-learning course entitled "Basic Course in Corporate Ethics and Compliance" is created for 
indirect employees of the Mazda Group.

An "Ethics Questionnaire" survey is conducted to assess levels of compliance awareness among employees 
and directors.

2006
Discussions on compliance themes are held at both administrative and production workplaces, to instill in 
employees a strong compliance mindset.

The Guidelines on Entertainment and Gifts are overhauled.

2007 The Mazda Global Hotline is established.

2008

"Learning from Other Companies" is introduced on the Company Intranet.

The Company begins distributing “Compliance Communications” on the Company Intranet.

The Ethics Committee is reorganized as the Risk and Compliance Committee.

The Guidelines on Entertainment and Gifts are revised.

2009 A Subcontractors Act support page is prepared and posted on the Company Intranet.

2010 Mazda strengthened its safety assurance system for export controls (produced a set of rules and standards, 
implemented briefing sessions, etc.).

2011
e-Learning programs "What you need to know about the Subcontractors Act (Basic Edition)" and "Security 
Export Control at a glance" were held.

Measures against anti-social forces were reinforced.

2012 e-Learning programs "Introduction to Contracts," "Non-Disclosure Agreement," and "Outsourcing Agreement" 
were held.

2013
Compliance Card is revised to re-familiarize employees with the Mazda Global Hotline.

Seminar on insider trading regulations is held, with the instructor invited from the Tokyo Stock Exchange.

● Agreement
● Copyright
● Insider Stock Trading
● Personal Information
● Act on Subcontracting
● Security Control
● Act against Unjustifiable Premiums and 

Misleading Representations
● Ordinances on Exclusion of Violence Group
● Anti-Monopoly Act
● Unfair Competition Prevention Act 
 (including bribery of national civil servants)

And others
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■ Supporting Enhancement of Compliance at Dealerships in Japan
To support transparent management throughout all Mazda Group companies, Mazda  
systematically promotes the strengthening of compliance among its dealers in Japan.
Specific initiatives:

1. Know-how sharing including examples of practical and effective activities is promoted.
 The Internal Controls Conference has been held twice a year since FY March 2012.  

Internal control working-level members of domestic dealerships participate in the  
Conference.

 Additionally, the Online Conference has been held four times a year starting in  FY  
March 2013 at each dealership.

2. CSR Committee meetings are convened in conjunction with the Mazda Dealership  
Association in order to discuss basic policies and measures related to compliance and 
internal controls, and request the cooperation of all Mazda dealerships.

3. Questions encompassing risks concerning laws particular to dealerships in Japan  
as well as internal control were added to the Self-Diagnosis Checklist on Internal  
Controls, which is deployed throughout the Mazda Group. It supports the promotion 
of  compliance with related laws and improvement of work efficiency.

4. Education tools, such as one-point lessons on compliance about near-at-hand case  
studies and specialized e-learning programs, are introduced on the compliance site on 
the Intranet used by all dealerships in order to promote understanding of compliance 
and internal controls among dealership employees.

5. For immediate reporting of problems related to compliance, internal controls,  
and other issues, an in-house consultation contact point has been set up at each  
dealership, and the effective use of Mazda Global Hotline reporting system has been 
reminded.
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■ Working with Mazda’s Suppliers
In line with its basic purchasing policy, Mazda is taking its efforts to build open business 
relationships and ensure fair and even-handed dealings with its suppliers both in Japan and 
overseas.
In addition, Mazda is committed to promoting CSR activities aimed at building a sustainable 
society in full partnership with its suppliers. The Company bases its assessments of business 
dealings with its suppliers on a comprehensive evaluation that covers not only quality, technical 
strengths, pricing, delivery time and management approach, but also corporate compliance 
structure and initiatives for environmental protection. a
Measures Based on the Basic Purchasing Policy

■ Mazda extends opportunities to businesses throughout the world, regardless of nationality, 
scale or history of transactions with the Company.

■ Upon receiving a request to start business with Mazda, Mazda assesses the company in 
question in a fair and even-handed manner according to its in-house criteria for evaluation of 
suppliers, and determines the feasibility of a business partnership.

■ Mazda requests that suppliers comply with Mazda Supplier CSR Guidelines (revised July 
2013) and Mazda Green Purchasing Guidelines (revised July 2010) (see p.77).

<Examples of Specific Measures>
■ Publishing of the “Request for Thorough Compliance with Labor Related Laws” for all  

suppliers (January 2005)
■ Briefing sessions for employees and suppliers based on the “Guidelines for Appropriate 

Transactions in the Automobile Industry” formulated by the Ministry of Economy, Trade and 
Industry (2008)

■ Clarification of the behavioral guidelines for appropriate transactions by formulating the 
“Promotion Manual for Appropriate Purchasing” (2008)

■ Posted relative materials to exclusive access site for suppliers in order to continue supplier 
education (August 2011)

    Example materials: “Behavioral Guidelines on Appropriate Purchasing,” “Causes of and 
Countermeasures against Problematic Transactions,” “Specific Handling Policies by Each 
Category of Disputable Transactions,” etc.

■ Mazda Supplier CSR Guidelines
To promote CSR activities among Mazda suppliers, in July 2010 Mazda created the Mazda 
Supplier CSR Guidelines with reference to the CSR Guidelines of the Japan Automobile 
Manufacturers Association.
In addition to requesting total compliance with the laws and regulations of all countries and 
regions, the Mazda Supplier CSR Guidelines outline six areas such as respect for people including 
the prohibition of child labor and forced labor, environmental protection and information 
disclosure, and request that all Mazda suppliers comply with the guidelines in these areas.
For the revision of the guidelines in July 2013, Mazda provided the clear policy toward the disuse 
of raw materials, which should be the cause of social issues, including conflict minerals*1, and 
also request suppliers to comply with it.
Mazda carried out a survey of around 1,000 suppliers in FY March 2014 in order to establish 
a management system that understands and evaluates CSR activities. The results found that 
almost all supplies conducted in-house CSR education. With regard to conflict minerals, around 
80% of the responding suppliers said that they have already confirmed whether their products 
contain conflict minerals. For FY March 2015, Mazda will also carry out a survey of local suppliers 
focusing on conflict minerals and more detailed items.  
The Mazda Green Purchasing Guidelines, which indicates the detail of the environmental 
protection area, is separately created and Mazda request suppliers to comply with them. b
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Implementing CSR in the Value 
Chain

Mazda carries out a wide variety of activities in order to achieve 
mutual growth and prosperity with suppliers and dealerships, 
both in Japan and overseas.

a Lecture at a Supplier Communication Meeting 
“Mazda’s CSR and Environmental Initiatives” 
(September 2013)

b “Mazda Supplier CSR Guidelines” and “Mazda 
Green Purchasing Guidelines”*

Basic Purchasing policy

Mazda will, in the fullest sense of coexistence and 
mutual prosperity, engage in research and production 
for improved competitiveness. The Company will  
build open and fair business relationships to ensure 
sustainable growth and raise its level of contributions 
for social and economic development. (1994)

*1 Conflict Minerals: Minerals and their derivative metals designated 
by Financial Regulatory Reform Article 1502 that are sourced 
from and used as financial source of armed groups in the 
Democratic Republic of Congo or the surrounding countries 
(Regulated minerals: tantalum, tin, tungsten, gold)

* Visit the Mazda Global Website for more information on the “Mazda 
Supplier CSR Guidelines” and the “Mazda Green Purchasing 
Guidelines.”
http://www.mazda.com/csr/csr_vision/distributor/

http://www.mazda.com/csr/csr_vision/distributor/
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■ The Supplier Evaluation System
For each long-term supplier, Mazda conducts not only an evaluation based on quality, pricing 
and delivery status of procured goods or service, but also a comprehensive evaluation on 
the entire business including its quality control system, research & development system, and 
technological capabilities. For the supplier quality control system, Mazda employs a system that 
enables continuous grasping of issues, evaluation of the situation, and provision of guidance 
for improvement by receiving daily reports on product quality as well as voluntary audit results, 
and when a supplier is in need of quality improvement, conducts quality auditing that involves 
on-site confirmation of actual products at both domestic and overseas sites.
When starting business with a new supplier, related departments coordinate together to 
confirm the supplier’s manufacturing site, control mechanisms, management status, CSR 
initiatives, technological/research & development capabilities, etc. in order to evaluate whether 
or not the supplier is suitable to the procurement/selection policies of the Mazda Group.
Also, comprehensive evaluation on pricing, quality, research & development, delivery, etc. is  
conducted once a year targeting long-term component suppliers selected based on Mazda 
standards. (In 2013: 217 companies)

■ Handling of Business Continuity (BCP) in the Supply Chain
Mazda is currently upgrading and expanding its business continuity plan (BCP) in order to 
prepare for risks and avoid long-term suspension of business that would extensively influence 
society. For procedures when suppliers are affected by disasters, Mazda has compiled the Risk 
Management Procedures for Affected Suppliers. Based on this, the Company will strengthen 
partnerships with suppliers in building a response system, making an initial response,  
and providing restoration assistance. Learning from lessons during the Great East Japan 
Earthquake when it required a certain period of time to grasp the overall situation of the entire 
supply chain, Mazda has clarified the scope of information collection and enhanced the amount 
of information collected in order to realize a prompt and timely communication system that 
reaches all points in the supply chain. Further efforts to increase the volume and quality of  
supply chain information will be made in the future.

■ Communicating with Suppliers
To enable coexistence, mutual growth and prosperity for all parties, along with the overarching 
goal of building high-quality vehicles, Mazda takes steps to promptly brief suppliers on medium-
to long-term business strategies and on matters related to sales and production, and arranges 
opportunities for the exchange of information on a regular basis. The Company also maintains 
close liaisons with supplier-managed purchasing cooperative organizations.*1 
For example, staff from member companies visit each others’ offices in order to exchange 
examples of successful approaches and practices through subcommittee activities. For FY 
March 2014, 124 companies conducted a total of 66 activities. c
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Using the Mazda Supplier CSR Guidelines

Toyo Advanced Technologies manufactures oil pumps 
and machine tools for automobiles. The Mazda Supplier 
CSR Guidelines give us important suggestions as for 
business operations. In FY March 2014 when we set 
up a new plant and start to purchasing activities in 
Thailand, we referred to the Environmental Protection 
and the Social Contribution section of the Guidelines. 
Not only for parts and materials transactions but also 
for corporate social responsibilities, we will deepen our 
partnerships with Mazda, thereby reducing business 
risks and promoting globalization appropriately. 

Toshinori Kuniki
Executive Officer
Automotive Components Division Management, and  
General Manager
Automotive Components Engineering Department
Toyo Advanced Technologies Co., Ltd.

 VOICE

Automotive parts 533

Materials, etc. 155

Equipment and tools 411

Total 1,099

Purchasing Cooperative Organizations  
(As of March 31, 2014)

Parts suppliers

Kanto Yokokai (Kanto region) 59

Kansai Yokokai (Kansai and Tokai 
regions 47

Nishi Nihon Yokokai (Chugoku, 
Shikoku and Kyushu regions) 61

Materials 
suppliers (Raw 
materials, 
equipment, 
molds, etc.)

Yoshinkai 81

*1 An autonomous management organization, comprising suppliers 
that have a certain degree of transaction with Mazda, with the 
purpose of strengthening relationships between Mazda and its 
suppliers as well as promoting mutual growth and prosperity.

Target participants Frequency Aims/content

Roundtable 
conference 
with supplier 
management

Executive-level 
management at 
major suppliers

Once a 
year

･ Mazda’s president and CEO explains Mazda’s current status, the 
problems the Company faces and its policies, after which the general 
manager of the Purchasing Division explains Mazda’s purchasing policies 
in order to heighten participants’ understanding of Mazda and gain their 
cooperation.

･ This conference also deepens friendly ties between Mazda and its 
suppliers.

Supplier meeting

Representatives of 
frontline business 
divisions and 
departments at 
major suppliers

Once a 
year

･ Mazda’s specific purchasing policies are explained to representatives of 
frontline business divisions at suppliers, based on the explanation given 
at the roundtable conference by the general manager of the Purchasing 
Division. This helps to promote a better understanding of Mazda and 
provides useful input for the work that suppliers do.

Supplier 
communication 
meeting

Representatives of 
frontline business 
divisions and 
departments at 
major suppliers

Once a 
month

･ To facilitate smoother collaboration with its suppliers, Mazda provides 
them with information such as topics concerning daily operations 
between Mazda and its suppliers, production/sales status, quality 
status of purchased materials, pilot construction schedules for newly 
developed models, and mass-production implementation schedules for 
new models.

Other ー As needed
･ Mazda also employs a range of other communication channels, by using 
the in-house “Mazda Technical Review”, highlighting new technologies 
and research.

Major Channels of Communication with Supplier

Number of Suppliers (As of March 31, 2014)c
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■ Evaluating and Recognizing Suppliers
Every year, Mazda evaluates its suppliers from the perspectives of quality, cost, deadline 
accuracy, etc., in order to build more positive business relationships, and passes the results of 
these evaluations back to the suppliers. Outstanding suppliers are recognized with awards. d
Mazda also gives special awards to suppliers that have made outstanding proposals on weight 
trimming, which greatly affects environmental performance such as fuel  efficiency, in order to 
promote weight reduction.

■ Efforts to Eliminate Inefficiencies in the Forward Supply Chain
Mazda takes measures to reveal production inefficiencies and loss throughout the supply chain, 
ranging from manufacturing of single parts to completed automobiles, and works in close 
cooperation with suppliers in order to prepare and implement improvement measures. e

■ Other Measures for Supplier Support
1.  Change to the “milk-run” system: Mazda has shifted from the conventional system, with 

delivery of parts by each supplier, to the “milk-run” system (MRS) (see p.63), in which 
Mazda trucks stop at multiple suppliers to collect parts. This system reduces workload in 
logistical operations and contributes to reduced environmental impact.

2.  Mazda provides advice on joint subscription systems for product liability insurance, which 
reduces manufacturers’ liability risks for parts.

3.  Mazda provides information on third-party exhibitions and conventions to showcase the 
latest technologies and manufacturing methods.

■ In-House Education to Ensure Fair Transactions
The following educational initiatives are conducted for those engaging in procurement 
operations in order to realize fair and equal transactions.
■ Participation in the “Seminar for the improvement of subcontracting transactions”  hosted 

by the National Association of Trade Promotion for Small and Medium Enterprises
■  Administering comprehension tests on the Subcontractors Act
■  Education on financial control
■  Posting of guides and process rules regarding appropriate transactions on the Purchasing 

Division website on the Intranet
■  Sharing of training/seminar content relating to consideration for human rights within the 

supply chain
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d Suppliers Award Ceremony

e

Efforts to Eliminate Inefficiencies in FY March 
2014

■  Efforts to improve transport efficiency: 
commenced efforts to reduce environmental 
burdens through improved transport efficiency 
by bringing together our suppliers, logistics 
companies, and Mazda in conducting an overall 
review of the logistics method.

■ Development with consideration to transport 
efficiency: in some domains, commenced 
operation of a new parts development process 
that takes into consideration transport efficiency 
in order to reduce losses in the entire supply 
chain.
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■ J-ABC Program to Promote Manufacturing Skill by Local Suppliers
Mazda is rolling out its J-ABC program (Jiba [“Local”] Achieve Best Cost program) for local  
suppliers in and around Hiroshima Prefecture. Under this program, Mazda staff visit suppliers’ 
plants and use the approach employed in Mazda production systems as the basis for pinpointing 
wasteful or problematic manufacturing processes. Mazda then works cooperatively with 
the suppliers to formulate and implement countermeasures. This program is also expected 
to enhance potential for improvement at manufacturing sites in connection with Mazda’s  
Monotsukuri Innovation activities (see pp.7-10). It has helped increasing productivity and 
reducing production costs by 2.5–3 billion yen per year. f
Results of J-ABC Activities for FY March 2014
Case Example 1: Cooperative Improvement Efforts
Operating under themes such as “outstanding productivity” and “shortened lead times,” Mazda 
achieved major results in terms of improved operation rates, shorter production cycle times,  
improved logistical operations, etc.
■   A total of around 1,500 visits to 42 plants at 20 companies were carried out to implement 

cooperative improvement programs. As a result, 27 improved model lines were completed 
at 18 plants. In addition, more than 60 lines in 30 plants began voluntary improvement 
activities.

Case Example 2: J-ABC Karakuri Kaizen®*1Dojo
Mazda launched these workshops in 2006 with the aim of fostering high levels of creativity and 
making work more fun without incurring additional costs.
■   The ability to devise mechanisms for increased productivity was improved through practical 

programs such as lectures and onsite guidance meetings.
■   Held twice a year in the Hiroshima and Hofu districts, with a total of 19 participants from 

19 companies successfully completing the program in FY March 2014.
■   Outstanding works to be proactively submitted to the Mazda Hiroshima Plant Karakuri  

Exhibition and Karakuri Kaizen®Mechanism Exhibition
Case Example 3: J-ABC Maintenance Workshop
With the goal of preventing facility stoppages and drops in production capability, Mazda has 
held these workshops since 2010.
■   The ability to both detect and properly respond to irregularities was improved through 

practical programs such as lectures and on-site guidance meetings.
■   Held twice a year in the Hiroshima and Hofu districts, with a total of 4 members from 4 

companies successfully completing the program in FY March 2014.  
Under the leadership those who have completed the program with the help by their  
plant managers, self-motivating maintenance initiatives took place at 14 plants.

Case Example 4: J-ABC Conference
Mazda has held this conference every year since 2005 for all participating companies, providing 
a venue for case presentations, awards, and other events.  hg
■   The 2013 conference was attended by a total of 400 participants, with 320 participants 

from 43 local suppliers and 80 participants from Mazda.
■   Also used as a brainstorming opportunity where J-ABC activity policy and outstanding case 

examples are shared.
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*1 Karakuri Kaizen® is a registered trademark of the Japan Institute of 
Plant Maintenance.

f J-ABC Kickoff Report Debriefing at the Yamaguchi 
Plant, Japan Climate Systems Corporation (May 
2014)

g “The 9th J-ABC Conference” Outstanding 
Presentation at the Hofu Tsuruhama Plant, 
Ishizaki Honten Company (October 2013)

h “The 9th J-ABC Conference” Award Ceremony 
(October 2013)
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■ Activities to Improve Capabilities at Each Workplace of 
Production Site in Thailand (A-ABC Program)

In February 2013, Mazda launched the A-ABC (ASEAN Achieve Best Cost) program on a trial 
basis at AutoAlliance (Thailand) Co., Ltd. (AAT) to promote initiatives to improve quality  
and productivity jointly with suppliers. Three Mazda representatives in charge of the J-ABC 
program and two AAT production representatives serve as the facilitators in conducting 
activities along with seven local suppliers. This 5-month program is designed to understand 
and analyze the present situation of each supplier, develop and implement measures for  
improvement, and finally report the results. The second debriefing was held in February,  
2014. For FY March 2015, this program will be carried out at eight plants with one plant  
added. It aims to identify the key points in continuously promoting improvement activities in 
workplaces while respecting different national characters and cultures and to develop leaders 
at both AAT and suppliers to support improvement activities of suppliers. Mazda will continue 
to expand the program in collaboration with suppliers. i

i A-ABC Program (May 2014)

A-ABC Program
Our company, as a member of the Thai Summit Group, 
manufactures steel and plastic parts for automobiles 
in Thailand. In the 5-month A-ABC Program, Mazda 
and AAT staff members gave us advice on a twice-a-
week basis, so that we were able to visualize downtime 
on the steel parts production line, reducing operation 
losses. 
I have learned through A-ABC program is I can 
get delved into the all finer details of production 
process and sources of the problems. Then make me 
understood all of process valid. I would like to continue 
and expand my initiatives for the improvement of  
quality and productivity to the whole Thai Summit  
Group companies.  

Production Assembly 
Section
Thai Summit Eastern 
Seaboard Autoparts 
Industry Co., Ltd.

Jaroon Sirinonrang

 VOICE
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■ Management Conditions and Dividends for FY Ended March 31, 2014 a

With regard to the business environment surrounding the Mazda Group, although the outlook for 
the economies of emerging countries was uncertain, overall the economy continued to make a 
gradual recovery. The U.S. economy continued its gradual improvement, and signs of recovery 
were also seen in the  European economy. The Japanese economy is on the way to a solid 
recovery as the result of fiscal and monetary policies implemented by the government and the 
Bank of Japan, and last-minute demand was seen prior to the recent hike in the consumption tax.
Under these circumstances, while steadily implementing key initiatives of its Structural Reform 
Plan, the Mazda Group pressed forward with the global expansion of sales of vehicles with 
SKYACTIV TECHNOLOGY, which is a thoroughly advanced base technology, and strove to improve 
its earning structure.
In terms of products, the new Axela/Mazda3, the third new product which fully incorporates 
SKYACTIV TECHNOLOGY and its new “KODO-Soul of Motion” design theme, was launched 
globally , starting with the North American market. The new Axela/Mazda3 is the first model that 
incorporates the new generation car connectivity system MAZDA CONNECT*, which offers the 
convenience and enjoyment of new telecommunications technologies, including smartphones, 
in a way suitable for vehicles. The new Axela/Mazda3 features the “i-ACTIVSENSE”, Mazda’s 
advanced safety technologies, which was featured in the Atenza/Mazda6 as well under Mazda 
Proactive Safety philosophy.
The global engine line-up includes a newly-developed 1.5 liter gasoline engine of SKYACTIV-G 
in addition to 2.0 and 2.5 liter gasoline engines and a  2.2 liter clean diesel engine. A sedan 
model featuring a hybrid electric powertrain is offered in Japan. The needs of the customer are 
becoming more and more diverse, and Mazda is meeting these needs with driving pleasure as well 
as outstanding environmental and safely performance.
In the production area, the production of the new Mazda3 for the North American market began 
at the new plant in Mexico in January 2014 as scheduled. The plant will also produce the new 
Mazda3 for other countries in the Central and South America and Europe. An engine machining 
plant in Mexico and a new transmission plant in Thailand are being constructed steadily. In Japan, 
Mazda also plans to enhance production capacity of SKYACTIV engine and transmission.
In the sales area, the CX-5 and the Atenza/Mazda6, excellent sellers globally, have led overall  
sales. On top of it, the new Axela/Mazda3 is enjoying good sales. This indicates that the new 
generation models with SKYACTIV TECHNOLOGY are highly evaluated in global markets. Retail  
volume in Japan, orders for the new Axela far exceeded the target and sales of the Atenza and 
CX-5 remained strong. Retail volume in North America with increased volume in the U.S. on 
strong sales of the Mazda6 and CX-5, and record sales in Mexico. In Europe, sales in key countries 
such as Germany, Russia and the United Kingdom were strong. In China, the locally manufactured 
CX-5 drove sales. In other markets, although sales remained strong in Australia, they declined in 
Thailand, where demand was sluggish. As a result, total global retail volume was 1,331 thousand 
units, up 7.8% year on year. 
As for financial performance on a consolidated basis, net sales amounted to 2,692.2 billion yen (an 
increase of 487 billion yen year on year), owing to  increasing sales of SKYACTIV TECHNOLOGY 
equipped models in global markets. Operating income amounted to 182.1 billion yen (an increase 
of 128.2 billion yen year over year) owing to improvements in volume, model mix and cost as 
well as the fluctuation of foreign exchange rate. Ordinary income amounted 140.7 billion yen 
(an increase of 107.6 billion yen year on year), and net income amounted 135.7 billion yen (an 
increase of 101.4 billion yen year on year). 
The Company’s dividend policy is to determine the dividend by taking into account the fiscal year’s 
business results, as well as the business environment and financial situation. For FY ended March 
31, 2014, the Company decided to pay one yen per share as the year-end dividend. This was the 
first resumption of dividend payments in four fiscal years. Mazda will aim to stabilize and improve 
dividend payments.
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With Shareholders and 
Investors

Mazda engages in a variety of investor relations initiatives in 
keeping with its policy of timely and appropriate disclosure of 
information.

(Billion yen)

Full fiscal year

FY March 2014 YOY changes 
increase/(decrease)

Net sales 2,692.2 487.0

Operating income 182.1 128.2

Ordinary income 140.7 107.6

Income before tax 97.4 58.3

Net income 135.7 101.4

Operating income 
margin 6.8％ 4.4pts

a Results for FY ended March 31, 2014

* The name MAZDA CONNECT is used in Japan, USA, Canada and 
Mexico. The system is referred to as MZD Connect in other markets.
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Mazda CSR Customer Satisfaction
Environmental 

Protection
Social Contributions Respect for People Management
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■ The Medium- and Long-Term Outlook and the Structural Reform Plan
Mazda had actively been promoting structural reform by taking advantage of its SKYACTIV 
TECHNOLOGY since the Company announced the Structural Reform Plan in February 2012. 
However, in response to the changing external environment, the Company has reviewed its 
management guidance for FY ending March 31, 2016 as follows: The global sales volume 
target is 1.52 million vehicles, in keeping with market demand and the sales environment; 
operating income is estimated at 230 billion yen, assuming exchange rates of 100 yen to 
the dollar and 135 yen to the euro; operating income margin is forecast at over 7%. Mazda 
will also continue to reliably implement the four pillars of the Structural Reform Plan.

■ Dialogue with Shareholders and Investors
Mazda engages in  a variety of investor relations initiatives in keeping with its policy of  
timely and appropriate disclosure of information.
In addition to general shareholders’ meetings, the Company holds frequent meetings  
with its shareholders and investors, providing quarterly announcements to explain its  
business results and other activities. Further, Mazda’s website provides information such  
as the schedule for general shareholders’ meetings and financial results announcements,  
performance/financial data, notice of the general meeting of shareholders (business  
report), shareholders reports (Japanese only), summary of financial results, briefing  
materials for the financial results, asset securities reports (Japanese only), annual reports, 
etc. for timely disclosure.

Latest Financial Information
http://www.mazda.com/investors/library/result/

Structural Reform Plan
http://www.mazda.com/investors/policy/mid_term.html

Investor Relations
http://www.mazda.com/investors/

Four Initiatives of the Structural Reform Plan, and Future Actions

Profit growth image

US$/Yen

€/Yen

Global sales
volume

(1,000 units)

(Years ended
March 31) 2008

1,363

162.1

4.7

−1.9

2.4

6.8 7.2 7.0％ or more
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¥230.0 billion
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134

1,420
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135

1,520

100
135

2012 2013 2014 2015(Forecast) 2016 (Forecast)

30％
50％

70％
85％ or more

Mix of SKYACTIV models
Operating income (billions of yen)
Operating income margin (%)

Business Innovation by
SKYACTIV TECHNOLOGY

● Continue right-price sales and realize volume growth while 
　minimizing fleet sales
● Expand line-up of SKYACTIV products

● Update SKYACTIV equipped-models to maintain and enhance 
　competitiveness
● Enhance advertising activities and accelerate brand strategy

Accelerate further cost
improvement through
Monotsukuri Innovation

● Maintain and improve quality, and continue cost improvements 
　for new products following new Mazda3

● Further improve efficiency of R&D costs / Capital expenditures
● Promote optimized global sourcing

Reinforce business in emerging
countries and establish a global
production footprint

● Full-scale operations of Mexico Plant and production 
　capacity increase
● Launch automatic transmission plant in Thailand as planned

● Expand local production in Russia and Malaysia

Promote global alliances ● Continue to promote alliances to complement products, technology, and regions

Mazda Brand Value

● Enhance lineup of SKYACTIV products
● Realize both right-price sales and volume growth
● Reinforce product / brand advertisement

● Continue investment for future growth
● Realize stable profit structure
● Steadily improve returns to shareholdersM
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Maximize customer satisfaction by
providing Mazda unique products / services

with driving pleasure
(driving performance / design / environment &

safety / customer care)

http://www.mazda.com/investors/library/result/
http://www.mazda.com/investors/policy/mid_term.html
http://www.mazda.com/investors/
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■ Key Stakeholder Relationships and Disclosure Channels in the Mazda Group’s CSR Initiatives

■ Approach to Stakeholder Engagement

Mazda has defined its key stakeholders, including its customers. To ensure effective communications with respective stakeholders, Mazda  
has established frequency targets regarding opportunities for key dialogue and information disclosure, and has implemented stakeholder  
engagement initiatives. The results are reported to the relevant departments or committees and used for improving Mazda’s daily business 
activities.
In addition to the initiatives for each stakeholder, the Company always provides all stakeholders with information disclosure via its website 
and opportunities for dialogue. The major communication results with stakeholders are fed back to them and are also disclosed on this  
Sustainability Report.
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Key stakeholders Mazda Group’s Key Responsibilities and Issues Opportunities for Key Dialogue and Information Disclosure (Frequency)

Customers

● Improving customer satisfaction
● Providing safe, reliable and attractive products and 

services
● Appropriate disclosure and explanation of information 

regarding products, services and technical terms
● Providing customer support in a timely and appropriate 

manner
● Appropriate management of customer information

● Day-to-day sales activities (always)
● Establishment of call centers (always)
● Mazda Official / Global Website (always)
● Customer satisfaction surveys (as needed)
● Holding events (as needed)
● Interviews with customers (as needed)
● Meetings with Mazda vehicle owners (as needed)

Shareholders and investors

● Timely and appropriate information disclosure
● Maximizing corporate value
● Strict exercise of voting rights (at the general meeting of 

shareholders)
● Active investor relations activities

● Website for shareholders and investors (always)
● Publication of the summary of financial results (four times a year)
● Publication of the quarterly financial report (four times a year)
● Quarterly presentation of financial results (four times a year)
● Publication of shareholder reports (twice a year, Japanese only)
● Publication of the asset securities report (once a year, Japanese only)
● Holding ordinary general meetings of shareholders (once a year)
● Publication of the Annual Report (once a year)
● Presentations and plant tours for investors (as needed)

Business partners
　● Suppliers
　● Domestic dealerships
　● Overseas distributors

● Fair and equitable trading
● Open and transparent business opportunities
● Support for requests for collaboration on CSR 

implementation
● Appropriate disclosure and sharing of information

● Day-to-day purchasing activities (always)
● Hotlines linking Mazda with dealerships (always)
● Supplier communication meetings (once a month)
● Conferences with representatives of dealerships (twice a year)
● Conferences with supplier executives (once a year)
● Commendation of outstanding suppliers and dealerships (once a year, 

respectively)

Employees

● Respect for human rights
● Choice and self-accomplishment
● Promoting a healthy work-life balance
● Optimum matching of people, work and placement
● Promotion and improvement of employee health and safety
● Promotion of diversity
● Mutual understanding and trust between labor and 

management

● Career meetings (four times a year)
● Labor-Management Council (three times a year)
● Direct communication with senior management (MBLD) (as needed)
● Employee Awareness Survey (as needed)
● Career Challenge System (in-house recruitment and "Free Agent") (as 

needed)
● Group and optional training (as needed)
● Lectures (as needed)

Global society and local 
communities
● Community people
● Government and 

administrative agencies
● NGOs/NPOs
● Experts and specialists
● Educational institutions

● Respect for local cultures and customers
● Prevention of workplace accidents and disasters
● Activities contributing to local communities (including 

cooperative work)
● Disaster-relief activities in regions in which Mazda does 

business
● Compliance with laws and regulations
● Payment of taxes
● Cooperation with government policies
● Cooperative work and support in search of solutions to 

global social issues
● Foundation activities

● Opening to the public of the Mazda Museum and plant tours (always)
● Execution of social contribution activities and participation in volunteer 

activities (as needed)
● Dialogue through economic and industry organizations (as needed)
● Interaction/exchange of views with the local community (as needed)
● Response to hearings, information disclosure, etc. (as needed)
● Dialogue, cooperation and support through collaboration of industry, 

academia and government (as needed)

Next generation people

● Consideration for the environment
● Energy-/ global-warming-related issues
● Promoting resource recycling
● Cleaner emissions
● Environmental management

● Setting targets and reporting the results under Mazda Green Plan 
2020, mid-term environmental plan (once a year)

● Holding and participating environmental communication events (as 
needed)

Stakeholder Engagement
Mazda clarifies key responsibilities and issues that the Mazda Group should accomplish, through dialogue with stakeholders which are 
important for a company’s sustainable development, and carries out daily business activities while making efforts for improvement.
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■ Efforts outside the Company (FY March 2014)
<Specific Activities in Response to Opinions Received>
In response to opinions obtained through engagement with stakeholders outside the  
Company, Mazda has taken the following specific action in FY March 2014.
■   In response to customers’ requests for more detailed information on “Mazda Design,” 

Mazda held events to strengthen two-way communication, with a focus on Mazda’s  
design concept of “KODO-Soul of Motion”. Specifically, conventional environmental and 
safety technology-related events were used to offer in-depth information about Mazda 
design and production technology through interactive communication.

■   In response to an opinion that Mazda’s social contribution activities should be more  
largely made known to the public, Mazda has continued efforts to disclose Company  
information proactively, through its sustainability report, SNS, social contribution  
activities reports and news brief.

■   In response to opinions related to employee conduct, Mazda disseminated information, 
including in-company notification documents, to employees to encourage them to be  
more mindful of their actions.

1.  8th Sustainable “Zoom-Zoom” Forum 2014 in Yokohama: Supporting both “Driving  
Pleasure” and “Outstanding Environmental and Safety Performance”

At the event, presentations were made on Mazda’s car design concept of “Kodo,” (the Soul 
of Motion). Focus was also placed on the vehicle painting technology “Takuminuri,” a key  
environmental technology that supports Mazda design in the area of manufacturing. With 
regard to Mazda’s key theme “environmental and safety technologies,” future technologies 
were introduced to participants, using real car models. Another feature of the event  
was the photo exhibition of the “Hashiru Onna Club,” a driving women’s club based in  
Hiroshima. At the same time, an environmental education quiz show (Kids Program) was  
also held for children.
At a session between participants and Mazda engineers and other employees, heart-to-
heart discussions were conducted with the themes of the “recent image of Mazda” and “future 
expectations.” a b c
■   Period: March 2014
■   Venue: Mazda R&D Center Yokohama 

Participants: 285 persons (including 17 children for the Kids Program)
<Opinions from Participants>

■   I was able to understand Mazda’s passionate commitments to car design and the  
pleasure of driving.

■   I was very impressed to learn that real workmanship is incorporated, as an excellent  
painting technique, in the “Kodo” design and that the painting is environmental-
concious.

■   I was happy to learn that Mazda has paid special attention to internal-combustion  
engines. I want Mazda to continue to be a company that attracts people with new 
technologies.

■   I want Mazda to continue to pursue the manufacture of the safest vehicles in the world.
■   I was impressed by Mazda’s promotional efforts targeted at female customers,  

including various events for women.
■   I hope that Mazda will continue to be a company that reflects customers’ views and  

opinions in the development and manufacture of vehicles.
<Opinions from Participating Mazda Employees>
■   The event was a good opportunity for engineers to realize that our passion to what  

we do has been definitely conveyed to customers. I was also impressed by customers’ 
warm and encouraging words about Mazda. I will report to my colleagues about my  
experience today, including how people’s attitudes toward Mazda have been changing, 
and take this opportunity to consider what and how we need to improve more.

■   I had a chance to directly listen to customers’ feedback and requests. I left the event 
with a renewed awareness that our mission is to offer products that satisfy and exceed 
our customers’ expectations to make our customers happy.

Execution of Stakeholder Engagement

a Presentation on the “KODO” design concept

b Kids Program

c Free discussions with Mazda engineers
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2. Interaction at Owners’ Meetings
Mazda R&D Center Yokohama offers its facilities (AV hall, open gallery, etc.) as a venue  
for meetings of Mazda vehicle owners. At these meetings, Mazda vehicle owners exchange 
views with Mazda employees. The results of surveys answered by owners are used for  
future product development. In FY March 2014, a total of three meetings were held,  
bringing together owners of Mazda vehicles, such as the Atenza and the CX-7. These  
meeting were attended by about 100 owners (70 vehicles) in total. d
<Opinions from Participants>

■   I was happy because the owners’ meeting provided me with a chance to visit an R&D 
site.

■   I was very happy to hear an engineer who talking about good feature my car model,  
making me even more passionate about my car.

■   I hope that Mazda will continue to hold this event to provide customers with an  
opportunity to share a great time with other Mazda vehicle owners.

3．Discovering the Needs of Women through the “Hashiru Onna Club” (driving women’s club)
This year saw the second year of the activities of the “Hashiru Onna Club” (driving women’s 
club) set up by Mazda in 2012, with the aim of creating a vehicle that powerfully appeals 
to women. In FY March 2014, the club held various vehicle-themed events, including a  
100-woman meeting, a photo contest, a go-cart competition, and a talk show with the  
female Mazda employees. Mazda is planning to expand the scope of the club’s activities to 
outside Hiroshima Prefecture in order to convey the joy of driving and increase the number 
of female fans of Mazda vehicles. e
<Opinions from Participants>

■   My emotional attachment to my car and my interest in Mazda events were enhanced  
by learning more about the pleasure of driving and Mazda’s attitude toward car  
manufacturing.

■   I want Mazda to hold more “driving” events for women because I can participate in  
them with ease.

■   The speech by the engineers made me feel that I should take better care of my car.
■   I’m eagerly waiting for Mazda to hold the club’s event outside Hiroshima.
■   I want to buy a Roadster, the car of my dreams, someday after my child-care duties  

become less demanding.
■   I like Mazda because Mazda staff always stay in close contact with users to offer them 

help.

4. Hearing with University Students
A hearing was conducted with university undergraduate and graduate students who are  
going to enter Mazda in April 2014, in which valuable views and opinions were provided  
regarding a draft version of the Mazda Corporate Profile/Sustainability Report (Digest  
version) 2013.”

■   Period: August 2013
■   Venue: Mazda Head Office
■   Participants: around 40 undergraduate and graduate students

<Opinions from Participants>
■   I was able to understand Mazda’s environmental and safety technologies and strategies.
■   A point that deserves praise is the fact that Mazda’s environmental efforts are being  

made from a life-cycle perspective.
■   Mazda’s CSR initiatives in six areas should be described in an easier-to-understand  

manner.
■   The report should provide more detailed information on SKYACTIV TECHNOLOGY.
■   I think the inclusion of customers’ voices would improve the report.

d Owners’ meeting

e “Hashiru Onna Club” (driving women’s club)
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5. Meetings with the Neighborhood Association Presidents of Fuchu-cho and Minami  
Ward, Hiroshima City

Mazda held meetings with the neighborhood association presidents of the local community 
adjacent to the Mazda Head Office premises, to hear about local community issues and  
requests for Mazda, and exchange opinions with these community leaders. After the  
meeting, a plant tour was also conducted.

■   Period: November 2013
■   Venue: Mazda Head Office (Hiroshima)

<Opinions from Participants>
■   I recommend that Mazda place greater emphasis on explaining to people outside the  

Company its various local community contributions, including cleanup efforts.
■   I hope that the Mazda Specialist Bank (see P.84) will be used to revitalize local  

community activity.
■   I want Mazda to extend the range of its volunteer cleanup activities because there  

are some littered streets and areas that are not covered by the Company’s cleanup  
activities.

6. FY March 2015 Meeting of Nishinoura Neighborhood Association Council (general meeting)
At a Nishinoura Neighborhood Association Council meeting, Mazda introduced environmental 
protection efforts by the Hofu Plant to the neighborhood association presidents and female 
managers of the Nishinoura district, and asked the participants to answer a questionnaire  
survey regarding the impact of the Hofu Plant on the local community. In the survey, a  
problem was pointed out regarding some bicycle commuters of Mazda riding with no front  
light on at night. The Company worked together with other companies to address this issue.
As in past years, Mazda also participated in the meeting of neighborhood association  
presidents of the Nishinoura district, and shared environmental protection efforts by the  
Hofu Plant with them to further Mazda’s understanding.

■ Period: April 2014
■ Venue: Nishinoura Community Center, Hofu City, Yamaguchi Prefecture

■ Efforts inside the Company (FY March 2014)
<Specific Activities in Response to Opinions Received from inside the Company>
Opinions, obtained through the engagement with stakeholders inside the Company, have  
been used for the improvement of the future Mazda CSR initiatives and the next year’s  
Mazda Sustainability Report contents.
Meeting with Executive Officers and Employees in charge of Producing the Mazda  
Sustainability Report
Meetings were held with executive officers and employees in charge of producing the  
Mazda Sustainability Report from relevant divisions/departments, to exchange opinions  
regarding the two themes listed below.

■ Period: 32 times, between December 2013 and January 2014
■ Themes:

①Review of Mazda Sustainable Report 2013
②CSR initiatives/activities implemented in each division and area, and future CSR 
directions

Mazda, establishing the Industry-Academia-Government Collaboration Secretariat, has  
promoted collaboration with government authorities and universities, aiming to resolve  
business issues by obtaining new knowledge and viewpoints from outside the Company,  
and thereby broadly contributing to society. By visualizing such collaborative activities and 
sharing relevant information with government authorities and universities, Mazda aims to 
achieve the maximum outcomes from its daily efforts.
Moreover, Mazda, through the collaboration of industry, academia and industry, has  
contributed to the local community in terms of recruitment of local people, human 
resources development, and the production of human resources.

Industry-Academia-Government Collaboration Initiatives
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■ Collaboration with Government Authorities
As a company that has production facilities mainly in Hiroshima Prefecture, Mazda believes that 
cooperation with the local economy and industry is of great significance. For instance, Mazda 
conducts activities to contribute to the automobile-related local industry, through industry-
academia-government collaborations aimed at seeking a new framework for supporting local  
businesses and the next-generation automobile society. In this collaboration, METI Chugoku 
(Chugoku Bureau of Economy, Trade and Industry), Hiroshima Prefecture, Hiroshima City and 
other governmental authorities, as well as the Hiroshima Industrial Promotion Organization, play 
central roles.
<Major activities in FY March 2014> 

■   In April and October 2013, leaders of Hiroshima University, the Hiroshima Industrial  
Promotion Organization and government authorities gathered together with Mazda under 
one roof. These leaders held discussions and shared information on the progress made in 
collaborative research activities and subsidized projects, and then reached an agreement 
on the activity plan for FY March 2015. In FY March 2014, a regular working-level meeting 
was launched between governmental authorities and Mazda, as a new process that enables 
the results of discussions on specific issues and measures to be presented to the senior 
management of the Company.

■   As part of its efforts to disseminate the Company’s information to local society, Mazda 
organized business-matching meetings, in which information on technological needs and 
seeds was exchanged between suppliers, universities and public research institutes. As 
a result, 31 potential joint research projects were identified. In addition to the Chugoku 
region, Mazda also held meetings to disclose information on technological needs,  
technology exhibitions, and business-matching meetings in the Chubu region (Gifu, Aichi  
and Mie Prefectures) and the Shikoku region (Kagawa Prefecture), thereby strengthening 
the Company’s collaborative ties with other regions. (In FY March 2015, Mazda intends to 
expand these activities to still more regions/areas.)

　■ Cooperation with Universities
1. Hiroshima University
Mazda’s Technical Research Center has long collaborated with the Graduate School of  
Engineering, Hiroshima University, conducting research primarily into advanced automotive 
technologies. In February 2011, the two parties concluded a comprehensive collaboration 
agreement, which substantially expanded the range of partnerships in the fields of product 
development and production, social sciences such as planning, management and marketing, and 
personnel exchange and human resource development.
In FY March 2014, the Collaboration and Partnership Promotion Committee, a body comprising 
members from both Mazda and Hiroshima University, held two meetings (in July and December). 
At these meetings, the Committee members had lively discussions on topics such as progress 
in joint research projects, proposals of specific measures to strengthen cooperation, and the 
promotion of personnel exchanges between Mazda and the university.
The Center of KANSEI Innovation Nurturing Mental Welfare, a concept jointly proposed by 
Mazda and Hiroshima University, was adopted as one of the Center of Innovation (COI) sites for 
FY March 2014 under the COI STREAM*1 by Japanese Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports,  
Science and Technology (MEXT), and was established on the Hiroshima University premises 
on April 1, 2014. Over the next nine years, the Center, with Mazda as the Project Leader, aims 
to develop a technology platform for visualization and real-time sensing of KANSEI (emotion, 
perception), making optimal use of brain science, optical technology and information technology, 
and to create a product that enables the building of special bonds with customers.
In FY March 2014, Mazda and Hiroshima University implemented 34 joint research projects.  
As part of these projects, Mazda accepted 10 students for internship at its seven divisions,  
providing them with an opportunity to see firsthand how engineers address various issues that 
arise in the process of business activity.
2. Kyushu University
In May 2011, Mazda and Kyushu University concluded an inter-organizational agreement 
to promote collaboration regarding next-generation automotive technologies. Under the 
agreement, the two parties have worked together to reinforce research and development 
projects and to encourage academic research and education activities.
In FY March 2014, in advance of joint research programs, study and research meetings were 

*1 COI STREAM: the Center of Innovation Science and Technology 
based Radical Innovation and Entrepreneurship Program. Under 
the concept of “how we should change society and people by 
the end of the next decade,” this program aims to establish 
innovation platforms in Japan that enable the creation of 
innovative breakthroughs by breaking out of the existing 
conceptual framework.

 http://www.mext.go.jp/a_menu/kagaku/coi/1340937 (Japanese 
language only)

Internship Program with Hiroshima University
Under the Internship Program, Mazda’s Power-
train Development Div. accepted three students 
from the Fluid Engineering Laboratory of Hiroshi-
ma University for two months from November 
2013.

In tandem with joint research for developing leading-edge tech-
nology, we are working on enhancing the capabilities of students  
under the internship program. This time, we accepted several  
internship students. In reality, product development is a very com-
plicated and sophisticated process. I was happy to hear that those 
students were able to deepen their understanding of research 
value and essence from firsthand experience.
Mazda, in turn, was able to utilize those students’ knowledge 
into product development. We will continue to build stronger and 
broader relationships with academia, from the perspective of tech-
nology and human resources.

I always argue that joint research brings the three benefits of re-
vitalizing the research activity of faculty members, accelerating  
development processes in businesses, and enhancing academia’s 
contribution to society, the opposite of what is known as “sharing 
the pain among three parties” in rakugo (comic story telling).  
The internship program between Mazda and Hiroshima University 
has brought another benefit of increasing educational effects  
on students, thereby raising the number of the benefits to four. 
Through the internship program, students were able to enhance 
their willingness to work harder and understand and experience 
how difficult it is to put research results into practical use while 
considering costs and the number of processes. I would like to  
ask Mazda to consider implementing the internship program 
during the university’s summer vacation next year.

Hideaki Yokohata
Manager
PT Engineering analysis Gr.
Engine Performance Development Dept.
Powertrain Development Div.

Dr. Keiya Nishida
Professor
Energy System Engineering
Division of Energy and Environmental Engineering
Institute of Engineering
Hiroshima University

 VOICE

http://www.mext.go.jp/a_menu/kagaku/coi/1340937
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held on specific themes. As a result of vigorous discussions, progress has been made with about 
10 joint research themes.
3. Kinki University
In December 2012, Mazda and Kinki University concluded an agreement concerning  
comprehensive research collaboration. Under the agreement, the two parties have  
cooperated in bolstering cutting-edge research development and in strengthening the  
technological capabilities of local industries.
4. Tokyo Institute of Technology
As a first step toward strengthening collaboration with universities in the Tokyo  
Metropolitan area, Mazda joined the Industry Liaison Membership Program of the Tokyo  
Institute of Technology in August 2013. In FY March 2014, Mazda used this program to  
invite a professor emeritus of the University to the Head Office for a technical seminar.  
Joint research was also conducted concerning three themes.
5. Visits to other universities for potential collaboration
To further expand its cooperative relationships with academia, Mazda started to visit  
universities’ offices responsible for promoting the collaboration of industry, academia and 
government. In FY March 2014, Mazda visited Osaka University, Nagoya University and  
Yamaguchi University to discuss their potential collaboration with the Company. As a result, 
technological exchange and other cooperation activities were newly launched.

■ Collaboration through the International Organization for 
Standardization (ISO)

With regard to the establishment of Intelligent Transport Systems (ITSs) advanced by the  
Japanese government, Mazda has joined the automotive industry’s promotion activities,  
as a member of the Japan Automobile Manufacturers Association, Inc. ISO Technical  
Committee 204, which promotes ITSs in the international community, has Working Groups 
covering respective fields. In the field of Vehicle/Roadway Warning and Control Systems,  
Mazda has undertaken the post of convener (Chair of the International Conference; term: 
from May 2013 to April 2016), and is working on the further development of ITSs. In FY 
March 2014, Mazda participated in the 20th ITS World Congress Tokyo 2013 (see P.44).

■ Other Collaborative Activities
In addition to those mentioned above, Mazda promotes industry-academia-government  
collaboration activities. Tokyo Office plays a central role in exchanging information and  
promoting joint researches with central government ministries and agencies, while Mazda 
R&D Center Yokohama does the same with universities as the example in the Tokyo  
Metropolitan area.
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Category Time Evaluated/Awarded by Evaluated/Award name Evaluated/Award target Country
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November 
2013

Japan Car of the Year Committee

2013-2014 Japan Car of the Year
Emotional Department Award Atenza (Mazda6) Japan

November 
2013

Japan Car of the Year Committee

2013-2014 Japan Car of the Year
Small Mobility Department Award Flair Wagon*1 Japan

November 
2013

Automotive Researchers’ & Journalists’ Conference of Japan (RJC)

2014 RJC Car of the Year Atenza (Mazda6) Japan

December 
2013 European Car of the Year Jury Europe Car of the Year 2014 finalist Mazda3 (Axela) Europe

December 
2013 Circulo de periodistas de automoviles de Chile Chile Car of the Year: 2014 Car of the Year 

(General 1st Prize) Mazda6 (Atenza) Chile

January 
2014 AJAC(Automobile Journalists Association of Canada) 2014 Canada Car of the Year Mazda6 (Atenza) Canada

January 
2014

Automotive Journalists in Cooperation with the Car Importers 
Association (SDA) and the Automotive Industry Association (SAP). Czech Car of the Year 2014 Mazda6 (Atenza) Czech

January 
2014 Canadian Automotive Jury CAJ 2014 Best of the Best Award Mazda3 (Axela) Canada

March 2014

World Car Award

2014 World Car Design of the Year Top 3 
finalist Mazda3 (Axela) Global

March 2014

World Car Award

2014 World Car of the Year Top 3 finalist Mazda3 (Axela) Global

Cu
st

om
er

 S
at
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fa

ct
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n 
(S
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y)

May 2013 JNCAP Five-star award for 2012 CX-5 Japan

September 
2013 Euro NCAP 2013 5-star Mazda6 (Atenza) Europe

November 
2013

JNCAP

Five-star award for 2013 Atenza (Mazda6) Japan

December 
2013 IIHS 2014 Top Safety Pick+ CX-5 U.S.

December 
2013 Euro NCAP 2013 5-star Mazda3 (Axela) Europe

December 
2013 IIHS 2014 Top Safety Pick+ Mazda3 (Axela) U.S.

December 
2013 IIHS 2014 Top Safety Pick+ Mazda6 (Atenza) U.S.

January 
2014 NHTSA-NCAP 2015 Model Year 5-star CX-5 U.S.

February 
2014 NHTSA-NCAP 2015 Model Year 5-star Mazda6 (Atenza) U.S.

June 2014 NHTSA-NCAP 2015 Model Year 5-star Mazda3 (Axela) U.S.

August 2014 Kids Design Association The 8th Kids Design Awards: Prime Minister 
Award

MAZDA TECHNOLOGY FOR KIDS*2 Japan

163

Major External Evalution/Awards for FY March 2014

*1 Received together with Suzuki Spacia and Spacia Custom
*2  MAZDA TECHNOLOGY FOR KIDS: refers collectively to the Mazda’s automotive technologies aimed at pursuing safety and security from children’s perspective and caring about children.
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Category Time Evaluated/Awarded by Evaluated/Award name Evaluated/Award target Country

En
vi

ro
nm

en
ta

l P
ro

te
ct

io
n

April 2013 Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology

Commendation for Science and Technology 
2013 by the Minister of Education, Culture, 
Sports, Science and Technology : Prizes for 
Science and Technology (development team)

New-generation highly efficient direct-
injection gasoline engine SKYACTIV-G Japan

April 2013 Japan Institute of Invention and Innovation National Commendation for Invention 2013: 
Invention Prize

New-generation highly efficient direct-
injection gasoline engine SKYACTIV-G Japan

April 2013 Japan Society of Mechanical Engineers Japan Society of Mechanical Engineers 
Medal for New Technology for 2012

New-generation highly efficient clean 
diesel engine SKYACTIV-D Japan

April 2013 New Technology Development Foundation The 45th Ichimura Industrial Award: 
Achievement Prize

New-generation highly efficient clean 
diesel engine SKYACTIV-D Japan

April 2013 Nikkan Kogyo Shimbun, Ltd. The 42nd Japan Industrial Grand Prix: 
Screening committee special prize

New-generation highly efficient clean 
diesel engine SKYACTIV-D Japan

May 2013 Society of Automotive Engineers of Japan (JSAE) The 63rd JSAE Awards: Outstanding 
Technical Paper Award

New-generation highly efficient direct-
injection gasoline engine SKYACTIV-G Japan

May 2013 Society of Automotive Engineers of Japan (JSAE) The 63rd JSAE Awards: Technological 
Development Award

Brake energy regeneration system 
i-ELOOP Japan

May 2013 Society of Automotive Engineers of Japan (JSAE) The 63rd JSAE Awards: Technological 
Development Award

Development of ultra-thin, light 
bumpers Japan

May 2013 Society of Automotive Engineers of Japan (JSAE) The 63rd JSAE Awards: Asahara Award of 
Merit in Technology

Great contribution to research and 
development of bolt tightening 
technology for vehicles

Japan

January 2014

Energy Conservation Center, Japan Grand Prize for excellent energy 
conservation equipment fiscal year ending 
March 2014 Minister Prize of Economic, 
Trade and Industry (Product and Business 
Model Category)

SKYACTIV TECHNOLOGY Japan

January 2014

Energy Conservation Center, Japan Grand Prize for excellent energy 
conservation equipment fiscal year ending 
March 2014 Director General Prize of 
Agency of Natural Resources and Energy 
(Exemplary Energy Conservation category)

New painting technology Aqua-Tech 
Paint System Japan

February 2014 Japan Society for the Promotion of Machine Industry The 11th New JSPMI Awards: JSPMI 
Chairman Prize

New-generation highly efficient clean 
diesel engine SKYACTIV-D Japan

April 2014 Japan Society of Mechanical Engineers Japan Society of Mechanical Engineers 
Medal for New Technology for 2013

New-generation highly efficient 
automatic transmission SKYACTIV-
DRIVE

Japan

May 2014 Society of Automotive Engineers of Japan (JSAE) The 64th JSAE Awards: Technological 
Development Award

New-generation highly efficient clean 
diesel engine SKYACTIV-D Japan

Re
sp

ec
t f

or
 

Pe
op

le
 (S

ki
lls

)

(see p. 128)

O
th

er

April 2013 Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology

Commendation for Science and Technology 
2013 by the Minister of Education, Culture, 
Sports, Science and Technology : Creativity 
Contributor Prize

Devising a manufacturing method of 
sand mold-cast products Japan

April 2013 Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology

Commendation for Science and Technology 
2013 by the Minister of Education, Culture, 
Sports, Science and Technology : Creativity 
Contributor Prize

Automatic transmission assembly line 
Karakuri Kaizen Japan

October 2013 Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry
The 5th Monozukuri Nippon Grand Award, 
Minister of Economy, Trade and Industry 
Award

Mazda Monotsukuri Innovation Japan



01 02 04 07 10

05 08 11

06 09 12

03

Kenbuchi Proving Ground

China Engineering Support Center (China)
Mazda Motor Europe (Germany)

Mazda North American
Operations (U.S.)

Nakasatsunai Proving Ground

Mazda R&D Center Yokohama

Miyoshi Plant

Mine Proving Ground

Hofu Plant

Tokyo Office

Head Office, Hiroshima Plant

Ecuador

Russia*3

Mexico*1

Thailand

Taiwan*2

Vietnam*2

China

Zimbabwe

South Africa

Malaysia*3

01. Head Office  02. Hiroshima Plant  03. Hofu Plant  04. Miyoshi Plant  05. Tokyo Office  06. Mazda R&D Center Yokohama  07. Mexico  08. Russia  09. China  10. Thailand  
11. Vietnam  12.  Malaysia

★ Head Office and production site
● Research and development site or proving ground
▲ Production site
■ Liaison, sales, corporate communications site
　 Production site and proving ground

■ For more details about major facilies, see Annual Report 2014 (see p.17).　http://www.mazda.com/investors/library/annual/
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*1 Operations are started in January 2014.
*2 Some models are not produced but assembled locally 

(Not included in local production volume figures). 
*3 Assembly only (Not disclosed as local production volume).

Global Network (as of June 30, 2014)

Asset Securities Repot
(Japanese only)
http://www.mazda.com/
investors/library/s_report/

Mazda Technical Review
http://www.mazda.com/jp/
technology/gihou/
(For English, Summary is 
available)

Annual Report 2014
http://www.mazda.com/
investors/library/annual/

Mazda Global Website
Investor Relations
http://www.mazda.com/investors/

Mazda Global Website
about Mazda
http://www.mazda.com/about

Financial and Other Information

http://www.mazda.com/investors/library/annual/
http://www.mazda.com/jp/investors/library/s_report/
http://www.mazda.com/jp/investors/library/s_report/
http://www.mazda.com/jp/technology/gihou/
http://www.mazda.com/jp/technology/gihou/
http://www.mazda.com/about
http://www.mazda.com/investors/library/annual/
http://www.mazda.com/investors/library/annual/
http://www.mazda.com/investors/
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U.K.

13,534

MAZDA8

BONGO

verisa

CX-7

Major Product LineupMajor Product Lineup

66,060

10,562

3,979

7,049

52,597

318,057

256,439

132,316

351,045

11,976

36,787

1,404

Top 10 Markets in Global Sales for FY March 2014

243,595

196,483

69,685
100,000100,000

50,00050,000

150,000150,000

200,000200,000

250,000250,000

44,164 42,620
34,61234,759

U.S. Japan China Australia ThailandCanada RussiaGermany Mexico

47,430

104,177

283,720

BIANTE

BT-50

MX-5
(Roadster)*

MAZDA5
(Premacy)*

CX-5

MAZDA6
(Atenza)*

MAZDA2
(Demio)*

(MPV)*

Mazda3
(Axela)*

CX-9

*Global sales volume/ Sales markets /Production sites for FY March 2014     *Includes old and new models. Not all body types are shown     *Presented models are those produced by Mazda as of the end of March 2014
*Includes sites with knockdown production only (Production volume unannounced)     *OEM vehicles sold in Japan are as follows: Carol, Flair, Flair Wagon, Flair Crossover, Scrum, Familia (van), Titan

Global sales volume

Global sales volume

Global sales volume

Global sales volume

Global sales volume

Global sales volume

Global sales volume

Global sales volume

Global sales volume

Global sales volume

Global sales volume

Global sales volume

Global sales volume

Japan North America Europe China Asia/Oceania Other
Japan North America Europe China Asia/Oceania Other

Sales
Production

Japan North America Europe China Asia/Oceania Other
Japan North America Europe China Asia/Oceania Other

Sales
Production

Japan North America Europe China Asia/Oceania Other
Japan North America Europe China Asia/Oceania Other

Sales
Production

Japan North America Europe China Asia/Oceania Other
Japan North America Europe China Asia/Oceania Other

Sales
Production

Japan North America Europe China Asia/Oceania Other
Japan North America Europe China Asia/Oceania Other

Sales
Production

Japan North America Europe China Asia/Oceania Other
Japan North America Europe China Asia/Oceania Other

Sales
Production

Japan North America Europe China Asia/Oceania Other
Japan North America Europe China Asia/Oceania Other

Sales
Production

Japan North America Europe China Asia/Oceania Other
Japan North America Europe China Asia/Oceania Other

Sales
Production

Japan North America Europe China Asia/Oceania Other
Japan North America Europe China Asia/Oceania Other

Sales
Production

Japan North America Europe China Asia/Oceania Other
Japan North America Europe China Asia/Oceania Other

Sales
Production

Japan North America Europe China Asia/Oceania Other
Japan North America Europe China Asia/Oceania Other

Sales
Production

Japan North America Europe China Asia/Oceania Other
Japan North America Europe China Asia/Oceania Other

Sales
Production

Japan North America Europe China Asia/Oceania Other
Japan North America Europe China Asia/Oceania Other

Sales
Production

*(     ):Japanese name
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Japanese securities companies
118,309,000

1,268,615,000

886,732,000

265,631,000

460,090,000

3.9％
Breakdown of Shareholders by Type

Japanese financial 
institutions

29.6％

Foreign institutions 
and others

42.3％

Other Japanese 
corporations

8.9％

Japanese
individuals 
and others

15.3％

 *Mexico is included in North America, Puerto Rico is included in Central and 
   South America, and Taiwan is included in Asia.

Breakdown of the Number of Vehicles Sold by Region

3％
Central and South 
America 42,341

China 196,483
15％

Middle East and Africa 50,879
4％

North 
America
388,164

29％

Europe 206,724
16％

Asia/Oceania
202,728

15％

Japan 243,595
18％ (Billions of Yen)

(Years ended March 31)
2012

3,500

2,033.1

2013

2,205.3

2014

2,692.2

2011

2,325.7

2010

2,163.9

3,000

2,500

2,000

1,500

1,000

500

0

Net Sales

2,000

1,900

2,100

2,200

1,800

0 2013

1,978.6

2014

2,246.0

2012

1,915.9

2011

1,771.8

2010

1,947.8

600

500

400

300

200

100

2012

474.4

2013

513.2

2014

676.8

2011

430.5

2010

509.8

0
(Years ended March 31) (Years ended March 31) (Years ended March 31)

120

100

80

60

40

20

2013

89.9

2014

99.4

2012

91.7

2011

91.0

2010

85.2

0

2011

44.7

2012

78.0

2013

77.2

2014

133.2

2010

29.8

(Billions of Yen)

(Years ended March 31)

100

150

50

0

Capital Investment

Total Assets EquityResearch and Development Costs
(Billions of Yen) (Billions of Yen)(Billions of Yen)

Total
1,330,914

Total
2,999,377,000

Consolidated Financial Highlights (as of March 31, 2014)

Four Initiatives of the Structural Reform Plan, and Future Actions

-50

-100

-38.7

23.89.550

-50

-100

100

150

0

(Billions of Yen)

(Years ended
March 31)

2011 2012 2013 2014

182.1

53.9

2010

Operating Income

50

100

150

0

(Billions of Yen)

(Years ended
March 31)

2011

-60.0

2012 2013 2014
-107.7

34.3

135.7

2010

-6.5

Net Income

Profit Growth Image

US$/Yen

€/Yen

Global sales
volume

(1,000 units)

(Years ended
March 31) 2008

1,363

162.1

4.7

−1.9

2.4

6.8 7.2 7.0％ or more

114
162

1,247

−38.7

79
109

1,235

53.9

83
107

1,331

182.1
210.0

¥230.0 billion

100
134

1,420

100
135

1,520

100
135

2012 2013 2014 2015 (Forecast) 2016 (Forecast)

30％
50％

70％ 85％ or more
Mix of SKYACTIV models

Operating income (billions of yen)
Operating income margin (%)

Business Innovation by
SKYACTIV TECHNOLOGY

● Continue right-price sales and realize volume growth while 
　minimizing fleet sales
● Expand line-up of SKYACTIV products

● Update SKYACTIV equipped-models to maintain and enhance 
　competitiveness
● Enhance advertising activities and accelerate brand strategy

Accelerate further cost
improvement through
Monotsukuri Innovation

● Maintain and improve quality, and continue cost 
　improvements for new produScts following new Mazda3

● Further improve efficiency of R&D costs / Capital expenditures
● Promote optimized global sourcing

Reinforce business in emerging
countries and establish a global
production footprint

● Full-scale operations of Mexico Plant and production 
　capacity increase
● Launch automatic transmission plant in Thailand as planned

● Expand local production in Russia and Malaysia

Promote global alliances ● Continue to promote alliances to complement products, technology, and regions

Mazda Brand Value
Maximize customer satisfaction by
providing Mazda unique products / services

with driving pleasure
(driving performance / design / environment &

safety / customer care)

● Enhance lineup of SKYACTIV products
● Realize both right-price sales and volume growth
● Reinforce product / brand advertisement

● Continue investment for future growth
● Realize stable profit structure
● Steadily improve returns to shareholdersM
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2014
2014

2000.11 Mid-term plan "Millennium Plan" is announced

2002.1   Nakasatsunai Proving Ground is completed

2002.4  New brand statement "Zoom-Zoom" is introduced

2002.6 Lewis Booth becomes president and CEO

2003.8 Hisakazu Imaki becomes president and CEO

2004.11  Mid-term plan "Mazda Momentum" is announced

2005.9 Joint venture engine production company in China is established

2006.2 Production of Mazda3 at Changan Ford Automobile 
                  plant in Chongqing begins

2003.1    Production of Mazda6 commences at FAW Car  
                 Company in China

2005.8 China Engineering Support Center is opened

2007.3 Mid-term plan "Mazda Advancement Plan" is announced

2007.3 Long-term vision for technology development: 
                  "Sustainable Zoom-Zoom" is announced

2006.5   Mine Proving Ground is completed

2008.6   Launch of the new Global Visual Identity to express the 
                  company's brand identity

2008.11 Takashi Yamanouchi becomes president and CEO

2012.2　“Structural Reform Plan” is announced

2010.4   “Framework for Medium- and Long-term Initiatives” 
                is announced

2012.9  Mazda and Sollers establish Mazda Sollers, 
                a joint venture production company in Russia
2012.9  Mazda and Bermaz establish Mazda Malaysia, 
                a joint venture company

2012.11 Agreement is reached with Toyota on Toyota 
                vehicle production at the Mazda’s new plant in Mexico

2013.1   Business agreement is concluded for the production 
                of Fiat’s Alfa Romeo brand vehicle

2013.6   Masamichi Kogai becomes president and CEO2013.6   Masamichi Kogai becomes president and CEO

2013.7   Groundbreaking ceremony is held for the 
                new transmission plant in Thailand
2013.7   Groundbreaking ceremony is held for the 
                new transmission plant in Thailand

2010.10
Next-generation 
SKYACTIV TECHNOLOGY 
announced

2011.6
Introduction of “Demio (Mazda2)” equipped with 
the new gasoline engine SKYACTIV-G 1.3

1930

1990

2000

2010

1950

1940

1960

1970

1980

2007.7   Cumulative domestic production reaches 40 million vehicles

40,000,00040,000,000

19
20

19
20

2013.11 
Introduction of “Axela（Mazda3）”
Offered in gasoline, diesel and hybrid*
versions to the Japanese market
* Technology is licensed from Toyota

2014.1　Operations at the production facility “MMVO” 
                a joint venture with Sumitomo Corporation 
                in Mexico are started

2014.1　Operations at the production facility “MMVO” 
                a joint venture with Sumitomo Corporation 
                in Mexico are started

2012.2
Introduction of "CX-5"
(Receives the “2012-2013 
Car of the Year Japan”)

2012.11
Introduction of “Atenza (Mazda6)” 
featuring a series of the advanced 
safety technologies i-ACTIVSENSE

HISTORY OF M{ZD{HISTORY OF M{ZD{

Corporate Product*

1931.10
Production of 3-wheel truck
"Mazda-go DA model," Mazda's first automobile, begins

1928.7 ~ 

1936.4 ~ 

1951 ~ 

1959.7 ~ 

1975.1 ~ 

1950.6 
Introduction of 
4-wheel light 
truck "CA model"

1960.5
Introduction of “R360 
Coupe,” Mazda’s 
first passenger car

1962.2
Introduction of the 
first "Carol"

1963.10
Introduction of 
the first 
"Familia"

1966.5
Introduction of the 
first "Bongo"

1966.8
Introduction of the 
first "Luce"

1967.5
Introduction of the 
"Cosmo Sports (110s)" 
Mazda's first rotary 
engine vehicle

1970.5
Introduction of the 
first "Capella (RX-2)"

1971.8
Introduction of the 
first "Titan"

1971.9 
Introduction of the first 
"Savanna (RX-3)"

1975.10
Introduction of the 
first "Cosmo"

1978.3
Introduction of the first 
"Savanna RX-7 
(RX-7)"

1980.6
"Familia (GLC/323)" fully redesigned
(Receives the “1980-1981 Car of the Year Japan”)

1982.9
"Capella (Telstar)" fully redesigned
(Receives the “1982-1983 Car of the Year Japan”)

1989.9
Introduction of the 
first "Roadster (MX-5)"

* Launching date is based on Japanese market

1920.1  Toyo Cork Kogyo Co., Ltd is founded

1921.3  Jujiro Matsuda becomes president

1927.9  Company becomes Toyo Kogyo Co., Ltd

1928.7  New logo is introduced

1932　  Export of 3-wheel trucks begins

1936.4  Caravan of 3-wheeled trucks 
                    from Kagoshima to Tokyo (advertising campaign)
1936.4  New logo is introduced

1930.9  New plant is constructed in Hiroshima (Aki-gun, Fuchu-cho)

1949.8  　3-wheeled truck exports restart

1945.8  Mazda loans part of headquarters building to Hiroshima 
                    prefecture and all functions of the prefectural office are 
                    transferred there (until July 1946)

1951.12 Tsuneji Matsuda becomes president
1951      New logo is introduced

1959.7  New logo is introduced

1965.5   Miyoshi Proving Ground is completed

1966.11 Start of operations at new passenger car plant (Ujina) 
                 in Hiroshima

1967.3  Full-scale exports to the European market begin

1961.7　Mazda enters into technical cooperation with NSU/ Wankel 
                     on rotary engines 

1963.3  Cumulative domestic production reaches 1 million vehicles

1,000,0001,000,000

1970.4    Exports to the U.S. begin

1970.11 Kouhei Matsuda becomes president

1975.1   New logo is introduced

1977.12 Yoshiki Yamasaki becomes president

1979.6    Cumulative domestic production reaches 10 million vehicles

1979.11 Ford Motor Company and Mazda enter into a capital tie-up

10,000,00010,000,000

1981.12  Start of operations at Hofu Transmission Plant (Nakanoseki district)

1982.9   Start of operations at Hofu plant (Nishinoura district)

1984.5   Company is renamed as Mazda Motor Corporation

1984.10 Mazda Foundation is established

1984.11 Kenichi Yamamoto becomes president

1985.1   Establishment of Mazda Motor Manufacturing (USA) 
                 Corporation (MMUC), later called Auto Alliance 
                 International (AAI)
1987.4   Cumulative domestic production reaches 20 million vehicles

1987.6   New research center is opened in Yokohama, 
                 Japan (the current Mazda R&D Center Yokohama)
1987.12 Norimasa Furuta becomes president

1988.4   Mazda Technical College is established

1988.5   Mazda Research and Development Center is 
                 established in Irvine, CA (U.S.)

20,000,00020,000,000

Corporate Product*

1991.12 Yoshihiro Wada becomes president
1990.5   European R&D Representative Office (MRE) is completed

1990.1   Hokkaido Kenbuchi Proving Ground for cold-weather 
               testing is conpleted

1995.11 Mazda and Ford jointly establish Auto Alliance (Thailand) 
                    Company Limited (AAT), a joint venture production company

1996.3   Mazda website is opened

1996.6   Henry D.G. Wallace becomes president

1997.6   New logo is introduced

1997.11 James E. Miller becomes president

1999.12 Mark Fields becomes president

1995.4   Cumulative domestic production reaches 30 million vehicles

30,000,00030,000,000

1990.1
Introduction of the 
first "MPV"

1991.6
Mazda 787B wins the 59th Le Mans 24-Hour 
Endurance Race, claiming the first ever victory 
for a Japanese automobile

1991.12
"RX-7" fully redesigned
(Receives the “1991-1992 RJC New Car of the Year”)

1996.8
Introduction of the first "Demio (Mazda2)"
(Receives the “1996-1997 RJC New Car of the Year”)

1999.4
Introduction of the first 
"Premacy (Mazda5)"1997.6 ~ 

2000.7
Roadster is recognized by the Guinness Book of 
Records as the world's largest production of 
lightweight open two-seater sports car

2003.4
Introduction of "RX-8"
(Receives the “2004 RJC Car of The Year”)

2004.6
Introduction of 
"Verisa"

2006.3
Global presentation of “BT-50” 
at Bangkok International 
Motor Show

2006.12
Introduction of 
"CX-7"

2008.3
“Mazda2” receives the 
“2008 World Car of the Year Award”

2002.5
Introduction of the first “Atenza (Mazda6)”
(Receives the ”2003 RJC Car of the Year”)

2003.10
Introduction of the first "Axela (Mazda3)"

2005.8
"Roadster (MX-5)" fully redesigned
(Receives the “2005-2006 Car 
of the Year Japan” )

2006.10
Production of 
"CX-9" commences

2007.7
"Demio" fully redesigned
(Receives the “2008 RJC Car 
of the Year”)

2008.7
Introduction of 
"Biante"

* Launching date is based on Japanese market
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2014
2014

2000.11 Mid-term plan "Millennium Plan" is announced

2002.1   Nakasatsunai Proving Ground is completed

2002.4  New brand statement "Zoom-Zoom" is introduced

2002.6 Lewis Booth becomes president and CEO

2003.8 Hisakazu Imaki becomes president and CEO

2004.11  Mid-term plan "Mazda Momentum" is announced

2005.9 Joint venture engine production company in China is established

2006.2 Production of Mazda3 at Changan Ford Automobile 
                  plant in Chongqing begins

2003.1    Production of Mazda6 commences at FAW Car  
                 Company in China

2005.8 China Engineering Support Center is opened

2007.3 Mid-term plan "Mazda Advancement Plan" is announced

2007.3 Long-term vision for technology development: 
                  "Sustainable Zoom-Zoom" is announced

2006.5   Mine Proving Ground is completed

2008.6   Launch of the new Global Visual Identity to express the 
                  company's brand identity

2008.11 Takashi Yamanouchi becomes president and CEO

2012.2　“Structural Reform Plan” is announced

2010.4   “Framework for Medium- and Long-term Initiatives” 
                is announced

2012.9  Mazda and Sollers establish Mazda Sollers, 
                a joint venture production company in Russia
2012.9  Mazda and Bermaz establish Mazda Malaysia, 
                a joint venture company

2012.11 Agreement is reached with Toyota on Toyota 
                vehicle production at the Mazda’s new plant in Mexico

2013.1   Business agreement is concluded for the production 
                of Fiat’s Alfa Romeo brand vehicle

2013.6   Masamichi Kogai becomes president and CEO2013.6   Masamichi Kogai becomes president and CEO

2013.7   Groundbreaking ceremony is held for the 
                new transmission plant in Thailand
2013.7   Groundbreaking ceremony is held for the 
                new transmission plant in Thailand

2010.10
Next-generation 
SKYACTIV TECHNOLOGY 
announced

2011.6
Introduction of “Demio (Mazda2)” equipped with 
the new gasoline engine SKYACTIV-G 1.3

1930

1990

2000

2010

1950

1940

1960

1970

1980

2007.7   Cumulative domestic production reaches 40 million vehicles

40,000,00040,000,000

19
20

19
20

2013.11 
Introduction of “Axela（Mazda3）”
Offered in gasoline, diesel and hybrid*
versions to the Japanese market
* Technology is licensed from Toyota

2014.1　Operations at the production facility “MMVO” 
                a joint venture with Sumitomo Corporation 
                in Mexico are started

2014.1　Operations at the production facility “MMVO” 
                a joint venture with Sumitomo Corporation 
                in Mexico are started

2012.2
Introduction of "CX-5"
(Receives the “2012-2013 
Car of the Year Japan”)

2012.11
Introduction of “Atenza (Mazda6)” 
featuring a series of the advanced 
safety technologies i-ACTIVSENSE

HISTORY OF M{ZD{HISTORY OF M{ZD{

Corporate Product*

1931.10
Production of 3-wheel truck
"Mazda-go DA model," Mazda's first automobile, begins

1928.7 ~ 

1936.4 ~ 

1951 ~ 

1959.7 ~ 

1975.1 ~ 

1950.6 
Introduction of 
4-wheel light 
truck "CA model"

1960.5
Introduction of “R360 
Coupe,” Mazda’s 
first passenger car

1962.2
Introduction of the 
first "Carol"

1963.10
Introduction of 
the first 
"Familia"

1966.5
Introduction of the 
first "Bongo"

1966.8
Introduction of the 
first "Luce"

1967.5
Introduction of the 
"Cosmo Sports (110s)" 
Mazda's first rotary 
engine vehicle

1970.5
Introduction of the 
first "Capella (RX-2)"

1971.8
Introduction of the 
first "Titan"

1971.9 
Introduction of the first 
"Savanna (RX-3)"

1975.10
Introduction of the 
first "Cosmo"

1978.3
Introduction of the first 
"Savanna RX-7 
(RX-7)"

1980.6
"Familia (GLC/323)" fully redesigned
(Receives the “1980-1981 Car of the Year Japan”)

1982.9
"Capella (Telstar)" fully redesigned
(Receives the “1982-1983 Car of the Year Japan”)

1989.9
Introduction of the 
first "Roadster (MX-5)"

* Launching date is based on Japanese market

1920.1  Toyo Cork Kogyo Co., Ltd is founded

1921.3  Jujiro Matsuda becomes president

1927.9  Company becomes Toyo Kogyo Co., Ltd

1928.7  New logo is introduced

1932　  Export of 3-wheel trucks begins

1936.4  Caravan of 3-wheeled trucks 
                    from Kagoshima to Tokyo (advertising campaign)
1936.4  New logo is introduced

1930.9  New plant is constructed in Hiroshima (Aki-gun, Fuchu-cho)

1949.8  　3-wheeled truck exports restart

1945.8  Mazda loans part of headquarters building to Hiroshima 
                    prefecture and all functions of the prefectural office are 
                    transferred there (until July 1946)

1951.12 Tsuneji Matsuda becomes president
1951      New logo is introduced

1959.7  New logo is introduced

1965.5   Miyoshi Proving Ground is completed

1966.11 Start of operations at new passenger car plant (Ujina) 
                 in Hiroshima

1967.3  Full-scale exports to the European market begin

1961.7　Mazda enters into technical cooperation with NSU/ Wankel 
                     on rotary engines 

1963.3  Cumulative domestic production reaches 1 million vehicles

1,000,0001,000,000

1970.4    Exports to the U.S. begin

1970.11 Kouhei Matsuda becomes president

1975.1   New logo is introduced

1977.12 Yoshiki Yamasaki becomes president

1979.6    Cumulative domestic production reaches 10 million vehicles

1979.11 Ford Motor Company and Mazda enter into a capital tie-up

10,000,00010,000,000

1981.12  Start of operations at Hofu Transmission Plant (Nakanoseki district)

1982.9   Start of operations at Hofu plant (Nishinoura district)

1984.5   Company is renamed as Mazda Motor Corporation

1984.10 Mazda Foundation is established

1984.11 Kenichi Yamamoto becomes president

1985.1   Establishment of Mazda Motor Manufacturing (USA) 
                 Corporation (MMUC), later called Auto Alliance 
                 International (AAI)
1987.4   Cumulative domestic production reaches 20 million vehicles

1987.6   New research center is opened in Yokohama, 
                 Japan (the current Mazda R&D Center Yokohama)
1987.12 Norimasa Furuta becomes president

1988.4   Mazda Technical College is established

1988.5   Mazda Research and Development Center is 
                 established in Irvine, CA (U.S.)

20,000,00020,000,000

Corporate Product*

1991.12 Yoshihiro Wada becomes president
1990.5   European R&D Representative Office (MRE) is completed

1990.1   Hokkaido Kenbuchi Proving Ground for cold-weather 
               testing is conpleted

1995.11 Mazda and Ford jointly establish Auto Alliance (Thailand) 
                    Company Limited (AAT), a joint venture production company

1996.3   Mazda website is opened

1996.6   Henry D.G. Wallace becomes president

1997.6   New logo is introduced

1997.11 James E. Miller becomes president

1999.12 Mark Fields becomes president

1995.4   Cumulative domestic production reaches 30 million vehicles

30,000,00030,000,000

1990.1
Introduction of the 
first "MPV"

1991.6
Mazda 787B wins the 59th Le Mans 24-Hour 
Endurance Race, claiming the first ever victory 
for a Japanese automobile

1991.12
"RX-7" fully redesigned
(Receives the “1991-1992 RJC New Car of the Year”)

1996.8
Introduction of the first "Demio (Mazda2)"
(Receives the “1996-1997 RJC New Car of the Year”)

1999.4
Introduction of the first 
"Premacy (Mazda5)"1997.6 ~ 

2000.7
Roadster is recognized by the Guinness Book of 
Records as the world's largest production of 
lightweight open two-seater sports car

2003.4
Introduction of "RX-8"
(Receives the “2004 RJC Car of The Year”)

2004.6
Introduction of 
"Verisa"

2006.3
Global presentation of “BT-50” 
at Bangkok International 
Motor Show

2006.12
Introduction of 
"CX-7"

2008.3
“Mazda2” receives the 
“2008 World Car of the Year Award”

2002.5
Introduction of the first “Atenza (Mazda6)”
(Receives the ”2003 RJC Car of the Year”)

2003.10
Introduction of the first "Axela (Mazda3)"

2005.8
"Roadster (MX-5)" fully redesigned
(Receives the “2005-2006 Car 
of the Year Japan” )

2006.10
Production of 
"CX-9" commences

2007.7
"Demio" fully redesigned
(Receives the “2008 RJC Car 
of the Year”)

2008.7
Introduction of 
"Biante"

* Launching date is based on Japanese market
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Table of Comparisons with Guidelines
The table below shows the pages in this report containing the information relevant to each of the required disclosure categories under the GRI  
Sustainability Reporting Guidelines Version 3.1 and ISO 26000.

170

Required disclosure categories under the guidelines ISO26000 Relevant pages
Profile

1 Vision and Strategy

1.1 Statement from the most senior decision maker of the organization (e.g., CEO, chair, or equivalent senior position) about the 
relevance of sustainability to the organization and its strategy. 6.2

3-5

1.2 Description of key impacts, risks, and opportunities. 3-5, 6-9, 12

2 Organizational Profile

Organizational Profile

2.1 Name of the organization. 2

2.2 Primary brands, products, and/or services. 166

2.3 Operational structure of the organization, including main divisions, operating companies, subsidiaries, and joint ventures. 6.2 2, 165

2.4 Location of organization's headquarters. 2

2.5 Number of countries where the organization operates, and names of countries with either major operations or that are specifically relevant to 
the sustainability issues covered in the report. 2, 165

2.6 Nature of ownership and legal form. 2

2.7 Markets served (including geographic breakdown, sectors served, and types of customers/beneficiaries). 165, 166

2.8

・ Number of employees. 2

・ Number of operations. 2

・ Net sales (for private sector organizations) or net revenues (for public sector organizations). 167

・ Total capitalization broken down in terms of debt and equity (for private sector organizations). 167

・ Quantity of products or services provided. Annual Report

2.9

Significant changes during the reporting period regarding size, structure, or ownership.
・ The location of, or changes in operations, including facility openings, closings, and expansions; and
・ Changes in the share capital structure and other capital formation, maintenance, and alteration operations (for private sector 
organizations).

1, 3, 10

2.10 Awards received in the reporting period. 9, 45, 128, 139, 163-164

3 Report Scope

Report Profile

3.1 Reporting period (e.g., fiscal/calendar year) for information provided. 1

3.2 Date of most recent previous report (if any). 1

3.3 Reporting cycle (annual, biennial, etc.) 1

3.4 Contact point for questions regarding the report or its contents. 1

Report Scope and Boundary

3.5

Process for defining report content.
・ Determining materiality;
・ Prioritizing topics within the report; and
・ Identifying stakeholders the organization expects to use the report.

1, 12, 160, 157-162

3.6 Boundary of the report (e.g., countries, divisions, subsidiaries, leased facilities, joint ventures, suppliers). 1

3.7
State any specific limitations on the scope or boundary of the report. If boundary and scope do not address the full range  
of material economic, environmental, and social impacts of the organization, state the strategy and projected timeline for  
providing complete coverage.

―

3.8 Basis for reporting on joint ventures, subsidiaries, leased facilities, outsourced operations, and other entities that can  
significantly affect comparability from period to period and/or between organizations. ―

3.9 Data measurement techniques and the bases of calculations, including assumptions and techniques underlying estimations applied to the 
compilation of the Indicators and other information in the report. 1, 76, 79, 80

3.10 Explanation of the effect of any re-statements of information provided in earlier reports, and the reasons for such re-statement 
(e.g., mergers/acquisitions, change of base years/periods, nature of business, measurement methods). ―

3.11 Significant changes from previous reporting periods in the scope, boundary, or measurement methods applied in the report. 60

GRI Content Index

3.12 Table identifying the location of the Standard Disclosures in the report. 170-173

Assurance

3.13
Policy and current practice with regard to seeking external assurance for the report. If not included in the assurance report  
accompanying the sustainability report, explain the scope and basis of any external assurance provided. Also explain the  
relationship between the reporting organization and the assurance provider(s).

―

4 Governance, Commitments, and Engagement

Governance

4.1 Governance structure of the organization, including committees under the highest governance body responsible for specific  
tasks, such as setting strategy or organizational oversight.

6.2

141, 142

4.2 Indicate whether the Chair of the highest governance body is also an executive officer (and, if so, their function within the  
organization's management and the reasons for this arrangement). 141

4.3 For organizations that have a unitary board structure, state the number and gender of members of the highest governance  
body that are independent and/or non-executive members. 141

4.4 Mechanisms for shareholders and employees to provide recommendations or direction to the highest governance body. 141, 142

4.5 Linkage between compensation for members of the highest governance body, senior managers, and executives (including  
departure arrangements), and the organization's performance (including social and environmental performance). 141

4.6 Processes in place for the highest governance body to ensure conflicts of interest are avoided. 141, 143, 147, 148

4.7 Process for determining the composition, qualifications, and expertise of the members of the highest governance body and its 
committees, including any consideration of gender and other indicators of diversity. 13

4.8 Internally developed statements of mission or values, codes of conduct, and principles relevant to economic, environmental,  
and social performance and the status of their implementation.

2, 6, 12, 48-51, 70,  
83, 125, 137, 147
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Required disclosure categories under the guidelines ISO26000 Relevant pages

4.9
Procedures of the highest governance body for overseeing the organization's identification and management of economic,  
environmental, and social performance, including relevant risks and opportunities, and adherence or compliance with  
internationally agreed standards, codes of conduct, and principles. 6.2

12, 13

4.10 Processes for evaluating the highest governance body's own performance, particularly with respect to economic,  
environmental, and social performance. ―

Commitments to External Initiatives

4.11 Explanation of whether and how the precautionary approach or principle is addressed by the organization.

6.2

143, 144

4.12 Externally developed economic, environmental, and social charters, principles, or other initiatives to which the organization  
subscribes or endorses. 12, 13, 70

4.13

Memberships in associations (such as industry associations) and/or national/international advocacy organizations in which the 
organization).
・ Has positions in governance bodies;
・ Participates in projects or committees;
・ Provides substantive funding beyond routine membership dues; or
・ Views membership as strategic.

40

Stakeholder Engagement

4.14 List of stakeholder groups engaged by the organization.

6.2

157

4.15 Basis for identification and selection of stakeholders with whom to engage. 158-162

4.16 Approaches to stakeholder engagement, including frequency of engagement by type and by stakeholder group. 157-162

4.17 Key topics and concerns that have been raised through stakeholder engagement, and how the organization has responded to 
those key topics and concerns, including through its reporting.

20, 24, 29, 34, 150-
152, 157-162

5 Indicator Protocol (●: Core Performance Indicators)

Economic

Disclosure on Management Approach 6.2, 6.8 3-5, 6-11

Performance Indicators

Economic Performance

●EC1. Direct economic value generated and distributed, including revenues, operating costs, employee compensation, donations and 
other community investments, retained earnings, and payments to capital providers and governments.

6.8, 6.8.3, 6.8.7,  
6.8.9 89, 102, 106, 167

●EC2. Financial implications and other risks and opportunities for the organization's activities due to climate change. 6.5.5 2, 4, 49-51, 79

●EC3. Coverage of the organization's defined benefit plan obligations. ―
●EC4. Significant financial assistance received from government. ―
Market Presence

EC5. Range of ratios of standard entry level wage by gender compared to local minimum wage at significant locations of operation. 6.3.7, 6.4.4, 6.8 ―

●EC6. Policy, practices, and proportion of spending on locally-based suppliers at significant locations of operation. 6.6.6, 6.8, 6.8.5,  
6.8.7 150-154

●EC7. Procedures for local hiring and proportion of senior management hired from the local community at locations of significant  
operation. 6.8, 6.8.5, 6.8.7 ―

Indirect Economic Impacts

●EC8. Development and impact of infrastructure investments and services provided primarily for public benefit through commercial, 
in-kind, or pro bono engagement.

6.3.9, 6.8, 6.8.3,  
6.8.4, 6.8.5, 6.8.6, 
6.8.7, 6.8.9

83, 102, 106

EC9. Understanding and describing significant indirect economic impacts, including the extent of impacts.
6.3.9, 6.6.6, 6.6.7, 
6.7.8, 6.8, 6.8.5,  
6.8.6, 6.8.7, 6.8.9

―

Environmental

Disclosure on Management Approach 6.2, 6.5 2, 3-5, 12-17, 
48-52, 76-78

Performance Indicators

Energy

●EN1. Materials used by weight or volume.
6.5, 6.5.4

80

●EN2. Percentage of materials used that are recycled input materials. 64-66, 80

Energy

●EN3. Direct energy consumption by primary energy source.

6.5, 6.5.4

60, 61, 80

●EN4. Indirect energy consumption by primary source. 60, 80

EN5. Energy saved due to conservation and efficiency improvements. 60

EN6. Initiatives to provide energy-efficient or renewable energy based products and services, and reductions in energy requirements 
as a result of these initiatives. 52-59

EN7. Initiatives to reduce indirect energy consumption and reductions achieved. 77, 62

Water

●EN8. Total water withdrawal by source.

6.5, 6.5.4

80

EN9. Water sources significantly affected by withdrawal of water. ―
EN10. Percentage and total volume of water recycled and reused. ―
Biodiversity

●EN11. Location and size of land owned, leased, managed in, or adjacent to, protected areas and areas of high biodiversity value  
outside protected areas.

6.5, 6.5.6

―

●EN12. Description of significant impacts of activities, products, and services on biodiversity in protected areas and areas of high  
biodiversity value outside protected areas. 70

EN13. Habitats protected or restored. 70

171
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EN14. Strategies, current actions, and future plans for managing impacts on biodiversity. 6.5, 6.5.6, 6.8.3 70

EN15. Number of IUCN Red List species and national conservation list species with habitats in areas affected by operations, by level of 
extinction risk. 6.5, 6.5.6 ―

Emissions, Effluents, and Waste

●EN16. Total direct and indirect greenhouse gas emissions by weight.

6.5, 6.5.5

60, 62, 80

●EN17. Other relevant indirect greenhouse gas emissions by weight. 80

EN18. Initiatives to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and reductions achieved. 60, 62

●EN19. Emissions of ozone-depleting substances by weight.

6.5, 6.5.3

73, 80

●EN20. NO, SO, and other significant air emissions by type and weight. 73, 80

●EN21. Total water discharge by quality and destination. 73

●EN22. Total weight of waste by type and disposal method. 80

●EN23. Total number and volume of significant spills. ―

EN24. Weight of transported, imported, exported, or treated waste deemed hazardous under the terms of the Basel Convention Annex 
Ⅰ, Ⅱ, Ⅲ, and Ⅳ, and percentage of transported waste shipped internationally. ―

EN25. Identity, size, protected status, and biodiversity value of water bodies and related habitats significantly affected by the reporting 
organization's discharges of water and runoff.

6.5, 6.5.3, 6.5.4,  
6.5.6 ―

Products and Services

●EN26. Initiatives to mitigate environmental impacts of products and services, and extent of impact mitigation. 6.5, 6.5.4, 6.6.6,  
6.7.5 55-59, 64-66, 80

●EN27. Percentage of products sold and their packaging materials that are reclaimed by category. 6.5, 6.5.3, 6.5.4,  
6.7.5 64-66, 80

Compliance

●EN28. Monetary value of significant fines and total number of non-monetary sanctions for noncompliance with environmental laws and 
regulations. 6.5 N/A

Transport

EN29. Significant environmental impacts of transporting products and other goods and materials used for the organization's  
operations, and transporting members of the workforce. 6.5, 6.5.4, 6.6.6 62, 63, 65, 80

Overall

EN30. Total environmental protection expenditures and investments by type. 6.5 80

Social

Labor Practices and Decent Work

Disclosure on Management Approach 6.2, 6.4, 6.3.10 3-5, 12-17, 125, 137

Performance Indicators

Employment

●LA1. Total workforce by employment type, employment contract, and region, broken down by gender.
6.4, 6.4.3

133

●LA2. Total number and rate of new employee hires and employee turnover by age group, gender, and region. 133

LA3. Benefits provided to full-time employees that are not provided to temporary or part- time employees, by significant locations of 
operation. 6.4, 6.4.3, 6.4.4 129-131, 134-136

●LA15. Return to work and retention rates after parental leave, by gender. 6.4, 6.4.4 130

Labor/Management Relations

●LA4. Percentage of employees covered by collective bargaining agreements. 6.3.10, 6.4, 6.4.3, 
6.4.4, 6.4.5 136

●LA5. Minimum notice period(s) regarding operational changes, including whether it is specified in collective agreements. 6.4, 6.4.3, 6.4.4,  
6.4.5 ―

Occupational Health and Safety

LA6. Percentage of total workforce represented informal joint management-worker health and safety committees that help monitor 
and advice on occupational health and safety programs.

6.4, 6.4.6
―

●LA7. Rates of injury, occupational diseases, lost days, and absenteeism, and total number of workrelated fatalities, by region and by 
gender. 133

●LA8. Education, training, counseling, prevention, and risk-control programs in place to assist workforce members, their families, or 
community members regarding serious diseases. 6.4,  6.4.6,  6.8,  

6.8.3, 6.8.4 , 6.8.8
134-136

LA9. Health and safety topics covered in formal agreements with trade unions. 133

Training and Education

●LA10. Average hours of training per year per employee by gender, and by employee category. 6.4, 6.4.7 127

LA11. Programs for skills management and lifelong learning that support the continued employability of employees and assist them in 
managing career endings. 6.4, 6.4.7, 6.8.5 125-128

LA12. Percentage of employees receiving regular performance and career development reviews, by gender. 6.4, 6.4.7 127

Diversity and Equal Opportunity

●LA13. Composition of governance bodies and breakdown of employees per category according to gender, age group, minority group 
membership, and other indicators of diversity.

6.3.7, 6.3.10, 6.4, 
6.4.3 133

Equal Remuneration for Women and Men

●LA14. Ratio of basic salary of men to women by employee category. 6.3.7 , 6.3.10, 6.4, 
6.4.3, 6.4.4 ―

Human Rights

Disclosure on Management Approach 6.2, 6.3,  6.3.3,  
6.3.4, 6.3.6, 6.6.6

4, 5, 12-17, 137, 
150

Performance Indicators

Investment and Procurement Practices

●HR1. Percentage and total number of significant investment agreements and contracts that include clauses incorporating human 
rights concerns, or that have undergone human rights screening.

6.3, 6.3.3, 6.3.5,  
6.6.6 ―

172
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●HR2. Percentage of significant suppliers, contractors, and other business partners that have undergone human rights screening, and 
actions taken.

6.3, 6.3.3, 6.3.5,  
6.6.6 150

HR3. Total hours of employee training on policies and procedures concerning aspects of human rights that are relevant to operations, 
including the percentage of employees trained. 6.3, 6.3.5 137-139

Non-Discrimination

●HR4. Total number of incidents of discrimination and corrective actions taken. 6.3, 6.3.6, 6.3.7,  
6.3.10, 6.4.3 ―

Freedom of Association and Collective Bargaining

●HR5. Operations and significant suppliers identified in which the right to exercise freedom of association and collective bargaining  
may be violated or at significant risk, and actions taken to support these rights.

6.3, 6.3.3, 6.3.4,  
6.3.5, 6.3.8, 6.3.10, 
6.4.3, 6.4.5

―

Child Labor

●HR6. Operations and significant suppliers identified as having significant risk for incidents of child labor, and measures taken to  
contribute to the effective abolition of child labor.

6.3, 6.3.3, 6.3.4,  
6.3.5, 6.3.7, 6.3.10, 
6.6.6

12, 147, 150

Forced and Compulsory Labor

●HR7. Operations and significant suppliers identified as having significant risk for incidents of forced or compulsory labor, and  
measures to contribute to the elimination of all forms of forced or compulsory labor.

6.3, 6.3.3, 6.3.4,  
6.3.5, 6.3.7, 6.3.10, 
6.6.6

12, 147, 150

Security Practices

HR8. Percentage of security personnel trained in the organization's policies or procedures concerning aspects of human rights that 
are relevant to operations.

6.3, 6.3.5, 6.4.3,  
6.6.6 ―

Indigenous Rights

HR9. Total number of incidents of violations involving rights of indigenous people and actions taken. 6.3, 6.3.6, 6.3.7,  
6.3.8, 6.6.7 ―

Assessment

●HR10. Percentage and total number of operations that have been subject to human rights reviews and/or impact assessments. 6.3, 6.3.3 , 6.3.4,  
6.3.5 137-139

Remediation

●HR11. Number of grievances related to human rights filed, addressed and resolved through formal grievance mechanisms. 6.3, 6.3.6 138

Society

Disclosure on Management Approach 6.2, 6.6, 6.8 4, 5, 12-17

Performance Indicators

Local Communities

●SO1. Percentage of operations with implemented local community engagement, impact assessments, and development programs. 6.3.9, 6.8, 6.8.3,  
6.8.9 83

●SO9. Operations with significant potential or actual negative impacts on local communities. 6.3.9, 6.5.3, 6.5.6, 
6.8 

10

●SO10. Percentage of operations with implemented local community engagement, impact assessments, and development programs. 10

Corruption

●SO2. Percentage and total number of business units analyzed for risks related to corruption.

6.6, 6.6.3

143

●SO3. Percentage of employees trained in organization's anti-corruption policies and procedures. 147, 148

●SO4. Actions taken in response to incidents of corruption. ―
Public Policy

●SO5. Public policy positions and participation in public policy development and lobbying.
6.6, 6.6.3, 6.8.3

―
SO6. Total value of financial and in-kind contributions to political parties, politicians, and related institutions by country. ―
Anti-competitive Behavior

SO7. Total number of legal actions for anticompetitive behavior, anti-trust, and monopoly practices and their outcomes. 6.6, 6.6.5, 6.6.7 ―
Compliance

●SO8. Monetary value of significant fines and total number of non-monetary sanctions for noncompliance with laws and regulations. 6.6, 6.6.3, 6.6.7,  
6.8.7 ―

Product Responsibility

Disclosure on Management Approach 6.2, 6.6, 6.7 4, 12-17, 19

Performance Indicators

Customer Health and Safety

●PR1. Life cycle stages in which health and safety impacts of products and services are assessed for improvement, and percentage of 
significant products and services categories subject to such procedures. 6.3.9, 6.6.6, 6.7,  

6.7.4, 6.7.5 

19

PR2. Total number of incidents of non-compliance with regulations and voluntary codes concerning health and safety impacts of  
products and services during their life cycle, by type of outcomes. 21

Product and Service Labeling

●PR3. Type of product and service information required by procedures, and percentage of significant products and services subject to 
such information requirements. 6.7, 6.7.3, 6.7.4,  

6.7.5, 6.7.6, 6.7.9

―

PR4. Total number of incidents of non-compliance with regulations and voluntary codes concerning product and service information 
and labeling, by type of outcomes. ―

PR5. Practices related to customer satisfaction, including results of surveys measuring customer satisfaction. 6.7, 6.7.4, 6.7.5,  
6.7.6, 6.7.8, 6.7.9 19, 21, 22

Marketing Communications

●PR6. Programs for adherence to laws, standards, and voluntary codes related to marketing communications, including advertising, 
promotion, and sponsorship. 6.7, 6.7.3, 6.7.6,  

6.7.9

27

PR7. Total number of incidents of non-compliance with regulations and voluntary codes concerning marketing communications,  
including advertising, promotion, and sponsorship by type of outcomes. ―

Customer Privacy

PR8. Total number of substantiated complaints regarding breaches of customer privacy and losses of customer data. 6.7, 6.7.7 ―
Compliance

●PR9. Monetary value of significant fines for noncompliance with laws and regulations concerning the provision and use of products 
and services. 6.7, 6.7.6 ―
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Third-Party Opinion

Mazda has steadily implemented the Structural Reform Plan, 
which reinforces the framework for medium- and long-term 
initiatives with FY March 2016 as the target year, and has 
already achieved positive results. With the development of 
SKYACTIV TECHNOLOGY, Mazda has produced significant 
achievements in technology, product design, and environmen-
tal and safety performances. The Company has also achieved 
cost improvements through its Monotsukuri Innovation.
Of special note in the Mazda Sustainability Report 2014 is a 
detailed description of Mazda’s efforts toward brand value-fo-
cused business management. In 1920, Mazda was founded 
in Hiroshima, the prefecture that produced many number of 
emigrants from Japan, located in the Chugoku region where 
more than half of domestic iron had been produced until mod-
ern times. Nurtured in a prefecture imbued with a frontier can-
do spirit as well as an innovative manufacturing spirit, Mazda 
resumed the production of three-wheeled trucks a mere four 
months after the 1945 atomic bombing of Hiroshima. Mazda 
has a proud history of imparting great courage and hope to 
the people. With 2020 marking the centennial anniversary of 
its founding, Mazda has started to place stronger emphasis on 
communicating Mazda’s heritage and brand values, including 
these great spirits.
Mazda’s can-do spirit and outstanding creativity have been 
highly recognized throughout the world. The Company was 
selected as one of the top three finalists in the 2013 and 
2014 World Car Design of the Year for two consecutive years, 
accomplishing a remarkable first for a Japanese company. 
This clearly demonstrates that Mazda is a company that can 
break molds and patterns and make concerted efforts toward 
new heights from its unique perspective, rather than following 
its competitors. 
Mazda, as a global company based in Hiroshima, has conduct-
ed business activities in more than 120 countries around the 
world. The Company now manufactures more than 70% of its 
products in Japan, but is planning to increase its overseas 
production ratio to 50% in the near future. Here, I have some 
advice for Mazda to further enhance its presence as a global 
company and hold a prestigious position on the global stage.

■ The Mazda Sustainability Report 2014 carries detailed and 
comprehensive information on the Company’s CSR activities 
in Japan. It is recommended that the Company place more 
emphasis on reporting its CSR activities in overseas countries. 
For example, it has held various education and training pro-
grams for its employees in Japan to enhance their awareness 
of the importance of Corporate Social Responsibility. However, 
there is little information on what kind of CSR-related training 
has been provided for its employees abroad. The U.S. is the 

largest market for Mazda in terms of vehicle sales. Detailed 
descriptions of the kinds of efforts Mazda has been making 
to enhance local customer satisfaction and what results have 
been obtained thus far would make the Report more appeal-
ing to readers abroad. I think effective communication of both 
strategic business activities and CSR activities would help en-
hance Mazda’s presence as a global player.

■ Mazda’s new plant MMVO (Mazda de Mexico Vehicle Oper-
ation) in Mexico commenced operations in January 2014. 
It is worthy to note that MMVO is Mexico’s first automotive 
plant to obtain an environmental license from the Mexican 
government before the start of production. In other words, it 
means that since the early days of construction of the plant, 
Mazda has paid special attention to environmental protec-
tion through repeated dialogues with local residents. Mazda’s 
other efforts in Mexico include the protection of habitats of 
migratory birds and active involvement in the maintenance 
and management of rainwater drainage systems in the area 
surrounding the new plant. It can be said that these activities 
are model cases of stakeholder engagement. However, it is 
regrettable that in the Report there is no mention of Mazda’s 
efforts abroad to protect the environment, including air and 
water pollution control, in areas surrounding the Company’s 
plants abroad other than MMVO. Environmental pollution is 
usually a matter of serious concern for people living in the 
neighborhood of manufacturing plants. It is hoped that data 
on air and water pollution statuses in areas around the Com-
pany’s plants abroad will be publicly disclosed in the same way 
as in Japan.

■ Mazda, which operates in many parts of the world, has been 
committed to promoting communications with local commu-
nities by creating a position responsible for social contribution 
activities at major production sites and regional operation 
companies abroad, conducting diverse activities that meet lo-
cal needs, and proactively disclosing information on such ac-
tivities. Mazda’s social contribution activities are underpinned 
by the three pillars of environment and safety performance, 
human resources development, and community contribu-
tions. However, Mazda has adopted less restrictive rules in 
foreign countries and regions where the Company operates 
so that it can meet local needs more flexibly. Now, a general 
trend of social contribution activities among global business-
es is to identify global issues to be resolved with the power 
and capability of a global company and to tackle such issues 
on a global level. I hope that as a global company, Mazda will 
also identify global issues the Company can help resolve and 
tackle such issues with Group-wide efforts around the world.

This year, Makiko Akabane shares her opinion about the CSR activities of Mazda Motor 
Corporation and its Group companies in Japan and other countries, as well as infor-
mation disclosure regarding their CSR activities, in view of the Mazda Sustainability  
Report 2014, a plant tour and the exchange of opinions at the Head Office.

Makiko Akabane
Director

CSR Asia Japan Office
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